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Voor Pieter

a map
or more

:
a topography

where all the roads
end
in midair
complete
Pierre Joris, Antlers XI

Nicole Brossard

ELSEWHERE & THE VOICE OF FRIENDSHIP
in English the voice goes faster, the same voice
in French stretches out with other intonations
of voyage and vowels, sometimes an Arabic word floats
into the atmosphere so then memory
delivers passages of friendship
vast landscapes for nomadic alphabet
then suddenly the language needs small
obstacles with plurals and pronouns in translation
joris iris high risk joy

I can see how in bending he translates simultaneously
he laughs because life because he translates from Albany to Paris
between centuries he walks with thousand-words of etymology
from Berlin to Celan to Miles Davis toward other variations
each word moves him closer, moves him away
“the always elsewhere I stalk/ I push against
yet never/ touch.”
I can see how in bending he brushes simultaneously
against Jack Kerouac and it touches me too this language
on the road it comes all by itself this French
as in life it moves through “routes, not Roots”
eye-lashed syllables through which light hums
joris iris high risk joy
[Translated from French by Peter Cockelbergh]
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Books by Pierre Joris are referred to in the texts by means of the
abbreviations below. All other references are given in footnotes. For
an exhaustive list of Pierre Joris’s books, see the bibliographical
section in the back of this book.
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4x1: Tristan Tzara, Rainer Maria Rilke, Jean-Pierre Duprey,
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Pierre Joris, A Nomad Poetics (Middletown: CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 2003).
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Pierre Joris, Antlers (I-XI) (London: New London Pride
Editions, 1975).
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Pierre Joris, Breccia. Selected Poems 1972-1986
(Echternach, Luxembourg: Éditions PHI, and Barrytown, NY:
Station Hill Press, Guernica Editions, 1987).

FS

Pierre Joris, The Fifth Season (London: Strange Faeces Press,
1971).

GI

Pierre Joris, Global Interference (London: Liberation Press,
1981).

hjr

Pierre Joris, h.j.r. (Ann Arbor, MI: Otherwind Press, 1999).

JtM

Pierre Joris, Justifying the Margins (Cambridge: Salt, 2009).

LN

Pierre Joris, The Book of Luap Nalec, trans. Michel Maire
(Paris: Le Castor Astral, 1986).
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Matières d’Angleterre. Anthologie de la Nouvelle Poésie
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eds. Pierre Joris and Paul Buck (Amiens: Les Trois Cailloux,
1984).
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Pierre Joris, Poasis: Selected Poems 1986-1999
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2001).
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Poems for the Millennium. The University of California Book
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(Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California
Press, 1995).

PftM2

Poems for the Millennium. The University of California Book
of Modern & Postmodern Poetry. Volume Two. From Postwar
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(Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California
Press, 1998).

SMB
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Pierre Joris, Turbulence (Rhinebeck, NY: St. Lazaire Press,
1991).
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Peter Cockelbergh

INTRODUCTION
CARTOGRAPHIES OF THE IN-BETWEEN
Stasis
Pierre Joris is known to many and in many guises—above all as a
poet, but also as a scholar, prolific translator, critic/essayist,
anthologist, blogger, nomad travelling between languages &
continents, editor, letter writer, radio broadcaster, teacher, performer,
active poetry “communard” and so on. It is curious, therefore, to
observe that scholarship or criticism which actually engages Joris’s
work is virtually non-existent, i.e. that his writing always seems to slip
through the mazes of—usually only nationally oriented—American,
British, French, North African, Luxembourgish or German secondary
literature.
In terms of reviews, it is mostly Joris’s translations, the Celan
translations in particular, that receive attention (think of Marjorie
Perloff’s “A Poet’s Hope”1 in the Boston Review). The same holds for
the Millennium volumes, which publication evidently won great
acclaim in 1995 and 1998. Yet apart from such “occasional”
reviews—, only RainTaxi truly steadily reviews both Joris’s poetry and
translations2—one has to go back to the UK, 1977, to find the single
special issue that extensively discusses the poetic oeuvre: Oasis
number 18, edited by Ian Robinson and Antony Lopez, is dedicated in

1

2

A most thorough six-page review, dealing with four of Joris’s Celan books (Boston
Review 30.6 (November/December 2005).
RainTaxi has reviews of, for instance, h.j.r. (Spring 2000, vol. 5, no. 1), Poasis (Fall
2002, vol. 6, no. 3), 4 x 1 (Summer 2003, vol. 8, no. 2), Routes, not roots (Winter
2007-2008, vol. 12, no. 4), & an interview with Dale Smith in the Winter 2004 issue
(vol. 9, no. 4).
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its entirety to substantial work on and by Joris.3 Certainly, countless
magazines present his poetry of the moment (ranging from Sulfur and
Po&sie, to Verse Magazine, Process, Alligatorzine and VLAK), but
actual in-depth essays on Joris’s poetry and poetics remain rare:
number 7 (Winter 2001) of Robert Archambeau’s Samizdat Magazine
was a special issue on Jerome Rothenberg and Pierre Joris, but—
again, apart from numerous poems and translations—contained only
one piece on Joris (a review of Poasis, be it one by Robert Kelly).
Finally, Jacket Magazine’s issue 40 (fall 2010) had a short but
powerful feature on Joris, occasioned by the publication of Justifying
the Margins (2009). It needs to be emphasized that these “writings on”
are nearly always of an exceptional quality, yet that in itself does not
alter the fact that overall attention to Joris’s work remains sparse and
scattered. A book like the present one intends to change this
somewhat saddening state of neglect, and has, consequently, been
due for many years. In what follows, I shall have a detailed look at the
different parts of its title: Pierre Joris—Cartographies of the Inbetween…
PPPPPPierre Joris
Pierre Joris—first and foremost a poet. With well over 20 books of
poetry published, one is restricted to listing some of the major works
only,4 like his two volumes of selected poems, Breccia: Selected Poems
1972-1986 (1987) and Poasis: Poems 1986-1999 (2001). Or like the
following chapbooks, collections and series of poems: the early Antlers
(1975), Hearth-Work (published together with Allen Fisher’s Fire Place
in one volume called Fire Work (1977), with a handsome design by
Paige Mitchell) and Tanith Flies (1978); The Book of Luap Nalec
(1982), a complex part of Joris’s “ongoing dialogue with Paul Celan;”
Turbulence (1991) and Winnetou Old (1994), both written in the UK,
but published in the US; h.j.r. (1999), via hejira, a collection of
nomadic texts; or, gathering Joris’s most recent work, Aljibar I & II
(2007, 2008), and Meditations on the Stations of Mansur al-Hallaj
3

4

Oasis issue 18 contains essays by Robert Kelly, Eric Mottram & Clayton Eshleman, as
well as a selection of Joris’s early poems (mainly from Antlers [1975]), & a long interview
with Allen Fisher. Three of these four contributors are participating in the present
cartographical project as well, which allows for interesting long-term appraisals of the
poetry & poetics discussed.
Cf. the bibliographical section of this book & Joris’s website for a comprehensive listing
of his works.
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(2011). As indicated, a selection that leaves out many shorter books of
poetry, and individual poems, as well as ongoing projects like the
Canto Diurno series (1986-), or Writing/Reading (1977-). Pierre Joris,
performing poet as well, notably with Nicole Peyrafitte, and reading
poet—with that unmistakable nomad’s voice, always already moving
through the languages, and with, in turn, always already languages’
traces and residues speaking through that same voice. Sometimes the
voice is accompanied by musicians (e.g.: on his CD, Routes, not
roots), sometimes by dancers, as with “Pierre’s Words” or “Frozen
Shadows,”5 still other times it was simply aired on the radio, like the
broadcasts6 Joris made for France Culture in the early 1980s.
Pierre Joris—translator, too, mostly in some configuration of
English, French and German. Celebrated for his Celan translations:
Breathturn, Threadsuns, Lightduress,7 or the monstrous Meridian
dossier. But also translator of “selected” Kurt Schwitters8 and Picasso
(with Jerome Rothenberg), of Edmond Jabès and Maurice Blanchot, of
Abdelwahab Meddeb’s The Malady of Islam,9 and, as translator and
editor, of 4 x 1: culling work by Tzara, Rilke, Duprey and Tengour.
One shouldn’t, however, forget that Joris started off in the 1970s with
a number of French Beat translations: Kerouac’s Mexico City Blues,
Gregory Corso Elegiac Feelings American, work by Carl Solomon and
Julian Beck (all for Christian Bourgois Éditeur), right to, more recently,
Hydrogen Jukebox (the Ginsberg libretto for Philip Glass’s opera), as
well as Robert Kelly, Sam Shepard, Herman Melville, Pete Townsend
and many other short and long, published and unpublished
translations in these and still more languages.
Pierre Joris—editor. Of the London/New York-based magazine
SIXPACK (with William Prescott, 1972-1975) and of Paris Exiles
(1985). SIXPACK’s outstanding Paul Blackburn “Festschrift” (number
7/8), for instance, also signals Joris’s active role in the poetry
community, a role that equally comes to the fore in his translations,
essays and writings, in his advocacy of small presses (Inconundrum
5

6

7
8

9

The former in collaboration with composer Joel Chadabe & the Ellen Sinopoli Dance
Company, the latter, based on Winnetou Old, with choreographer Ellen Sinopoli & her
Dance Company.
Broadcasts dealing with as varied topics as champagne, Robert Creeley meeting Steve
Lacy, Parisian night taxis, reviews of contemporary poetry & so on. A selection of these
broadcasts will, in time, be made available on Pierre Joris’s website.
Lightduress received the 2005 P.E.N. Poetry Translation Award.
Incidentally, the title of this section derives from their PPPPPP: Kurt Schwitters Poems,
Performance, Pieces, Proses, Plays, Poetics, eds. & trans. Jerome Rothenberg & Pierre
Joris (Philadelphia, P.A.: Temple University Press, 1993).
With Charlotte Mandell (as Ann Reid).
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Press, and Joris’s own Ta’wil productions), or in his passionate defence
of “neglecterinos”10 and long poem poets.
Pierre Joris—critic, essayist and prose writer. Not only of essays on
Celan, or on other companions, but also of two masterful collections
of writings on poetics (and well beyond): A Nomad Poetics (2003) and
Justifying the Margins (2009). Which is to forget the lesser known The
Book of Demons (with Victoria Hyatt, 1972) and Global Interference
(1981), a long essay on “the consistent pattern of American foreign
policy.” A third volume of essays is being prepared…
Pierre Joris—anthologist, of the major, two-volume Poems for the
Millennium (1995, 1998), edited with Jerome Rothenberg—and
presently at work, with Habib Tengour, on a fourth volume, Diwan
Ifrikiya, anthologizing North African writing (including work from Latin,
Berber, Arabic and French language sources). Prior to that, he also
did a trailblazing (bilingual) anthology of new English poetry with Paul
Buck, Matières d’Angleterre (1984)—published, remarkably enough
not in England, but in France, as an instalment of Jacques Darras’s
In’Hui magazine. After which came Poésie Internationale: Anthologie
(with Jean Portante, 1987), and the unfortunately unexecuted plan,
with the late Franco Beltrametti, for Blows Against the Mother Tongue.
Pierre Joris—…
Cartographies of in the In-between: multiple middles
Bearing in mind Joris’s poetry and poetics, the approaches, maps and
routes presented in Cartographies of the In-between are kept as varied
and as multiple as possible. Already the different backgrounds and
languages of the poets, critics, philosophers, translators and scholars
gathered here, bring out a certain heterogeneity. Furthermore, the
dimensions of Joris’s oeuvre listed above are not treated systematically
or exhaustively. The texts collected in this book can, however, be read
along roughly five lines that cross Joris’s work in different ways:
“filiations,” “en route,” “spaces,” “trans|” and “PoPoPo.” These
meridians do not divide a landscape in strict and separated areas (or
time zones), but rather serve as loosely drawn, multiple middles
running through different essays, and connecting these with different
aspects of the poet’s oeuvre. For to chart and to graph a poetry of the
“in-between”—of “Barzakh” or “isthmus,” as Joris writes in “A Poem in
Noon”—, lines and maps cannot be static, centring or parallel; they
10

A term coined by Ned Flanders (cf. The Simpsons, season 7, episode 3).
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must touch, interlace and overlap, like unstoppable arabesques, they
must move on, split, dash off. Thus, the five sections or grand tours
below are continuously cut up, and spreading out: becoming “inbetweens” themselves.
The first four essays venture into an American poetic space, and trace
some of the major “FILIATIONS” Joris’s work cannot and does not
escape (cf. JtM, 1). US poetry and poetics have always been of crucial
importance to Joris’s oeuvre, and are therefore taken apart in this
separate section—“en route” bridging the gap with three further
“spaces.”
As such, Jennifer Moxley looks into two of the Canto Diurno poems
from the perspective of a signifier d/rift: starting with a Mallarméan
“rift,” through Pound and Robert Duncan, right up to Joris’s pleasures
of drift. Hearth-Work provides for an extra contrast in a discussion of
hearth, home and “domesticity.”
Going back to the beginnings, Franca Bellarsi expounds on the
crucial convergences and divergences between the Beat Generation
and Joris’s work: approaching the latter’s first collection of poems, The
Fifth Season, against the lasting, and multiple influences of Beat
poetry, and, vice versa, approaching the Beats against a nomad
poetics. Translation (Joris’s own Beat translations, translation poetics
and nomadic translations) adds a further layer to her essay.
Christopher Rizzo investigates the key role Charles Olson plays
throughout Joris’s poetics, by exploring and developing the notion of
the “illiterary” between these two oeuvres.
Dale Smith, finally, looks at how Joris’s continental experiences
aerated the New American Poetics in the 1970s, and in this respect
also brings in the relation of Joris’s early work (A Single-Minded
Bestiary, Antlers, Tracing) to Ed Dorn and Robert Creeley among
others.
Much has been made of nomadicity, the rhizome and A Nomad
Poetics in relation to Joris’s poetry, both by himself (JtM, 8) and by
others. And rightfully so. Although Joris’s nomad poetics consequently
hits the surface all over this book, and could even be read as a line of
flight throughout Cartographies as a whole (think of Bellarsi’s or
Eshleman’s texts, to name just two), a specific set of essays, “EN
ROUTE,” pays special attention to nomadizing and rhizomatics as
such.
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In a text that itself treks through genres, Robert Kelly meditates on
the nomad from a tropical point of view, setting him, for instance,
apart from the exile, but relating him to animals, grass and endless city
streets. He then follows Joris along, indeed, to pelt him with questions
about the poem and poetry.
Louis Armand looks at the reinscription of polis in Joris’s work,
using a broad, theoretical frame of reference, in which notably
Badiou, Olson’s “local-global,” and Joris’s notions of collage and
seams/seems are of chief importance.
Charles Bernstein approaches Joris’s “no mad” poetics in a 2005
Close Listening conversation with the author, revisited and slightly
edited for its present publication. Their talk opens with nomadism, but
quickly segues into collage and allusion, Joris’s poems “Nimrod in
Hell” and “Canto Diurno #4,” but also Luxembourg, mother tongue(s)
and the Maghreb, appropriately ending with the Poems for the
Millennium project.
Corina Ciocârlie takes the work of Derrida as compass in her
travels through Joris’s poems. Attention is paid to the concept and
praxis of nomadizing, and to the latter’s linguistics effects.
Drawing mainly on some of the h.j.r. poems, Allen Fisher, finally,
confronts Joris’s nomad poetics with Deleuze/Guattari’s philosophical
concept of “nomadism.” That concept is, however, shown to be rather
categorical and restricted against Joris’s nomad push of “ta’wil” and
the cogent play with boundaries and bonds throughout his poetry,
poetics and travels.
A third way the essays go through Joris’s work is by “SPACE:” whereas
the US has been lopped off in an earlier section, the present three
essays voyage through the Maghreb, the UK and Luxembourg.
In twelve stations, Mohammed Bennis meditates on the important
turning point Arabic and Muslim mysticism and poetry represent in
Joris’s nomad poems and poetics: underway, we encounter Niffari and
Al-Hallaj, Tarafah and the Meditations, Mawâqif and Meddeb.
Clive Bush examines Joris’s multi-linguistic poetry and poetics
loosely against the background of the British Poetry Revival, relating
Joris’s work to Pound and Olson, and to Eric Mottram in particular.
Jean Portante not only traces certain early biographical moves
(passing by the crucial Luxembourgish poetic moments), in doing so,
he also traces how the Luxembourg threads weave the nomad
“textum,” and are an essential part of that fabric.
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The “TRANS|” offshoot consists of a repeated sequence of three texts
dealing with collaborative projects, voices/voicings, and matters of
translation. All six essays traverse and transgress certain received
notions, be they the single author, single voice, single text or single
language.
Jerome Rothenberg’s text recounts the ways in which Joris’s poetry
and poetics underlies their collaborative translations and anthologies.
Christine Hume considers different modes of reading, voicing and
performing at work in Joris’s oeuvre, which allows her to listen in on
the recording of Joris/Peyrafitte’s “Aegean Shortwave,” “Altars of
Light” and “Tête de veau” with a very careful ear.
Using what he calls “discrete aligned paragraphs,” Tony Baker
broadly sweeps Joris’s poetry, poetics and politics of translation at
large.
Geert Buelens, who once described Poems for the Millennium as a
“bible” for poets, poetry scholars & students, revisits the two-volume
anthology, and shows how the ampersand functions as a basic symbol
of the project.
An important part of their “domopoetics,” Nicole Peyrafitte takes
Pierre at his word, and discusses his word prompting and blowing as a
base for their performances.
Marjorie Perloff, then, closely examines the multiple roles that Paul
Celan plays in Joris’s oeuvre: she looks at biographical affinities and
the praised translations of the late works, to consider their
repercussions for Joris’s poetry and poetics at large—repercussions
which, however, are different for the earlier The Book of Luap Nalec,
than for more recent work.
A final meridian can simply be called “PoPoPo:” poetry, politics and
poetics, as it covers those different, but inherently overlapping
dimensions of Joris’s oeuvre as a whole.
In what can be seen as a delayed addition to a much earlier essay,
Clayton Eshleman crosses the Pound—Cantos / Joris—nomadism
junction.
Playfully supplementing this section’s paragrammatic title, Habib
Tengour picks up on some of the trails that North African cultures,
languages and literatures left in Joris’s ouevre.
Peter Cockelbergh tracks/treks along a Celan—Derrida—Joris line
of flight that runs through the latter’s essay books, A Nomad Poetics
and Justifying the Margins, and his poetry. The margins and borders of
book pages, languages and covers are shown to be incapable of
21

stopping the materials’ rich overflowing in all directions. Further stops
are the “mawqif” and the concept of “justifying the margins” itself.
Taking the Babelian ur- and ear as starting points, Alice Notley
explores how “translation” can be seen as a major difference between
her poetry and Joris’s, despite the fact that they are still doing similar
thing, as poets.
Through questions of dwelling and at-home-ness, Carrie Noland’s
essay indirectly brings us back to the opening text, but then branches
off again in totally different directions by approaching Pierre’s work
from a multi-cultural angle, involving divergent literary strains (namely
Schwitters vs. Celan vs. Heidegger).
More maps could be drawn still: not so much based on the “what” of
the essays, as through the very authors of this book, and how they
write. For the opening poem of Nicole Brossard, and closing homage
by Abdelwahab Meddeb, both occasioned by this book, remind us of
the presence and writing of various major contemporary poets in
Cartographies, poets who are also “compagnons de route” of Joris.
Their presence (and companionship) thus becomes representative of
certain views on poetry, poetics, politics—views which ineluctably also
affect/effect ways of writing.
In short, poets, translators, scholars, philosophers, critics… all
double, multiply the approaches presented in this book further still,
turning Cartographies not just into a collection of essays, but into an
actual “companion” in more than one sense of the word.
Traveltravails & “géographèmes”
Pierre Joris—nomad. Indeed, Joris’s relative absence from scholarship
and criticism so far, seems to some extent to be a strange and literal
corollary of a nomad poetics, which took the poet in the mid-sixties
from Ettelbrück11 (Luxembourg) to Paris—initially to study medicine, yet
quickly morphing into a stay on the 2nd floor of the legendary
Shakespeare & Co bookshop; a stay shared, moreover, with
Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine—, thence to the US (where he attended
Bard, and NYC in the late 1960s), from there to London in 1972, and
onto Constantine (Algeria), to live and teach from 1976 to 1979,
London and Paris again in the early, and Binghamton (NY) in the late
eighties, after which California follows (1989), then the Hudson Valley
11

Pierre Joris (1946) was born in Strasbourg (France), & raised in Ettelbrück (Luxembourg).
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in 1992 (with its 17 years, Albany, NY is the longest span of time Joris
spent in “one place”) and, most recently, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, not to
mention the uncountable short and long detours, and transhumance
to Europe that fill up each year.
To counter that all too strange and literal take on nomadics, this
book is cut up, or traversed time and again by another zigzag:
“géographèmes,” or short intermissions tracing Joris’s poetic
peregrinations geographically. More specifically, these brief entries—
remotely
reminiscent,
perhaps,
of
Roland
Barthes’s
“biographèmes”12—display/displace chronology and biography,
taking the poet’s so-called travels and travails as compass. The halts
covered are the “US,” the “Maghreb, Algeria,” “Luxembourg” and
“the UK, France(, Germany).” Old and new stopping places Pierre
Joris has been asked to revisit during a day-long Paris conversation
with Peter Cockelbergh, for the purpose of this book. Comparable to
the atla’l, which open the pre-Islamic odes dear to Joris, quotes,
interpellations, dates, anecdotes and fragments serve as proverbial
“ruins”… Revisiting them sets off travel stories, past paths, encounters,
poems, poetics and dwellings in these géographèmes.
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Cf. “Si j’étais écrivain et mort, comme j’aimerais que ma vie se réduisît, par les soins
d’un biographe amical et désinvolte, à quelques détails, à quelques goûts, à quelques
inflexions, disons des « biographèmes » dont la distinction et la mobilité pourraient
voyager hors de tout destin et venir toucher, à la manière des atomes épicuriens,
quelque corps futur, promis à la même dispersion ; une vie « trouée », en somme.”
Roland Barthes, Sade, Fourier, Loyola (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1971) 14.
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whether they were his own or someone else’s. I fear, however, that
even the publication of this book, devoted to his work entirely, will not
at all put an end to that…
Finalement, je voudrais remercier mon épouse, Delphine, pour son
encouragement, ses conseils et son soutien, sine qua non.
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I
Filiations

Jennifer Moxley

DÉRIVE-ATIONS
PIERRE JORIS & THE DRIFT OF TRADITION
J’aurai, toutefois, indiqué du Poème ci-joint,
mieux que l’esquisse, un “état” qui ne rompe
pas de tous points avec la tradition.
Mallarmé, Preface to Un coup de dés
It is toward the old poets
we go, to their faltering,
their unfaltering wrongness that has style,
their variable truth […]
Robert Duncan, “Poem Beginning with a Line
by Pindar”
EP
had
died.
It stopped
me for a day, a year, a decade.
shaking off the fathers.
Pierre Joris, “Canto Diurno #1”

Pierre Joris describes the premise behind the writing of his “Canto
Diurno #1” nine printed pages into the poem: “a day/ planned as a
page/ to write/ a canto/ diurno all/ day long/ & as large as I/ could
make it” (P, 9-10). By choosing to put his title in Italian, a language
the multi-lingual Joris does not claim as his own, he signals not a
linguistic project but a poetic lineage: Dante, yes, of course, about
whom I will say more later, but primarily the author of those infamous
cantos that changed American Poetry, Ezra Pound. Indeed, as the final
epigraph above attests, the death of Ezra Pound—or as the poem has
it, “EP,” common New American Poetry shorthand—and Joris’s
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subsequent attempt to shake him off occupy, literally (page 11 of a
24-page poem) a central position in “Canto Diurno #1.” Joris’s stated
goal of gigantism: “as large as I/ could make it,” recalls Poundian
ambition, not referring here to duration, “as long as I/ could make it,”
but rather to size, “as large.” Pound is but one of the many poets who
haunt this poem, which is also chock full of statements best classified
under the often vague, yet crucial, category of “poetics,” which here
should be taken to mean, “theories and ideas about the formal and
ideological mission of poetry.” In other words, how best to write
something that matters. “Canto Diurno #1,” a well-written poem that I
think does matter, is decidedly a kind of ars poetica for Joris, and as
such, a work we can look to when asking questions about his larger
poetic project, as well as the history in which it is situated. Joris
employs the Olsonian word “instanter,”1 is this poem, a word that
appears more than once in Joris’s oeuvre. It might even be argued
that “instanter” serves as a shibboleth for the Luxembourgian,
signaling the centrality of the “projective” to his project, as well as an
allegiance to an anti-academic, non-nonsense style of writing primers
on poetic craft. Yet, in “Canto Diurno #1” it is Olson’s contemporary
Robert Duncan who is the relevant ancestor, a poet who, arguably, put
a queer dance step into the projective project by insisting on circular
forms over straight shots.2
The project of planning a day as a “page” implicitly leads us to
Mallarmé, for his Coup de dés was the poetic dare that forever
transformed the page into a major player as a unit of composition in
poetry. Through Mallarmé the page becomes a metaphor for mental
events, a musical score, and a stage on which to play out
metaphysical allegories about poetry. When Mallarmé enters the story,
so too does the proto-Saussurian anxiety regarding the rift between
signifier and signified, as well as the mandate that the poet mend this
rift as articulated in his Crise de vers.3 Joris inherits this mandate, yet,
1

2

3

“[A]lways, always, one perception must must must MOVE, INSTANTER, ON ANOTHER!”
Charles Olson, “Projective Verse,” in The New American Poetry 1945-1960, ed. Donald
Allen (Berkeley & Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999) 386.
Duncan’s persistent dream-turned-poetic image of children turning in a magical circle
speaks to this, as well as his insistence on dance as rhythmically analogous to his own
poetic sound (see “Often I Am Permitted to Return to a Meadow,” “The Dance,” &
“Poem Beginning With a Line By Pindar” in The Opening of the Field as key examples of
Duncan’s circular form).
“A côté d’ombre, opaque, ténèbres se fonce peu; quelle déception, devant la perversité
conférant à jour comme à nuit, contradictoirement, des timbres obscure ici, là clair. Le
souhait d’un terme de splendeur brillant, or qu’il s’éteigne, inverse; quant à des
alternatives lumineuses simples—Seulement, sachons n’existerait pas le vers : lui,
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passing by way of Duncan, will choose not to mend but to follow the
rift, as if it were an etymological crack down the façade of the edifice
that is European Poetry. In Joris, Mallarmé’s rift will turn to the
freedom of drift… and eventually lead him to formulate his “nomad
poetics,” an ideological shift which Joris will increasingly ground in a
critique of the colonial European hegemony and literary histories that
see no farther than political and linguistic borders.
The various company Joris evokes in “Canto Diurno #1” (and
there are others which I won’t discuss in any detail here, Montaigne,
etc.), draws what is, for all intents and purposes, a “map of men.” And
if, as Whitman would have it, each man is a cosmos, then such a map
proposes a complex skyscape of constellations the navigation through
which will prove no simple task. Thus I shall divide the journey into
reasonable units, and keep my fingers crossed that there will be many
stops along the way and plenty of refreshment.
I have chosen to focus on “Canto Diurno #1” exactly because of
its function as an ars poetica. It records the poet’s thoughts about his
art on a single day in 1986. I shall end with a discussion of the very
different “Canto Diurno #5,” written in 2006. It is my hope that these
two numerically linked poems, written twenty years apart, will serve as
excellent vantage points from which to observe the evolution in Joris’s
thinking about poetry, language, and “the fathers.” I am well aware
that mention of “the fathers” is fraught, carrying the connotation of a
familial transmission of knowledge with a none-too-subtle tinge of
patriarchy thrown into the mix. Yet it is the proper word. I do not use it
flippantly, but rather to point to a tradition of non-traditionalists linked
not by any explicit prosodic conformism, but via lines of loyalty to a
family history of spirited prosodic descent, as well as to a set of
assumptions about the role of poetry in mankind’s grappling with
metaphysical, psycho-linguistic, philosophical, and politico-historical
issues.
When dealing with a “tradition of non-traditionalists” we might
make the assumption that prosodic gestures dedicated to a “make-itnew” ideology must end with their authors, leaving the next generation
carte blanche. But this is obviously false, and poets who chose to
follow innovators, despite the explicit implication that they too will
innovate, give ideational as well formal homage to their forebears. A
common sound does echo through any tradition, even an alternative
one. Yet often in the post-Pound era it echoes in and around the thick
philosophiquement rémunère le défaut des langues, complément supérieur.” In:
Stéphane Mallarmé, Igitur, Divigations, Un coup de dés (Paris: Gallimard, 1976) 245.
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air being moved aside by the towering poetic personalities of the past.
These names, like those on any map, become markers of location and
allegiance. There are times when Joris evokes his essential poetic
locators to bolster a stance, as in the poem “Getting There” in h.j.r., in
which Duncan appears as predecessor.4 But what I am more interested
in looking at are those moments when Joris, while arguably still
adhering to the prosodic gestures of his chosen fathers, argues with
them. Such inter-poem dialogues, while perhaps less obscure to a
reader than a prosodic allusion that only those well-versed in the
canon can hear, still create a tension on the surface of the poem that
implies something going on beneath it that all are not privy to. They
assume a grander dialogue, and point to texts outside the margins, the
way a name uttered in a tense moment at the family dinner table can
evoke an entire secret history blocked to any casual guest. Which
brings up the question of apprenticeship: who has the right to say
these names, “Pound,” “Olson,” “Duncan.” What sort of
apprenticeship, leading to what sort of rite of passage allows their
weighty utterance? I will argue that Joris, while firmly raised in the
lineage invoked by the above names, questions, in “Canto Diurno
#1,” the legitimacy of some of that lineage’s assumptions (including
this question of “rights”) and that, through both his editorial work in
the Poems for the Millennium volumes, and his own formulation of a
“nomad poetics,” he creates an ideological, though not entirely
formal, break with it. Looking back to Mallarmé might help explain
what I mean by this last distinction between ideological and formal. If
we take Mallarmé’s shipwreck as, to use Oppen’s phrase, the “bright
light” that illuminated twentieth century European and American avantgarde poetic traditions, we must grapple with Mallarmé’s own sense
that he did not feel that by scattering his words all over the page he
was tossing a grenade into the house of classical prosody. He
intended no anti-art avant-garde gesture, nor, as he assures us in the
Preface to the poem, did he want to offend anyone, “qu’elle
n’offusque personne.” Un coup de dés, therefore, can be seen as the
logical outcome of Mallarmé’s preoccupation with the sonic patterns
and etymological implications of words. Words become revelatory of
structures beyond human perception and beyond the page, and poetry
the only art capable of allowing us to see this: the connection of verse

4

This poem (indeed, much of h.j.r.) is parsing out Joris’s ideas on nomadics. Duncan
serves as a place to begin: “The loss of discrimination. Start with RD” (hjr, 40).
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to universe.5 Mallarmé’s preoccupation with the materiality of words
and the magic implicit in the linguistic sign, makes him a forerunner in
the Joris/Rothenberg canon. But it is by virtue of his shipwreck, and the
fact that it left the twentieth-century poet no port in the storm, that he
becomes an important predecessor for poetic wanderings away from
tradition. As Graham Robb puts it, “His ambition [with Un coup de
dés] was not to found a new school but to be the end of a tradition.”6
Though Joris, post-Pound, in deep dialogue with New American
Poetry, and dedicated to a project of internationalism, lives “tradition”
differently than did his French predecessor, wandering the desert
rather than adrift at sea, he will still navigate in a similar direction and
use words as guides.
The Allegorical Page: The (Arbor)trary Nature of the Sign
Though Olson, in collaboration with Robert Creeley, usually gets the
credit for “inventing” the projective use of the page in poetry, as if
Mallarmé never existed, there were, of course, many poets who
strayed rather profligately from the left hand margin before
“Charley”—as Joris calls him (hjr, 18)—ordered his “brothers” to do
so. Burton Hatlen has argued that the use of the page Pound was
forced into by the conditions under which he wrote the Pisan Cantos
may have created by duress the first truly “projective” work:
In moving from the manuscript to the typescript, Pound deleted or condensed
some material, including a few fairly lengthy sections. He also rearranged the
lineation, for the size of the notebook pages dictated a relatively short line:
indeed Pound seems to have invented the projective versification that so
interested Olson in the process of typing.7

Pound handed Olson the typescript of these Cantos in 1946, a gift
that gave the humungous bard the vision he needed in order to
formulate his doctrine of composition by field. Paterson served as an
example as well, especially in Williams’s decision to let himself “write
carelessly”; in other words to write quickly, to keep the poetic impetus
5

6
7

Mallarmé’s trust of rhyme as a sign of this sort of metaphysical resonance is brilliantly
explicated in Graham Robb’s Unlocking Mallarmé (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1996) to which many of my thoughts on this issue are indebted.
Robb, Unlocking Mallarmé, 217.
Burton Hatlen, “Pound’s Pisan Cantos & the Origins of Projective Verse,” Ezra Pound &
Poetic Influence, ed. Helen M. Dennis (Amsterdam; Atlanta, G.A.: Rodopi, 2000) 150.
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alive, to “MOVE, INSTANTER…!”8 Clearly no one document made a
handful of forward-thinking American poets move away from the flush
left margin, balanced stanzas, and the capitalization of the first letter
of every line. It was a spontaneous and collaborative event given voice
by Olson’s essay. The impact it would have was not immediately
perceived, as Duncan, in a 1961 lecture, jokingly admits, when he
tells us that upon first hearing the title “Projective Verse” he thought it
had something to do with reading your poems more loudly in public.9
Prosodically, “Canto Diurno #1” (from here forth “CD #1), lies
squarely in the projective tradition. Line lengths and the placement of
words on the page seem motivated not by conventional formal
concerns but by a kind of urgency of utterance, by rhythm, sound
patterns, as well as semantic manipulation. Initially perceived
conformity to projective orthodoxy granted, we must also ask, given
that this poem is concerned with “shaking off the fathers,” how a
critical engagement with composition by field might also be emerging
through the tracery of Joris’s formal decisions. In other words, to call
“CD #1” projective is helpful only up to a point—after which it is
necessary to identify specific formal choices at work in the overall
prosodic structure.
As its title tells us, the blueprint for “CD #1” is a temporal unit, one
day, written down in the form of a poetic diary (from Latin, diaria, a
day’s allowance of food or pay). There are 15 time markers, the first at
ten minutes past midnight (“0.10 a.m.), the last at nine-thirty the next
evening (9:30 p.m.). They mark and divide the 15 separate “entries.”
These “entries” are quite various and do not always aspire to original
poetic utterance. Indeed, the first entry is a Blanchot quotation
concerning Bataille’s thought on community. It casually functions as
an epigraph to the entire poem, alerting us to a central theme, of
which I’ll speak more in just a bit. In addition to attributed citations
from outside texts (3 entries), “CD #1” uses the page in two other
ways: strings of free verse lines (8 sections) and blocks of critical prose
(4 sections). At “2.05 a.m.” a legend is provided for how to read this
map: “Prose demands that one read between the lines. Poetry, that
one read the lines” (P, 2). This legend is written in prose, and therefore
demands that we read between its “lines,” the conundrum being that
8

9

Hatlen, “Pound’s Pisan Cantos & the Origins of Projective Verse,” 148; Olson,
“Projective Verse,” 388.
I have my doubts about the accuracy of the date on this recording, listed as 1961 on
PennSound. The tenor of Duncan’s voice as well as his topic lead me to believe it may
be later than this (http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Duncan.php).
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prose is not written in line. Leaving that puzzle aside, we can notice
that these two sentences resemble the sort of bossy instructions that run
throughout Pound and Olson, but that here they are aimed atypically
at the writer of the poem (“CD #1” is truly a diary insofar as it maps
an internal thought journey as the poet is provoked by the quiet of the
wee hours to rethink the state of his life and the mission of his art).
Furthermore, according to Joris’s formulation, the prose in this poem
will point out to a numinous space, a “between,” and the poetry will
be a concrete thing, lines with shape and breaks. A closer look at the
content assigned each formal side of the poetry/prose fence will show
this to be, with some slight bubbling over here and there, true.
Interpretation calls, but first a final structural observation. The
poetry sections of “CD #1” show a marked hesitancy, as though the
words are reluctant to drift too far from the left-hand margin. The New
American Poetry “field” looks more like a narrow snaking, tentative
path. With the exception of the section, marked “2 p.m.,” which
resembles Williams’s variable foot, all the lineated sections cling to the
left-hand margin in a sometimes painfully thin—even down to a single
phoneme—vertical axis:
8.10 a.m.
a
tempted
au
bade
pros trate
sun
cloud claw
no
milk
in
this
cof
fin
caves
in
clear
po
lice
si
ren
33

sires
day (P, 6-7)

This is the entirety of the “8.10 a.m.” section, and, though it records
the failure to write a poem, is just that. “8.10 a.m.” is typical of most
of the lineated entries, insofar as its focus shifts quickly from abstract
thought to the concrete material surroundings of the poet as perceived
through the senses. The lineated sections are a sensual record, while
those in prose record Joris’s thoughts on prosody, politics, and the
broader mission of poetry. “CD #1” does not enact its questioning of
poetics in line, so much as use poetry as a conduit to the real world.
There is, of course, a poetics implied by this use of the poem,
especially if we look only at the manifest content of the lineated
sections. We can see this poetics from the very start of the poem. After
the Blanchot quote about Bataille, which answers “pourquoi
communauté” with the claim that individuals are ruled by a “principe
d’insuffisance,” Joris’s next entry is lineated:
0.45 a.m.
after the storm
the flat
lineaments of
word
I
meant
world […] (P, 1)

Immediately we have atmosphere: “after the storm”—and even should
this storm refer to a mental event aroused by the Blanchot (though I
believe it to refer to a real storm, partially based on later evidence), it
leads to the poetic, the lineated word. It leads to line breaks, here
described as “lineaments,” fault lines in the earth, further locating the
word in the material world, which is what the poet meant to do in the
first place: “I/ meant/ world.” From prose musings about an abstract
“principe” (a world of philosophical assumptions and political
convictions swirling in between), the line grounds us in the real.
A review of the “8.10” entry cited above will also confirm the
sensual role of lineated text in “CD #1.” The poet would like to write
an aubade: a thematic form, favored by the troubadours, the
conventions of which are codified enough as to require no actual
sunrise. But because lineation ties Joris not to the needful ingredients
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of an old and traditional poetic form, but rather, to the real material
world of the present, his aubade attempt fails. The poet is alone, no
parting lover is bemoaned, the words that come are grim and
claustrophobic. The rising sun is “pros trate,” the cloud has a “claw,”
his home is a “coffin” which “caves/ in.” Finally, the sound of a police
siren takes the place of the poet’s song, and “sires” the day. The
poet’s voice is stifled by the anonymous business of the surrounding
city. 18 words stretch themselves across 22 lines. What’s “a/
tempted”—an imaginative intervention into the unfolding of day—is
trumped by material circumstance. Two things to note: the line’s
refusal to manifest much beyond the syllable, and the failure of the
“aubade” as a form. In this combination we can see both the Spirit of
Romance and the projective failing to overcome the real. The glory of
Pound’s beloved Provençal trumped by the immediate truth of “no
milk.”
The booming poetic personalities of the past are drowned out by a
police car’s siren. An exaggeration perhaps, and yet I do think it is
significant that the “siren” which “sires” day (incidentally the sort of
sound play based around etymologies, false or true, that run rampant
through this poem, and which I’ll discuss further on) obliquely
represents a central theme of the poem as dictated by the
aforementioned epigraph: the relationship, nay dependence, of the
individual on community. The poet cannot remain alone in his
“coffin.” The community insists, interrupts, breaks in. A police siren
heralds an ambient unease outside the borders of the poem’s
contemplative frame. Whether this sound is a symbol of safety or state
control is soon answered, in the “9 a.m.” prose entry, in which the
poet reads of “THE NEWSPAPER DEAD.”
The front page has the story of a young radical shot down on the
sidewalk in Rome: “this dead will have to stay where it is, on the front
page, tomorrow’s dustbin liner. this is a Reuters dead from Rome […]”
(P, 8). This case of “real world” information remains unreal to the
poet, made so by journalistic prose: “Vilma Monaco, you leave me
here with only an introibo, with no credo, which is all you had, you
leave me here with your name only, with your smudged inky
deathmask […]” (P, 9). The word introibo, from the phrase Et introibo
ad altere Dei (And I will go in to the altar of God) used in the Latin
mass, returns from the beginning of the “9 a.m.” entry. Joris equates
the ritual of picking up the Sunday paper with going to church:
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the paper picked up taken home, like going to church on Sunday, long
ago, as regular, as much of a rite. the double ritual of reading, of
writing, take notes, see how it can enter, that world, your world, too.
introibo. no altar but what rolled off the presses, heavily inked.
iconography of random death: if to pray is to give thought, intensely,
then that is what I am doing right now. (P, 8)

Vilma Monaco’s story changes nothing. The poet is left with only an
introibo, an intention to enter, but no credo, nothing to affirm or
believe in. The dual rituals of childhood church going and adult
consumption of news fail to produce a structure of belief, or a
satisfying account of the real. These experiences vanish “between the
lines” of the Latin mass and the Reuters news story.
The lineated entry directly following the rather lengthy prose
account of Monaco’s murder brings the reader immediately back into
the present of the poet’s experience:
11 a.m.
IN REAL TIME:

that dream . co
incidence of a day
now 14 years
ago (P, 9)

We learn that Joris’s intention to write “a day/ planned as a page”
actually predates “DC #1.” It was an “un-/ made dream” that is now,
after a fourteen-year hiatus, finally being put back together. What
“unmade” the dream? Why was it put on hold for so long? According
to the poem, this paralysis was a result of Ezra Pound’s death. Of
hearing of it on the radio Joris writes “It stopped/ me for a day, a year,
a decade./ shaking off the fathers.” The three successive stops, first the
word “stopped” itself, the voiced plosive of the “d” creating a stronger
than usual pause at the line break. “It stopped,” is a complete
thought, so effective that it seems an eternity before we step down to
the “me” of the next line. This “me” line, as well as the one following
it, both end with periods (as had the opening of this semantic node:
“EP/ had/ died.”). Atypically in “CD #1,” this cluster of halted lines
creates a mimetically suggestive10 rhythm, reinforcing the halting
feeling of creative impotence that the passing of Pound from this earth
had for the younger Joris.
10

“Mimetic suggestiveness” is one of the seven functions of rhythm in poetry as defined by
Derek Attridge in Poetic Rhythm (Cambridge, M.A.: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
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Joris follows the revelation that, in some crucial way, it was “the
fathers” that “un-/ made” his dream, with an intensive rethinking of his
poetics. This interlude, conducted mostly in prose with the occasional
break in to line, is the heart of “CD #1,” and its catalyst is The Earth
as Air by Gustaf Sobin. Published in 1984 by New Directions, the
Earth as Air is divided into four sections. The final section echoes the
title of the book, followed by the subtitle, “an ars poetica.”11 In his own
rethinking of poetry Joris cites several passages from this section of
Sobin’s text. Despite these citations, “The Earth as Air” is not a source
for Joris’s ideas, but a text with which he is having a productive
dialogue. Joris tests the claims in Sobin’s text, without needing to
question them. Much closer in age to Joris (Sobin was eleven years his
senior), Joris need not shake him off. The dialogue between relative
contemporaries helps Joris begin to formulate a new metaphorical
structure for thinking about the poem.
Before continuing, it is necessary to take a step back in “CD #1”
to the “8.30 a.m.” entry, which directly precedes the Vilma Monaco
episode. Adding to Blanchot’s guiding epigraph, this entry is made up
entirely of quoted material, two paragraphs by Jean-Luc Nancy, the
crux of which is the following: “The community is at least the clinamen
of the ‘individual’” (P, 8). In writing through the Sobin, Joris takes
Nancy’s use of the “clinamen” as a figure for the dynamic swerve
between the individual and the community and applies it to the poem.
Joris describes Sobin’s long thin lines, lines that have a surface
resemblance to the lineated portions of “CD #1,” in this way:
that corkscrew movement that anchors the poem downward, into earth
[…] from the top of the page, the heading, chapter, caput, no longer
gives permission for any kind of spread, the poem runs from its own
title/inceptor i.e. first word of line given who knows how, runs in the
shortest line possible, i.e. hairpin curves, mountain travail, where the
descent beckons, in a spiral, narrowing, downward, vertical straights,
sharpest clinamen, always downward, screws itself into, earth. (P, 12)

The image of a line of poetry screwing itself into the earth works to
violently refigure Sobin’s evaporation of the ground (recall, the title of
his ars poetica is the Earth as Air). Joris understands the steepness of
the poem’s vertical line as motivated by an almost mechanical impulse
to reconnect word with world. And though William Carlos Williams’s
beckoning “descent” receives a passing nod, Joris’s “vertical straights”
11

Gustaf Sobin, The Earth as Air (New York: New Directions, 1984) 79.
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and “sharpest clinamen” describe a poetic line quite distinct from
Williams’s variable foot, which looks far more projective as it slopes
gently down in measured steps, engaging the entirety of the page as
field.12 As Joris writes, the poem “no longer gives permission for any
kind of spread.”
Having set out to describe what he sees in Sobin’s poem, Joris’s
labor slips quickly into a series of statements that reaffirm his own
poetics. What follows is not a wholesale rejection of the “fathers” or
tradition—though that is beginning—but rather a reshaping of his
influences to serve his own evolving sense of the poem’s mission. A
residue of Duncan’s understanding of this mission is present in Joris’s
use of the word “permission” (no longer gives permission), as well as
in his adherence to the Spicer/Duncan poetics of dictation evoked by:
“first word or line given who knows how.” Origins remain outside the
poet, a rejection of Romantic interiority. Romantic frames are further
distanced in the next paragraph: “(this vertical tropos is not to be
confused with the ‘organic’-romantic image of the poem as tree, of
art/work as natural growth […] roots & branches […]” (P, 12). A slap
at Duncan,13 whom Joris goes on to credit with almost changing the
paradigm: “cosmic anthropocentrism out of which […] came
romanticism, all the way down to us—for us still there in Duncan,
though he already on the edge of a new configuration […]” (P, 12).
There is evidence to contradict Joris’s limiting of Duncan to an
“anthopocentrism.” For example, this passage from The H.D. Book,
which later gave the title to Jerome and Diane Rothenberg’s defining
book on ethnopoetics:
To compose such a symposium of the whole, such a totality, all the old
excluded orders must be included. The female, the proletariat, the
foreign; the animal and vegetative; the unconscious and the unknown;
the criminal and failure—all that has been outcast and vagabond must
return to be admitted in the creation of what we consider we are. That
task is left to the next generation.14

Almost as if answering Duncan, Joris goes on to claim responsibility
for having taken up this “task”: “Sobin, some others’, my own work: a

12

13
14

See Paterson, Book III, in Williams Carlos Williams, Paterson (New York: New
Directions, 1946) 96-97.
Roots & Branches is the title of Duncan’s second full-length collection of poems.
Robert Duncan, A Selected Prose, ed. Robert J. Bertholf (New York: New Directions,
1995) 99.
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necessary denial of tree image, a first approximation of the rhizome.)”
(P, 12).
Abandoning the equation poem = tree may be Joris’s first step
toward clear-cutting the “forest of symbols” until there is nothing left
but words as real as sand in the desert, the topography which will
eventually become central to Joris’s poetic imagination.15 The
importance to Joris of this shift away from the arboreal metaphor, as
well as his association of it with Duncan, is underlined in the poem
“Winter, Late Afternoon” from Janus (1988, two years after “CD #1”):
“the ‘imminence of a revelation’/ metaphysical rope enough to hang
any poetry/ Yggdrasil” (P, 35). Yggdrasil, the mythic “world tree” of
Norse mythology, defines a horrific image at the heart of Duncan’s
“Structure of Rime V”: “Have you not seen Yggdrasill, the Abattoir? The
human meat is hanging from every bough.”16 Growing out of Dante’s
tree-shaped suicides in Canto XIII of the Inferno, Yggdrasill is turned
into a bloody above-ground graveyard protesting Duncan’s
intervention (recall it is the pilgrim/poet in Dante who, looking for
information, rips a branch off the tree, causing it to both bleed and
speak). But, since Duncan’s “Structure of Rime” pieces are elaborate
allegories in which figures of speech come to life and address the
poet, Dante’s trees in Duncan become sentences angry with the poet
for ripping them apart in the service of the poem.17 While he is clearly
indebted to Duncan’s dedication to universals, elaborate allegorical
fancies like the “structures of rime” are foreign to Joris, who is mindful
of the dangers of such “metaphysical rope.”
In the fourth paragraph, or, more accurately, “prose block,” of this
noon entry on Sobin and poetics, Joris makes a near-Mallarméan
formulation: “but what does come first: thought or language? the aim
of poetry clearly the attempt to put that question out of play by
creating the concordance of the two” (P, 13). At first this seems in
direct contrast to his materialistic image of the poetic line spiraling into
the earth, but soon enough he moves this thought back to solid
ground: “the shadow and the thing, the thought and the word))
gravity, I said, then there is play again, ça en découle, gravitas,
gravide, grave/grave—bringing it all back down to earth” (P, 13).
“Play” emerges when the poet’s thought flows out in a
sonic/etymological patter, from gravitas to “gravide” (Italian for
pregnant, “gravid” in English) to “grave/ grave,” the double entry
15
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pointing to the two possible English meanings, “grave” as in a place of
burial (from Old English graef), and “grave” from Latin gravis,
meaning serious, heavy, weighty—also the etymon of gravid. If
Mallarmé trusted that rhyme was the prosodic patterning that revealed
the poem’s connection to something greater than itself,18 Joris’s postmodern sound patterning and etymological riffs reground the poem to
the sensual world of organic life and death. After all, though a tree
may have been exchanged for a rhizome, the operative poetic
metaphor is still being borrowed from nature: from what is born from
the earth, and will eventually return to it.
Structures of Rime: Sound Patterning, Etymology, & other
True Things
In my introduction I claimed that when Joris inherits the Mallarméan
mandate to use poetry in the service of mending the rift between
signifier and signified, he chooses instead to find pleasure in the drift
(dérive) of meanings as they etymologically float free of their original
contexts. I am cheating a bit here, replacing the bifurcation of the
individual sign with the constant metamorphoses of word-meanings,
and yet I feel it is justified in that both are emblems of the instability of
language and humankind’s inability to fully control the function of
signs. In poetry, sound patterning is more than pleasing to the ear, it
creates the impression of meaningful semantic connections between
seemingly dissimilar words. With the loss of end-rhyme as the
dominant form of sound patterning the powerful device of creating an
ambient sense of meaningful linguistic patterns was displaced onto
other, arguably more subtle forms of sonic equivalences. In Joris, as
mentioned above, the micro-transformations of a word’s sound
uncovered through an exploration of its etymology (both false and
true, and when false we are really in the territory of association rather
than quests for the etymon) replace the equivalencies provided by
rhyme. Naturally, he is not alone in making this gesture. We see it
often enough in predecessors such as Duncan, who traces out “unseen
roots and branches of sense” through sound patterns built on the dual
gestures of sonic association and etymology (though Duncan, proudly
heretical, also continues to use end-rhyme). For example, “Crosses of
Harmony and Disharmony” is built off the sonic resonance (a pun by
18
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any other name) between “cross-eyed bear” and “cross I bear,” and
uses a visual mirror (sonically unsatisfying) between “was” and
“saw.”19 A particularly playful example can be found in the poem
“Proofs,” also in Opening of the Field. This mock-letter to an editor
ends: Don’t/ lose the word R O S E/ isolated on the page./ It is not a
flower, but put there/ for an old rising.”20 “Rose” and “lose” are eye
rhymes The “o” of “rose” sonically threads through “isol” and “old.”
When Duncan writes that he put the word there not that it might
represent a flower outside the poem, but rather to recall an “old
rising,” the wordplay becomes enclosed in the poem’s reference
universe. “Rose” is now the past tense of “rise,” and “old rising” works
as both sexual pun and reference to end-rhyme, an old increase of
sound at line’s end.
Joris focuses on just such sound patterning in his reading of
Sobin’s The Earth as Air. Resonant with the above Duncan excerpt, he
quotes the following lines: “the rose/ as votive: for/ the// vow/ of the
rose” (P, 15). These lines appear in “CD #1” after Joris, in an
etymological frenzy, outlines an associative logic he, as a reader and
poet, has traced out of a reference in Sobin to “ex-vita”: “ex-vita, he
writes, I hear the rime: ex-voto, & look up/ votive.” Sharing only
consonants, “vita” (life) and “voto” (vow) make a weak rhyme. Their
association is stated by Joris rather than created through position in a
line or on the page. It is an associative chain that moves from “vita” to
“voto” to “votive” to “vow” and finally comes to rest in a statement
about the function of the poem: “that many-armed cross also a loom,
the woof & weft of the cloth woven thereon./ and in woven there is the
vow makes the poem a votive offering” (P, 15). A sound association
leads to the uncovering of an etymological connection, and together
they give Joris a matrix in which to embed the function of the poem.
Duncan’s shadow can be seen in the mirror of “wov[en]” and “vow,”
as well as in a reference to the “woof & weft.”21 Etymologies are never
used as lures, but stand in for surety, as though the faded or discarded
meaning of a word, however historically distant or dormant, not only
anchors that word onto solid ground, but holds a true key to it as well.
The chain of associations set off by the seemingly innocent, and
perhaps random association between “vita” and “voto” is justified
19
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when Sobin’s poem arrives, “a few pages further into the text” at the
word “votive,” which provides the semantic core to the lines quoted
above (the rose/ as votiv…). It is as though “ex-vita” led inevitably to
votive, as inevitably as the end-rhyme “June” predicts for its partner
“moon.”
Etymologies expanded out in every sonic direction are seemingly
endless, giving the reader the impression that the significant patterns in
the poem are beneath the words, in deep histories, rather than
between the lines. Joris’s paradigmatic essay “Nimrod in Hell”
illustrates his adhesion to their power, even when false: “A false
etymology—but are any etymologies really ‘false’? Aren’t they the
engine whose misfirings, rather than smooth transparent linguistic
runs, drive poetry forward?” (JtM, 2). This adherence puts a wobble in
an important critique Joris makes of Duncan in the midst of his
working through of Sobin’s ars poetica and his own. Here, in the deep
histories of the “scars we call words” is found an absent presence. The
lines in quotation marks are out of Sobin:
“towards that ear, that ether, that absentia of all presence: presence itself.”
*
& this, which Duncan immediately worried out of the ‘ars poetica’:
“but death continuously discharged, expelled,
projected […]
a death kept alive.” (P, 1422)

Could not the Mallarméan “absentia” be refigured here as the ghosts
of word histories beneath every sign? Though not explicit, Joris’s
critique of his New American Poetry predecessor may be referring to
what Devin Johnston calls Duncan’s “manifest fear of closure,”23 and
by extension, death. And yet, a “death kept alive” might be short hand
for a dictionary, something Duncan, invested as he was in the “old
lore” would certainly have understood. However, within the project of
“shaking off the fathers,” and, by extension, of articulating a new
poetics, it makes perfect sense for Joris to articulate his perception that
Duncan lacked negative capability, “worr[ying]” out of poetry things
the younger generation might now put back in.
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Though I did not include it in the quotation above, there is one
name from the older generation that is allowed to take its place
alongside Joris and Sobin and the unnamed “others” who are moving
toward a rhizomatic model of the poem: Paul Celan. At this first
mention, on page 12, Celan’s name sticks out in a “one of these
things is not like the others” sort of way. His role in this generational
drama is clarified in the “2:45 p.m.” entry of “CD #1,” when the poet
tells us that he is making a “second attempt at translating
‘Todtnauberg,’” a poem by Celan which, Joris goes on to explain, is
the German Jewish poet’s “encysted record of his 1967 meeting with
Martin Heidegger” (P, 17). Heidegger was about thirty years older
than Celan, a gap nearly matching that between Joris and Duncan
(approximately 27 years). Though it is beyond the scope of this essay
to review the complexities behind Celan’s meeting with Heidegger,24
the particular linguistic and poetic issues raised by “Todtnauberg”
support Celan’s inclusion as an important cornerstone in Joris’s
reimagining of his own poetic mission. In one of the two “diary” entries
in “CD #1” to include both prose and poetry, Joris quotes certain
words in Celan’s poem which he is finding difficult to translate, and
outlines some interpretive questions, after which he includes a draft of
his translation of “Todtnauberg.” Joris’s English version of the Celan
poem is not set aside in quotation marks, nor italics, but appears
entire, including title, as an integral part of “CD #1.” By telling us that
this is a “second attempt,” we know that a struggle has taken place,
and that a third attempt may follow.
A later published version of Joris’s translations differs in many
important ways from the one included here. In his essay “Translation at
the Mountain of Death,” written some two years after “CD #1,” Joris
explains how in doing a deep etymological exploration on one of the
words in “Todtnauberg,” a research that, like Celan’s craft, “goes
deeper and incorporates the network of underground roots,” he
discovered a connection to the word “fascism” in a poem that does
not explicitly name either the philosopher in question nor his political
shamefulness. The word is “Wasen,” which Joris renders as “woodturf”
(but will eventually settle on “forest sward”). At first Joris learns that it is
connected to land where a “Wasenmeister” “guts and buries the dead
livestock”; this leads Joris to “killing fields,” then, looking even further
into his Grimm’s Dictionary of the German Language, he tells us:
24
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[…] my eye fell on yet another “Wase,” a word current in North
Germany, and used to describe a bundle of dead wood, the etymology
[…] leads back through French “faisceau” to Latin “fasces,” the
curator’s bundle of rods, which became the symbol of, and gave the
word for, “fascism.” (JtM, 97)

Beneath the surface of both the word and the ground lie the truths
buried in the language of the poem. Therefore, the poetic line must,
as Joris sees Sobin’s lines doing, move “downward, screw[ing] itself
into, earth.” Such histories tie the poem to experience, creating a
meaningful resonance between language and human history,
revealing significant patterns in a fashion similar to rhyme, especially if
we take “rime” in Duncan’s broader formulation, as a structure
revealing “ratio” and “measure,”25 words indicating distance between
and relationship to. Joris’s working through of the deep word
meanings as he translates “Todtnauberg” reinforce his decision to
replace the supposedly hierarchal tree for Delueze and Guattari’s
rhizome as an image of the way a poem knows, for it reveals that
there is more truth to be found in what lies buried than in what
remains above ground.
Celan, though generationally a father, need not be shaken off. He
can stand alongside Joris as a contemporary. By choosing to translate
and to include Celan’s work within his own, Joris in effect makes
Celan a poet of his era and includes him in the Anglophone tradition.
A bold move, perhaps, but key in that Celan represents something
radically different from Joris’s allegiances in the American scene. As a
polylingual exile writing in his mother tongue, he, unlike Duncan, or
even the supposedly road-warrior Beat poets, can stand in as a model
for the wandering, homeless nomad that will later be so central in
Joris’s rethinking of the European tradition through the lens of outside.
Gender Implications: From Nesting to Nomadism
Mention of the “mother tongue” necessitates a few brief comments on
the gender implications of Joris’s framing of his poetics, both in “CD
#1” and in his later concept of nomadism. This issue distances Joris
from his predecessor Duncan more than any other. The importance of
25
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the concept of the “household” as articulated in Duncan’s intellectual
project underlines the overall “feminization” of tradition Duncan
practiced.26 To the terms “mother tongue” and “household,” I would
add “domesticity” and “hearth,” terms that Joris neither abandons nor
ignores, yet they function quite differently in his work than they do in
Duncan. Such words are associated with women and cultural forms
dominated by women, and though in our post-Second Sex era few
would mistake such connections for innate, they are still operative. We
should also remember that the word “domestic” carries the
connotation of affairs internal to a particular country, not foreign or
alien, and therefore “domestic affairs” would be those issues an exile
needs must be excluded from, or at best view from afar. “Mother
tongue” holds a special place, for while it cannot altogether lose its
connection to the nourishing female body of the mother, from whose
lips coos the language a child first hears, it is entwined with race, tribe,
and nationalism as well.27
In his essay “Towards an Open Universe,” Duncan outlines ideas
central to his poetics: that the poem is “apprehended” by the poet,
that poetic creation is directly connected to all creation, that the body
is connected to writing (dance), the importance of invention,
childhood, imagination, and that the “inner structure of the universe
itself has only this immediate event,” i.e. the poem, “in which to be
realized.”28 Duncan links these grand, well-nigh cosmic-scale claims
for poetry to a self ensconced in a domesticity that is, in some ways,
also an act of mind: “The imagination of this cosmos is as immediate
to me as the imagination of my household or my self, for I have taken
my being in what I know of the sun and the magnitude of the cosmos,
as I have taken my being in what I know of domestic things.”29 For
Duncan the microcosm of the “household” is not a hiding place,
shutting down possibilities and sheltering the soul. Rather, it creates a
direct line to the larger mysteries of things, such that he can claim that
Plato’s “First Beloved […] has given me house”30 or sees no absurdity
in turning a domestic cat into a household god as precious and crucial
to guarding the hearth as the penates Aeneas carries across the
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Mediterranean.31 Begun in the 1950s and made up of two men, one
an artist, the other a poet, Duncan’s was no ordinary household,32
and yet however unusual this arrangement, Duncan envisions it as
participating in an ancient form, and refers to his arrangement with his
long-time lover Jess as a “marriage.”33 The household, and by
extension the hearth, are central to his imagination of the poem: “That
I have seen in poems as the fire upon the hearth, the genius of the
household, as if the secret of our warmth and companionship were
hidden in a wrathful flame.“34 Duncan’s decision to ignite a “wrathful
flame” in his hearth of “warmth and companionship” nods to both the
societal persecution of homosexuals and, perhaps as a consequence
of such knowledge, his reimagining of the household as a wild and
dangerous place of unknowing:
Our engagement with knowing, with craft and lore, our demand for
truth is not to reach a conclusion but to keep our exposure to what we
do not know, to confront our wish and our need beyond habit and
capability, beyond what we can take for granted, at the borderline, the
light fingertip or thought-tip where impulse and novelty spring.35

Embracing the “hearth” in the same essay that councils us to “keep
our exposure to what we do not know” suggests that for Duncan the
concept of domesticity is far from domesticated.
Joris’s nomad poetics also stresses the importance of what is not
known, with the difference being that for Joris, this necessary
estrangement can only be found outside the borders of the household.
The poet is literally homeless: “A nomadic poetics needs mindfulness.
In & out of the drift (dérive) there is no at-home-ness here but only an
ever more displaced drifting” (ANP, 26; emphasis in original). If the
“ever more displaced drifting” is equated with “mindfulness,” then it
follows that any being “at-home-ness” can be equated to
mindlessness. Making such an implicitly negative connotation around
31
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the concept of being “at-home” cannot escape also conjuring an
implied critique of female-dominated domestic spaces. In some ways it
could be seen as nothing more than a new exotic version of the
masculinist “on the road” ethos of Beat poetry, a fantasy world free of
marriage and households where “millions of guys all over the world
with rucksacks on their backs” are “tramping around the back country
and hitchhiking and bringing the word down to everybody.”36 But
Joris’s critique of “at-home-ness” is not so simple. In two earlier
poems, he dealt directly with being “at-home,” using kitchen scenes as
a foundation on which to build a reimagining of a hearth which,
similar to Duncan’s though more persistently connected to primitivism,
functions as a portal to ruminations on the whole, “from any hearth/
rises the whole/ picture” (B, 65). Given this earlier claim, Joris’s allergy
to “at-home-ness” seems more likely motivated by a critique of settled
thought-patterns and xenophobic traditions arising from monolinguistic
cultures concerned with only “domestic affairs”; in other words, to owe
more to the Russian Formalist concept of ostranenie than to any
distrust of marriage or women. This connection is made explicit, with a
jab at philosophy, further on in Notes toward a Nomadic Poetics
(1996-2002):
[…] philosophy is only a sort of home sickness, a need to feel
everywhere at home. Poetry is the opposite: a desire to feel everywhere
estranged, in touch with or at least reaching for the other, out of house
& home. Poetry is to be out of house & home (ANP, 46)

Though in this passage it is easy to see Joris turning Celan’s visit to
Heidegger’s “hütte” into an allegory about philosophy and poetry, a
decade earlier, in “CD #1,” Joris’s does not place philosophy on the
domestic side of the issue, but actually grounds his suspicions
concerning the limits of “house & home” for his poetic project in
philosophic discourse. This thinking comes directly following his
inclusion of his early draft of “Todtnauberg,” in the third-to-last entry
of “CD #1,” marked “6:35 p.m.”:
the hearth again
& against
the encroachments, the
pull of
36
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polis, its
exigencies.
The question of
hearth as elective
polis as de facto
“the community of lovers
has as its ultimate goal
the destruction of society” (P, 19)

The poem “diary” which began with the solitary “I” of the poet
listening to the sounds of an early morning storm as he mistakes
“word” for “world” now reveals itself to be ensconced in a domesticity
which, according to the Blanchot citation at the end of this passage,
could prove as dangerous as Duncan’s, and yet, unlike Duncan’s
“household,” which binds it members more intimately to the
cosmological orders it mimics, here the household is a hostile pairing
built against the larger project of community. The individual’s
“principe d’insuffisance” cannot swerve toward the community when
blocked by the enclosed erotic bond of a human couple, which Joris
goes on to call: “a war machine/ two beings made/ or not made/ for
each other” (P, 19). A reading that focused on Joris’s decision to call
the hearth “elective” and the polis “de facto” may see just the opposite
message here: hearth as the elective community which the individual
has joined, polis as the evil outside, the police state that destroyed
idealists such as Vilma Monaco. In either reading, Joris’s separation of
two terms differs from an earlier claim, made in the 1977 book
Hearthwork, that “the hearth/ is the city” (B, 50). And even if traces of
Duncan’s positive household can be seen through the “war machine”
of “CD #1,” on the whole the ambivalence toward the domestic
coupling is palpable: “here is the room/ the closed space/ here no
night/ can come/ to an end/ here happens/ the lie/ of union” (P, 20).
In these lines the “closed space” in which “no night/ can come/ to an
end” recalls the milkless “coffin” of the “8:10 a.m.” entry near the start
of the poem. “[T]he lie/ of union” could also by a crypto-critique of
rhyme, of those poetic pairs that shut down further sonic and
etymological exploration, that clip words from contexts by
foregrounding their surface pleasures.
As the binary hearth/city sends us back to the earlier Hearthwork,
so to does the simple opening of this section, “the hearth again.” With
Hearthwork in mind, we can begin to pry apart the difference between
Duncan’s and Joris’s formulation of these gender-loaded locales. In
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Joris’s case “domesticity” and “at-home-ness” function metaphorically,
standing in for political complacency as seen above in the jab at
philosophy. They should be separated out from the far more volatile
“hearth.” “Domesticity” implies the destruction of wildness, of being
“tamed,” and therefore made safe. “At-home-ness” implies being
surrounded by a sense of what is safe and known. “Hearth,” however,
implies something far more incendiary. Though “hearth” can act
synecdochically for the idea of home, they are made distinct in the
expression, “hearth and home.” One does not stand in for the other.
“Home” is the domesticated part, while the hearth is the light that
keeps it wild. This is without question the way Joris’s approaches the
subject in Hearthwork, as well as in “The Horses of Lalla Fatima,”
another earlier poem (B, 206-214). In these poems, both of which
center around the idea of the hearth, Joris takes Duncan’s household
camping. What I mean by this is that Joris’s hearth, instead of being a
symbol of “warmth and companionship,” acts more decidedly as a
portal to the primitive. While Duncan sees his household as an
“order,” in the Medieval sense of that word, that is to say as a mirror
of highly structured cosmic arrangements, Joris’s hearth is
Promethean, a disruption of order, a daring against the known world.
Both use the hearth as metaphor for poetic creation. While a lengthy
reading of the entirely of “Hearthwork” would take me too far from the
purpose of this essay, a few selected images should make the point.
Fire in this poem is more often outside the home, in a camp or
ceremonial fire, “how to work/ fire from the earth,” in the figure of the
earth’s core, “the fire is waiting/ at the center,” and the sun, “the rise
or erection/ of the sun-matter” (fire). The home fire is tame by
comparison, “household light/ tame fire waiting,” and, sitting around
it in the evenings drinking wine “the color of blood” leads the poet to
ask, “how do we get/ to the bone/ of the matter/ without/ cutting the
flesh/ spilling the blood” (B, 52-3). “Matter” is associated with the sun,
“who is the matter/ or mater/ the mother of us all” (B, 49). We are
made of fire, and therefore, to get to the “matter” of us all, and by
extension to the matter of the poem: “we stare into the fire,” we return
to origins. Later in the poem, while watching a television program on
that first era of fire-making and hunting, the Pleistocene, the poet
bemoans its domestication: “the stone age/ reduced to the dimensions
of/ a cute curtsy-/ ing dance for the queen” (B, 55).
Unlike the dark coffin of domesticity that seems to trap the poet in
“CD #1,” the images of male and female relations in Hearthwork and
“The Horses” are portrayed more playfully:
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at the heart
of this fire
we do not lose substance
we are not consumed
here in the quiet
glow we sum up our love
we summon our liquids
our spillings do not extinguish
that fire (B, 62)

The sexual success of the scene keeps the fire alive through its
rawness. But couplings and cozy images of sitting by the fire
notwithstanding, the poem still insists on keeping an essential
primitiveness to one’s hearth, and councils: “how to manage/ the fire:
keep it/ in the open,/ the condition of,/ trust” (B, 72).
“The Horses of Lalla Fatima” overlays a “Meditation in the Kitchen”
while a lamb roast slowly cooks, with a “Tale” about “the prophet’s/
only daughter” which Joris turns into a parable about storytelling and
poetry. The dialectic between the primitive and the domestic is even
starker in this poem than in Hearthwork. The kitchen is described as an
“oasis,” a puma is “[c]ircling the meat.” The man contrasts with the
woman in the poem in an almost Enkidou at Uruk sort of way: she
spends hours, “oiling washing drying” her hair, he is described as
having “rotting teeth” that have been “whittled down” (domesticated)
“to the voice of/ the lyric.” When we “turn the roast” we “touch bare
rocks.” There is a primitiveness to this kitchen filled with the smell of
roasting meat, against the backdrop of which tales that speak of
“practical/ magick” are conjured from the past. It is a quite unlike the
domesticity Joris describes in “CD #1,” with comes off by contrast as
negative and dark, without wildness, a domesticity in which the hearth
has gone out.
The final entry of “CD #1,” recorded at “9:30 p.m.” is written in
an extremely thin poetic line, similar to the line used in the “8:10
a.m.” entry. Two out of the fifty lines have three syllables—“slovenly,”
and “ory, the”—the rest have only one or two. Words are sometimes
divided by line breaks. Unlike the associative and etymological runs of
the middle section, this coda is atypically built around “the lie/ of
union,” perfect masculine rhymes, though in lieu of couplets, the same
rhyming syllable, “ace,” is repeated six times. The words that deliver it
are: place, lace, -mace, pace, and place (twice). All appear at line’s
end or are their own complete line. The quick thinness of the lines
allows the sound to be audible. Here’s an example from the opening
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of the entry: “bring your/ self to/ the place,// ring/ -ed with/ lace” (P,
22). We might imagine such a place to be, precisely, a domestic
interior, a window dressed with lace curtains in the manner of an oldworld European household, and were an echo of Mallarmé’s “Un
dentelle s’abolit” to be heard beneath these lines, the lace would
become an allegory for the white page dominating these anemic lines.
Beginning in this place “ring/ -ed with/ lace” the final lines of “Canto
Diurno #1” leave us with a scene as quiet as the beginning. Creating
an almost “Frost At Midnight” sort of scenario, Joris ends:
a crys
tal knife
edges
the hoar
frost amother
night
’s in (sight. (P, 24)

In “Frost At Midnight,” Coleridge paints a scene of extremely cozy
domesticity against which the city, in which he was “pent ’mid cloisters
dim” plays the role of outside horror. The “elective hearth” is the hero
against the “de facto polis.” For Joris to evoke Coleridge’s Romantic
set piece, whether intentionally or not, is a curious way to end a poem
which has been so invested in divesting its thinking from poetic
tradition, the immediate one of the fathers, yes, but also the Romantics
and their hierarchical “tree.” But perhaps the “crys/ tal knife” edging
the “hoar/ frost” means to cut it down for good? It is unclear. At this
point the long “i” sound carries the lines along. The lines “a-/
mother// night/ ’s in (-/ sight” surprise, taking us away from the fathers
completely. The hyphen after the “a-” encourages the mishearing of “a
mother” as “another,” which would be a simple description of the
circumstance, a job the lineated passages have seen to throughout
“CD #1.” Then why is the mother there at all? Is she a typo? Or
perhaps she is there, as often in Joris’s work, as a symbol of language,
of the mother tongue. If so, then the end of “CD #1” may be read as
saying that the “night” of the “mother” is visible, the sun is setting on
the maternal influence, on all those tamed domestic comforts lacking
a primal hearth fire. The endless exile has begun. The poet is left in a
foreign place, where he can “come to the realization that all
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languages are foreign,” where he can free himself from “the prisonhouse of the mother-tongue” (ANP, 45).
Nimrod in Saint-Germain
“Canto Diurno #5,” written twenty years after “Canto Diurno #1,” has
little in common with its forerunner despite the titular implication that
they form part of a sequence. Dated “Paris, 22 August 2006,” “Canto
Diurno #5” was published in the American poetry journal Chicago
Review in 2010.37 Unlike the domestic setting of the 1986 poem, this
later work is set in two different public places, two Paris cafés, Le
Mondrian in Saint-Germain-des-Prés, and La Grille in the 5th
arrondissement. The poet, though without company, is not alone, for
he is surrounded by the city’s inhabitants and workers. There are only
two time markers, separated into numbered sections and the
restaurant names, “1. AT THE MONDRIAN (11:30 a.m.” and two hours
later, “2. LUNCH AT LA GRILLE (1:30 p.m.” Both sections are lineated,
but the lines do not hesitate to go the distance if need be. They vary
from one to thirteen syllables long, showing none of the hesitance
toward the projective that marked “CD #1.” That said, the page is not
exploited for effect beyond a few indentations and an occasional
Creeleyesque use of the ampersand. Neither lyrically circular nor
dipping, dance-like, into Duncanian rhythms, the poem moves forward
stichically, motivated by the semantic dialectic between a narrative
describing the real-world events happening within the eyeshot of poet
and the thoughts his observations provoke. Gone are the
philosophical citations, as well as the notes on poetics. What remains
is an interest in language as a social phenomenon and problem, as
well as the central concern with etymologies and translation. In a
projective fashion, the lines are lead by the poet’s thoughts as they
happen, lending authenticity to its diaristic quality. By 2006, the
“fathers” are no longer looming and Joris’s poetics of nomadism are
fully formed. They infuse the poem at every point.
A feeling of exile, and of the failure of language permeates “Canto
Diurno #5” (from now on “CD #5”). However, the feeling and the
37

Though my citations come from the Chicago Review, it should be noted that the poem in
that context is titled “Canto Diurno #3.” I have decided, however, to refer to the poem
throughout as “Canto Diurno #5” since that is how it appears in Aljibar II (Éditions Phi)
& will later appear in the United States in Aljibar America, due out from Black Widow
Press. Pierre, Joris, “Canto Diurno #3—Paris, 22 August 2006,” Chicago Review 55.2
(2010): 38-42.
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failure have little to do with either the sign’s disconnection from the
world, or its historical instability; instead language fails along the
fracture of class, culture, and generation. The exile is, therefore, not
only from a “mother tongue” or from a homeland, but from
communication in general. The fact that we’ve lost “the single
universal language all humans once spoke in their lingo-genetic
childhood” (JtM, 2) is blamed on European colonialism, the American
capitalist war machine, and the modern industrialized world both
created. And yet, in fascinating juxtaposition with this critique, Joris
insert a Proustian mémoire involontaire, which verges on nostalgia for
this poet who, like Rimbaud, has built a poetics based on “escaping
mother and her tongue” (JtM, 3).
The first communicative breakdown of the poem happens in a
scene witnessed as the poet sits in café Mondrian having a “fake real
coffee from Papua/ New Guinea.”38 The global economy and its
injustices are present from the first lines: “does that make the espresso
pod/ feral?” The contrast between the crisp, cold lines of the
eponymous Modernist painter’s canvasses, compulsorily conjured by
the café name, and the feral New Guinea espresso pod set the scene
for the study in contrasts that follow. Looking up, the poet sees a
woman in a red car at the traffic light drop her cell phone. This image
of conspicuous consumption (can we see anything other than a sport’s
car?) and carelessness (driving while dialing) cast in feminine form is
erased by a sharply different vision: “the camionette with the sadfaced/ Mediterranean driver—a Lebanese/ pastry delivery van.”39
Unlike the women, who, because her racial characteristics go
unnoticed, we assume stands in for that false universal, the European,
the Mediterranean driver is described in emotional terms, he is “sadfaced.” While Lebanese pastries may be a delicious treat worth
celebrating, in this case the “camionette” is in tough shape, so much
so that even it is described in emotional terms: “the cedar/ on the
door looks forlorn.” This pathetic sight, sad driver, forlorn minivan,
provokes an overwhelming desire to communicate in the poet. He
wants to reach out, to show some form of solidarity, perhaps in the
hopes of alleviating some of whatever is making the driver “sadfaced.” But language, across the divide of class and culture, fails
miserably:

38
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Joris, Chicago Review, 38.
Joris, Chicago Review, 38.
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I want to wave
hesitate as to how
a smile? a shrug of the shoulder,
fatalistic? encouraging?
a thumb’s up? a fist raised
quickly pumped a yes, yes?40

This driver is no Vilma Monaco, part of the “NEWSPAPER DEAD,” he is a
flesh and blood person, in sight of the poet. The variety of signs he
thinks of making to the driver encompass social codes both innocuous
and loaded, from a friendly wave to a Black Panther’s militant fist, and
yet, it is completely unclear as to whether any of these gestures would
have been understood and welcomed by the driver. The poet’s mute
body, had it cycled through this litany of gestures, may have resembled
the “languaged anguish” of Nimrod, as described Joris’s “Nimrod in
Hell” (JtM, 1-3).
In this meditation on language and translation, Joris, aided by
Agamben, thinks about Nimrod, the “mighty hunter,” supposedly
responsible for building the tower of Babel, whom Dante put in Hell
with “the loss of meaningful language as his punishment” (JtM, 1). Of
the many interpretive challenges Dante’s pilgrim encounters through
his hellish journey, none so dismiss even the possibility of
communication. Virgil tells his charge: “His words accuse him./ He is
Nimrod, through whose infamous device/ the world no longer speaks
a common language.// But let’s leave him alone and not waste
breath,/ for he can no more understand our words/ than anyone can
understand his language.”41 Joris connects Nimrod’s incoherent
language with babble and from there “to bave, Fr. for drool, spittle.”
Spittle is another language of the body, a primal one. Joris also rejects
the condemnation of Nimrod. The rough-hewn hunter stands in for the
wild terrain outside of the Dantean world and so Virgil—whom Joris
calls a “prissy Latin poet” (JtM, 3), dismisses the possibility of any
meaningful communication with him. Nimrod is the excess tradition
cannot account for, the poem outside tradition by the nontraditionalist. The closed European system is equated with the
feminized man (“prissy”) and the nomad poet with the primitive
“mighty man.” These opposites can also be seen in the contrast with
the woman on the cell phone and the Lebanese driver.
40
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Joris, Chicago Review, 38.
Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, vol. 1. Inferno, trans. Mark Musa (New York:
Penguin, 1984).
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The poet’s Nimrod-like failure to communicate ends when the light
changes and the driver, “expression/ unchanged” moves on. The poet
is powerless, “en-/tangled in my/ choices, unable to pick, sign/
language, I realize, not any/ easier then words […].”42 A stanza down
another van appears, this time a “smiling Maghrebian driver” parks it.
He is heading to work, “fixing up the fine French/ building […]” which
is “untouched by the bombs falling/ on buildings in Beirut in/ the mind
of the Lebanese pastry/ delivery man.” Imagining the interior thoughts
of the Lebanese driver retroactively attributes a geo-political cause (as
opposed to, say, personal heartbreak) at the root of his “sad face.”
The contrast between the repairs on the French building and the
destruction of the Lebanese one is as stark as that between the woman
with the cell-phone and the “sad-faced” driver. Another immediately
follows: “a young man on roller blades” who falls “in front of the
parked van.” He is not hurt but “gets up smiling,/ no bullet has eaten
his liver,/ protected as he is by a fake American/ tee shirt.” The fake
tee shirt recalls the “fake real” coffee at the beginning of the poem,
both emblems of the way global injustice in labor practices and the
distribution of goods permeate even the most seemingly insignificant
moments in the margins of this multicultural Parisian tableaux. Exiled
from the human community by class and cultural difference and an
inability to translate the signs, the poet spots a Polish bookstore which
leads to thoughts of Joseph Conrad. This prompts him to ask, “[h]as
JC been returned from his exile?” here referring to the question of
whether Conrad’s works, written in English, can be found in his native
tongue. But, returning to the foundation of his poetics of nomadism,
Joris affirms, “No one returns from exile.”
Despite the definitiveness of this statement, I would like to argue
that there is a way to read section two of “CD #5” as exactly that: a
return, if only for a moment, from exile. The method of travel is, as
mentioned above, a Proustian mémoire involontaire. In the lunch at La
Grille restaurant that frames this latter section, there are no
descriptions of passing drivers or roller bladers, leading us to imagine
that for this second meal the poet is sitting inside the café, in an
environment conducive to contemplation. The food is the centerpiece,
and unlike the negative associations around the “fake real” coffee,
connotes a positive “childhood pleasure”:
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a
calf’s
head
sauce gribiche
pour it on
a childhood pleasure
the creamy white brain

Paradoxically, this pleasure leads to the recollection of the French
expression haut-le-coeur, which means to feel nauseated, to have your
heart, as Joris writes, “rise[s] to the brain to speak its mind,” which
sounds suspiciously like a Romantic formula destined to cause an
outpouring of emotion. What follows are several lines of etymological
exploration, made giddy either by the Pouilly-Fuissé the poet is
drinking or the effect of living between languages: “months of French/
overlay English”
—scheinheilige—
where does that German word
come from, now, here, at la Grille,
the grille, the lattice work, whispered
through the monkish grate at
back of mind by childhood
prompter, or Celan’s speech-grille?

Led by the calf’s brain, as well as the locale (far from any dictionary),
the etymological questions surrounding “scheinheilige” take refuge in
a childhood memory, and the scene of a whispered forgotten word,
which, like Citizen Kane’s “rosebud,” could be a sort of key to the
poet’s entire relationship to language. From the memory of the word
“whispered/ through the monkish grate,” which also gives off a
Catholic vibe, the poet experiences a memory of the method in which
his mother used once to prepare calf’s brains: “on toast with black/
butter & capers, fork-mashed mother’s treat.” In similar fashion as the
single letter that just barely divided “a-nother” and “a mother” in the
final lines of “CD #1,” how far from admitting to a longing for a
return to the “prison house of the mother tongue” is that “r” in “treat”
keeping this memory? As if to nip any dangerous nostalgia in the bud,
the poem immediately undercuts the sensuous memory of childhood
food with an image of dissecting brains in science class: “—or medical
school shiver, cut/ -ting into soft tissue.” This meditation, followed by a
meditation on how eating pig is forbidden “in Beirut & Darfur”
distances the memory of his European childhood, in which tasty brains
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in black butter are akin to American “mac ’n’ cheese,” a sign of
homogeneity and codified domestic traditions. From a momentary
return to a place of comfort, a “home,” the poet, recalling that “poetry
is to be out of house & home,” returns to his exile. He writes: “I am
ashamed as I shiver/ through the brain—the one on the/ plate, or the
one in its case, this skull?” Both the food and his mind are suspect. A
memory of his American-raised son’s reaction to eating this food
affirms his shiver, but also creates another communicative rift, this one
between generations: “Miles called it green on the/ pintades’s armpit,
refused to/ eat, a shudder bigger, more/ intractable than my shiver—/
shudder of the unknown against the shiver of history (personal/
repetition) […].” The line break between “personal” and “repetition”
enforces the severing of the custom of passing traditions from father to
son. The familial lineage no longer holds sway, and just as the tastes
of the poetic fathers need not be repeated, the son need not be
punished for his “shudder” in the face of the father’s history. Paternal
allegiances have no more strength to hold the poet than does the
mother tongue. Instead, new forms of relationships must be imagined,
as Joris explains in “From: Notes toward a nomadic community”:
Despite Olson’s effort, that pristine
New England vision of port/polis, that small city
vision a gone possibility.
He decried the “citoyen du
monde” as some Socratic
blunder—but it is not so,
Charley, the particular is
everywhere, is the cosmopolitan exactly […] (hjr, 18)

Though the “particular” be “everywhere,” “CD #5” and much of
Joris’s later work, focuses on the “particular” of non-European and
non-American places, especially North Africa. This focus is an emblem
of the complete success of the younger poet’s quest to shake off the
fathers and find a voice strong enough to critique them, as he does
quite pointedly in “On the Nomadic Circulation of Contemporary
Poetics” (JtM, 7-23). In this essay, Joris blames Pound and others for
using translation only in the quest of a “recognition of sameness,” as
well as for obscuring “the Arab roots of poetry.” Though Pound does,
in Canto VIII, locate the Provençal troubadour tradition as coming
“out of Spain” (JtM, 32) which, in the High Middle Ages, was still ruled
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by the House of Islam, Joris believes that by stopping in Provence
Pound stopped short (JtM, 12).
Despite Joris’s criticism of his poetic tradition’s blindspots, he does
not gloss over the communicative difficulties of finding another way, of
actually being a “citoyen du monde.” They are movingly recorded in
“CD #5.” Though Joris’s formulation of a nomad poetics may turn the
universal exile of the postmodern world into an poetic advantage, his
poem still records the moments when this condition feels emotionally
severing, displaced, and without hope. The one relief in the repeated
scenarios of alienation described in “CD #5” arrives at the very end,
when the poet stops thinking about the cultural complexities behind
eating calf’s brains and actually eats them. In the savory sonic play of
the sibilant “s” against a plosive “p” the sensual experience of the
childhood treat wins out over the vicissitudes and shivers of history.
The language of gastronomy succeeds where other languages have
failed:
against shiver of history (personal
repetition) easily overcome by
mouth pleasure, tongue in slo-mo
crushes soft slice against top of
the mouth, palate palace
roof & last sip.
lean back.43
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Franca Bellarsi

ON THE ROAD OF NOMADIC POETICS
PIERRE JORIS & THE BEATS IN CONVERSATION*
“Invisible Translator:” the Critical Neglect of Joris in Beat
Scholarship
As suggested by the very etymology of the term, translating is
essentially an act of transferring at multiple and often simultaneous
levels. The linguistic, cultural, imaginative, emotional, and personal
transfers occurring in literary translation suppose an intense and
sustained conversation between translator, author, and text. Yet,
despite the intensity of this triangular exchange, once both the creative
writer and his or her writings have been successfully conveyed to their
*

As writers who embraced life as a mix of the beaten-down & the beatific, the Beats were
often given to celebrate & mourn in equal measure. So, at the outset of this discussion in
part devoted to them, it is perhaps not unfitting for me to follow suit by striking both a
somewhat darker & lighter note in order to express my appreciation towards two
outstanding individuals.
First, I would like to dedicate this article to the memory of one of my most gifted
students, Anne VENIT, who took her own life just days before I could complete the text.
For her graduation thesis, Anne was working on the Zen aspects in the poetry of the
female Beat writer Joanne Kyger. Had I been able to put the last finishing touches to this
piece earlier, I am sure that Anne would have enjoyed reading about the connections
between Pierre Joris & the Beats. Likewise, I am also certain that had the burden of long
illness not proved too intolerable to bear in the end, Anne would have relished every
page of this volume & its “cartographies of the in-between” so skillfully put together by
Peter Cockelbergh.
Second, I would precisely like to thank Peter COCKELBERGH for his unflagging
support, encouragement, & patience as editor. In our “perish or publish” world that can
drive some editors to be more foes than friends, Peter’s kindness & generosity not only
stand out as rare & much-needed gifts, but also remind us of the fundamentally
humanizing power of poetry & literature. My deepest gratitude goes to Peter for making
it possible for me to stay aboard the Cartographies project & for helping to rekindle the
fire of creative energies that had been stifled for so many months.
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destination in foreign lands of the word and mind, the man or woman
who safely “ferried” them from one cultural shore to another tends to
disappear from view, the translated more often than not
overshadowing the translator in the end. Only for a minority of literary
texts do translated and translator retain equal prominence in the eyes
of successive generations of readers.
Why this is so remains in part mysterious and can, in all likelihood,
only be explained through a range of different factors combined, from
the current marketing strategies of publishers to the age-old suspicion
inherent in the motto of “traduttore traditore!,” which seems forever to
condemn the literary translator to a kind of “second-rate,” “imitative”
originality. However, that this should be so is more than highly
questionable, especially in the case of translators who are themselves
creative writers in their own right, and maybe even in the case of
translators doubling as scholarly authors.
Indeed, is the conversation between translated and translator ever
really and truly over? Does it not endure well beyond the actual
process of translation itself as much as it predates its completion?
Does it not continue out of the very reasons for which the translator
decided to turn his or her attention to a given author and work in the
first place? And precisely why does a creative (or even scholarly) writer
choose to translate a particular literary work over other favourites? Is it
out of a need to initiate a dialogue with materials offering potential
answers to the translator’s own quest and interrogations as a writer
and evolving individual? Or does one translate an author because,
affinities notwithstanding, his or her literary path nevertheless remains
sufficiently different from one’s own? In other words, is the translated a
“sounding board” through similarity, difference, or both? Crucially
too, to what extent are writers affected by the works they translate and
how do these continue to shape their imagination?
It is precisely against the background of such questions that I wish
to explore the ongoing, non-linear conversation between Pierre Joris
and the Beats. For as regards the scenario of the translator eventually
being overshadowed by whom or what he translates, Joris is a case in
point. Many Francophone readers familiar with Jack Kerouac and
Joris’s translation of Mexico City Blues1 may not even be aware that
the man who so masterfully carried Kerouac’s experimental poetry
over to the French language is himself the author of a vast body of
experimental verse in English. And though Gregory Corso may not
1

Jack Kerouac, Mexico City Blues (New York: Grove Weidenfeld, 1959 [1990]) & Mexico
City Blues, 2 vols, trans. Pierre Joris (Paris: Christian Bourgois, 1977).
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enjoy the same fame on Francophone shores as Kerouac, his name is,
however, much more likely to sound familiar to some than the name of
the man who turned Elegiac Feelings American (1970) into Sentiments
élégiaques américains (1977).2 Far more ironically, the same
imbalance applies even amongst a more specialized readership.
Together with French writers Jean-Jacques Lebel and Claude Pélieu,
Joris undoubtedly played a major part in revealing the Beats on the
French literary scene of the sixties and seventies. Yet, Beat scholarship
has paid little attention to him and to the complex interaction between
his own poetic output and the one of the Beats. Within the scholarly
community researching the Beats and reassessing their legacy, the lack
of interest for Joris’s work comes across as surprising, and this not only
in view of his conscious choice as a poet to write in English (ANP, 62),
i.e. in the same language as the Beats themselves, but also when one
remembers how pervasive the concept of “nomadism” proved in the
writings and actual life of Joris and many Beat poets respectively.
Whilst this critical neglect on the part of Beat scholars cannot
possibly be redressed in full in the few modest pages that follow, I shall
nevertheless try here to lay some of the groundwork for future, more
extensive comparative examinations of the “poetic nomadism” aspired
to and cultivated by both Joris and some major Beat figures.
Beginning to build bridges between Joris’s poetry and that of the
Beats’ is, of course, not the same as denying certain essential
differences: if Joris and the Beats deserve to be jointly discussed, it is
as much for the convergences as for the divergences between their
respective poetic universes. A double dynamic will inform my attempt
to bridge and map these out here: on the one hand, based on the
assumption that no translator remains entirely unaffected by what he
or she translates, my attempt at poetic cartography will seek to
highlight how Joris’s literary conversation with the Beats may have
shaped certain aspects of his own verse and “nomadic poetics.”
Conversely, if exploring the poetic territory of the Beats may help to
better outline Joris’s own, his concept of “nomadic poetics” may also
serve as a useful reading grid for the Beat terrain and its fluctuating
boundaries. Thus, with this double dynamic in mind, a first part will
focus on the partial intersections between Joris’s and the Beats’
2

Before translating Jack Kerouac & Gregory Corso, Joris had also translated Carl
Solomon’s Mishaps, Perhaps (1966). Prefaced by Claude Pélieu, Contretemps à temps
(1974) not only was Joris’s first translation of a Beat monograph, but also marked the
official launch of his career as a translator. See Carl Solomon, Mishaps Perhaps (San
Francisco: City Lights Books, 1966); & Carl Solomon, Contretemps à temps, trans.
Pierre Joris (Paris: Christian Bourgois, 1974).
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experimental practices, especially through an examination of the
parallels between Kerouac’s “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose” and
several of Joris’s pronouncements on a “Nomad Poetics.” A second
part will read Joris’s The Fifth Season (1971) through the lens of Beat
poetics. The third and final part will operate in reverse and offer a brief
meditation on the possible implications for our understanding of Beat
literature if approached through the lens of Joris’s “nomadic poetics.”
And it is precisely the concept of “nomadism,” so central to Joris’s life
and theoretical views on literature, which will be the leitmotiv coursing
throughout the reflection here.
Converging and Diverging Nomadic Roads
Travel & Travail I: Beat Nomadism
Be it at the existential or literary level, “nomadism” born out of a sense
of exile is indeed one of the major points of contact between the
respective paths travelled by Pierre Joris and the Beats. As is well
known, the inspiration for Kerouac’s seminal On the Road were the
repeated car journeys that he took in between 1947 and 1950 with
Neal Cassady driving from coast to coast across the States and down
south into Texas and Mexico. But as emblematic of the Beats’
restlessness and questing as Kerouac’s and Cassady’s journeys across
the States may have become, within the Beat group,3 Kerouac was by
no means the most adventurous traveller or thorough explorer of
foreign cultures (he never stayed long enough in any given place for
that). From 1956 to 1963, Ginsberg’s travels took him as far afield as
Peru, France, or India, where he remained for nearly two years. And
whereas for Kerouac, public visibility went together with a yearning to
retreat into the private sphere, for Ginsberg, media fame meant a
sustained schedule of readings and performances across the globe.
Likewise, after a solo quest for the potent hallucinogenic of yage in
South America, William Burroughs stayed in Morocco and London for
several years at a stretch, sharing his voluntary exile from the US with
3

Critics remain highly divided as to which figures to include in the Beat group. Some see
it as restricted to the East Coast & mainly centring around Kerouac, Ginsberg, &
Burroughs as core founding figures. Like myself, others stress that the group actually
went through different phases & that though born on the East Coast in the forties, the
San Francisco period of the group in the first half of the fifties was crucial to its further
development. From the latter perspective, one must talk of an extended Beat group also
including major voices like Gary Snyder, Philip Whalen, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, &
Michael McClure, to name but these.
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Brion Gysin, his companion in literary experimentation. And as regards
the Beat voices on the West Coast, Gary Snyder went to Japan and
immersed himself in its Zen culture for nearly an entire decade,
followed there by Philip Whalen in the second half of the sixties.
Crucially, the geographical mobility of the Beats proved
indissociable from their literary and spiritual quests as well as from the
exploration of consciousness that underpinned these. Once more,
Kerouac could not fully embrace the path of a hybrid, postmodern and
non-theistic religiosity, though, together with Snyder, it was he himself
who had actually opened up this very trajectory to others in the Beat
group. On the front of psychedelic exploration too, Kerouac was less
able than fellow travellers to move from theory to practice, Ginsberg’s
and Burroughs’s experimentation with mind-altering substances being
far more systematic, extreme, and dangerous. On the literary front,
though, it was nevertheless Kerouac who journeyed furthest in the
shortest time and who proved the most pivotal “consciousness
widener.” Indeed, the radical opening of form that made “Howl” and
Ginsberg’s impressive synthesis and transmutation of poetic influences
in it would not have been possible without Kerouac’s ideals of
“spontaneous prose” and “sketching composition,” experimental
procedures summarized in his “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose” and
put to the test in Visions of Cody, the experimental rewriting of On the
Road.4 Nor should one underestimate the part played by Kerouac’s
experiments with “sketching composition” on the experimental path
that would lead Burroughs to develop the collage technique of Naked
Lunch and of his even more radical experimentations with the cut-up
and fold-in techniques.
In fact, with hindsight, the Beats were as much “nomads” on the
printed page as on the physical road. Indeed, fluttering from one past
avant-garde to another, they tapped into a multiplicity of sources and
influences that, whilst not entirely mutually exclusive, were nevertheless
not easy to reconcile in one and the same literary piece, without that
work collapsing under the weight of its own literary openness and all4

As is well known, though On the Road was only published in 1957, its first version was
already extant by 1951. Likewise, though Visions of Cody only became available
posthumously after his death in 1969 & would actually not be published before 1972,
Kerouac had already completed his most experimental novel by 1952. It is this
experimental transformation of On the Road into Visions of Cody which led Kerouac to
formulate his “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose” in 1953. Thus, it only took Kerouac two
years to reach the aesthetics that would characterize his mature voice, a progression that
was too rapid to be fully appreciated even by Ginsberg, who did not, at first, fully
understand the genius behind Visions of Cody.
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inclusiveness. Therein actually lies one of the most enduring legacies
of the Beats: the achievement of “temporary equilibrium in impurity” in
one and the same composition and, haiku-like, the revelation of
hidden affinity beneath the surface discrepancy and gaps created by
the various literary forebears, styles, and cultural traditions from which
they borrowed, from the playful prose of Joyce to the tenets of
Buddhism, or from Transcendentalist idealism and its organic sense of
autobiography to the nihilism and collage techniques of the historical
avant-garde. It is perhaps why “Howl” continues to stand out as the
archetypal Beat poem more than half a century after its initial
performance (1955) and publication (1956): to borrow Joris’s own
vocabulary, with the only exception of its monolingualism, “Howl” is
otherwise a work of “nomadic poetics” par excellence because still
today, it deconditions both readers’ stultified perception and
academically sanctioned literary “good taste” by operating on the
page as “a war machine, always on the move, always changing,
morphing, moving through languages, cultures, terrains, times without
stopping” (ANP, 26). Indeed, as a poetic artifact, “Howl” basks in the
“between-ness […] (ANP, 27) achieved by it being “always a moving
forward, a reaching, a tending” (ANP, 27). This between-ness is the
direct result of Ginsberg acting like a poetic butterfly gathering his
compositional nectar from a wide range of sources: from William
Blake to free-style jazz, from Walt Whitman to Antonin Artaud, from
Christopher Smart to Guillaume Apollinaire, from Bashô to Paul
Cézanne (and the list is not yet closed…).
But “Howl” not only exemplifies the literary and compositional inbetweenness that characterized much Beat writing and its willful
impurity: it also strikingly illustrates the oscillation between the sense of
beatitude and existential defeat that constituted the two
complementary poles of the Beat turn of mind. With its repeated
allusions to sources as diverse as the Old Testament, Gnosticism, and
Zen Buddhism in order to describe a modern-day purgatory—one, in
addition, unfolding along the lines of a Blakean dialectic struggle
between Innocence and Experience—“Howl” also typifies the
“religious nomadism” that sustained the Beats’ attempt to pursue
another famous Blakean ideal, namely that of “cleans[ing] the doors
of perception.” Indeed, as direct heirs to American Transcendentalism
and British Romanticism, with Blake’s and Shelley’s shadow looming
large over several core members of the group, the Beats’ search for
mental deconditioning and their attempt to “respiritualize” ordinary
American reality implied actively seeking to merge the sacred and the
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utterly profane, the transcendental and the merely immanent. In
moving between the “beaten-down” and “beatific” side of the Beat
coin, Kerouac and others created their own brand of eclectic
mysticism, a hybrid personal religiosity, even for those Beats with a
heavy Buddhist orientation,5 and one which in its attempt to “burs[t]
the circumference of the reader’s mind”6 still remained indebted to the
Shelleyan ideal of the poet/writer as “unacknowledged legislato[r] of
the World”7 who “not only beholds intensely the present as it is, and
discovers these laws according to which present things ought to be
ordered,”8 but who also “beholds the present in the future, and his
thoughts are the germs of the flower and fruit of latest time.”9
As equally transpires from “Howl” and its “[…] absolute heart of
the poem of life butchered out of their [the Beats’] own bodies good to
eat a thousand years,”10 this syncretically impure, individual mysticism
not only borrowed from existing religions per se, but actually also
“sacralized” the path of writing itself, turning the Beat search for a
“cleansing of the doors of perception”—both the writer’s and the
reader’s—into a form of devotional path and asserting the figure of
the Beat writer as a kind of neo-shaman of the word.11 The term
“devotional” is actually anything but excessive here, as figures like
5

6

7
8
9

10
11

Whether it yielded a harmonious syncretism (as, for instance, in Snyder’s merger of Zen
Buddhism & First Nations beliefs) or could not do so (as, for example in Kerouac’s
endeavour to reconcile Buddhism & Catholicism), Beat mysticism remained a mixed,
hybrid form of religiosity, even in the case of those Beats with a heavy Buddhist
orientation, for “Beat Buddhism” actually meant shuttling to & fro different versions &
schools of the Buddhist “Void.” See my Part II of my doctoral thesis, “Confessions of a
Western Buddhist ‘Mirror-Mind’: Allen Ginsberg as a Poet of the Buddhist ‘Void’,”
Unpublished doctoral thesis (Brussels: Université Libre de Bruxelles, May 2003) 112175.
Percy Bysshe Shelley, “A Defence of Poetry,” The Major Works, ed. Zachary Leader &
Michael O’Neill (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003) 679.
Shelley, “A Defence of Poetry,” 701.
Shelley, “A Defence of Poetry,” 677.
Shelley, “A Defence of Poetry,” 677. This “prophetic” aspect of Shelley’s
pronouncements often appears very problematic to readers today. However, interestingly
enough, the Beats seem to suggest that Shelley’s idealism may not entirely be wrong
even in our contemporary times. For indeed, as an underground bohemia in the forties
& early fifties, the Beats did anticipate much of the overground counterculture of the
sixties & some of the long-lasting sociological transformations in its wake. Similarly,
much of Burroughs’s vision & prose anticipated the fluid reality of the Internet &
cyberspace age nearly half a century before these concepts even were invented.
Allen Ginsberg, Collected Poems 1947-1980 (New York: HarperCollins, 1984) 131.
Even the iconoclastic Burroughs & the Shelleyan, atheistic Corso are no exceptions here:
their strong distrust of any aspect of organized religion did not prevent them from
engaging into literature as a form of religion per se.
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Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Burroughs reworked the same subjects
through different experimental approaches, in the process not only
producing endless variations on certain themes, but also unashamedly
foregrounding “repetition” in the creative process and considering this
very process as important as the finished literary product itself.12 In
other words, in their search for a deconditioning of the senses, not
only did Beat writers journey to and fro different literary and spiritual
traditions for inspiration, but they also shuttled to and fro the space of
the finished text and the space of the “poem that is being made in the
very moment of writing it.”13
Last but not least, “Howl” also functions as an archetypal
embodiment of Beat nomadism in another respect: it firmly anchors
geographical roaming, spiritual questing, and the between-ness of
form in the inescapable sense of exile felt by the Beats within their own
society. On the one hand, the long catalogue of free-verse-cluster
variations on how Ginsberg saw “the best minds of [his] generation
destroyed by madness” reminds the reader of all the possible sources
of alienation and exclusion in the United States of the Cold War
period, which had all been experienced in some form or other by the
Beats at first hand. Whether due to their homosexuality, drug
addiction, psychological breakdowns, Old Left sympathies, ethnicity,
or religious affiliation, most of the Beats were de facto considered as
deviants and marginalized in McCarthyist America. By simply being
who they were—for instance, a working-class Catholic in the case of
Kerouac with a strange Canuck Francophone background, and a
Jewish, left-wing homosexual with a mother in the madhouse in the
case of Ginsberg—as well as by crossing and defying the tacit (but
nonetheless existing) boundaries of class and, to a lesser extent, race,
the Beats did not even have to drop out of the mainstream of
productivity and consumption to become marginals. By not being able
12

13

Though this is an aspect that remains too little commented upon, it is nonetheless
strikingly real for certain Beats. In the form of what he himself referred to as “the Duluoz
Legend,” Kerouac put out his extensive, romanced biography, applying & re-applying
different styles to the same episodes in it. Likewise, Ginsberg produced what could be
considered as a poetic diary over fifty years, again varying the techniques of observation
of his own perceptions & surroundings, but nevertheless willfully anchoring his
production in precisely just that. & at his most experimental, Burroughs engaged in
endless repetitions of cut-ups & fold-ins, including of his own texts, ever pushing the
experiments of Naked Lunch to further limits in order to decondition both reader & writer
from the “virus” of language.
Allen Ginsberg, “When the Mode of the Music Changes, the Walls of the City Shake,”
Deliberate Prose. Selected Essays 1952-1995, ed. Bill Morgan (New York:
HarperCollins, 2000) 248.
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to conform to the norms of white, heterosexual, middle-class family life
of Cold War US society, they were simply bound to feel like strangers
in their own land and to be permanently exiled from the civil religion
of the American Dream.
But the Beats’ sense of exile in their own country went beyond the
social and the spiritual: to borrow Ted Morgan’s image for Burroughs,
they were also “literary outlaws” by simply wanting to be experimental
writers and open traditional forms through the heterogeneous mix of
sources that inspired them, sources that were definitely not sanctioned
by the university curriculum of the 1940s and 1950s. And even if
some major Beat figures like Ginsberg and Burroughs tended to
remain monolingual, with their writing and thought constrained by the
boundaries of the English language only, others did actually escape
what Pierre Joris considers as the mental prison house of
monolingualism (ANP, 139): Lawrence Ferlinghetti was fluent in
French and studied at the Sorbonne; Gary Snyder had already begun
to familiarize himself with classical Japanese and Chinese in the
1950s; and, most importantly, Jack Kerouac was actually first brought
up in Canadian French and came to English as a second language.
Put differently, if Ferlinghetti and Snyder chose to “emigrate” to
different languages—including to the point of being able to translate
from them14—Kerouac was, per force, an “immigrant into English,”
which accounts in no small measure for one of the hallmarks of his
own writing that wore off on the style of other Beats, namely: the
wonder and mindfulness with which the freshly arrived immigrant gazes
at and captures the minutiae and trivia of daily ordinary American
reality.
Converging & Diverging Nomadic Roads
Travel & Travail II: Joris’s Nomadism
The above sketch of Beat nomadism—a nomadism in the joint
geographical, cultural, spiritual, as well as literary and compositional
senses—already points to interesting zones of contact between Joris
and the Beats. But equally importantly, it also hints from the outset at
major differences between the Beat sensibility and his own. Indeed,
14

For his doctorate at the Sorbonne in the forties, Ferlinghetti translated some French
Surrealist poetry into English. As to Snyder, his Cold Mountain Poems, first published by
the Evergreen Review in 1958 & translations of the T’ang poet Han-Shan, constituted his
first attempt to translate from classical Chinese poetry.
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when Joris traded medical school and the material certainties of a
middle-class existence for a poet’s life and the financial uncertainties
of literary bohemia in Paris, London, or New York, it was not as a
result of having his identity denied by a repressive political
mainstream, but rather because he felt the lack of any clear sense of
belonging and experienced the absence of a set identity that goes
hand in hand with growing up in any of the “borderland” areas of
continental Europe.15 Joris “dropped out” of the cycle of work and
consumption delineated by family and society not because he was
fated to remain on the social margins of his home environment, but on
the cultural ones. Born in Alsace and raised in Luxembourg, also born
“between languages” (ANP, 59) as someone equally exposed in youth
to standard French and German as well as to the purely oral tongue of
Lëtzebuergesch, and choosing as an adult to write his creative work in
English mainly on UK and US soil, Joris has partaken of all these
identities at once but has never totally identified and fused with any of
them. If like the Beats, Joris has felt condemned to social and
psychological exile just by virtue of being who he was, it is the
impossibility of escaping his cultural hybridity and his position on the
margins of some of the major cultural traditions of Europe and their
languages that have prompted him to fully embrace nomadic travel
and the reality of being truly at home nowhere—whether he be
dwelling in the geographical and linguistic spaces handed down to or
consciously elected by him. Amongst the Beats, it is probably
Kerouac’s condition of innate cultural hybridity that comes closest to
Joris’s own in-betweenness, whereas the fluid sense of self derived
from intentionally cultivated cultural hybridity brings instead the figure
of Snyder immediately to mind.
However, if Joris went on the road for other reasons than the Beats,
geographical mobility and a sense of exile on the margins of the
“homeland” have also gone hand in hand for him with aesthetic
restlessness and impurity. In his writing practice and reflection on
poetry, Joris has not only been a “literary nomad” between languages,
but also one shuttling to and fro between a multiplicity of inspirational
sources, from Novalis to Antonin Artaud, from Paul Celan to Jack
Kerouac, from Guillaume Apollinaire to Charles Olson, from French
Surrealist to classical Arabic poetry (the list is not exhaustive). But if,
like the Beats, his poetic theory and practice has, haiku-like, reveled in
15

Belgium & Brussels, places at the crossroads between the cultural heritages of Southern
& Northern Europe & from which I am writing, are cases in point when it comes to
permanent linguistic & cultural “in-betweenness.”
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the hidden affinity beneath the surface discrepancy and gaps created
by these various fonts of inspiration, Joris has gone one step further,
also making the very concept of “nomadism” central to his reflections
on and aspirations for a contemporary poetics. Taken from one of his
many short, manifesto-like essays on “nomadic poetics,” Joris’s own
definition of one of the main facets of the concept is eloquent in this
respect:
3. OPENING SPACE: What is needed now is a nomadic poetics. Its
method will be rhizomatic: which is different from collage, i.e., a
rhizomatics is not an aesthetics of the fragment, which has dominated
poetics since the romantics even as transmogrified by modernism, high
& low, & more recently retooled in the neoclassical form of the
citation—ironic & or decorative—throughout what is called
“postmodernism.” Strawberry Fields Forever. A nomadic poetics will
cross languages, not just translate, but write in all or any of them. If
Pound, HD, Joyce, Stein, Olson, & others have shown the way, it is
essential now to push this matter further, again, not so much as
“collage” (though we will keep those gains) but as material flux of
language matter. (ANP, 5)

Interestingly, in its attempt to break the linearity and dualism that has
underlain much of Western perception through endless ramification
and through language in flow, the dynamic, rhizomatic opening of
form advocated by Joris is not without recalling some of the images
and ideas at the heart of the only two aesthetic manifestoes ever
produced by the Beat Generation in its heyday, namely Kerouac’s
“Essentials of Spontaneous Prose” and “Belief & Technique for Modern
Prose.” Indeed, in his endeavour to achieve a method of “sketching
composition” that would transpose the free flow of jazz improvisation
to literature and substitute the units of the breath and block of thought
or perception to rhyme and meter, what Kerouac sought to achieve
was not only a prose based on greater openness and receptivity to
experience, but also one able to graph these on the page and to
preserve the raw energy as well as the sense of totality and immediacy
of fresh perception.
Compare Joris’s earlier statement about the dynamism,
heterogeneity, and interconnection in multiplicity of a “nomadic”
because “rhizomatic” poetics with some of Kerouac’s main injunctions
for a “spontaneous” prosody whose “PROCEDURE” would involve the
“undisturbed flow from the mind of personal secret idea-words,
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blowing (as per jazz musician on subject of image”16 and whose
“METHOD” would do away with the artificiality of standard grammar
and punctuation to become attuned, à la Williams Carlos Williams, to
the measures and cadences of actual American speech17:
SCOPING Not “selectivity” of expression but following free deviation
(association) of mind into limitless blow-on-subject seas of thought,
swimming in sea of English with no discipline other than rhythms or
rhetorical exhalation and expostulated statement […]
[…]
CENTER OF INTEREST Begin not from preconceived idea of what to
say about image but from jewel center of interest in subject of image at
the moment of writing, and write outwards swimming in sea of
language to peripheral release and exhaustion […]
[…]
STRUCTURE OF WORK […] Follow roughly outlines in outfanning
movement over subject, as river rock, so mindflow over jewel-center
need (run your mind over it once) arriving at pivot, where what was
dim-formed “beginning” becomes sharp-necessitating “ending” and
language shortens in race to wire of time-race of work, following laws
of Deep Form, to conclusion, last words, last trickle […]18

With one thought leading on to the next in an associative “pile-up” or
“build-up” of words that will find its own form,19 the non-linear,
generative ramifications suggested by Kerouac’s ideal of a
“spontaneous poetics” do not only parallel Joris’s own rejection of
“stasis” (ANP, 6) and his vision of the poem as “raw, unfinished and
ineluctably in process” (PftM2, 12); as importantly, Kerouac’s utopia of
an attentive observation and rendition of the registering mind caught
in its naked activity also yield a fluid mapping of the world and self
close to the “nomadic cartography” at the heart of Joris’s rhizomatic
understanding of both writer and written as “ compos[ing],
recompos[ing], decompos[ing] before your eyes, de- & reterritorializing at will or chance” (ANP, 31). Like much American
16
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18
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Jack Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” The Penguin Book of the Beats (US) /
The Portable Beat Reader (UK), ed. Ann Charters (London: Penguin, 1992) 57.
Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 57.
Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 57-58.
Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 57.
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experimental poetry after World War II, Kerouac’s ideal of
“spontaneous” composition partook of an impulse “that both denied
the possibility of closure, and at the same time moved, however fitfully,
toward fulfillment” (PftM2, 11). As such, Kerouac’s “sketching”
technique in fact possesses one of the essential qualities seen by Joris
to inhere in any expression of “nomadic poetics:”
The essential quality of the rhizome—parallel to that aspect we learned
from early collage, namely that “one corner is as important as another
corner”—is that the rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in
the middle, between things, interbeing, intermezzo. (JtM, 33)20

Indeed, with Kerouac’s utopian poetics of “spontaneous” prose, not
only is one “corner” of reality and perception as important as any
other, but the writer/perceiver “catching [him]self thinking”21 and the
poetic “sketching” of the perceived in a way that reduces to a
maximum the gap between registration and recording both also
remain “in the middle, between things.” And though neither Kerouac
nor other Beats would ever resort to the image of the rhizome to
comment on their own work, the concept of the Buddhist “Void” to
which several Beats preferred to turn instead once their experiments in
“spontaneous” writing started to overlap with their explorations of
Buddhist philosophy, again presents characteristics of instability and
interrelationship in immanence that seem to partly intersect with a
rhizomatic understanding of the “real:”
The circle must not be looked at only from within the circle itself, but as
something that includes tangents at all points of the circumference. In
so doing, it becomes apparent that all those points imply an absolute
negation of the orientation to revert to oneness at the center (the
orientation given to them as properties of a circle), such that each
point implies an orientation toward infinite dispersion. They cease to
be merely the defined loci of points situated equidistant from a
common center. Of themselves, these points are not merely uniform
and undifferentiated. They do not sink into a One that has had all
multiplicity and differentiation extracted from it.22
20

21
22

The phrase “one corner is as important as any other corner” is to be found on page 75
of The Futurist Moment by Marjorie Perloff (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1986),
who is herself here citing the poet David Antin.
Allen Ginsberg, Mind Writing Slogans (Boise, Idaho: Limberlost Press, 1994) n.p.
Keiji Nishitani, Religion & Nothingness, trans. Jan van Bragt (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1982) 144. It is, of course, impossible in a few pages to exhaust the
possible intersections between the kinds of non-duality involved by rhizomatic
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As a poetics in which it is “possible for each to be itself with every
other, and so, too for each not to be itself with every other,”23
Kerouac’s ideal of “spontaneous prose” thus upsets the conventional
dualism and hierarchical relationship between centre and
circumference in a manner not unlike the rhizomatic view at the core
of Joris’s “nomadic poetics.” Like the latter, “sketching composition”
stresses immanence (ANP, 38) as well as implies the blurring of the
dualistic divide between “prose” and poetry,” “outside” and “inside,”
inner and outer space (ANP, 31), self and non-self.24
However, despite the pivotal zones of contact between Kerouac’s
and Joris’s aesthetic explorations—intersections that may help to
understand the attraction that a work like Mexico City Blues held for
Joris as a translator—what about the points of divergence between
“sketching composition” and “nomadic poetics”? Three differences in
orientation deserve mentioning here, differences in relation to the
notions of “spontaneity,” “language,” and “consciousness.”
Concerning the first, as is well known, Kerouac never managed to do
away with revision altogether, nor did the utopia of “spontaneity”
preclude a long period of mental preparation conducive to the
openness and receptivity to the phenomenal world actually required by
the practice of “sketching composition.”25 However, as unattainable as
the ideal of absolute “spontaneity” combined with the one of absolute
“non-selectivity” may remain, Kerouac never ceased to advocate them
and to pursue the equally elusive utopia of a kind of “action poetics”26
relying on a writing “‘without consciousness’ in semitrance.”27 By
contrast, though “spontaneity,” “non-selectivity,” and “action writing”
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conceptions of the “real” & by those developed in Far-Eastern philosophies of the “Void”
or “Vacuity.” I am only here opening the breach possibly leading to in-depth
comparative work elsewhere.
Nishitani, Religion & Nothingness, 150
The use of “non-self” instead of “other” is fully intentional here: in keeping with
philosophies of the “Void” or “Emptiness,” the self is non-existent either & always an
“other” to itself in view of the lack of fundamental permanence & substance it shares
with all other elements of reality. Thus, on the plane of “vacuity,” perceiver, perceived, &
the relationship binding them change moment by moment too.
Indeed, certain aspects involved in “sketching composition” are not unlike the artistic
practice of Zen calligraphy, in which the painter is allowed no rough, but for whom the
“spontaneous” & final brush stroke is preceded by a long period of meditation on &
concentrated visualization of the sign.
The expression is used here in parallel to the concept of “action painting,” Gerald
Nicosia having remarked on the links between “sketching composition” & Jackson
Pollock’s pictorial technique. Gerald Nicosia, Memory Babe: A Critical Biography of
Jack Kerouac (London: Penguin, 1983 [1986]) 454.
Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 58.
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may not be absent from Joris’s aesthetic arsenal, they are not goals
per se: the rhizomatic dynamism in multiplicity aspired to by Joris still
supposes the very conscious intervention of the poet who, in his
honing and polishing of the word, becomes like a hunter tracking an
ever elusive language.28 Transforming and quoting Paul Celan, Joris
likes to assert that
“Reality is not. It has to be searched for and won.” Replace “reality”
with “poetry” or “millennium.” (ANP, 30)

Whilst the deep-reaching implications of this statement cannot all be
addressed here, for Kerouac though, a more appropriate phrase might
be “Reality is not. It has to be let go of and let seeping into one.” So, if
both Kerouac and Joris see the poet as “translator of the real in flux,”
there seems, nevertheless, to be a difference in how they approach the
problem of dualistic perception: whereas Joris’s “nomadic poetics”
wishes to overcome the linear, one-dimensional renditions of the
“real” produced by the dualistic mind, Kerouac’s “sketching
composition” appears to want to do away with the dualistic mind
altogether, as unfeasible as this may be in the end.
This difference in emphasis is hardly surprising: as a translator,
Joris cannot but prove far more aware of the difficulty
[…]
to learn how to
run
without
getting
! the antlers
caught
in the undertow
[…] (Antlers in B, 19)

due to the inevitable filter of language between perceiver and
perceived, and due to the inherent strangeness of language as well,
any language—even the “mother” tongue—unfolding like a
mysterious, foreign territory (ANP, 20), a Western Frontier that refuses
to close and whose boundaries cannot ever be circumscribed. As a
translator, Joris’s poetic nomadism is more language-bound, whereas
Kerouac’s—and that of the Beats in general, Burroughs excepted—
remains more perception-orientated. Granted that part of Kerouac’s
28

See “Nimrod in Hell” (JtM, 1-3).
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experimental work does play with the strangeness of language and
often reveals an implicit awareness of the elusive, shifting ramifications
of words as such—a point to which we shall return. However, the
intrinsically rhizomatic quality attached to the very experience of
“chasing for language” and to the creative process as such are not the
central subject matter in Kerouac’s experimental writing and
manifestoes to the same extent as they are in Joris’s. If the “Essentials
of Spontaneous Prose” repeatedly brush against the endless variations
and variegations of creation in language, the latter, nevertheless,
remain subordinated to the rhizomatic quality of the experience of
perception, the first central node of Kerouac’s manifestoes and
poetics.
Because “sketching composition” privileges the rhizomatic quality
of the perceptive experience over that of the linguistic one, Kerouac’s
two manifestoes also contain some statements clashing with some of
Joris’s pronouncements on “nomadic poetics.” For instance, sentences
like “[…] sketching language is undisturbed flow from the mind of
personal secret idea-words […]”29or “Struggle to sketch the flow that
already exists intact in the mind”30 may have strong resonances with
anyone familiar with Buddhist meditation techniques and may read as
intriguing anticipations of Kerouac’s own, not-too-distant interest in
Buddhist philosophy, but what are we to make of them when conflated
with Joris’s wish to
[…] insert here a critique of Buddhism, of any spiritualism as
quietism—certainly Euro-Am adaptations of Buddhism are
transcendental—while only a truly immanent spirituality is viable […]
(ANP, 29)

Clearly, seen from Joris’s perspective—not necessarily from the one of
Buddhism—Kerouac’s—and other Beats’—attempt to capture the flow
of the mind as intactly as possible on the page is a residual clinging to
“purity” hampering the drive towards endless ramification that the
nomad wanderings of consciousness might otherwise inspire. Similarly,
Joris’s injunction to “[…] remember that the romantic is anti-nomadic
par excellence […]”31 and his suspicion of Wordsworth’s ideal of
29
30

31

Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 57.
Kerouac, aphorism 21, 59, “Techniques & Beliefs for Modern Prose,” The Penguin Book
of the Beats, ed. Ann Charters, 58-59.
Joris’s relationship with the Romantics constitutes a complex question, one that would
deserve separate investigation. Indeed, whilst denouncing Wordsworth, Joris also
repeatedly invokes Novalis, not only possibly suggesting more affinities with German
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“emotion recollected in tranquility” (ANP, 38) appear to sit
uncomfortably with the opening statement of “Essentials of
Spontaneous Prose,” which does not see “recollection in tranquility” as
totally antithetical to fluidity:
SET-UP The object is set before the mind, either in reality, as in
sketching (before a landscape or teacup or old face) or is set in the
memory wherein it becomes the sketching from memory of a definite
image-object.32

From the vantage point of Joris’s “nomadic poetics,” Kerouac’s ideal
of sketching composition—and in his wake, the Beats’—still contains
residues of the Romantic Idealist conceptions of the poet as “seer”
“participat[ing] in the eternal, the infinite and the one.”33
However, despite their divergent appreciation of the relation
between the immanent and the transcendent, the Beats and Joris share
a “deep sense of the intensity of the present” (ANP, 62). Even if they
embark on somewhat different poetic roads leading to the
sacralization of this present, both the Beats and Joris are writers deeply
anchored in immanence and see themselves as “translators of the
evanescent moment.” Wandering in the realms of impure and
personal spirituality, the Beats may have felt closer to the language of
Buddhist mysticism and of its practices of sitting meditation than to the
vocabulary of the whirling dance at the heart of the Sufi spirituality
privileged by Joris.34 Likewise, the Beats’ contemplation of and
immersion into unfolding perception may constitute a slightly different
kind of temporary resting point than Joris’s contemplation of the word
and immersion into unfolding language.35 Yet, in their “outfanning
movement over subject” allying dynamism and temporary attention to
the now36 both “spontaneous” and “nomadic” poetics function as a
mawkif or

32
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than British Romanticism, but also not excluding sympathy for some specific aspects of
Romanticism taken as whole.
Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 57.
Shelley, “A Defence of Poetry,” 677.
Admittedly, though, anybody familiar with Buddhist meditation techniques well knows
that, despite the stillness of the posture, some meditation sessions imply a “whirling
dance” of the mind as the seat of perception.
Though it is not possible to analyse this question in detail here, there also seems to be
an important difference between Joris & Burroughs: Joris’s contemplation of the
unfolding of language does not seem to partake of the same drive towards
deconditioning as Burroughs’s direct attack on & distrust of the word.
Kerouac, “Essentials of Spontaneous Prose,” 58.
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[…] the pause, the stop-over, the rest, the stay of the wanderer
between two moments of movement, two runs, two sites, two places,
two states […]. The mawqif has to be conceived as a tension, a
movement of a peculiar kind, & not as some static resting point—it is a
momentary, moving placement on a smooth space, metaphor for the
final resting place, that transcendental parking lot, above or below. It
is a (momentary) stance in relation to & with space, the horizontal, thus
active, in motion, even if of a different motion than that before or after.
[…] (ANP, 47)

When it comes to the linguistic transformation of perception, Joris may
be more interested in the first term of the poetic equation and the
Beats in the second. Nevertheless, both engage in a poetics of
mindfulness to the ordinary moment, one that, paradoxically, stresses
at the same time the uniqueness of each instant and its
interconnectedness to a multiplicity of others. Thus, through poetic
practices steeped in immanence and the evanescent moment, both
Joris and the Beats seek to overcome dualist thought by a sacralizing
of the profane and a (re-)enchantment of the trivial, thereby preventing
readers from taking the quotidian for granted and enticing them to
look at its minutiae afresh. This sacralization may be more radical and
less open to self-doubt for the Beats than for Joris. Yet, this difference
in degree notwithstanding, the Beats and Joris in fact develop a highly
contemporary version of Blake’s ideal of “cleans[ing] the doors of
perception.”37 With their authors precisely conceiving them as paths of
mental deconditioning, both the Beats’ “spontaneous prose” and
Joris’s “nomadic poetics” may rightly be seen as experimental writing
practices intent on “vision as against prophecy” (“Screens” in B, 40).
Joris in the Cradle of the Beats
Whatever the differences between them, the Beats’ travail of
“spontaneous prose” and the movement of “drift” at its core
represented crucial stations for Joris on the way to developing his
personal, full-fledged praxis of a “nomadic poetics.” As a translator
boldly stating “I read to write. The closest reading I have yet
discovered is translation. Which is a writing” (4x1, 5), Joris has
inevitably been transformed by the Beat literature that he translated,
and his introduction to the French version of Mexico City Blues that we
37

William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven & Hell in The Complete Poems, ed. Alicia
Ostriker (London: Penguin Classics, 1977) 180-195.
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owe him reveals the extent of his receptivity to Kerouac’s
compositional method.38
Of course, the links between Joris’s own poetry and that of the
Beats are multiple, ranging from the very directly perceptible to the
sometimes far more diffuse. Furthermore, as a non-linear dialogue,
Joris’s conversation with the Beats as a creative writer does not seem
to be limited to a particular period and to early works only. For
instance, a later volume like Winnetou Old, begun in the early eighties
and published in 1994, not only bears the obvious traces of
Burroughs’s “cut-up” technique in its playful recyclings of Karl May,
but its genesis in “basic meditation techniques” to “reconcentrat[e]
diluted energies” and to find a “guide figure for a work that was to get
me moving again” (P, 86) also shows strong overtones of Kerouac and
Ginsberg. Most interestingly too, these Beat shadows are found in a
work that was crucial in helping Joris overcome writer’s block in a
Thatcherite London no longer associated with creativity, but which had
become the hub “where the stasis of the cultural & political orders of
Europe & the Reagan states were reflected in both personal stagnation
in love and work” (P 86). Even a poem like “The Dream of the Desert
of the Book” that dates back to the late nineties’ production still
features the scoping catalogue grounded in anaphoric repetition so
characteristic of Beat poetry. And moving back in time, in their
endless, fast-paced variations on images of both literal and
metaphorical fire, flames, and swarms of particles, many sections of
Hearthwork (1974) are not only reminiscent of sub-atomatic physics
and chaos theory, but also of Kerouac’s Mexico City Blues and its jazzlike improvisations on a theme à la Charlie Parker, variations playfully
recycling words and sounds and shifting to and fro the abstract and
the concrete.
However, it is to Joris’s first collection of poetry, The Fifth Season
(1971) that we need to turn to discover the vital place of the Beats in
his search for a personal voice. In this volume of his formative years,
they clearly appear as important poetic enablers through partial
imitation, as “go-betweens” between the young Joris and the poet he
would become in his maturity. With its title evoking both an
apocalyptic reversal of the natural order of things and the French
experimental poetic community of the post-war years,39 The Fifth
38
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See Pierre Joris, “Les visions indicibles de l’individu” in Jack Kerouac, Mexico City Blues.
Tome 1, trans. Pierre Joris (Paris: Christian Bourgois, 1977) 7-13.
The title is reminiscent of the journal Cinquième Saison/OU edited by Henri Chopin & to
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Season gathers five poetic “visions” written in the vein of the
existentially defeated and hallucinated Beat voice waiting for a
revolution in consciousness, for an “unveiling” through a turning of the
senses upside down. As stated in first stanza of the opening piece,
“Never Again Dark Alibis,” “This is the beginning of the fifth season.
Where the ends of all the others meet” (FS, stanza 1, n.p.). The
hallucinated quality of the writing not only bears a direct connection to
William Burroughs’s “cut-up” and “fold-in” technique—and indeed,
parts of The Fifth Season do read like a recycled and re-assembled
text—but is also reminiscent of both the writing of Allen Ginsberg at
the height of his psychedelic period at the end of fifties and of the
voice of shamanic authority at the heart of Jack Kerouac’s several
experimental blues sequences.40 The atmosphere created by a
statement like “[…] (I am the secret translator, am I not?” (FS, stanza
2, n.p.)—one which positions the poetic voice from the outset as that
of a “translator of eternity”—immediately puts the reader in mind of
the concluding stanza of Mexico City Blues, “Stop the murder and the
suicide!/ All’s well/ I am the Guard,”41 or of the voice of the uncertain
shaman found at the beginning of “Lysergic Acid” (1961), where
Ginsberg describes himself as “[…]/ I who want to be hear the infinite
minutest vibration of eternal harmony/ […]/ I who make mistakes on
the eternal typewriter.”42
However, the echoes of Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Burroughs that
punctuate The Fifth Season do not stop there, some of these echoes
even being direct quotes or borrowings. In the long opening sequence
of “Never Again Dark Alibis,”43 not only do the multiple references to
screams and howling immediately evoke “Howl” and its EdvardMunch-like, expressionist quality in form and contents; the same can
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contributed. The five pieces of hallucinated verse that constitute The Fifth Season are, in
succession: “Never Again Dark Alibis, “Cinders of Spring & Summer,” “Into the Hollow
Fangs,” “Cinders of Fall & Winter,” & “Starfish Soup.” Out of the five, only “Cinders of
Spring & Summer” & “Cinders of Fall & Winter” are short “visions,” the other three
corresponding to extended poetic sequences.
Though Mexico City Blues (1959) is his poetic masterpiece, it should not be forgotten
that Kerouac started experimenting with the poetic blues form as early as 1954 & that a
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of Mexico City Blues were sown. These poetic blueprints, which remained unpublished
until 1995, include, for instance, the already impressive San Francisco Blues (written
1954) & Orizaba 210 Blues (1956). See Kerouac’s Book of Blues (London: Penguin
Books, 1995).
Kerouac, “242nd Chorus,” Mexico City Blues, 244.
Allen Ginsberg, Kaddish in Collected Poems, 231.
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be said about the multiple references to Time and clocks, which
remind the reader of the opposition between Time as “eternity” and
purely mechanistic time that pervades much of the Ginsberg original.
The same applies too to the many variations on “nada” or “nothing,”
again a central concern of “Howl” in its opposition of the nothingness
of existential absurdity to the more positive void of open-ended
possibilities created by the suspension of the dualistic mind and its
rigid, constraining projections upon the grid of reality.44 Quite
obviously too, images like Joris’s “moloch monster time ghost of
nada” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 11), “zen saints” (stanza 13), “satori in
hell” (stanza 13), or “frozen angels” (stanza 22) all read as so many
echoes of “Howl,” particularly of its first and second sections. Further
still, the “empty mirrors” of stanza thirteen directly refer to Ginsberg’s
own very first collection of verse, whereas “[…]/a million ghost
switches buzzing electronic people in the House Next Door—the great
switchboard of borrowed time-installments—a million or more or less
electronized identities buzzing people as patterns—[…]” (FS, “NADA,”
stanza 9) not only offers strange parallels with Burroughs’s sciencefiction-like universe from Naked Lunch (1959) to the Nova Express
(1971), or to the imagery of instant communication through electronic
networks found in “Television Was a Baby Crawling Toward That
Deathchamber,”45 but also with the “[…] multiple million eyed
monster” that “hummeth in the electric typewriter” of “Lysergic Acid.”46
Amongst other transparent echoes, the reader also comes across
the “nada nights in the purple poolhalls of Time” and the “nada on
desolation mountain” (FS, “NADA” stanza 13), both reminiscent of
Kerouac’s road narratives of his journeys with Cassady, as well as the
injunction to “Imagine night blowing saxophones at midday in Mexico
City” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 26), which immediately conjures up
Kerouac’s masterful long poem grounded in the same city and in the
jazz improvisation of the idolized saxophonist Charlie Parker.47
Conversely, the many images centring on language, the word, and
silence are so many allusions to Burroughs and his experimental
techniques seeking to “rub out [the virus of] the Word”48 and estrange
readers from the very phenomenon of language which they otherwise
take for granted. As to various expressions such as “There was Silence
44
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before the Word” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 2), “nada time nada needles”
and “nada nova coldness” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 13), or “[…] the
needle clogs again” (FS, “Starfish Soup,” stanza 24), these are all so
many stock-in-trade phrases from Burroughs’s repertoire, as are the
references to “Lost Codices”49 (FS, “Starfish Soup,” stanza 26) and to
the Hashishin clan’s motto of “Nothing is true, Everything is
Permitted”50 (FS, “Starfish Soup,” stanza 8).51 In turn, the incongruous
associations or reversals of logic that characterize Gregory Corso’s
clownish irreverence are immediately brought to mind by lines like
“Dolphin words have eaten all my sperm” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 20)
and “On the dark steppes of nowhere deserts words rattle snakes to
the beat of a falling star” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 22). Similarly, Corso’s
humorous brand of Surrealism steeped in history and religion also
reverberates out of passages like “[…] Got drunk instead on masswine, so they nailed my breath on the organ’s loudest roar, afraid that
I might stare through the wedding gown of their fallen nun” (FS, “In
the Hollow Fangs,” stanza 10), or “In my mental reservations, lunatic
Injuns swing dream tomahawks” (FS, “Starfish Soup,” stanza 13).
However, if The Fifth Season reads like hallucinated Beat poetry—
most especially the one written by the East Coast members of the
group—it is not only due to directly borrowed phrases and images
strongly paralleling those found in Beat works, but also to the themes
and stylistic strategies that recur in Joris’s first collection as a whole.
For at these levels too, to use Harold Bloom’s famous phrase, the
“anxiety of influence” of the young Joris transpires, the Beats
appearing here as mentors partly imitated by a writer who wishes to
but cannot yet transcend their mould and fully explode their images at
this formative stage. Indeed, beyond the mere question of “influence
49
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Reference is here made to the Mayan Codices which deeply interested Burroughs as an
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versus confluence” in relation to certain motifs, the “snapshot images”
and successive mental associations in these early pieces by Joris are
those of a poetic persona “in limbo” who, caught in both a physical
and psychological wasteland, seeks to translate “Time/eternity”
through the utterly concrete manifestations of “time/ephemerality.” As
in some of the major, non-linear sequences by Ginsberg and others,
where the dualistic mind is momentarily suspended in this paradoxical
fashion,52 the poet’s temporary “in-betweenness” in The Fifth Season
likewise yields nomadic wanderings of the mind oscillating between a
number of typical Beat preoccupations, some with unmistakable
Gnostic or Buddhist/Far-Eastern overtones.
As suggested by powerfully oxymoronic images like “[…] the teakettle of Time […]” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 9) or “[…] the alphabet soup
of Time” (FS, “NADA,” stanza 17), like the Beat voice, the poetic
persona of The Fifth Season experiences space in terms of time and
sees the extensive exploration of his immediate material surroundings
as inseparable from the very attempt to transcend the prison of the
body and the physical world. Moreover, there is also an enduring
fascination with the uncertain border between illusion and reality,
between the material and the immaterial, the sacred and the profane.
In turn, this fascination results in the very questioning of the notion of
the “self” and repeatedly touches upon the possibility that the “self”
might actually not be more than the sum of its perceptions and
perceptual processes. The following lines could come straight out of a
Zen manual:
[…]
The falls of boiling Time annul the abstracted shadows of substance.
You cannot put your finger on movement; you can only perceive it with
your eyes; and the clicks of their balls spell the exact rhythm of life. […]
There is no point, in all this fluctuation; only arrows emerge. You are
the bow, the string’s your senses, bared wires.
Archer take no aim.
[…]
I is anybody else.
[…]
Taking no aim my boomerang-arrow weaves webs of solid words on
the ramparts of fluid Time.
(FS, “NADA,” stanza 23)
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This fluidifying of the “self” is also matched by a yearning for “silence”
and for capturing what lies in the interstices of the “chattering” mind,
what conceals itself “in between” the thoughts of dualistic
consciousness and its equally dualistic discourse (no matter how
frustrating and unattainable the attempt may remain):
Ah! There is no way for me to define the landscapes; their absence
seeps through the cracks of my wordscapes—
(FS, “Starfish Soup,” stanza 33)

Inseparably from this process too, as in many Beat sequences offering
the textual texture of hallucination—be it in the literal or imitative
sense—the poetic voice at the heart of The Fifth Season explores the
negative absences of existential absurdity versus the liberating
absences of reality experienced as a space and phenomenal matrix
where neither substance nor permanence—or any other of the rigid
categories of ordinary, dualistic consciousness, for that matter—any
longer hold: “Imagine night refusing to wear black” (FS, “NADA,”
stanza 26).
In its dynamic rendition of the mind nomadically wandering to and
fro between the abstract and the concrete, in its repeated “outfanning
movement [of consciousness] over subject,”53 The Fifth Season in fact
achieves the scoping and sketching quality aspired to by Kerouac’s
ideal of “spontaneous prose.” The combined breadth and depth or
perception associated with the latter is, to a considerable extent,
achieved by an equally “nomadic” and hybrid style, Joris still blending
a number of aesthetic strategies typically found in Beat writings,
despite his efforts to also distance himself from these through the
estranging effects of the cut-up. The hallucinated texture of the text is
thus not only woven here thanks to Burroughs’s “cut-up” technique,
but also thanks to the long-line, free-verse cluster of “Howl” and to
Kerouac’s notational style with its expansive line characteristically
punctuated by the long dash to mark the rhythm of perception.
Moreover, besides the quasi-Joycean inventiveness of language found
in Kerouac’s blues sequences, The Fifth Season also shifts between
styles as diverse as the panoramic catalogue anchored in anaphoric
repetition which the Beats inherited from Walt Whitman and tried to
mould on the riffing technique of music; the incongruous, iconoclastic
associations of Dada and Surrealism; or still, the haiku-like technique
of “Howl” and its condensed, synesthetic images bridging a variety of
53
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opposites and fusing darkness with light, the solid with the fluid, the
mental with the physical, etc. As in “Howl,” Mexico City Blues, and
much other seminal Beat literature, it is this formal hybridity that
greatly contributes to creating the hermetic effect of an early volume
like The Fifth Season, in which the poetic persona seeks to operate as
a “translator of eternity,” as a translator of the “beatific non-dual,”
whilst simultaneously conveying his feeling of deep entrapment in the
world of “beaten-down” duality. This hybridity and hermeticism are
further reinforced by the in-between stance of a poet seeking to
decondition himself from Beat voices through cut-up, but also still
irresistibly yielding to their appeal and characteristic poetic inflections.
The Beats in the Crucible of Nomadic Poetics?
The hermetic quality of The Fifth Season thus shows a young Joris still
hesitant as to whether the immanent should be caught primarily
through perception or through language. Seen in this light, it comes
perhaps as no surprise that his early efforts at literary translation
actually include two of the most hermetic Beat texts, namely Kerouac’s
Mexico City Blues and Corso’s Elegiac Feelings American, works
which, in their efforts to translate “eternity,” very much find themselves
in this intermediate region in-between the “religion of the word” and
the “religion of perception” as possible gateways to immanence.
Besides hermeticism, both Elegiac Feelings American and Mexico City
Blues also very much partake of the constant roll-on, rhizomatic
movement of image and thought that is the linchpin of Joris’s
“nomadic poetics.” Indeed, heavily relying as they do on variation as
their foremost compositional principle, they are “nomadic”
compositions ceaselessly “drifting” between different versions of the
same concept—“spirit” or the loss thereof in America for Corso,
Buddhist “Emptiness” and the aesthetic quest to become a jazzman in
words for Kerouac. These endless poetic mutations on various facets
of the same themes do indeed unfold a rhizomatic structure in which
“[…] ‘one corner is as important as another corner’—[…] the rhizome
ha[ving] no beginning or end” and being “[…]; always in the middle,
between things, interbeing, intermezzo” (JtM, 33). Likewise, as openended cartographies connecting the past with the present, physical
geographies with mental ones, the individual and the mythical, the
242 Choruses of Kerouac’s Mexico City Blues and sequences like
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Corso’s “Elegiac Feelings American,”54 “Spontaneous Requiem for the
American Indian,”55 or “Mutation of the Spirit”56 are so many poetic
riffs which, in their ongoing explosion of images and concepts, remind
us that, in the terms of Novalis often quoted by Joris, “We stand in
relationship with all the components of the universe, as well with the
hereafter and antiquity” (ANP, 8).
However, one question that arises is whether or not the lens of
Joris’s “nomadic poetics” may be applied to other purposes than just
to foregrounding—better than has been the case so far—the
rhizomatic character of the most experimental of Beat compositions.
For instance, if we take Mexico City Blues, does the contact with Joris’s
universe allow us to go beyond reading it as a work in which Kerouac
is actually beginning to bridge some of the differences between his
“spontaneous” aesthetics and Joris’s nomadic one? And what about
the aspect of translation so central to Joris’s nomadic practice in both
life and writing (see ANP, 7)? Is it even remotely relevant in the case of
a poet like Kerouac who, contrary to Snyder and Ferlinghetti, never
even engaged in the conventional exercise of literary translation? Do
the concept of “nomadism” and the drift inherent in the poetic travail
associated with it lead us to appreciate differently the Kerouac of
Mexico City Blues, i.e. a man who is not seeking to translate words or
texts from one language to another, but concepts like Buddhist
“Emptiness” and non-duality from one culture to another? And can the
open-ended labour inherent in Joris’s “nomadic poetics” perhaps
make us view as anything else than facile appropriation the very
unorthodox “translation” work of a Kerouac who, unfamiliar with any
of the languages in which the Buddhist classics were written, used
official translations of these to adapt core Buddhist concepts to the
rhythms and images of contemporary American English?57 Or put
differently still, can the concept of “nomadism” applied to “[…] intra[…] lingual as well as inter-media translation”58 help shed some light
54
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on why, in stark contrast to the poet Kenneth Rexroth, a foremost
Buddhologist like Robert Thurman takes the “spirit” of Kerouac’s
poetic-didactic adaptations of Buddhist teachings to a twentiethcentury American idiom completely seriously59—whatever the
unorthodoxies of Kerouac’s texts with regard to the “letter” of the
original60—and goes even as far as to honour Kerouac as a “lead
bodhisattva,61 way back there in the 1950s, among all of our very
American predecessors”?62
Though too vast a subject to be entirely exhausted here, I would
nevertheless venture a “yes” to all the above questions, once the twoway conversation between Joris and the Beats gets approached not
only from the angle of “nomadic poetics” and aesthetics, but also from
the one of the nomadic concept of translation developed by Joris.
Indeed, the debate epitomized by Rexroth versus Thurman is not
without recalling the one of Joris versus Eshleman in the essay
“Community of Translation & Translation of Community in Robin
Blaser” (ANP, 102-109). In this piece, via Robin Blaser and Giorgio
Agamben, Joris precisely extends the notion of nomadism to the
practice of translation by challenging the strict binary divide between
the philological and the poetic, the divide in terms of which Clayton
Eshleman discusses some of Jack Spicer’s impure and unorthodox
translations of Federico García Lorca. Unsurprisingly, being himself a
rigorous practitioner of the craft of translating, Joris readily admits that
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when engaging in it, the conventional divide between translator and
translated must be maintained. However, in nearly the same breath,
Joris also points out to what extent the drive towards philological purity
constitutes a pull towards a Frontier that cannot ever be conquered
and that is bound to defeat the translator pursuing it:
Such an approach presupposes, however, that it is possible—if not
necessarily easy—, to make with accuracy the distinction between what
has been translated & that which is the poem proper. Moreover, it
posits such a distinction as the essential distinction, setting up the
separation between what belongs in proper to the poet/translator and
what to the poet/translatee as that which, in the final analysis, makes it
possible to read, evaluate, judge the work. It reflects a conception of
the poem as needing to be as ontologically defined, “individualized,”
“proper,” as the poet him- or herself. A bad translation, or poem,
would thus be one in which that kind of “la part des choses” cannot be
made accurately, where traditionally well-defined & self-contained
territories overlap, where borders of self, of language, gender, logic,
become fuzzy, changing, turbulent, (m)orphic. […] In fact it is obvious
that a translator has to start in exactly this way, has to start with what is
finally the necessary fiction of fixed languages & self-contained,
individual authors. But we do pay a prize. (ANP, 103-104).

In the same essay, Joris further elaborates on the impossible ideal of
the “pure” translation wholly devoid of any trace of projection on the
translator’s part by adding that both the original and its translation are
an “undecidable mix of proper and improper” (ANP, 104). For Joris, a
“translation is in all likelihood the most improper possible being
because in its very being it is always derived, it always comes-after
something else” as a “re-enactment of some given-as-‘proper’
original” (ANP, 104).
However, subverting the reader’s expectations vis-à-vis the
professional translator he is, Joris breaks with the conventional view of
the unattainabality of “pure” translation in terms of tragic loss. Instead,
as regards the new cracks in the bark of the text inevitably opened up
by the “dirt dangling from [the] roots—& branches” (ANP, 108;
emphasis mine) of both language and translation, Joris invites us to
see such fissures as simply different opportunities for mental travel and
travail beckoning the poet/translator and reader alike. Thus, on the
terrain of “nomadic translation,” accuracy in the traditional
philological sense is neither discarded nor devalued, but is simply
refused monopoly or exclusivity in the art of ferrying words and
concepts from one linguistic and cultural shore to another. What this
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more heterogeneous terrain does is to “reinscribe the activity of
translation as a core process of writing & thinking,”63 with the constant,
often simultaneous movements of drift, tending-towards, and
directional change becoming as important as the finished product
itself. Said differently, in contrast with the conventional philological
approach and its stress on exactitude, what “nomadic translation”
refuses to obliterate is the fact that translating involves as rhyzomatic a
process than the act of writing and the process of aesthetic creation
themselves.
All in all, the ever shifting terrain of “nomadic translation” that Joris
has begun to delineate seems a far more congenial territory on which
to locate Mexico City Blues, the poetic blues sequences that served as
its forebears, and the other highly personal, playful adaptations that
Kerouac made of Buddhist texts elsewhere in his verse and journals.64
Owing to its interest in types of translation other than those from
“Foreign Language A” into “Home Language B,” the concept of
“nomadic translation” is inclusive enough to make room for the “[…]
intra- […] lingual as well as inter-media translation”65 that, as
mentioned earlier, corresponded to Kerouac’s practice of adapting
already extant versions in English of Buddhist classics. Even more
importantly, in his incipient theorization of “nomadic translation,” Joris
also opens the door to the concept of “post-semiotic t[r]anslation,”66
which he briefly discusses in connection with the experimental work of
the Canadian bp nichol. Though it is not yet sure in which direction
Joris will go to develop this concept further, “post-semiotic translation”
is an appealing notion for the Kerouac scholar and reader, and this
for several reasons. On the one hand, as explained by Joris, certain
forms of “post-semiotic” translation considerably rely on procedures
allowing for endless variability and variation within a set of formal
constraints,67 which would certainly be one way to approach Mexico
Blues and its multiple variations on the “untranslateable” concept of
the Buddhist “Void.” But though Joris himself does not open this door
in his essay, the concept of “nomadic translation” also seems to hold
the potential and promise of opening other pathways like, for instance,
those precisely encouraging an exploration of what “translating the
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untranslatable” entails, or those leading to what might, for want of a
better phrase, perhaps be called “experiential” translation.
Extending Joris’s foray into “nomadic translation” along these two
roads is of utter relevance to Kerouac, most especially to the
outfanning style of composition found in Mexico City Blues and his
other works rooted in Buddhist epistemology. Indeed, as a man who
remembered that, by definition, the “Void” transcends language—the
great Buddhist masters themselves tell us so—and as a man who also
proved deeply aware of the fact that
Dharma law
Say
All things is made
of the same thing
which is a nothing
All nothings are the same
as somethings
the somethings
are no-nothings,
equally blank68

what fundamentally mattered to Kerouac was to approximate on the
page the feel of an insubstantial subject and insubstantial objects
mutually determining each other; the sensation of momentary
experience in the non-dualist space of “Emptiness”; and, last but not
least, the feel of the shortcoming of words to express the latter.
These are clearly reaches beyond what “pure,” philological
translation can achieve, a fact too often overlooked by those
peremptorily dismissing Kerouac’s Buddhism—and Beat Buddhism in
general—on the grounds of “impurity” and insuperable cultural
barriers. Even if Kerouac had been able to access Buddhist teachings
in their “mother tongue,” this would probably not have sufficed to
allow him to ferry the experiential texture of the concepts of the “Void”
and “non-duality” from ancient Asian texts to the minds of
contemporary American readers, i.e. readers conditioned by a heavily
68
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dualist and theistic tradition. Attempting to convey “[t]he circle [that]
must not be looked at only from within the circle itself, but as
something that includes tangents at all points of the circumference”69
inevitably entails the kind of “bad translation, or poem […] in which
[…] ‘la part des choses’ cannot be made accurately, where
traditionally well-defined & self-contained territories overlap, where
borders of self, of language, gender, logic, become fuzzy, changing,
turbulent, (m)orphic” (ANP, 103-104). From one kind of English to
another, this is the kind of “impure” because “nomadic” intra-lingual
translation that the dynamic mosaic of Mexico City Blues performs in
its attempt to familiarize writer and reader with the foreign concept and
to immerse them in the foreign experience of the Buddhist “Void.”
Shifting between locations and religious systems, oscillating between
sorrow and ecstasy, moving from the profane to the sacred, dancing to
the cadences of jazz or Buddhist sutras, travelling from standard to
Joycean English and sound poetry, journeying from the private to the
mythical, the poetic voice at the heart of Mexico City Blues passes so
many boundaries that it blurs them all in the process of questing for
and translating the “untranslatable.”
In short, when it comes to an appreciation of Mexico City Blues,
the kind of “nomadic translation” which Joris has begun to theorize is
perhaps one of the only elements missing from the otherwise masterful
“cartography of the in-between” put together by James T. Jones in A
Map of Mexico City Blues (1992).70 More generally, “nomadic
translation” and further extensions of the concept will certainly prove a
vital gateway to reassessing Kerouac’s religious syncretism and
eclecticism, together with the work of conceptual and poetic
translation that underpinned these in Mexico City Blues and other
works rooted in the non-theistic, non-dualist spaces of Buddhist
epistemology. Last but not least, future forays into the fluid territories of
“nomadic translation”—whether by Joris himself or others inspired by
him—will, I believe, provide some of the crucial missing links in our as
yet incomplete understanding of “Beat Buddhism” as a whole.
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Coda: In the End Is the Beginning
As mentioned at the very beginning of this exploration, the neglect of
the complex, non-linear conversation between the Beats and Pierre
Joris remains an important gap in Beat scholarship. This first attempt
to begin to fill it has run its course for now, though granted that only a
breach in this uncharted territory has been opened here, sketching out
connections and certainly not exhausting them. Further borders invite
commentators to cross them, further frontiers demand to be pushed
back in the fluid line of dialogue between Joris and one of the most
eclectic avant-gardes spawned across the Atlantic in the last century.
An obvious part of the work still beckoning is, for instance, a more
purely translation-orientated study, one examining in detail the very
linguistic issues faced by Joris as a translator and the lexical and
stylistic choices made by him in the process of carrying Beat texts
across the divide between English and French.
However, approaching the end of this particular fork in the
comparative road, it is obvious that bringing Joris and the Beats in
dialogue is nearly as rhizomatic a process as the restless experimental
search pervading the “dynamic cartographies” yielded by the
production of each. For examining where the territories covered by the
Beats and Joris converge towards and branch off again from one
another involves a constant shuttling between the composition- and
translation-related as well as between the existential and spiritual
aspects of their respective works. This is not the least of the many
reasons for which Joris and his American mentors truly deserve to be
called “inspiring:” their open-ended, nomadic engagement with life
and literature proves contagious for any commentator ready to
embark on a sustained conversation with them. Let us not forget that
as practitioners ferrying concepts and world views from the shore of
the text to the one of the reader’s intellect and imagination, scholars
are, metaphorically speaking, also translators of a kind. It is safe to
venture that as such, Beat scholars entering in dialogue with Joris
might indeed be as affected by their subject of study as this major
translator of the Beats has been affected by his…
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Christopher Rizzo

ESSAYING THE ILLITERARY
PIERRE JORIS, CHARLES OLSON, & THE EVENT
OF WRITING
In The Order of Things, Michel Foucault discusses the historical
appearance of literature, noting that “there has of course existed in the
Western world, since Dante, since Homer, a form of language that we
now call ‘literature.’ But the word is of recent date, as is also, in our
culture, the isolation of a particular language whose peculiar mode of
being is ‘literary’.” At the onset of the nineteenth-century, Foucault
argues, the function of literature is always already “in relation to the
modern mode of being of language.”1 It is this form of functionality
that contemporary poetics, either explicitly or implicitly, often inflects.
When Joan Retallack, in her interesting and insightful book The
Poethical Wager, describes literature as “an entry into public
conversation,” explaining that “it enacts, explores, comments on,
further articulates, [and] radically questions the ethos of the discourses
from which it springs,” she inflects, for example, not only the “form of
language we now call ‘literature’,” but also a functionally cultural
ethos of literacy that finds its philosophical source embedded in the
historical emergence of humanism.2 A generalized and quite generic
literacy, today, conditions any entry into the particularized discourses
to which Retallack refers, and this cultural situation itself situates the
poetic projects of Charles Olson and Pierre Joris. Both of these men
write in a conceivably postmodern age of literacies, when, in the words
of Michael Denning, “everyone discovered that culture had been mass
produced like Ford’s cars; the masses had culture and the culture had
a mass. Culture was everywhere, no longer the property of the cultured
1

2
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or the cultivated.”3 Although the post-World War II writing practices of
Olson and Joris no longer squarely face the dialectic between high
and low culture, the articulation of literature, literacy, and cultivation
often produces a formula that underwrites what Charles Bernstein aptly
calls the official verse culture of American poetry, which ubiquitously
reproduces an egocentric expressionism that champions the
entertainment value of affective empathy on the part of an “ideal”
reader, or rather a neoliberal reader who retains the squarely
humanist sensibility of literate “cultivation” that plays into hierarchical
logics rather than those of pluralism.4 The affinities and differences
between Olson and Joris are many, but both writers reject, in their
respective ways, official verse culture and, if literacy contemporarily
underwrites the cultural officialdom of such literature, then these two
writers undertake to develop methodologies that are decidedly nonliterary alternatives to the apparatus of American literature writ large.
As my title suggests, I term such non-literary projects “illiterary.” Rather
than constitute an a priori disciplinary category, such as genre or
mode, the illiterary is a prospective methodological theme that
emerges from the non-discursive and formally asymmetrical event of
writing. Inextricable from specifically lived environments, the illiterary is
empirically essayed—in the various senses of “assay”—and defined in
the phenomenal event of its emergence, rather than always already
positioned firmly against discourses that function, at times, as sites of
appropriation. And while illiterary practices do have ramifications—
political, ethical, and so forth—I ask the elementary and preceptive
question of how Olson and Joris implicitly thematize the illiterary.
In 1952, the college bulletin at Black Mountain carried Olson’s
course description for “The Act of Writing in the Context of
Postmodern Man,” the opening paragraph of which is elucidating:
The effort is definitely non-literary. Neither is the reading in “literature,”
like they say, nor is the writing “composition.” The amount of either is
not at all the question. The idea is to enable the person to achieve the
beginnings of a disposition toward reality now, by which he or she can
bring himself or herself to bear as value.5
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The following two paragraphs ideationally resonate with the early
essays, specifically “Projective Verse” and “Human Universe,” the latter
of which was first published in the Winter 1951-52 volume of Origin.
While the early essays are widely considered aesthetic documents,
their “effort is definitely non-literary.” “The only advantage of speech
rhythms,” Olson explains in his letter to Elaine Feinstein, “is illiteracy:
the non-literary, exactly in Dante’s sense of the value of the vernacular
over grammar.”6 For Olson, the point of the illiterary turns on the
valuation of particularly lived speech rhythms over the ideal of
grammatical propriety that attempts to make of signification a
vanishing act, whereby the author, through masterfully performative
acts of description, creates the illusion of disappearing signifiers.
Olson alternatively understands that the signs we use are themselves
rhythmically lived events foregrounded in the specific time and space
of their emergence, sans ideal correctives and objective correlatives.
Illiterary writing is not “the simulation of natural speech,” to recall
Marjorie Perloff’s parsing of T.S. Eliot’s essay “The Music of Poetry,”
but rather its immediate rhythmical articulation.7 To develop “a
disposition toward reality”—by which Olson means an imago mundi,
or rather, reductively speaking, the structuration of a worldview
particular to a given individual—depends upon the biologicality of
specifically lived and articulated vernacular rhythms.
Olson’s insistence on rhythm as the source of value, as the source
of essential use, has consequences that eclipse the merely aesthetic.
Jed Rasula:
What is literacy? Literacy is the guidance, supervision and correction of
literate comprehension, per se; how we’re comprehensive, how we
come to understand that even though we don’t know everything,
whatever we know encompasses a totality. I like the word
comprehension, as it bifurcates into “understanding” on the one hand
and “encompassing” on the other. The literacy effect propagated
through normal channels guarantees that these two distinct capacities
of comprehension will not be brought together.8
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The “normal channels” of which Rasula speaks are, of course, the
media channels of mass culture working on state and market levels,
both in terms of institutions that codify the canonical masterpiece,
becoming superlative of a kind, and the subsequent establishment and
retailing of an “innate domain of literature (with its classics as universal
emblems of an omnipotent literacy, with its various subdivisions into
genre, mode, and style).”9 The Enlightenment dream of literacy,
grounded by the Cartesian maxim “cogito ergo sum,” illegitimatizes
“the value of the vernacular” and of illiterature in turn. Acculturation
mediates the literate comprehension of reality, supplying subjects with
naturalized sets of cultural mythologies to conceptually make sense of
the perceptible world. In other words, the rational apparatus of literacy
determines the degree to which reality is justifiably knowable precisely
because such knowledge is predicated upon a dialectic of
conceptualization and perception.
“I find it awkward to call myself a poet or a writer,” Olson admits
in “The Present Is Prologue,” “If there are no walls there are no names.
This is the morning, after the dispersion, and the work of the morning
is methodology: how to use oneself, and on what. That is my
profession. I am an archeologist of morning.”10 While Olson insists on
illiteracy as a decidedly postmodern condition—a condition of “the
morning” after the legitimacy of humanist history ends—Joris
undertakes to rewrite this proposition, writing through Samuel Beckett
in the process: “History not dead yet, imagination, imagine, not dead
yet, history is yet to come, we are all in need of becoming
archaeologists of the morning after” (ANP, 8). Echoing both Beckett’s
“Imagination Dead Imagine” and Olson’s “The Present Is Prologue,”
Joris stitches modernist and postmodernist texts into a forward looking
vision of history “yet to come.” Post-WWII poetry, Joris explains, “if it
wants to be of essential use, as both Olson and Celan insist,”
ultimately cannot “simply bear witness to the past, it has at the same
time to be resolutely turned to the future, i.e. it has to be open, it has
to be imaginatively engaged in the construction of a new world” (JtM,
144). To Joris, the present is still indeed “prologue” in the sense of
prologos, or rather before the many inflections of a retrospective
logos: speech, reason, discourse, and so forth. It is this decidedly nonmetaphysical present—a present that suffers no rupture by the wellknown Heideggerian reformulation of logos as speech, for instance—
that Joris and Olson take as both the time and space of writing. This
9
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spacious present that opens toward the future is the context of the
illiterary, inextricable from the contexture of the work.
As an archaeologist of the morning after the close of the twentieth
century and, ostensibly, the outmoded periodicity of modernism and
postmodernism as descriptive terms, Joris suggests that “our space
rather than being visual is much more profoundly ‘haptic’” (ANP, 39).
Joris explains that the visual is “a special case only” and that it is “to
be revisited as such”:
The nomad eye of cubism (&dada/surrealism) as against the sedentary
perception of perspective. As James J. Gibson (The Ecological
Approach to Vision Perception) suggests, motion is the natural mode of
human and animal vision: “We must perceive in order to move, but we
must also move in order to perceive.” Thus the usefulness of writing in
painting, Cy Twombly, etc. (ANP, 40)

Space and vision are obviously important terms to Olsonic poetics as
well and, in Olsonic fashion, Joris discusses visual space in terms of
tactile information on the one hand and, on the other, in Gibson’s
ecological terms of organismal entanglement with a given perceptible
environment. It is the bifurcation of the “hap” one hears in “haptic”
that Joris refuses, both chance and event emerging with the physicality
of observed space. In other words, perception is organismal—human
and animal—and decidedly not one of “the ‘imminence of revelation’/
metaphysical rope enough to hang any poetry,” as Joris notes in
“Winter, Late Afternoon” (P, 35). To follow Joris’s trope, poetry is
sentenced and hung by the Law of the Logos.
Later in “Notes toward a Nomad Poetics,” Joris makes clear that a
“constant destabilization of view-point” is just as much at issue for the
visual arts as it is for his own project, which proposes a “continuous
eye-&-body-act of de- & re-territorializing the spaces of the drawing”
to ultimately “keep the viewer from ever being able to find that
fictional single static point” (ANP, 42). The “static point,” of course,
concomitantly stands for the vanishing point of the visual arts, the
single subject of the classical literary poem, and, more to the point,
the logocentric Cartesian subject. In this same essay, in fact, Joris
challenges Roland Barthes: “The binary on-off logic of Descartian
discourse haunts even the most sensible of the French to this day. No,
what has happened is that the author has multiplied, has lost its his her
identity as singular subject” (ANP, 43-44). The biologicality of the
“continuous eye-&-body act” has nothing to do with the formal
distinction between subject and object of classical philosophy, which
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underwrites the Cartesian dialectics that methodologically founds
Enlightenment rationality. In “Animals to the Point,” Joris explores the
problematic of the “static point” in a different way:
But we want
sublunar dynamics,
desire to become
poikilothermic creatures
our spotted lives
adaptable,
refusing sun-worship
pointillists
in the full order
“of the poem in which divine, human,
/ and animal orders must be revealed” (hjr, 11)

The “orders” that Robert Duncan sees as “divine, human,/ and
animal” become decidedly physiological prospects in Joris’s
cosmology.11 Rather than value the systemic centricity of the sun, which
temporally and spatially orders ways of living, Joris proposes to value
an earthly dynamism between organism and ecosystem, to “desire to
become/ poikilothermic creatures” who, for instance, adapt internal
body temperatures in accordance with environmental fluctuations. As
Gerrit Lansing muses, “Alchemists & cooks have the same problems,
how to manage the heat.”12 Of course, writers experience the same
problematic of adaptation to the emergent particularities of a situation
with which they are entangled. The dynamism of a nomad poetics
values not merely a multiplicity of points, in other words, but rather the
heterogeneous variability of an asymmetrical multiplicity constituted
physiologically.
In his discussion of Ronald Johnson’s ARK, Joris articulates his
“uneasiness” with the work, observing that it “still seems to want too
much to be a ‘High Modernist’ construct” (JtM, 135). He explains,
pointing out that
the obsessive centering of the lines, the felt need for that kind of spine,
in imitation of bilateral symmetry, as if despite the declared oddity and
unevenness of cosmos, our appreciation of beauty, our ability to make
sense of things too, was unconditionally bound to human ratio—a term
11
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core to the poem. It holds both senses: that of the rational, thus the
understandable as such, and all the weight an enlightenment notion
carries, and the musical sense, back to Pythagoras, of how we make
beauty. (JtM, 135)

Joris succinctly outlines the problematic of “bilateral symmetry” that
haunts not only “the most sensible of the French to this day,” but also,
and more generally speaking, Platonic philosophy as it was influenced
by Pythagorean thought. If we recall, symmetricality indeed underwrites
the entire Platonic framework, and it is this symmetry—a fearful
symmetry, to recall Blake—that Cartesian dialectics reflects.
Historically, dialecticality is predicated upon the symmetrical
relationship between subject and object, thesis and antithesis, form
and content, and so forth. One could argue, in this sense, that
Western metaphysics is a conceptually repetitive house of mirrors. In
terms of perception, however, Joris marshals Allen Fisher to note that
“knowledge of the world exists validly only in the moment when I am
transforming it” (ANP, 34). Joris on Johnson’s ARK:
Another way into this would be to look at the matter of
“representation”—i.e., the mirror and its platonic overtones. Mark,
yesterday, spoke of the transformative in the poem, mentioning the
mirror—I thought: but mirrors do not transform, they represent,
reflect—at best distort. In that way one could argue that the procedural
structure (both in form and content: the number structure sets up a
clear exoskeleton—and as also mentioned yesterday, RJ often knew
what the “last lines” of a poem would be) is bound to a
representational poetics, rather than the open-ended process-oriented
poetics of an Olson or Duncan. (JtM, 135-36)

In distinguishing between “a representational poetics” and “the openended process-oriented poetics of an Olson or Duncan,” Joris
suggests that such a process-oriented poetics is one of asymmetry, one
that refuses the mimetic ideal of a “bilateral symmetry” that always
already produces either incomplete or distorted descriptions of reality.
This should recall the static vanishing point of the visual arts with which
Joris takes issue, as well as the Cartesian subject that, when
nomadicized, becomes multiple. More important, however, is that a
“process-oriented poetics” suggests a continuous series of adaptations
and adjustments to the reimagining of ways or methods of writing. In
that such methods reject not only the ideality of dialectical modalities
of making sense of reality, but also their symmetrical systematicity, they
are squarely illiterary. Writing processes that adapt to a given
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environment of knowing, for example, generate a proliferate quantity
of forms specific to their content. In this, Joris and Olson are both
illiterary writers par excellence.
Yet Joris and Olson do have their differences. Consider “from
Notes toward a nomadic community”:
Despite Olson’s effort, that pristine
New England vision of port / polis, that small city
vision a gone possibility
He decried the “citoyen du
monde” as some Socratic
blunder—but it is not so,
Charley, the particular is
everywhere, is the cosmopolitan exactly, the particular is
everywhere, the smallest
unit, the particle is
everything—& it moves,
it crosses boundaries, it moves (P, 164)

To Olson, the citizen of the world would be a generalized citizen, part
of a globally Americanized mass ultimately produced by the ideality of
dialectic as a mode of conceptualization that orders perception. While
Olson is often read as a New Dealer whose project responds to the
atrocities of World War II with a loss of faith in the political efficacy of
humanist ideals, in particular with the rise of the Truman
administration, we can also productively read his project as a response
to the emergence of American postwar imperialism. His vision is on a
par with what Fredric Jameson accurately describes as “the worldwide
Americanization or standardization of culture, the destruction of local
differences,” and “the massification of all the peoples on the planet.”13
On the other hand, Joris insists that not only is the local—the “polis,
that small city”—no longer a possible site of geopolitical particularity
in the way that Olson envisions, but also, and more important, that a
cosmopolitanism valuing lived difference is also one that values the
particularity of experience, no matter how minute. “Particles” that
resonate with “particulars” are part and parcel of one’s perceptive
13
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experience of the world—changes in light, light odors and savory
flavors, etc., are common in their particularity and particular in their
globality. To recall Gibson, perception is inextricable from movement
and, in this passage, “the particular is/ everywhere, the smallest/ unit,
the particle is/ everything—& it moves.” The particularity of perception,
in other words, is just as particular in Luxembourg as it is in Brooklyn.
It is illiterary.
In Justifying the Margins, Joris explains that the works of Deleuze
and Guattari “are interesting in thinking through notions such as the
rhizome as a useful schema for the organization of a poem, their
concept of a minor literature is useful in terms of ways of thinking
through questions of hierarchies of language and the uses of idiolects”
(JtM, 43). As Deleuze and Guattari say, a multiplicity is not only
rhizomatic, but also “has neither subject nor object.”14 The rhizome as
a “useful schema for the organization of a poem” thus exorcises the
Cartesian ghost of binary logic from Joris’s nomad poetics. In fact,
Deleuze and Guattari address this very issue:
The law of the book is the law of reflection, the One that becomes two.
How could the law of the book reside in nature, when it is what
presides over the very division between world and book, nature and
art? One becomes two: whenever we encounter this formula, even
stated strategically by Mao or understood in the most “dialectical” way
possible, what we have before us is the most classical and well
reflected, oldest, and weariest kind of thought. Nature doesn’t work
that way: in nature, roots are taproots with a more multiple, lateral,
and circular system of ramification, rather than the dichotomous one.
Thought lags behind nature.15

Echoing Joris’s earlier point regarding the representationality of
mirrors, the One—or rather the Logos—determines the ontological
relationship between organism and world, the two fundamental
classificatory terms of Western metaphysics. More important, however,
is Deleuze and Guattari’s point concerning nature. “Thought lags
behind nature,” they say, although by thought they decidedly mean
dialectical thought. Olson makes a similar point in “Human Universe”:
“Idealisms of any sort, like logic and classification, intervene at just the
moment they become more than the means they are, are allowed to
become ways as end instead of ways to end, END, which is never
14
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more than this instant, than you on this instant, than you, figuring it
out, and acting, so. If there is any absolute, it is never more than this
one, this instant, in action.”16 The ideal reflectivity of the One
becoming two conceptually intervenes in the physiological operations
of immediate perception and, thus, thought “lags behind nature,” for
dialectical methodologies are formally retrospective rather than
prospective. Concepts order perception, in other words. Olson argues,
for instance, that “analysis only accomplishes a description, does not
come to grips with what really matters: that a thing, any thing,
impinges on us by a more important fact, its self-existence, without
reference to any other thing, in short, the very character of it which
calls our attention to it, which wants us to know more about it, its
particularity.”17 Rather than describe or represent the world in its
particularity, Olson and Joris interact with that world in its particularity.
Recalling Gibson, interactive perception is attention articulated to
information available in an environment. Their respective illiterary
poetries do away with referentiality and consider the immediate
perception of the particularity of things and their relations.
In “The Advantage of Literacy Is That Words Can Be on the Page,”
Olson sets out to “make sure that perception is refound to be primary
or morphological, and that conception is put back where it does
occur, that it is genetic but only even to use that word as genet: earth
was genet in an order of time.// One wants phenomenology in place,
in order that event may re-arise.”18 The “event” that Olson discusses is
not only a phenomenon, but also radically organismal. In the
biological sciences, a “genet” is a genetically unique individual, which
suggests that concepts are unique events “in an order of time,” or
rather specific to the rhythmical occasion of their emergence. In other
words, concepts—words, signs, and so forth—are structures that are
constructed by perceptive activity in a particular instance of knowing.
“You shouldn’t know what you say/ until you’ve said it,” Olson advises
in Last Lectures, “You shouldn’t know the words you use/ until you use
them.”19 Knowledge is not an a priori proposition. Perception
structures words or concepts specifically in accordance with an
occasion of use. If concepts are the extensive outcomes of perceptive
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organismal activity, then we are far afield from the logocentric
scientificity of both the literarity and literacy of Western culture.
“Word writing,” Olson notes in Proprioception, “Instead of ‘ideawriting’ (ideogram etc). That would seem to be it.”20 As I note earlier,
illiterary poetics does not consider ideas or concepts as a priori. To do
so would generalize one’s knowledge of not merely language, but,
more important, the reality one constructs as an alternative to both
disciplinarity and spectacle, both of which—with Foucauldian critiques
on the one hand and Debordian critiques on the other—underwrite
contemporary commodity culture. Illiterature indicates an open set of
non-literary forms of writing that, each to each, are particular to their
occasion of emergence and that do not, moreover, depend upon
dialectical negativity for their meaning. “Word writing” is illiterary
writing, in the sense that marks and their relations stand as an
“alternative to the whole Greek system,” to recall Olson’s (in)famous
proclamation in “Human Universe.”21 Joris’s “awe (rahab)” from
Meditations on the Stations of Mansour Al-Hallaj:
the awe is in gawking
when you see it
it scares you
where it’s the unseen
you seem to want to care
for even though
it scars you to face the
awe that is not
in the thing or the it
but between the two
it’s the relation a
we can be22

Relations are just as much a part of reality as things themselves, which
resonates with the writings of Deleuze and Guattari, Olson, and—
interestingly enough—those of William James, especially Essays In
20
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Radical Empiricism. Joris proposes that the “awe” heard and felt “in
gawking” is as injunctive as the particular “self-existence” of things,
giving rise to being both scared and, ultimately, scarred or marked by
experience that does not treat a priori binary elements as injunctions to
choose between either one or the other. As Fisher noted earlier,
“knowledge of the world exists validly only in the moment when I am
transforming it,” and such a transformation, which necessitates a
dynamic field of relations, underwrites the “process-oriented” poetics
of Joris. In other words, “scares” does not describe “awe,” but rather
indicates an event that emerges from “awe.” It is a response, not a
reflection.
“With [William] James’s recognition that the mind works its
associations not between ideas but between things,” notes Don Byrd,
“we have not an ontology, not a logic of being, but a working among
beings as such. The word as much as the thing is an object, not a
representation or a simple token but a complex thing in its own right.
Trees, hills, rocks, houses, and language are facts of the landscape,
and we deal with words as we deal with other things.”23 While there is
no one point upon which the illiterary turns, this non-discursive view of
language is crucial to illiterary forms. Language is just as much a
feature of an ecosystem as either any organism or any landscape, and
it should be treated as such:
that language should not be used cheap,
(that) (as) language is all we have
to make sense of us in
the world
that language is the only guide,
boat, raft,
life-raft,
the only way for us
to come into the awe & possibilities
of even those events the mystifiers
claim to be beyond words.24

Joris echoes Olson’s view of the classical tradition in the arts put forth
in his essay on Cy Twombly, specifically that “the round world (which it
was their job to lead us to enjoy—to illuminate)—turned to rot. It had
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been treated cheap, not by these arts but by what makes arts: men.”25
Joris, however, makes the point that language constitutes an
empirically founded episteme—the ancient Greeks understood the
word to mean “to know”—between the organism and “the world.”
While language is the same kind of thing as either a tree or a rock, as
Byrd points out, Joris’s illiterary nomad poetics distinguishes between
different experiences of entanglement with a given environment. Later
in the same poem, Joris writes:
(try the sour earth underfoot, acid
rains pockmarking the shiny
coins of our koine
our path is language
cared for & crafted
worked into the deepest
recesses of what we call mind— (P, 33)

In their erudite study, The Emergence of Prose, Jeffrey Kittay and Wlad
Godzich point out that “what modern translators give us as prose,
because the Greek opposes it to verse, is not logos but ton koine,
vernacular, speech…There is a distinction between koine and logos,
that which is actually spoken in an unreflective manner and that which
is the product of a work of elaboration.”26 If the “path is language,”
then it is a vernacular way of interaction, immediately perceptible and
experienced as such. In seeing that language is “worked into the
deepest/ recesses of what we call mind,” Joris also sees that one uses
language in a way that is not strictly on a par with a given landscape
itself, for language is organismal, the processes of “mind” inextricable
from those of the body. One internalizes language in a way that
actually rather than textually differs from “hills, rocks, houses,” and so
forth. “Text, from textum, is linked to matters of weaving,” Joris
explains in his introduction to 4X1, “of strands woven together, of
different materials, different colors, different looms” (4x1, 7). In short,
text is articulated not to matters of discursive representation, which
play into the Western and radically Pythagorean logic of reflective
symmetry, but rather to matters of contexture, to physiological
entanglements that are “unreflective,” asymmetrical, and decidedly not
dependent upon the master narratives, the grands récits, of the
25
26
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legitimizing concept of all concepts—the Logos. His nomad poetics
performs illiterary “word writing,” each consequential form specific to
the variegated vernacularity of its contexture.
Of his nomad poetics, Joris writes that “philosophy is the enemy of
the nomad because, as Novalis knew, philosophy is only a sort of
homesickness, a need to feel everywhere at home” (ANP, 46). Western
metaphysics—that is, philosophy or “the enemy”—historically has had
a touch-and-go relationship with poetry. “I have this sense,” Olson
writes, “that I am one/ with my skin,” and it is precisely this “sense”
that emerges out of haptic sensation, a “sense” that refuses the
dialectic and squarely philosophic division between what one might
variously term “mind,” “consciousness,” “self,” and the body proper.27
In terms of the contemporary subject inherited from Descartes, this
form of estrangement, which philosophy attempts to dialectically
overcome and “feel everywhere at home,” conditions what one can
imagine as not only a “self,” but also a “world.” Illiterary writing
practices circumvent this methodological habit of inhabiting
dialecticality. Both Olson and Joris, in their related yet respective ways,
take the illiterary as the emergent theme of their work, a theme
situated in-between humanist conceptions of Discourse on the one
hand and, on the other, pluralist conceptions of discourses, both of
which not only mediate subjectivities, but also, and more important,
dialectically produce subjectivity as a representational and organizing
concept in the first place, if only to ultimately stage its critique, rupture,
and so forth. The illiterary emerges in the very space and time—the
open field, so to speak—between the two, refusing injunctions to
choose between them. One is reminded of Duncan’s sense of “idiocy”
that he notes in “Towards and Open Universe”: “Becoming conscious,
becoming aware of the order of what is happening is the full
responsibility of the poet. The poem that always seems to us such a
highly organized event is in its very individuality (‘idiocy’ the classical
Greek would have said), in its uniqueness, crude.”28 “Individuality,”
“uniqueness,” and “crudity” are not merely effects of vernacularity—
“verna” itself suggesting illiterate “crudity”—but, rather, are arguably
the most cogent consequences of a methodology that values the
particularity and thus strangeness of “idiocy.” Illiterature is the theme
of such “idiocy,” a non-literary “individuality” that is at one with “the
order of what is happening,” of the meanings that eventally and
27
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eventually contexture an unrepeatable and irreducible occasion of
writing. It is not so much the order of things, to recall Foucault, that is
at stake for Olson and Joris, but rather this emergent “order of what is
happening,” which, in its “idiocy,” registers a range of illiterary forms
that are particular to themselves.
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Dale Smith

THE NEWLY AMERICAN
Sometimes writers from other nations seize on the American
experience and go beyond it, showing what is possible in its literature.
America is a mongrel place, formed in part on dreams of immigrants.
It is sustained, in Pierre Joris’s terms, on the experience and
conjectures of nomadic wanderers. And those roaming peoples of
inner and outer geographies cross the oceans and mountains in
restless pursuits of an energy that engages a radical alterity
exemplified by such an experience of migrant crossings. Perhaps this is
why the French could recognize the radical otherness of Edgar Allen
Poe or Walt Whitman in advance of the Americans. But such energy
moves both ways: political artists and revolutionaries like the Oregon
journalist John Reed, for instance, migrated East from America to bear
witness to a spirit of public and social value. Those poets of mobility
and mutation, of violence and benevolent embrace, and of a wild and
willfully awesome possession of language, express a radical potential
in Modernism, something Céline called an “American style,” a use of
writing that was both “confused and lyrical.” Such a style is not
concerned with aesthetics, but with action and engagement in an
address to readers as companions on a journey toward new bodies of
knowledge and feeling. But it is not confusion so much as deliberate
mishaps in language that drive an American literature. Perhaps by
approaching it from other sources, and particularly, since World War
Two, from different perspectives of power, the Europeans have been
better able to relate the “drift” of language—its instabilities, and close
approximations and misses—to other possibilities dislodged by
American writing.
The writing of Pierre Joris associates in these ways with American
literature, and particularly within several frameworks of Modernism,
connecting, for instance, with Actualism, the Beats, Black Mountain,
Deep Image, and Language Poetry. Probably no other poet has
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pursued so many possibilities in the Modernist writing of post-war
America with such doggedness and endurance as Joris, who bears the
critical perspective of an outsider (or inside outer) to invest firmly in the
alien geography of American experience. By an American experience I
mean only a willingness to engage great tensions, opposing claims
with radical examples of movement, or migration, across geographic,
or, in Joris’s terms, “noetic” terrain. For Joris, the American experience
relates in part to Gilles Deleuze’s arguments of multiplicity: we are
many, and negotiate our relations to others and to the spaces we
inhabit through the uncoiling of singularities that persist with
contingence and fluidity.1 For Joris, poetry, not language, is the site of
this radical dispersal into the world of symbolic actions. Of the poets in
the US who have struggled to evaluate these possibilities over the last
forty years or so, it is Joris’s witness in writing that has helped bridge
the work of the New Americans with Language Poetry and its
descendants.
In this essay I will look at some lesser-known books Joris published
in the 1970s and ’80s as a bridge between the New American Poetry
of the 1960s and Language Poetry today. While he is loosely
associated with Language Poetry, particularly in his critiques of
language and culture, the genealogy of his work associates strongly
with the Beats and Black Mountain. He also shares strong affinities
with Jerome Rothenberg’s ethnopoetic engagements, Robert Kelly’s
occult motivations, and Clayton Eshleman’s pursuits of animistic
sources in pre-history. But his work can be more broadly approached
through the field poetics represented by different strategies in the
poetry of Charles Olson, Robert Creeley, and Edward Dorn. And since
Joris is so fully engaged with post-structuralism, he shares concerns
regarding the signifier explored by Language Poetry, though he
stresses this differently from the Marxist-Dada-inspired energy of
Charles Bernstein, the methodical disruptions of the lyric voice pursued
by Ron Silliman, and the nihilistic neologisms of Bruce Andrews.
Instead, he shares with Susan Howe, Michael Palmer, and others on
the fringes of Language Poetry a forceful engagement with the poem
as an active space that includes but is not bound to language and its
disruptions. This break with language is fundamental, and Joris’s
engagement with diverse symbolic and performative possibilities
1
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maintains in the present much of the social claims of Black Mountain
and other groups working in poetry since the 1960s and 1970s.2
But I am not interested in placing Joris’s work within the context of
a poetic archive: I want to argue, instead, for ways his writing has
been activated, and in turn, activates, diverse situations in cultural
practice. Rather than presenting his work as archival presence in a
closed past, I argue that his writing insists on valuable claims that have
been largely neglected in contemporary poetics, and he uses a poetic
past to inform the present. His poems, moreover, should be read
within view of his essay “Notes Toward a Nomadic Poetics,” a
document saturated in Deleuzian enthusiasm, but one also that
nudges up politically with the theoretical models of Hardt and Negri,
associates with the radical communal claims of Hakim Bey, and runs
parallel with Zizek’s psycho-Marxist project.3 This manifesto’s
celebration of nomadism, and its recursive claims for poetry, provides
a compelling background by which to look at his earlier work. In it he
establishes a landscape of literary affinity by which his writing can be
understood. As an example, Joris notes:
We can still use notions such as Burroughs[’] “astronaut of inner
space,” or Dorn's “inside real and outsidereal,” though we must be
aware that for the nomad-poet, the NOET, even those distinctions
have to be abolished. There is no difference between inside & outside
at the poem's warp speed. We can still use Olson's statement that the
need is to move, instanter, on—but no Interzone for us, no Idaho, in or
out, no Gloucester hankering for a more perfect past.4

The problem of relational values expressed here extends from Joris’s
position in the English language, as a writer who is neither inside nor
really outside its properties, but who feels its pulses and backlashes
2

3
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against the European past he was born into.5 Perhaps this is why so
many of his early poems struggle to find identity in North America
through totemic forms. Animals early on negotiate Joris’s poetic
approach to the New American Poetry, and they also help him tap into
an American literary heritage where nativist tendencies and early folk
traditions meet in the settlements of the New World. These animalnomads, years before the more fully developed sense of nomadism
Joris will propose in his manifesto, perform the roles of migrant
wanderers. They are tricksters, able and willing to adapt to new
terrain.
Nomadic Legacies
The poetic legacy behind this, moreover, must include Gertrude Stein
and Ezra Pound, an odd pairing, Joris claims, but one essential to his
articulation of “nomadology.” These writers bring him into the New
American poetry of the 1960s and 1970s, and it is through their
concerns with language, translation, art, culture, history, and
performance that Joris enters a tradition of Modernist American writing
in order to give shape and scope to its unique forms and pressures.6
The metaphor of the nomad as it relates to such Modernism helps
Joris acknowledge the mutable, and inheritable bursts of creative
energy that flow through individual artists. The singular identities of
Stein and Pound, or Ginsberg or Kaufman (two other heroes
acknowledged by Joris), matter less than the pulse of creative
movement they negotiate through a process of poetic action. His
“Notes Toward a Nomadic Poetics” helps illustrate this concern more
5
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fully, placing it within a cultural continuum that traverses geographic
spaces through individual points of rupture. These approaches to a
descriptive poetics are familiar now, and yet they remain valuable as
maps of an engaged poetics that seek confrontation with established
forms, not only to overthrow them, but also to overstep their aesthetic
claims on contemporary attention. The first two announcements of this
Nomadic manifesto remain compelling for understanding not only
modern poetry, but also the conditions that give it meaning. Joris
writes:




A nomadic poetics is a war machine, always on the move, always
changing, morphing, moving through languages, cultures, terrains,
times without stopping. Refuelling halts are called poases, they last
a night or a day, the time of a poem, & then move on. The sufi
poets spoke of mawqif—we will come back to this.
A nomadic poetics needs mindfulness. In & of the drift (dérive)
there is no at-home-ness here but only an ever more displaced
drifting. The fallacy would be to think of language as at-home-ness
while “all else” drifts, because for language to be accurate to the
condition of nomadicity, it too has to be drifting, to be “on the
way” as Celan puts it.7

These ways of understanding relationships by way of “the drift,” both in
and out of language, help Joris form a poetics established in terms of
kinetic movement. The separate entities of minds, bodies, language,
and the various geographic insistences encountered in the world are
submitted to the “mindful” alterity of subjective presence.
Nomadism also provides Joris with a way of joining other
conceptual systems of Modernism, including the ideogram, deep
image, the field, and others explored by the New American Poetry. But
the relational emphasis in Nomadism displaces the dogmatic claims
for a particular methodology. Joris is concerned instead with the flow
of desire as a motivating influence on writing. This embodiment,
sharing much with Charles Olson‘s claims on behalf of a “Field
Poetics,” provides a sense of engagement over methodology, and
frees the nomadic possibility from the dogmas of modernist thought.
Nomadism offers a way to think through the desiring process
according to the rigorous limitations of art, and so this helps establish
associations across aesthetic lines of creative practices. This is one
reason why Joris moves so openly between different strands of the
Modernist impulse, and this certainly contributes to his practices as
7
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both editor and anthologist. It also prepares a space for poetry that is
not identified as nationalist product, but as a larger, trans-continental
body of “noetic” exchange. Poetry brings its users into greater
knowledge of complex relationships, for Joris. Such associations form
a cultural web of interconnectivity, and this is where poetry’s value is
registered. This helps amplify and alter attention given to geographic
spaces (think Gloucester), to nationalistic identifications (such as
Pound’s affection for Mussolini’s Italy), to preoccupations with
existential concerns (Creeley’s early work in For Love is one example8),
or to cultural critique and revelation (Dorn’s cultural confrontations in
Slinger9). Instead, the nomadic argument Joris makes inspires
consideration of poetry as placeless, a desiring space with no
beginning and no end. The task of the poet is to be mindful of the
points of entry, and to attest to the associations and bonds that writing
makes available.
Fox Crosses Water
If we go back to an early work by Joris, we can see how his practice as
a poet straddles the various impulses described above. This, I hope,
will indicate how his own writing has helped gather diverse strands of
mid-century American poetics, bringing pressure and mindfulness to
the existential and cultural investigations of Creeley and Dorn with an
equally attentive concern for noetic systems by which the poet
organizes perceptions of her craft. While as a younger writer, working
as translator and in service to a heroic legacy of poets that included
Alan Ginsberg, William Burroughs, and others, Joris synthesized
diverse poetic possibilities, overhearing, with the keen acumen of an
outsider, American preoccupations in poetic craft. And yet, he also
used what he overheard to motivate his own original work, and so it is
useful to look at a few pieces to see what he managed to accomplish.
For instance, a “blurb” by Ted Berrigan on the back cover of Joris’s
A Single-Minded Bestiary, quickly initiates readers to his early poetics.
Berrigan writes:
What we have here is ANIMAL MAGICK. Pierre Joris is the fox crossing
the water; he is the forest from which the fox came and to which the
8
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fox goes; he is the hawk circling above in the sun; and he is the foxfire.
He is also the grandfather clock watching it all from the corner of the
room with one unwinking eye; both hands pointing up.10

Here Berrigan swiftly captures the animistic appeal of Joris’s work, and
he anticipates the theorization of such shape shifting in the later
nomadic writing. Loosely based on the Reynard literary cycle derived
from Medieval German, Dutch, and French folktales, Joris’s
rearticulation of the narrative integrates European fox lore with the
cunning American coyote of the American West.11 The cunning fox,
trickster and thief, stands in for the poet-in-America, the foreign-born,
“exile.” Such metaphors of exile meet, too, in the playful and
apprehensive quest for poetic authority. Using the centralizing image
of the fox, Joris enacts a journey that is funny and strange, and
constantly moves the reader toward a succession of disclosures. In the
first portion of the poem, he writes:
7.
fox, motherfox)
in a spring night’s
last light
I watched your brood
play with the torn off
wing
of a bird.
8.
then I found you
howling at the new
moon—
what were you
doing,
red one? (SMB, n.p.)

While he identifies with the mother fox, the “I” remains at a distance
and observes the animals’ actions. The interplay between the fox and
10
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the human other is expressed in poetic narrative, and the apostrophe
adds a bond of familiarity in the rhetorical space the poem creates.
This identification between human and non-human elements motivates
the poem to engage a larger cultural context, as we see in the
following portions:
15.
some silly
offspring of yours,
digging the kids
in summercamp,
got all hung up
on human food
& wound up
in the zoo.
today the paper
said that
‘despite a dehumanization
course
the animal still preferred
humans’.
16.
Great to see you
little red one,
in a bad English movie,
you were the only
‘real’ character
in that technicolour
landscape,
standing there,
pissing
on the leaves. (SMB, n.p.)

Such vignettes negotiate human and animal dichotomies, strange
elaborations of motives that expose foxes to human engagements.
These also recall Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of the “deveniranimal,” an otherness enacted through the “becomings” of the artistsorcerer. “If the writer is a sorcerer,” they write, “it is because writing is
a becoming, writing is traversed by strange becomings that are not
becomings-writer, but becomings-rat, becomings-insect, becomingswolf, etc. […] Writers are sorcerers because they experience the
animal as the only population before which they are responsible in
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principle.”12 This undoing of identity, its refiguration and distortion,
enable the writer-sorcerer to move outside of the regulating realms of
tradition and culture, calling on powers more hidden in the nature of
the psyche, with creative powers submerged in pre-history. Writing for
fox as fox brings the poem into a creative realization that extends
beyond the limited horizon of traditional European culture.
And yet, European cultural artifacts remain active as detritus in the
making of the poem. The fox, the trickster-hero of the Reynard cycle,
could stand in here as a foreigner, or exiled persona. In terms Joris
explores twenty years later, the fox enacts a figure of the nomadic,
outwardly restless poet, while here, the “I” performs a synthetic role as
a rhetorically constructed viewpoint through which to compare human
and non-human motives. The more radical focus on language that
Language Poetry brings, however, is present too. The quasi-logical
and incongruent movement of the poems brings attention to the
texture of language, and insists on a slippage between gaps of thought
and linguistic code. Unlike Surrealism where language orients
attention with heightened insight to the workings of the Real, Joris, like
Bernstein, Silliman, and others, draws attention to how poetry as a
construct of language, disrupts traditional notions of narrative and lyric
performance. For example, Joris continues:
20.
as a grandfather clock
in the corner of the room
I was quite scared of you,
trickster,
but when several
nights later I looked
out the window
& saw you beyond the fields
at the forest’s edge
under the cold moon
as a hairy
grandfather clock
—for a second
it nearly made me
laugh! (SMB, n.p.)

The shift of perspective here through the figure of the “grandfather
clock” moves the reader’s attention away from a narrative engaged by
12
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a poetic realism, and into the more material properties of language as
a medium for the imagination. While the clock, the fox, and “I” signify
perspectives the poet uses to encounter associations between poetic
figures, the fragmentary and incongruent lines insure attention to the
materiality of language, too. In other words, Joris shares a certain
preoccupation with language as a material process that can reveal
previously undisclosed associations: writing makes new forms, figures,
and arguments of a larger imaginary. While Creeley used language
similarly to investigate emotional values through poetry, Joris is
concerned with the associative bonds between image, poem, author,
and reader, all offered through a swiftly shifting landscape where
agency and perspective move to new locations.
In another section found in “Prologue to Book One of The Book of
the Fox,” Joris’s verse recalls the taut, mock-epic slapstick of Edward
Dorn’s Slinger. Joris’s animistic figures, his concern for landscapes,
both real and imaginary, and his mediations on the processes of
thought and time, share noticeable affinities with Dorn’s writing. For
instance, Joris writes:
I was rather un
ceremoniously ex
pelled some years
lying in the other direction
of now
by that flat-footed
paunch-bellied
cat that calls himself
the monarch (the absolute
fool!) of my
native geography,
who with un
bending vindictiveness
sent me
on a histrionic
pseudo-historic (therefore un
-ending)
quest,
thinking
in his misconceptions
about the nature of time
that that scene
would hold
my attention for an
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indefinite amount
of same.
The reluctant old fool
—caught in the foolishness
of his
(impervious) re
luctancy—
had not realized
that I had no trouble
dealing with what was
most pernicious (in his
mind) to his mind:
the indefinite
in time. (SMB, n.p.)

The movement of voice and shifting perspectives recall Dorn’s own
mutable shifts in Slinger. These also look forward to Joris’s nomadic
claims about the poet’s necessary movements through time and space
as a specific kind of cultural wanderer. The consistency of this concern
is evident throughout Joris’s work. In an earlier poem, “Starfish Soup”
(1971), for instance, he writes:
As the day clamps over my mind, already forgotten claw,
joints jammed by an overdose of polluted insect-moments,
the dried
fibers of laughter break ancient cups in the dirty sink of Time. (FS, n.p.)

Here the surrealistic imagery relates moments of intensity overlapped
“in the dirty sink of Time,” an interference, or stagnant force. A certain
sense of timelessness pervades the nomadic experience, and Joris,
again, reinforces this in “Starfish,” writing: “The Past & Time Present
hold their breath on the purples/ bones of the rollercoaster fading into
thin air […].” This sense of Time rhymes not with the Parmenides of
Dorn’s Slinger, however, but the magus Aleister Crowley’s maxim:
“Nothing is true. Everything is permitted” (qtd in FS, n.p.). While his
later theoretical model of nomadism will complicate the Crowlian
magical orientation, Joris shares here a concern with Time, action,
and the ability of poetry to locate its proper place outside of temporal
agencies. If the fox, grandfather clock, cat, and fool provide figures of
orientation for Joris in A Single-Minded Bestiary that recall Dorn’s own
mutating actors in Slinger, they are, unlike Dorn, established in
relation to a kind of magical series of relocations, temporal missteps,
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and intrusive hazards of migration. While these early poems attempt a
philosophic, or magical, realization of the extensive flow through a
kind of animistic present, then other work in the mid 1970s will follow
with more topographical specificity, and with an even more profound
development of totemic figures that form oppositions to the
boundaries of Time.
Stag Migrations
One such figure appears in Antlers (I-XI), a serial poem that explores
the primitive and animistic with a narrative pace similar to that found
in Slinger, but the focus on Northern Europe, and particularly the
trans-arctic, suggests a very different migratory pattern than Dorn’s
Southwest, and without the satiric, mock-epic voices. In this poem,
Joris explores stag imagery from the Neolithic up to the Renaissance,
with particular interest in Giordano Bruno and Marsilio Ficino.
Opening with an initiatory ritual, however, Joris details the imagined
specifics of the Neolithic hunt. He writes:
The young man’s
initiation:
to break open
the slain deer.
My bone-handle knife.
‘See here, son,
it’s all
a matter
of accuracy.
the sharp edge
on
the thin line:
if you hit it right
you crack
the bone
with one blow.’
The hind legs
fall sideways.
Open & steaming.
Artemis shudders,
her eyes
on the dogs.
You
push your hands
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into the opening,
carefully
slit
the belly.
remove the guts.
watch the dogs.
they may lick
the blood
but don’t let them
tear the entrails
or you’ll get shit
all over. (Ant, 11-13)

While there is a certain boys-and-their-toys fascination with the
technical details of the hunt, Joris offers a sympathetic embodiment of
nomadic life. The deer’s body will nourish these hunters (a father and
son), and it provides the focus for technical skills needed to apprehend
the otherness of this sustaining beast.13 By orienting the hunt through
the figure of Artemis, readers are put in touch with a specific moment
in cultural history, a moment associating with the nomadic ways of the
Neolithic at a time in Northern Europe when newer agricultural
patterns emerged with increasingly sedentary force. The stag hunt, by
contrast, represented older possibilities of engagement with place, it
required quick pursuit, planning, adaptation, and cunning to properly
track and kill such animals.
By layering images such as these Joris is able to assimilate
correspondences that make, in his words, “a map/ or more :// a
topography// where all the roads/ end/ in midair/ complete” (Ant,
36). Such spacey cartographies move to the air, as he says, forming
an imaginative, rather than actual, sense of patterning. Joris does not
romanticize the Neolithic hunters so much as he examines their ways
13

A biographical aspect of the poem features the father-son relationship. Writing in
“Nimrod in Hell,” Joris notes: “My father was a healer & a hunter. Is it any surprise that I
became a poet & a translator? We don’t escape our filiations: we only stand more
revealed, as the territories shift, as the hunt closes in.” Nimrod, great-grandson of
Noah, is a skilled hunter, & so Joris’s personal background maps onto a larger noetic
correspondence that reinforces the cosmology of Antlers through vivid mythic
relationships. Elsewhere in the poem, he speaks of “St. Hubertus, patron saint &
protector of hunters, bishop of Liège, who is also invoked against rabies. While hunting
on Good Friday, he had been converted to Christianity when he saw a stag with a light
cross between its antlers—this was supposed to have happened in the dark woods of the
Ardennes, i.e., just north of where Arthur Rimbaud was born, & in a space he measured
out in long walks.” The correlations of personal, mythic, & literary correspondences map
the noetic movements of Joris’s work. See “Nimrod in Hell” (JtM, 1-3).
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in relation to other cultural transformations and figures of
engagement. The subtle reference to On the Road offers also a critical
awareness of how Kerouac’s bouncing from coast-to-coast in the
1950s corresponds only in part to the kind of noetic imagination Joris
hopes to connect through the corresponding forms of Northern
European and American imagery. He acknowledges the experience of
the imagination contra the experience of the flesh. Such distinctions
allow Joris to project a social imaginary that includes historical
artifacts and lore as the starting point of his nomadic wanderings.
Resistance Essential
Another serial poem, Tracing (1982), continues an Olsonian interest in
the comparisons of Ice Age migrations with contemporary Western
movements. While in form it owes to the pacing and vocal registers of
Creeley’s inward, stark ear, the concerns are writ large, with a
palimpsest-like strategy of unraveling fragments revealed in the
delineation of the poem. Here Joris investigates cultural absence, stark
contraries of imagined life, and makes claims about a resistant social
imaginary. Only here we witness a dramatic shift toward a much more
direct and theoretical model of writing. Gone are the totemic figures
such as the fox and stag. Instead, he brings theory to the factual
practice of the poem, and yet, cultural absence, not language, is the
focus. Words bring him to what cannot be said in an attempt to notate
the widening gap between social and spiritual practices. If the nomad
will be the prime figure of this new social imaginary, here we can see
the critical resistance to the notion of Western Culture, a “double-/
barreled/ shotgun/ […] held/ against/ its own head.” Joris continues:
What we are left with
is what leaves us,
the tracks in the snow
the thought
through the brain,
this book
called Tracing,
the act of
to write,
a meditation
leaves me,
is trace
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the only other
we have
or can.
Always outside,
as every act is.
Where each thought
is, as it moves
through the brain,
across the varied
field of all
our landscapes.
The trace
is how to
think
(write)
beyond
that doublebarreled
shotgun
“Western Culture”
has held
against
its own head. (B, 94)

This notion of “tracing” provides a mimetic base on which Joris
extends his metaphor of absence. While “every act” is outside, the
interior movements of thought activate the living “fields,” creating a
poetics of resistance to the outer forms, those claims of culture against
a loosely coordinated activity of creative burrowing. While language
can provide only so much, and up to a point, as a material for
associating these absences within a “landscape,” it provides a kind of
positive value against which the negative space of the nomadic
spreads. Read in context with his other poems, Joris suggests that such
a migrant potential, with roots reaching far back in human pre-history,
is imprinted in us, and that what we call culture is in conflict with how
our bodies produce it, and respond to it. For Joris, it is hard work to
come into awareness of the discordant inner habitat of “man,” a “true
ice” in conflict with the heat of Western Culture’s outward expressions
of power, manipulation, and control. In a parenthetical statement
lodged deep in the work, Joris observes:
(It is slow work
tonight, plodding,
plodding, my way
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thru that snowdrift
of thought man
has banked up
against himself
ever since the
true ice melted,
leaving
him on the vast
plains of an
unexpected earth,
a malleable substance
—he thought—
and with the oxen
of his will
yoked to the
gleaming
plowshare his
fumbling had
forged,
he begun
to describe
the economy of
his life.) (Trac, n.p.)

Such economy, “forged” by agricultural methods of the yoke and plow
to disrupt and reform geographic space, stands in contradistinction to
the inner, nomadic world of the imagination. And yet, for Joris, this is
more than an imagination: it is a kinetic and latent psychological
reality of how we think. The “tracings,” the absent space left by
thought, provide the potential, new material against which to
recognize known things. Ultimately, a kind of trans-cultural narrative is
established that helps gather the metaphoric relations of language to
better associate with the movements of thought—and migration.14
Indeed, it is the metaphoricity of writing that pushes Joris’s pursuits
in these poems, and they echo I. A. Richards, whose own sense of
metaphor permeated language.15 And yet, for Joris, metaphor is
prelude to some greater actuality. The metaphor only momentarily
stands in for what Joris seeks in embodied relations. He writes:

14

15

For examples of two distinct cultural uses of narrative in the psychology of place, see
Weston La Barre, Ghost Dance: The Origins of Religion (Long Grove, IL: Waveland
Press, 1990); & Bruce Chatwin, The Songlines (New York: Penguin, 1988).
See I.A. Richards, The Philosophy of Rhetoric (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965).
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A metaphor
for writing?
A meat for
image, amphora
full of some
kind of eternity.
No.
No need for it,
anyone who has
a body may find
the implicit
sulcate heart.
A lover will
point to it
for the blind
one, fingerwise.
& tracks it
from the margin
of the spinal cord
where Kundalini
sleeps coiled adjacent to the central
median fissure,
via the shallow
groove on the outside
of the heart’s right
atrium, to the fissured
map of the brain.
(it is said by some
that a small semilunar furrow
on the lateral surface
of the cerebral
hemisphere occurs
most often in the
brains of ‘primitive
peoples’.)
But we all
speak with forked
tongues; for the sulcus
terminalis, the final
fissure is the V-shaped
groove gives
the ratio of the tongue.
Two thirds out front
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and loose
the last third anchored
further back. (Trac, n.p.)

Here, the sulcate—the burrowed grooves in the heart, brain, and
tongue—prefigures the Deleuzian metaphor of the rhizome as a way
to indicate how meaningful relations form. Bodies and plants provide
the nomadic imagery that allows Joris to constantly shift between
image and language in a restless attempt to generate the form he
seeks, or that the imagination seeks in him. This extends Olson’s
notions of geographic migrations into a noetic realm where the habits
of thought peculiar to a given culture form in the half-lit landscapes of
poetic imagination. While Joris’s Nomadic Manifesto will fully
articulate his claims about migration and the troubling Western binary
of inner and outer perception, the long trajectory of his thought found
formal figures and images throughout the 1970s and ’80s in similar
descriptions of “sulcate” forms and Neolithic imagery. If the advent of
agriculture, for Joris, is the first great advancement over the nomadic,
then his willingness to revitalize the ancient potential in creative lore
helps to recover latent sources of a larger cultural imaginary. And in
these practices that contribute to such a poasis, Joris performs a ritual
of introspective narrative that helps show us ways to access new modes
of investigation in art in a peculiarly American fashion.
Social Imaginaries
A brief biography, found in Traces states the following about Joris:
born 1946 Strasbourg : 18 years Luxembourg : 2 Paris : 4 New York :
3 Constantine : 8 London : tomorrow elsewhere : distrust vertical roots,
history : the spread is horizon(t)al : replace image of yggdrasil with
strawberry fields : rhizomes : root gives/is stalk stem branch flower : no
direction favoured a priori : the shortest way from here to there is the
north west passage : love & work dawn : love & read night : live with
Zahia : write poems : some prose : make a living more or less : worry
about miscrofascisms as much as about the bomb : like food and
cooking : think that resistance essential mode of action today

This very non-standard, and sweet, self-bio generates a number of
interesting themes. In particular, and in context with the poems
described above, it helps clarify the metaphors of sulcate forms like
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rhizomes. Joris’s interest in the horizontal, for instance, relates to a
mistrust of agriculture’s vertical thrust into the earth: the digging of
wells, for instance, or the forcible removal of minerals from deep in the
shafts of mines. While he wants to orient attention to thought so that it
can be seen as a “stalk stem branch flower,” there is also a mundane,
every-day quality about his interests in “food and cooking,” uttered in
the same breath that recognizes “that resistance [is an] essential mode
of action today.” This emphasis on action aligns Joris’s poetics with
what Charles Taylor has called a modern social imaginary. Unlike
theoretical pursuits that attempt to describe what is happening in art or
culture, social imaginaries are themselves actual practices that
compose society. And I think this is closer to how Joris imagines
poetics, and its use as a kind of resistance-as-action. Such imaginaries
are potentially powerful in that through them new possibilities are
opened.16
“Joris talks to you at the teahouse, in the café,” Robert Kelly wrote
once about his poems. “This is the great possibility he identifies, it
seems to me, when he speaks of the Nomad and the nomadic as
exemplars of a poetics. The nomad carries his world with him, and
travels through ours.”17 This contribution to recent poetry comes
through an adaptation of Olson’s geographic investigations. Joris also
continues a mostly Beat- and Black Mountain-inspired preoccupation
with language, social engagement, and historical processes as they
are experienced in the body of the poet. Such proprioceptive pursuits
are modified, of course, in Joris’s poetic strategies, and he brings an
outsider’s attention to these American developments in mid-twentiethcentury poetry. While it is difficult to locate Joris’s work within any one
tradition, his writing forms a link between the New American Poetry of
Olson, Creeley, and Dorn, and the more recent concerns of Language
Poetry. But ultimately, where he is placed on such a spectrum hardly
matters: what counts is the pressure his particular perspective has
brought forward in American poetry, for he helps show how to think
through the architecture of the poem in new and surprising ways that
contribute to our social imaginaries, as well as our own ongoing forms
of resistance.

16

17

See Charles Taylor, Modern Social Imaginaries (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press,
2004).
Robert Kelly, from a review of Poasis: Selected Poems 1986–1999, in Samizdat 7
(Winter 2001) (http://www.samizdateditions.com).
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US—géographèmes
Peter Cockelbergh—“Air,” “breath,” “breathing” and their numerous
derivations are extremely important, extremely present and recurring,
resonating words in your poetry and poetics. So let’s, perhaps, revisit a
curious phrase of yours: “to gain air” (Meditations #7).
Pierre Joris—Well, the way I use this expression, “to gain air,” you can
indeed connect it with the air we need to breathe, but in fact here it is
a spatial image, because I learned it in America, from my son’s
skateboarding vocabulary. It is what kids do when they’re on
skateboards and take off, leave the ground: “man, I’m gaining air!”
That’s where it comes from. There’s both that nearly Olsonian sense of
“aaah,” of gasping for breath as you get into an excited mode, and
also a sense of space opening, of leaving ground, of literally gaining
air by going up into the air, “we have take off,” as they used to say at
Cape Canaveral… It’s all those images combined.
To gain air—as in Ghita, “a gain to open her name” (“Poem in
Noon”)—in turn also seems to connect with the words as such being
spoken, with “strange new sounds to be shaped for the first time in
one’s throat” (“On Translating Habib Tengour," 2011), i.e. to “learn
how to breathe” (Winnetou Old, section 5) and “anew to learn how to
breathe” (Meditations #12).
Yes, it becomes the idea that air flows, and flows through… It’s again
that doubleness of us floating through air and air floating through us.
That vision of the body’s nomadicity: the body really not as some kind
of big solid lump, but as something that has openings through which
air flows from outside and back into the air surrounding us, the body
as a hole, with slightly more solid matter surrounding this central or
middle passage. The body itself as an inbetween-ness. That’s a
different sense I would like us to be more conscious of—rather than
hanging on to the belief of a “rock-solid” body.
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“New York City, 1969-71” is an autobiographical piece you wrote not
so long ago for the Literary Supplement of a Luxembourg daily,
Tageblatt. Your coming to NYC in the late 1960s seems to have been
about gaining air, about breathing and space in yet another sense.
Well, those New York days started off under still another aegis, really.
They were more Beat, in a strange way. When I got to America in
1967, I went to Bard College and the people I had read most in
Europe and still felt closest to were Bob Kaufman, Ginsberg, Kerouac
and Burroughs. For me that was the America & the American poetry I
was most interested in…
You translated nearly all of them later on in the early 1970s.
Indeed, except for Kaufman, because Claude Pélieu had done all of
Kaufman in the mid-sixties. What happens is that at Bard, later in
1967 & 68, is the slow discovery of other aspects of US poetry which it
took me some time to come to, to get, really. For example, Robert
Duncan came to read, and that evening I’m in the bar, drinking, and
finally decide that, well, here’s a supposedly major contemporary
poet—I had been told by Joby Kelly, Robert Kelly’s first wife, not to
miss him. So I go to the Red Balloon, the place readings were held in
those days, and it’s crammed full, so I find a seat on the window sill.
Then Duncan starts his reading, dressed in a cape & waving his arms
in a kind of 19th-century way, reading with a voice that underlines the
melodic/rhythmic modes of his lines—melody, really, I thought then,
fin-de-siècle euro-stuff, exactly the opposite of the syncopated jazz
rhythms that for me were what was original in American art, music or
poetry,… and it looked totally, totally ridiculous to me… And I cracked
up, alcohol helping, suddenly prey to a true fou rire, mad, breathless
laughter—which is another thing connected to breath & so on, & I
laugh myself breathless—obviously I can’t control it, so I just roll
myself out the window, & I walk back to the bar, thinking “fuck this!
long live Kaufman & Kerouac.” As you can well imagine, in those days
I couldn’t read Kelly’s work either… I was looking for the pure
products of America, so those first couple of years, I remain taken in
by the Beats.
Well, I began to read a bit of Creeley (who had obvious
connections with the beats) & that made a slow entrance into Olson
more possible, though it would take a year more, really—except that I
do remember buying Human Universe in 1969 at the Bard bookstore
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& reading “Projective Verse,” as Joby, again, I think, had suggested I
drive up to Gloucester & visit Olson, who, she said was lonely & would
enjoy a young European poet coming by. I didn’t, & so never met
him—a pity, really. But when I moved to New York in the summer of
1969, after graduating in June, Robert Kelly gave me two phone
numbers: Paul Blackburn’s & the Rothenbergs’. So that’s when I get in
touch with these, the fall of 1969. For the “petites histoires,” I like to
recollect that Paul, who lived a block away, on 7th Street, was always
good to hit up for a drink, because he always had good Spanish
brandy, Fundador, Carlos Tercero & so on, while the Rothenbergs,
who lived way uptown in the 130s, were always good for food: Diane
would always feed starving young poets. And that’s where it really
began. Blackburn, who I showed early work to, had a way of
responding that was amazing: he would’t say anything about your
poems, but he would make you listen by playing a tape on…
…his famous tape recorder!
Yes. I remember him playing me Ed Sanders in order to show me how
American speech rhythm worked in a line of poetry… I can’t
remember giving Jerry any work, but I was beginning to read him, or
he would say “look at this,” or “come to a reading of Armand
Schwerner’s tonight.” Things began to open up slowly, but I was still
very much caught with the Beat poets as a core influence.
And then for a period I lived in the Chelsea Hotel, having met
Claude Pélieu, who was the French Beat poet & visual artist who
translated the Beats into French & I got involved with that. It was all
sort of glamorous and glorious. In late ‘69, I met Ginsberg at Bard,
some short time after Kerouac’s funeral. And in the Chelsea Hotel,
Pélieu introduced me to Burroughs who had always been important for
me: I had read the Lunch at 15 in Luxembourg, & when I was a
student at Bard, I wrote at least one essay on the Lunch—using my
cherished old green “Traveller’s Companion” series that I had bought
in Luxembourg, as I’ve written elsewhere.
“[…] the Plëss: a small bookshop in the basement of that corner
house, a strange place for that place and time, for it had mainly gay
and erotic books, many, if not most, in English. […] On that day I
grabbed a book with the strange title The Naked Lunch by one William
Burroughs (it costs me 102 francs back then—the price is still penciled
in my copy which lies besides me on my desk as I write this). I found a
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second book on another rack: a small thin square book of poems
called Howl by Allen Ginsberg.” (“D’Plëss”)
I think that was a very good counterbalance, because, as I wrote in
that early VORT piece on Robert, Kelly was so massive a sun, that I
wanted to stay away from him as I had seen too many young poets
becoming satellites around figures of that order. So I think that my
stupid reaction to Duncan was very healthy in fact, for I could then
come back to him later on… as indeed I did.
This also has to do with my nomadics: I began to really read those
poets, Olson, Kelly, Duncan & so on in 1973, when I had moved to
London & at that distance could get into them much better than when I
was living on top of them or with them in the US. So it’s again a
matter of space, of making space between…
…Breathturns, opening up space time and again?
Yes, it has always been about gaps in that sense.
Such “air” and “breath” inevitably lead us, via Breathturn, to Celan.
But I’d like to open up this poetic space “transatlantically,” and
mention Celan in the same breath as Olson. And even more so as
Duncan, and Creeley! I.e. with English and with American poetry,
which brings us very close, I think, to your own sense of the poetic line.
Upon opening, say, Poasis, one is struck in Canto Diurno #1 by the
overwhelming presence of peculiarly short lines, which sometimes
consist of only one word or part / parts of a word.
I first listened to Creeley because Paul Blackburn told me to at some
point: “Listen to this in order to exactly get a sense of American breath
& rhythm & line.” Obviously because Creeley is the most marked one
at that, when you think of that whole notion of projective poetry, the
line as measure… In Creeley you have it in the most jazzy, marked
way, he really stops at the end of the line. Duncan, for example, has a
very different way, though on the page the work always & accurately
looks like a Duncan poem—I mean it is unmistakable, just like a
Creeley poem is unmistakable. I think some of the ways in which you
accurately describe my moving around the page using little bits of
words, word-shards, the playfulness of that way of moving down the
page, is in a way maybe even more Duncanesque than Creeleyesque
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in my mind. I mean, I do use at times stops like Creeley, though I think
that in Creeley they can at times become nearly mechanical…
Creeley very much reads his line breaks in a marked way, too.
Indeed, and then take Celan, for example. If you listen to Celan
reading his poems—which have lines with very marked lengths, where
often a punning semantic break end stops a line restarting the next line
with the second part of the word-concretion—then you’re struck by
how Celan doesn’t mark the end-stop / last word of the line, in a
Creelesque way, but reads across the lines, though with a very slight
break that let’s you hear break & continuity simultaneously.
I think there are many ways of doing it. I obviously also like to play
with enjambment, which is a different way of moving down. To keep
on keeping on, to quote the song. But of course you have to have a
breath moment to keep going on, and that breath moment in a way
could also be a moment of silent laughter, that’s why I love to make
those little punning moves, that will allow you to rest for a moment, to
enjoy that rest as you move on, because often there’s only like two
letters in the line.
So it has that doubleness, because there’s a double play with those
cut words, those syllables that move, or a half-word ending a line and
the other half opening the next line. And both of those words may also
have several different meanings as you begin reading it. That’s a way
of—or at least an attempt at—taking your breath away & making you
stop & making you both hesitate & hopefully crack up with that kind of
quiet laughter—it’s never a guffawing “BAAHAA!” I like that very
much, it’s like these little stitchings, nearly “paragrams,” so that you
see the word inside of the word, as different atomic constructions…
That’s my rhythm. That’s also the way I like to read. But I don’t think
the arrangement at the end of the line ever is as portentous as in
Creeley. It doesn’t want to insist. It is not even that audible either. It’s
not so much “move over” but “move on.”
Interestingly, Olson’s big long lines are actually always cut into very
teeny sub-lines (sublimes?) inside the long line, because Olson didn’t
have a long sustainable breath. He clearly was a completely breathless
person—from the smoking & the excitement with everything he thought
& touched, & the physiology—we were all reading & smoking nonfilter Camels all the time; Robert Kelly could go through a whole
packet in one reading. So that when you hear Olson read, it’s a
panting. The Olsonian projective line is actually all those quick, little,
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fast breaths. You have this huge body, making little grandmotherly
stitches, because he’s always out of breath. It’s an interesting thing:
you’re running out of breath, because you have been running.
Celan, Olson, Creeley, Duncan, they all have a different, multilayered
sense of “air” and “breath,” which you nevertheless somehow bring
together in your work and thought.
Well, I am the creature that nomadizes between Europe & America in
that sense, so I’ll use all of those senses—and whatever else is handy. I
have no preference, I just want to see happen what the line wants to
make happen. I’m willing to go anywhere, to do anything the line
wants me to do. I don’t care, I’ll just try to follow as best as I can what
the words ask for, propose.
I was always very moved with what, late on, Duncan came up with
in his Celan poems. I never talked to him about Celan, I don’t know
why—probably because Duncan talked to you, and so if Duncan had
brought it up, it would have come up. And my Celans weren’t out
when I spent time with him in the early seventies. I always tried to learn
from whoever, whatever I came in contact with, book, person, no
matter.
Robert Kelly clearly was important. I hear Kelly & Kelly lines very
often when I write, & in fact I sometimes have to fight against it. And
Robert has an ease with things that is of course totally seductive, as is
his way of moving his language ahead or his ability to let language
move while slightly directing it with his magic wand. Quite
extraordinary.
It’s always “the HEAD, by way of the EAR, to the SYLLABLE/the
HEART, by way of the BREATH, to the LINE,” as Olson put it, that
lovely multiplicity where meaning, or the poem is made. Back then,
one thought of those things continuously and one was working with
them, because that simply wasn’t there in European poetry…
Except perhaps for Celan?
But Celan invents it for himself, without actually ever in any way
theorizing it, except when he talks of breath specifically in the Meridian
essay, but he doesn’t make theory. Celan’s “theory” holds in twentyfive pages, two essays. And when he talks of breath, he doesn’t really
talk of the breath of the line, he talks of Atemwende, as a life’s
change, and then it becomes a major change in his poetics, but that is
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clearly not just a technical change in his poetics. Even though the late
work becomes different, becomes a contraction out of the early work &
is critical of the early work & early poetics. But he doesn’t theorize
breath à la Olson, as the measuring rod, because it isn’t for Celan, he
didn’t have that much breath in a way, or that much Atemraum.
Could you tell me a bit more about “the inspiration the/ air pumped
through” (Hearthwork) by Deep Image, and how the work of Jerome
Rothenberg, Robert Kelly, Armand Schwerner, George Economou and
so on, has been a lasting in-spiration for you?
It’s funny, because there was a whole range of American poets that
were more Europe-connected, & that I enjoyed & liked too, such as
O’Hara & Ashbery. Some of them, Ted Berrigan, say, became close
friends, & Anne Waldman still is a close friend, but those “New York
poets,” were not what interested me most in New York poetry. I’ve
always said that my New York poets are those other guys from New
York—Rothenberg, Armand Schwerner, Robert Kelly, David Antin—as
the actual, often to me more deeply American New York writers.
“Deep Image” is core to my poetics in the 1970s, as I move to
London and Jerry and I stay in touch & see a fair amount of each
other, as Jerry came through England a lot. Remember, there was this
famous 1974 London Polytechnic event that Eric Mottram put together
& which had George Oppen, Robert Duncan, Jerry Rothenberg & Ted
Berrigan: this brilliant shish kebab of poets for a whole week! (Note
that there was not a woman among them—that’s the seventies still.) So
Jerry & I kept talking & stayed in touch—& I was in touch with Clayton
Eshleman, too, and by then I was reading Kelly a lot & reconnecting
with him.
It took me much longer to get to something that Jerry was very
much into from the start: the Gertrude Stein aspect of Modernism,
which became a kind of conscious work to be done, because my
natural leaning would have been Pound & an image-based thinking. I
had at some point to fight this Surrealist, image & metaphor-based
thing. I do some “deconstructive” work on this in my very first book,
The Fifth Season, where the accumulation of images, the blowing up
of images becomes a total inflation of Surrealist imagery, a kind of
leading ad absurdum of this mode. That writing is both Beat-oriented,
comes from a Beat sensibility, and also via the Surrealists, combining
those two aspects of my literary background & doing so in a cut-up
manner. Burroughs is clearly in there, & Burroughs was a big help in
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the sense that the cut-up not only cuts syntax, the most important part
of it, the linear syntax, the SVO or Subject-Verb-Object problem, but in
that cut-up very strong new images are created as well, by the fold-in,
by the juxtapositions. So those were very important apprenticeship
moments. There was a lot of work then, in notebooks that never got
published.
Even in London in 1973-74 I’m doing a lot of writing around these
matters, and a lot of writing through those traditions. And then
something very different emerges in a strange way, because I’m
moving back to childhood & do the Antlers poems, which I think has a
kind of Deep Image quality or something of that to it. Even if at that
specific moment it may have come just as much through my reading of
Clayton Eshleman…
Who was very much taken in with Antlers, and wrote on them in Oasis
#18.
Yes, that’s where, after a little falling connected with my early Celan
translations, Clayton actually wrote after reading some Antlers, & said
that if I sent them to him, he would have them published in Caterpillar,
which was a first solid response I got by someone I thought highly of
as a poet—besides the English, I mean, Allen Fisher would publish the
book & Eric Mottram had published some in the Poetry Review…
To whom they’re moreover dedicated…
And there’s this other overlay of materials that comes in, too, reading
around in English mythology, The Green King and all those old British
mythologies. By that time, Allen Fisher and I are walking the Ley lines
in London, and there’s also a shared interest in a kind of
topographical magic, decoding Stonehenge, prehistoric man and
prehistoric magical systems that represent astrophysical projections etc.
So I was working through myth & reading up on those big myth
books—I never read Campbell, I loathed Campbell, but I read Graves
etc.
And Jerry was doing a lot of work on American myth, so I read into
that. I mean in New York in 1969, I had picked up Jerry’s Technicians
of the Sacred. And what was so absolutely amazing about Technicians
was the fact that it was not just an anthology of tribal or so-called
primitive poetries—that part of it was totally marvellous and great. But
at the end of the book it had all the notes that connected everything:
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this is exactly how Armand Schwerner worked, say with Sumerian
materials, as he does his Tablets. It was Jerry’s genius to draw those
connections, saying that Modernism and the contemporary material
was actually not inventing anything absolutely new. That the Sioux &
the Navajo & the Australian Aborigines & the African tribal peoples
had done this & worked in similar ways—that the poets had been at it
& doing the same thing for millennia, or had worked with similar
things & methods, adapting them to the needs & possibilities of the
moment. That was totally enlightening.
And, for me, out of this whole Bitches Brew (which was also the
album we were listening to then) kettle of possibilities & actual
workings, comes a strange, leaner melody, interestingly enough. All of
a sudden Antlers comes down the page. It’s the first poem that rolls
down the page—still relatively narrative. And as I no longer listen to
Miles Davis after Bitches Brew, my listening in jazz stays with Coltrane
and then free jazz. I got to know Steve Lacy very well a couple of years
later. And in a strange way if I look at the shape of my poems, there is
a similar thing. After The Fifth Season, which roars & is all over the
place, the poems begin to move, run faster down the page. Leaner as
I said earlier. You could compare those individual syllables in the line
& so on you mentioned earlier, & see them as being connected to
music as much as to literary things. I.e. to Ornette Coleman or Cecil
Taylor or Steve Lacy. The way that you can put a note out there, the
way that that note doesn’t have to have a harmonic relationship with
everything that comes before or after it. You can let it function by itself.
It doesn’t have to have that 18th and 19th century musical syntax.
Obviously Cage is important here, too.
Which reminds of that much-quoted line of yours, “enjambment saves/
another day, caravans// atoms into lines of flight—” (h.j.r., “Ode or
Nearly Here”). Indeed, as you say in the Nomad Manifesto, “the
caravan of syntax” pushes on (as in “The Day After” (P, 32)), discovers
the next word, the next station, the next breathturn… for reader and
writer alike.
How do these short lines and marked line breaks relate to your use
of syntax and the page (or “page view”)? Is there, more particularly, a
connection between your use of lines, line breaks and syntax and the
“corkscrew” or “torque” movement down the page you discuss in
Canto Diurno #1 in relation to Celan and Gustaf Sobin—another,
complex transatlantic space. A movement of syntax you furthermore
also relate to “breath,” to “air” and “inhaling,” indeed, to “ink.”
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Wow, there’s a lot in there… In a way you’ve said it all. It’s interesting
because I think my imagination of space has never been Olsonian in
the sense of involving the white page, the whole page. Early on, there
were poems that did try to play with the whole page space, but in
those days I loathed Mallarmé too much for having closed off
European poetry in some way—at least to my mind. Of course that
Mallarméan page space is a very bound space, it is bound by
geographical limits, by the rectangle, by the frame of the page, and I
was more interested in that sense in the Kerouacian space of the
endless paper roll, “on the road,” where there is no page, where the
space of the writing is continuous. Sure, you have typewriter carriages
that are only this wide, but you don’t want On the Road in landscape
film: what our eyes can take in from left to right, or right to left has to
remain within some kind of limit. And I think that horizontally we can’t
necessarily read, absorb, create rhythm as well as we can going down.
And maybe also because I was a big smoker, and was confronted like
Olson with breath problems, I always liked the vertical move down the
page. I always liked to imagine it as unending, as running down. In
that sense the poem is the caravan that travels through time & things.
Slightly altering what I wrote elsewhere, maybe the poem is the
caravan & maybe the poet is just the dog that barks, watching the
caravan go by?
What about Mac Low, does he enter those questions of syntax, SVO
and linearity, too?
Yes, although Mac Low never was a model for me in that way. I always
loved what he did, conceptually, and I like reading it and I loved
performing a few times with him in his multiple performances, but I’ve
never written in that way. I couldn’t, because procedure was never a
mode that I cared much about. I did a tiny bit of procedural writing
later on, but in very different modes: the Canto Diurnos are
procedural, but in a completely other way, in a totally different frame.
So Antlers comes out of a displaced American, or, again, transatlantic
space?
Once I got to England in 1973, I was working a lot with Allen Fisher,
who had discovered the same American poetry I was reading. Allen
also is a direct generational companion—Jerry and Robert being
older, remember. To me this also came with a very interesting take on
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what was happening with American poetry, because we had a sense—
and I don’t know how accurate it is—that once we had left America &
Olson died in 1970, that around Olson, Duncan and Creeley, there
was a whole bunch of either academics who began to try to work on
them, or of poets who imitated them. (Who has been more imitated in
creative writing forums than Creeley?) And that was in a way totally
uninteresting. So I liked being in England, with Allen Fisher and Eric
Mottram, because the distance was such that there was no danger of
imitation, of somehow having to deal with “anxiety of influence” or
needing to kill fathers, whatever…
At that time Allen & I came up with the term of “process showing,”
as we thought through post-Black Mountain, post-Don Allen
anthology, but also in relation to Fluxus, Cage, Mac Low etc. It’s not
imitative: none of us wanted to be little Olsons or little Creeleys.
“Deep Image” was no longer a term even—I always stayed with it
because in some way I always stayed with Jerry and Robert as core
companions, friends. And as we went on, the age difference didn’t
matter that much anymore—you all wind up being old & happy
together. You enter what Creeley called the community, the company.
I remember—this is the late 1980s I’m jumping to now—I’m at UCSD,
teaching a creative writing class when suddenly Creeley comes in, and
he comes up & kisses me, in the European style, which of course
totally freaks out the students. But at the same time it was this
wonderful thing, because in those days I hadn’t yet spent much time
with Creeley. His gesture was that of a companion, a compañero,
someone you break bread with, and all of a sudden you realize this is
the company…
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II
En route

Robert Kelly

NOMAD
A MEDITATION ON PIERRE JORIS’S NOMAD
POETICS
1
The word nomad argues a peculiar social condition—settled but on
the move—that is thoroughly different from exile, homelessness,
emigration. A nomad is a member of an almost invisible sodality made
up of families who are citizens of, residents of, immense cities—cities
that are streets, that stretch from grasslands to the high mountains,
summer to winter, because they belong to their animals.
If a man calls himself a nomad, the first question to ask him is:
what is your animal?
Is it yak, goat, fat-tailed sheep, caraculs, milch kine of Holstein,
big-humped cows? Or is it a tenderer, older, animal, one whose milk
is subtle, a muse, or a sylph, or guardian angel? What animal do you
follow, obedient, from lush savannah to austere tundras and their
hidden lichens? The talking beast of your mind must be able to muzzle
down through the snows to browse.
The second question is: what are the limits of your vast city? From
the Bernese Oberland to the semi-tropic microclimes of Lake
Constance? From the Gobi fringes along weird dzo-mo tracks to the
Altai mountains? And what streets are they whose more, or less, visible
traces you follow, from Saint-Germain to North Beach, drunk with
miles, versts, parasangs, the shadows of mountains, the sound of
waters you may have never crossed?
We don’t feel sorry for a nomad, the way we would for an exile.
Instead, spot a nomad, pelt him with questions. We follow him
around. Because all a nomad is, is someone following the grass. He’s
here for your grass, so make him pay for it with a song and dance, all
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lies, or mostly lies, about where he’s coming from and why and what
he saw along the way.
All those mirages he took pictures of and spills for you now out of
his digital printer. All those turbo-folk ballads he never heard in
Sclavonia but is humming to you now, beating time with his foot, his
shoes covered with shit from his animals, feathers and sonnets and
dreams.
2
Imagine reading Celan in Paris, in the first place I ever stayed, on the
Place Maubert. I went back fifty years later to the same hotel, spiffier
now, like all the rest of the city. Does going back make me a nomad?
A nomad in time? Maybe that’s what Joris is after, the shapely contour
of lived time that brings one back again and again to the same loves.
Or the same hotel. Outside the window is the square where once
enemies of the church were burned, enemies of the people were
beheaded. Imagine reading Celan in East Germany, or anywhere
enemies of the people were imprisoned. Isn’t it clear that poets (even
the most political) are enemies of the people? The people too is an
immense street along which the poet moves.
But the crime is no longer against the people. Only the revolution
has enemies. The revolution is a thing in itself. In Mao’s China and the
Soviet Union, the crime was against the revolution. It still is in Iran,
Cuba.
The people are in exile from the revolution.
In other words, in some countries the nomad has nowhere to go.
3
Now Joris, self-proclaimed nomad: what does he carry with him?
Pierre, where are your sheep? What are the stations of his nomadry?
Pierre, where is your mountain meadow, alp, mead, lake, where is
your savannah, the salt-rimmed watering hole, the shade?
The going is the strength of the man’s work. Over the last decades,
Joris’s translations and poetics have made him known in England and
America, and the reach of his own poetry gets steadily more complex,
it seems to me. It is precisely his “cultural” grasp that makes his work
distinctive, and of value right now. Joris is, like a very small number of
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others than come to mind, a poet who is in full control of European
theoretical adventures of recent decades, and whose work is both a
light that is shone upon it, and an instance of it. This is important
poetry too in that it examines in detail the question of marginality and
exile—which is the single thread linking Modernism and
Postmodernism, surely. The discourses of nomadism, of exile political
and spiritual, of rootlessness and the Edenic country of the text—these
are issues that come alive in Joris’s poetry, and guarantee his work a
readership wider than the usual community of poets.
Not many poets can wield the same sort of literary clout with a
similar range of discourses. Chatwin’s Songlines comes to mind as a
vivid intersection of narrative and expository discourses, and
something like that happens in Joris’s Poasis and throughout his work.
Every nomad needs an oasis. Perhaps the act of poetry itself is a
stadial or oasis condition in the nomad life. It lingers in language,
nourished by the specific musics of the place—Luxemburg, France,
America of the ‘60s, Togo, Algeria, California, New York, the sacred
straits of Verrazano that guard Brooklyn. He takes up language and
moves on. Not just the native Lëtzebuergesch, German, French,
English, Arabic, but the endless uprooting from what is given—there is
the nomadic quality—the poem as a provisional pause, an
overnighting. From which the writer, like the reader, finally must rise up
and be gone.

4
Nominal aphasia
Pierre often says he has it
when he can’t remember the name of one of his ten thousand friends
nominal aphasia = nomadic language,
you leave the nouns behind,
you leave the names behind,
you follow the air’s blue word
rivering through the atmosphere.
Let the sheep
find their own way to grass
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= follow the poem,
the poem knows the way.
The nomad knows.
The poem leads to the hollow place
the anechoic chamber
where you can hear yourself think
the blood rushes by your ears
like the sweet streams that tumble
gold out of Caucasus
and you hear it, hear it as words,
in the quietest place of all.
All your sheep are asleep,
sprawl in every language
but they dream in Tamazight
the way on a hot still day
a fast passing car
stirs a cool breeze the trees hear
the sheep listen.
When we read, are we sheep
pasturing on phantom acres,
meadow-mad pilgrims
palsied by speech?
God made the world by translation alone:
from his thought into our language
we touch with our hands and feet,
the beautiful verb called you.
In the quiet of the poem
we know ourselves
sometimes all too well,
we close the book and look away,
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out there,
where we think
something might be that doesn’t know us.
[on Cuttyhunk & in Annandale 2009]
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Louis Armand

NOMAD IS THIS
About half-way through his 2005 lecture on “The Seamlessly Nomadic
Future of Collage,” Pierre Joris quotes Picasso to the effect that
If a piece of newspaper can become a bottle, that gives us something
to think about in connection with both newspapers and bottles, too.
This displaced object has entered a universe for which it was not made
and where it retains, in a measure, its strangeness. And this
strangeness was what we wanted to make people think about because
we were quite aware that our world was becoming very strange and
not exactly reassuring. (JtM, 28)

In an earlier lecture, “Collage and Post-Collage: In Honour of Eric
Mottram,” Joris discusses the way in which precisely this strangeness of
the displaced object is nevertheless seamlessly expropriated to the
general work of poiesis, raising in the process an important question
about the critical stance poetry assumes towards the world (the world
“outside it”)—by way, for example, of “its syntactical disruptive modes”
(JtM, 27)—and our capacity to know what “it” (poetry) therefore is. To
the extent that poetry is able to seamlessly incorporate that which was
not made for it, it too becomes part of the “camouflage” of the world,
and in so doing raises a second question: is not poetry, poiesis,
precisely that which evokes in us a sense of “entering a universe for
which we were not made,” by pointing to the strangeness of a world
that states the opposite and wishes to seamlessly incorporate us into its
fantasy? Perhaps it is the radical ambivalence of this countervailing
tendency of collage—towards a visible “strangeness,” on the one
hand, and an invisible “seamlessness,” on the other—that prompts
Gregory Ulmer (who Joris cites in defence of the collage technique), to
argue that “collage is the single most revolutionary formal innovation
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in artistic representation to occur in our [the twentieth] century.”1 This
quote from Ulmer is immediately preceded by a series of seemingly
offhanded remarks that have to do, in part, with the question of
simulation, of a radical mimesis in fact, at work in the “seamless”
potential of collage, in which the indeterminacy of context removes the
possibility of “assurance” as to the given nature of the world our
thinking is meant to apprehend, and our ability to know where or how
poetry is situated in, or with regard to, it. “I remember the surprise,”
Joris writes,
by a poet as well read and sophisticated as Clayton Eshleman, at
discovering how much of Olson’s Maximus was found and collage
material—with CE wondering what this meant in terms of Olson’s
“originality” qua poet. (ANP, 83)

The incidental reference to Olson here belies a deeper significance of
this poet for Joris’s nomadology, and the struggle to articulate a
poetics that is not bound by historical paradigms—among which the
most problematic being those of literary modernism and the antiEnlightenment, whose tools (such as collage) are the very ones by
which Joris seeks to deconstruct (or “unwork”) what the Maghrebi
historian Hichem Djaït calls the tyranny of paradigms. The extent to
which this dilemma is associated with Olson can be gauged by a
remark made early on in the introduction to volume two (Postwar to
Millennium) of Joris and Jerome Rothenberg’s Poems for the
Millennium. In defining the “postwar” period of literary avant-gardism,
Joris and Rothenberg note:
Alongside the revival of the full range of modern (modernist) moves,
more notable expansions and divergences were taking place—from
critiques as correctives of an art mislabeled “modern” to more far1

Qtd in Pierre Joris, “Collage & Post-Collage: In Honour of Eric Mottram” (ANP, 84—my
italics). We must keep in view, here, the necessary distinction between the seamless
potential of collage—which is itself a mode of discontinuity, of translationality, of
nomadicity “at the origin,” so to speak—& mere outward forms of “discontinuity”
produced as aesthetic surface-effects, which have, in Modernism’s wake, become the
emblems of a certain avant-gardism. The radical character of collage resides in the fact
that its seamless potential threatens the ideology of formal unities, wholeness, the One,
etc., & points to a more fundamental “discontinuity” as the locus of “unity.” This is not a
critical attribute acquired by collage as a method over a period of time, but a structural
inherence, which necessarily antecedes the historical emergence of the collage
technique in the work of Picasso & others. This, indeed, is the lesson of analytic cubism,
which, through both the dis-simulation & de-composition of the conventions of pictorial
representation, discovers mimēsis to be collage.
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reaching departures from Renaissance-derived modernities and the
reclaiming of (old) powers in the name of what Charles Olson called
“postmodern man.” Rightly or wrongly named, the term and the issues
raised thereby (but never resolved or capable of resolution as such)
came to define the time and poetics in question. (PftM2, 5)

Immediately this calls to mind that moment in Olson’s “Maximus to
Gloucester, Letter 27 [withheld],” in which Olson writes:
No Greek will be able
to discriminate my body.
An American
is a complex of occasions,
themselves a geometry
of spatial nature.2

Olson is here preparing a type of political manifesto, in which the
many silent interlocutors of a defunct classicism would have to include
the Plato of the ideal “polis” (in addition to an implied counterargument to the unicity of this “polis” in the form of an appropriativegenerative poiesis, or collage, or what Olson himself termed
“projective verse”). The conclusion to Olson’s poem is well known:
I have this sense,
that I am at one
with my skin
Plus this—plus this:
that forever the geography
which leans in
on me I compel
backwards […]
to yield, to
change
Polis
is this.

Plato, of course, was a master ironist. “We are all,” writes the
philosopher Badiou, “familiar with the proceedings instituted by Plato
against painting and poetry […].” The reference, it need not be said, is
to Books II, III and X of the Republic (in which Plato ostensibly seeks to
break the moral authority of the poets, in particular Homer, and
2

Charles Olson, “Maximus to Gloucester, Letter 27 [withheld],” The Maximus Poems, ed.
George F. Butterick (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983) 184/II.14.
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establish a primary place for philosophy in the entraining of Athenian
minds). Badiou, after citing “the violent gesture that excludes the poets
from the City” (on the charge of poetry’s seductions and temptations
away from a pure and consistent truth, codified as the Foundation
Myth3):
The stakes of this confrontation with poetry seem immense. Plato does
not hesitate to write that “we were entirely right in our organization of
the city, and especially, I think, in the matter of poetry.” What an
astounding pronouncement! The fate of politics tied to the fate of the
poem! The poem is here accorded an almost limitless power.4

Badiou, who credits Plato as the “founder of philosophy,” still
acknowledges the antecedence of what Plato himself refers to as an
“old quarrel between philosophy and poetry” (“One can quote many
examples of this ancient antagonism: remarks about the ‘bitch that
growls and snarls at her master,’ and ‘a reputation among emptyheaded fools,’ or ‘the crowd of heads that know too much’ and the
‘subtle thinkers’ who are ‘beggars’ none the less”).5 Plato is the
“founder of philosophy” insofar as the “proceedings” instituted by him
serve to de-suture, as it were, the one from the other, philosophy from
poetry. We are here on familiar ground; ground perhaps nowhere
more ingeniously mapped out than in two of Plato’s less appreciated
dramas, the Sophist and the Phaedrus, each after its own fashion
enacting the reductio ad absurdum of the dialectical “method.”
Not only an ironist, but a dramatic poet to boot. Who else but a
poet and dramatist could envisage, after all, the immense threat
language must pose to that tyranny of paradigms which is the polis soconceived? Badiou, while yet abstracting “the poem” as “this unique
fragment of speech subtracted from universal reporting,”6 rejects the
formerly conventional view that poetry presents a threat to the polis
because of its generally mimetic or imitative character, for which
reason philosophy has always regarded poetry as “the precise
equivalent of a symptom”7; in other words, as a mere sign, whose
object (truth) it shrouds in ambiguities. An important distinction needs
3

4

5
6
7

“The gravest charge against poetry,” Plato says, “remains. It has a terrible power to
corrupt […].” The Republic, trans. Desmond Lee (London: Penguin, 1955) Bk 10, 605c.
Alain Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” trans. Ray Brassier & Alberto Toscano,
Theoretical Writings (London: Continuum, 2004) 244.
Plato, The Republic, 607b-c.
Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 241.
Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 245.
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to be introduced here, as it is not mimesis in general that Plato cites as
the grounds for poetry’s exclusion from the ideal polis, but rather a
specific genre, dramatic poetry (that genre with which the century of
modernist poetics is most deeply implicated, from Browning to Pound
and Olson), in which speaker and listener are invited to inhabit various
personae whose viewpoints and morality may be contrary to their own
and to what is deemed proper.8 (And is not the potentiality of collage,
to seamlessly incorporate that which was not made for it, i.e.
improper, contiguous therefore with such a radical mimesis?) Badiou,
interestingly, suggests that it is in fact the objectless (the seemless)
character of poetry which represents the greater danger to the
philosophical polis (a mimesis, as it were, that no longer imitates but
articulates). Yet, for Badiou as much as for Plato, poetry still remains a
thing bracketed-off from the domain of language proper: i.e. from
what philosophy claims as the discourse of truth which, like the
“sophist,” it (poetry) nevertheless continues to haunt in the manner of
an itinerant Doppelgänger.9 Plato’s irony here is that his own writings
instruct us as to the contiguous nature of all discourse, and the act of
philosophical tyranny practiced in the Republic illustrates better than
any argument the exclusion paradox that has beset it, philosophy, ever
since. It was Wittgenstein who argued that there is no such thing as a
poetic exception, or of “poetic language”; there is only language as
such. Language in its universal ramification; which avails itself,
therefore, also of what it contradicts (so to speak): that “complex of
occasions” (Olson) which compels “change,” which nomadises the
polis, as it were, from within. Poetry is perhaps nothing more, nor less,
than the expression of this contradiction (the ruination, as Plato says,
of a particular type of thought or “dianoia”)—of which more later.
“In the background of this conflict,” Badiou continues, we find two
extremes of language: “the poem, which aims at objectless presence,
and mathematics, which produces the cipher of the Idea.” What
“disconcerts” philosophy, “what makes the poem into a symptom of
philosophy, is not illusion and imitation. Rather, it’s the fact that the
8

9

Equally, Plato cites an element of shamefulness, that dramatic poetry invites the speaker
to “act the fool” & to indulge in forms of self-deprecation not befitting the dignity of the
individual. Poetry is thus seen as appealing to, or representing, the “lower,” less
“rational” part of so-called human nature.
In the process of marking this exclusion, Plato allows a consolation to poetry, being that
it may plead its case against exclusion, but in prose, which is figured as being less
persuasive & more rational than “poetry.” Inadvertently, perhaps, or not, Plato thus
inaugurates the reign of criticism over poetry, as the foundation of poetry’s so-called
defence.
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poem might indeed be a thought without knowledge, or even this: a
properly incalculable thought.”10 Here, discursive thought gives way to
discursus, to the threat of a generalized dissemination, the
“seamlessness” (or semelessness) of a language unbound by
categorical laws (of genre, e.g., or of what Plato himself identifies as
“measure, number, weight”). For Badiou, this disseminative potential
stands in a type of mirroring relation to the idea of “the poem” as
event, or incalculable singularity (like the “strangeness” of Picasso’s
“displaced object”). In being conjoined in this way, a curious symmetry
is exposed, between the technics of collage, of the potentially
“seamless” expropriation of the alien “displaced object,” and the
excisions of language upon which Plato’s republic is founded, tending
towards a type of “strangeness,” an Unheimlich, an alienation-effect at
the origin of the political, as radical counterpart of the poetical. But
can it be said that this gesture itself is nothing more than a kind of
trope—like Socrates being made to conjure up the fable of Thoth’s
pharmakon in defence of speech against writing? The ideal republic
would thus be founded on a doubly “poetical figure,” and this
figuration—this compulsion to “yield,” to “change,” as Olson says—
would thus constitute the unacknowledged legislation of the polis as
such. As Plato cannot help knowing, the gesture of poetry’s exclusion
(a gesture in kind which echoes throughout the history of philosophy
all the way to Bertram Russell and beyond) always presupposes its
contrary: the appropriation of the political to the “revolutionary formal
innovation” of a generalised collage-effect.
For his own part, Olson assumes a somewhat controversial status
in Joris’s evolution of a “nomadic poetics,” whose impetus is in large
part the “quarrel” between poetry and philosophy centred upon the
idea of the polis.11 In particular through his involvement in translating
writers of the Maghreb (Abdelwahab Meddeb, Habib Tengour, et al.),
Joris’s “nomadics” tends to a poetico-political engagement with
questions of linguistic migration, colonial and counter-colonial
histories (Egyptian, Persian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Arab, French),
the multiform complexities and contests of selfhood articulated in and
10
11

Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 247.
Olson’s importance for Joris is revealed in a short note in a 2005 essay, in which he
writes: “for me, however, it is clear that the one thinker in Europe who, without knowing
Olson, expanded on Olsonian themes is Gilles Deleuze (w/ Félix Guattari)—especially
starting with the 1973—three years after Olson’s death—ANTI-OEDIPUS & with A
THOUSAND PLATEAUS, a book I am certain Olson would have been delighted with.
Note the ‘nomad’ theme will come in later.” Pierre Joris, “Where is Olson Now” (JtM,
150).
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by language, or across languages, and so on.12 The abstract polis as
construed in Plato’s Republic is a linguistically closed space, a type of
juridical technocracy from which poiesis has been exiled. This
abstraction is the counterpart, for Joris, of a dead language; being “a
language we no longer translate from or into” (4x1, 7). Its future is
circumscribed, its possibilities closed, its horizons solidified. It is no
longer a polis so much as a necropolis.
In his essay, “Where is Olson Now,” Joris identifies in Olson’s
poetic project an interest in “another organisation of human society”
(JtM, 150), one in which “the city and the machine” (as Olson writes in
a letter to Boldereff), “produce a new nomadism, and thus NOMADS”
(JtM, 152). It is a stance that, to some degree, echoes McLuhan’s
pronouncements about the dawn of a new tribalism (the “public”), by
way of mass electronic media: the machine-polis or polis-machine.
Like McLuhan, Olson’s vision composes a multiform historical
complex, itself nomadic, recoursing from the technological nightmare
of World War II back to the “birth” of proto-human civilisation. Olson:
“Buchenwald new Altimira cave” (JtM, 146). It becomes for Joris
indispensable to think with “Olson’s sense of history/ Pleistocene/ a
human universe in mind”; to listen always for the “MIDDLE VOICE”
(JtM, 145). The ideal polis is undone by the anomalous logic of the
“one” (trespassed by a universal history),13 by a logic of exclusion
which terminates in the revelation to humankind which Olson reads in
Corrado Capli’s recordings of inmate graffiti at Buchenwald (cited by
Olson in “La Préface,” 1946): “my name is NO RACE.”14 Joris:
Cro-Magnon hunts, fingers folded
in silent code as paint is blown
from mouth or bone to frame
a hand—
language of bent
fingers decodes the layers of
humans’ understanding of
humans— (JtM, 146)

12

13

14

See for example Joris’s poem, “Canto Diurno #2 à/to Jack Kerouac, Ode bilingue”
(AII, 120ff).
Cf. Henri Michaux, “Down with the Idea of the One!” Preface to A Barbarian in Asia,
trans. Sylvia Beach (New York: New Directions, 1949) v.
Significantly, Olson’s “Préface” is the first poem included in volume two of Joris &
Jerome Rothenberg’s Poems for the Millennium, followed by Paul Celan’s “Death
Fugue.”
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And yet something will emerge from Olson’s project which touches a
nerve for Joris, because it exposes a particular difficulty in this thought
of “nomadism.” Just as in Picasso, the revolutionary potential of
collage is articulated through its capacity to re/incorporate the socalled “displaced object” (for Joris “brought into the frame of the
poem so as to erase all seams and obscure the origins […]”) (JtM,
33). The techne of collage might thus be said to point (in a quasiteleological gesture) towards a NO RACE. The logic of the “one”
becomes mirrored in a logic of radical dissemination—a total
nomadism as the Doppelgänger of the evolved polis envisaged within
the operations e.g. of Bentham’s panopticon: a weightless architecture
of distributed power in which the “periphery is nowhere, and the centre
everywhere.” Somewhere between the two is a topology Joris’s work
seeks to mark out, and does so by way (paradoxically?) of a certain
resistance: e.g. to Olson’s anthropology; to the slippage that occurs in
Olson’s poetry between singularities and a certain schematic impulse
(the reification of singularity by way, for example, of the archetype: his
view of history is populated by transcendent types, quasi-Platonic
“ideas” and “forms” which circulate beneath the flux).
When Joris writes: “We don’t escape our filiations; we only stand
more revealed” (JtM, 1), he means it in the same way as when he
writes (and not only vis-à-vis poetry) “language is a stranger” (JtM, 7).
The caravan of syntax […] the sentence, pushes into the not-yet-written
[…] into the desert ahead, in search of another oasis-word […].15

In his reading of “the Maghreb,” Joris is above all attentive to a
certain withering of the “paradigm” of otherness in general critical
parlance—assisted, in part, by Derrida’s signal work, Le
Monolinguisme de l’autre (which, among other things, examines the
ways in which pluralism is a camouflage for the law of “one,” and in
which all languages are internally translated and translational, yet
aporetic). Nomadology is either situation or hypothesis, not method.
Wherever the temptation of the paradigm presents itself, we are put in
check. All of the dialectical seductions from Plato to Hegel and Marx
are here constantly in play, exposing what we might call the seductions
of the “anti” (anti-Platonism, Anti-Oedipus, anti-colonialism, etc.). Joris
quotes Tengour, writing at the end of a century of French North
African colonialism and post-colonialism, and eleven hundred years of
Arabic colonialism, etc.:
15

“The Word, the mâwqif” (AI, 82).
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Who is the Maghrebian? How to define him?
“The woods are white and black despite the hidden presence of
nuances.”
Today definition fascinates because of its implications. A domain that
misleads. Political jealousy far from the exploded sense of the real.
Indeed there exists a divided space called the Maghreb but the
Maghrebian is always elsewhere. And that’s where he makes himself
come true.
Jugurha lacked money to buy Rome.
Tariq gave his name to a Spanish mountain.
Ibn Khaldûn found himself obliged to give his steed to Tamerlaine.
Abd El Krim corresponded with the Third International […].16

Definition (the marking out of ends, limits, boundaries, horizons)
fascinates because of its implications. Joris:
Reading Edmond Jabès
Here, the end of the world, of the book, of chance.
Desert!
Drop that dice. It is useless.
Here, the end of the game, of resemblance.
The infinite, by the interpretation of its letters
Denies the end.
Here, the end cannot be denied. It is infinite.
Here is not the place
Nor even the trace.
Here is sand. (AII, 110)

In language man dwells, but is never “at home.” It is the Unheimlich.
In it, our own heterogeneity stands, as it were, “revealed”—as
symptom, or perhaps synthomme. (Not as some object, but rather the
contrary, as that objectless thing which Freud named das Unbewußte
and which Heidegger, by an ingenuous countermovement, laboured
to name Dasein.) As Badiou notes, like the unconscious, “the poem
does not consist in communication. The poem has nothing to
communicate. It is only a saying, a declaration that draws authority
16

Qtd in JtM, 16—my italics.
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from itself alone.” Nothing in language, Badiou argues, “is destined in
advance”17 (implication is not a destining). If poetry is a symptom, it
nevertheless points to no object beyond itself; beyond its own
language-effects (exemplified for Joris in the writing, e.g., of Jackson
Mac Low): “the aleatory/ contingency/ of alphabetic rigour.”18 The
symptomology of “the poem” resides, then, in the fact that language
itself is “nomadised” from its origin: poetics is its articulation.
For Badiou, this relation is posed differently. “The poem,” he
argues, “introduces the following question into the domain of
language: what is an experience without an object?”19 This leads him
to suppose that the “thought of the poem only begins after the
complete disobjectification of presence.” I cite this in order to continue
building an important distinction which has only so far been hinted at,
and this has to do with the acceptance of “the poem” as first and
foremost definitional, re-echoing the gesture of the Republic which
treats “poetry” as a type of remainder, or even anti-remainder (since it
constitutes the negative definition of the ideal polis). Putting aside the
question of what the “disobjectification of presence” could mean, and
the implications of the exceptionalism of poetry in Badiou’s argument,
I want to consider the anti-objectivism of Badiou in light of Joris’s
“nomad of the interior”20 and the analytic of Being (of poetic ontology)
as:
to be written
when the
time comes21

Badiou, alluding to Artuad’s corps sans organes, comes to describe an
ontological relation between what we might call the “poetic body” and
(elsewhere) the “body politic”:
the elements of the body—such as it is created by the poem within
itself—are those whose identity with the becoming existent of the
inexistent is measured by the intensity of their own existence […].22
17
18

19
20
21
22

Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 239.
“Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation” (AI, 90). See the note to “The Rothenberg
Variations” (AII, 52), on the “détournée” compositional method for that poem.
Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 244.
“The Exaltations of Innana” (AI, 44).
“9/11/01” (AI, 18).
Alain Badiou, Logic of Worlds: Being & Event II, trans. Alberto Tascano (London:
Continuum, 2009) 466-7.
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This “all alone” of the poem constitutes an authoritarian uprising within
language. This is why the poem neither communicates nor enters into
general circulation […].23

The “elements” of the poetic body point not to some Cartesian innerlife, nor to some externalised object, but to their own “existence,” as
Badiou says, to their own particular materiality, their textility or what
Joris calls “wordnetting,”24 their “event”:
The poem presents itself as a thing of language, encountered—each
and every time—as an event.25
The poem[…] from beginning to end […] declares its own universe.26

Joris (“Reading/Writing #18”):
the mouth simultaneously
place & non-place, place of a
dis-location, gaping space
of the quasi permixtio (Descartes)
of soul & body (AII, 76)

As the Surrealist sculptor Hans Bellmer writes: “The sentence too
resembles a body which seems to invite us to decompose it, so that an
infinite chain of anagrams may recompose the truth it contains.”27 This
body is thus also a collage-body:
trellis work of
shadow & light
lies on body in mind
candle awaits evening
trellis plays loose &
fastens mind
the order of order
takes care of mind
the share of light and
darkness fails

23
24
25
26
27

Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 240.
“9/11/01” (AI, 22).
Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 240.
Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 242.
Qtd in JtM, 114.
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to account for the sound
these colours make […].28

The collage-body’s elemental existence is traversed by “intensities” of
articulation. Trellis, word-netting, caravan of syntax, mosaic: a surface
of migrating “symptoms” (objectless signs, if this itself weren’t almost a
type of pleonasm).
but what of Olson’s
tesserae,
articulations
(law? or the same name?
or shards, multiedged reterritorialised onto
the roundness of escaping lines,
of what escapes the
commissures,
or the way (der Weg,
the Weg stirbts
these lines of flight articulate
themselves?29

We return to a metaphor, but also a techne, of the social mosaic, the
polis, not in some dualistic relation to Jabès’s “desert” (the locus of
some sort of romantic nomadism), or to the Greek city state as zone of
tribal, taxonomic exclusion; of sedentary fixity; of counter-itinerancy—
but rather the polis as internally traversed, as already that desert,
already that psychogeographical terrain whose fantasy of the “one,”
refracted through the language-mirror (tain), seethes with
indeterminacies, paradoxes, contradictions. Polis as metropolis as
cosmopolis:
metropolitain or -tain
through it rebirths or sorts, emerge elsewhere, come up
for breath, even if
myth your identity safe
above or under-ground
the grind, the grind […].30
28
29
30

“Tuesday, May 23rd 2000” (AI, 62).
“Reading/Writing #18” (AII, 80-82).
“Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation” (AI, 100-2).
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From “Notes towards a nomadic community”:
Despite Olson’s effort, that pristine
New England vision of port/polis, that small city
vision a gone possibility.
He descried the “citoyen du
monde” as some Socratic
blunder—but it is not so,
Charley, the particular is
everywhere, is the cosmopolitan exactly, the particular is
everywhere, the smallest
unit, the particle is
everything—& it moves,
it crosses boundaries, it moves
wherever
[…]
because
all we can have is only
a coming community
is the dream is the work
is the insurmountable horizon (P, 164-165)

An horizon is the insurmountable, it is the very cusp of the human
idea, where poetry and philosophy resolve into a type of mirage (as
McLuhan liked to pun, on Browning, “a man’s reach should exceed his
grasp, else what’s a metaphor?”). Vico, for example, spoke of poetic
geographies, the extrapolation of the local onto the global, describing
a general “tropology” by way of projection, of the horizon-effect of
collective consciousness. The citoyen du monde is not some Socratic
blunder because it is necessarily such a tropology upon which the polis
of Olson, as much as that of Plato, is founded: the “gone possibility”
of Olson’s “small city vision,” as Joris says, is a transmigrated one
(and a transmigrated “one”). To return to “Maximus to Gloucester,
Letter 27 [withheld]”:
I come back to the geography of it
[…]
This, is no bare incoming
of novel abstract form, this
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is no welter or the forms
of those events, this
Greeks, is the stopping
of the battle
It is the imposing
of all those antecedent predecessions, the precessions
of me, the generation of those facts
which are my words, it is coming
from all that I no longer am, yet am,
the slow westward motion of
more than I am

It would be too easy to see, here, a product of some historical
schema, some progress outwards from centre to periphery of a selfpropagating idea (“J’avance,” Joris quotes René Daumal, “vers un
avenir qui n’existe pas”). Take Virilio, for example: “The metropolitics
of globalisation will take over from the geopolitics of nations, just as
the latter once took over from the city-state of the antique origins of
politics.”31 The challenge, rather, is to observe the actions of a
recursion and détournement (trope) between the idea of the polis and
the (prior) “gone possibility” of its universalisation. In Vico we see that
the territory of the local, of the “antique origin” is always already
“mapped,” “poeticised,” “mythological”; the polis itself is a type of
poetism, comprised of “heterogeneous language matter” (4x1, 6), its
successive translations and re-inscriptions are a type of objectless,
“continuous dérive.”32 In other words, the polis itself is a “drifting” and
“adrift” through a topology of its own—so to speak—inner space; a
spiral of reading, translating, writing that nomadises “from language
to language, era to era” (4x1, 7), by successive Copernican
revolutions.
Olson still
mumbling “the wheels of the sun
must be unstuck”
31
32

Paul Virilio, City of Panic, trans. Julie Rose (Oxford: Berg, 2005) 13.
Ivan Chtcheglou’s term, from “Formulary for a New Urbanism” (1953), Situationist
International Anthology, ed. & trans. Ken Knabb (Berkeley: Bureau of Public Secrets,
1981) 4.
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& you argue for a
revolution
of the imagination […].33

Joris, whose poetics is closely associated with a critique of “concepts
as modes of ordering,”34 in favour of hetero-linguistic itineraries,
arrives at a position opposed to a perceived monadism at work in
Olson, despite the latter’s own gestures (often fraught) towards a
deconstruction of paradigms (“global, erratic, itinerant, organising,
planning and flattening, caught up in gears and wheels” in the words
of a contemporary Greek philosopher, Kostas Axelos35). The question
remains as to whether or not the flawed Foundation Myth to which
Olson returns in the figure of a polis redeemed (Gloucester)—by way
of the “documentary,” the discursive particular and a poiesis of the
unpoetic (“Document means there are no flowers/ and no
parentheses”)36—is not in fact any kind of apotheosis of nomadicity.
Just as, to quote Deleuze, “the despot internalises the nomadic warmachine, capitalist society never stops internalising a revolutionary
war-machine. It’s not on the periphery that the new nomads are being
born (because there is no periphery) […].”37 The implication being
that, just as a certain revolutionary potential of poetry is inaugurated
by Plato’s gesture of exclusion from the ideal polis, so too a radical
nomadism is born within the gesture of the polis’ redemption within
poetry, as mirror to a quasi-nostalgic seeking after a place of
acceptance for poetry within the polis. In any case, the question (a
necessarily open-ended one) remains this: if nomadism, as André
Fléchaux once proposed to Deleuze, is a serious response to a
“collective” rationalisation-by-technology38 (the polis-machine), for
example, what is this response for? Or if a certain “type” of poetry is to
be the vehicle of a nomadology, what then is served by thus acceding
to the “poetic exclusion”—if a “nomadic poetics” is thereby to be
reduced once again, just as the idea of “the poem” is in Badiou, to a
philosopheme? Towards what can its revolution tend if, as Joris
contends, “a nomad poetics will cross languages, not just translate,

33
34
35
36
37

38

“Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation” (AI, 114).
“The Exaltations of Innana” (AI, 44).
Kostas Axelos, Vers la pensée plenétaire (Paris: Minuit, 1964) 46,
Charles Olson, “La Préface,” Poems for the Millennium, vol. 2, 23.
Gilles Deleuze, “Nomadic Thought,” Desert Islands & Other Texts, 1953-1974, trans.
Michael Taormina (New York: Semiotext(e), 2004) 261.
Qtd in the question/answer session at the end of “Nomadic Thought,” 260.
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but write in all or any of them?”39 Or, like the cunning Scythian who
learned the art of dissimulating “seamlessly” between Greek and
barbaric worlds, the polis and the steppes, is a nomad poetics thus
“nothing more” than an art of camouflage (and thus also of its
contrary) by which so-called philosophic truth is finally de-objectified,
not simply as hypothesis (or countervailing poetical fiction), but, as
Michaux says, in its ownmost “terrifying mobility and tendency to
dissolve”?40

39

40

Joris continues: “If Pound, Joyce, & others have shown the way, it is essential now to
push this matter further, again, not as ‘collage’ but as a material flux of language
matter, moving in & out of semantic & non-semantic spaces, moving around & through
the features accreting as a poem, a lingo-cubism that is no longer an ‘explosante fixe,’
as Breton defined the poem, but an ‘explosante mouvante.’” (PftM2, 14n20).
Henri Michaux, “Miserable Miracle,” Darkness Moves, trans. David Ball (Berkeley :
University of California Press, 1994) 19ff.
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Charles Bernstein (host) & Pierre Joris (guest)

CLOSE LISTENING [SLIGHTLY EDITED]
PENNSOUND
[WPS1 Clocktower Studio, NY, June 20th 2005]
Charles Bernstein: Welcome to Close Listening, PennSound’s program
of reading and conversation with Poetics, produced in collaboration
with Art International Radio.
Pierre, it’s great to have you here.
Pierre Joris: Great to be here, Charles.
What is nomadic poetics?
[chuckling] Well, you used the word. It’s a metaphor for writing…
[interrupting] But I meant “no mad,” “not a mad person”…
Right, there’s that, too. It is of course a metaphor to some degree, or,
better, a way of talking about writing. But “metaphor” is too loaded
and restrictive. I like the Deleuzian formula suggesting that the
nomadic belongs to a space he & Guattari call the “n-1 possibilities.”
Meaning that the singular, the one, that which would fix, nail things
down “once” and for all, has always to be subtracted, avoided. So for
me it is both, and maybe tenfold everything that involves myself in my
travels as a poet, as a thinker, that involves what I consider today the
possibilities of opening up poetry towards the rest of the world. And
the only way to do this is to be nomadic, i.e. to go places. You can be
a “nomade immobile” as the great Tunisian writer Albert Memmi
said—an immobile nomad—and do it all from your writing room.
Deleuze never left Paris, right. But to me it is a way of trying to see
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what a poetry that also breaks down the limits of the “mother tongue”
would be: the “mother tongue,” like any “tongue” that wants to be
more than a way of speaking, i.e. wants to be a ruling “language,” is
only “a dialect with guns.” All languages are dialects, all languages
are street talk, and it is the multiplicity of those languages that, to me,
would make up a nomadic poetics.
When I used the term “nomad” in “Poetics of the Americas,” it created
a bit of a stir, as it sometimes does. Perhaps even more so in your
work, which elaborates it so much further. Because so many people
think of poetry as, in Pound’s sense, rooted in the land, based on, if
not the “mother tongue,” then the language that you grew up with, that
is of your community… that your writing expresses and is part of a
specific place. Some of the poets articulating that are writers close to
your thinking, and yet you’re arguing for something very radically
different.
But what would be the mother tongue of somebody brought up in a
particular place like New York?
[Laughing] It wud be lik this. Dis iz mah mothuh tung, coz ya know this
is da way we speak heeer… (I like to do it on the radio.)
I know, but even you moved from the 82nd to 92nd Street, and it is a
very different country as your mother would say, right?
That’s right.
So, I think the variety is endless, as are the possibilities. And the only
way we can try to make the language as real as the possibilities of the
world, is to get away from the notion of a “purity” of language. In one
of the essays in A Nomad Poetics I say “purity is the root of all evil.”
Kind of overstating something that to me is obvious: that it is only in
the imperfection, in what is made up as you go along, the
vocabularies, the syntax, everything in the language that you can
create… that’s where poetry happens. Duncan used to say something
along these lines, in terms of it being the mistakes that make the poem
move forward, typos, etc., he would claim it as the work of the
unconscious, I would say the unconscious is only a later interpretation
of what was an unpremeditated (at all levels) misstep or mistype, and
that is how we move the business along, all of it, by its imperfections,
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by im-perfecting it at all levels…
Is there a connection with “syncretism,” taking things from different
places to make something that doesn’t otherwise exist…
Of course, …
…outside of it?
…that is part of it. But my sense would be that the 20th-century
metaphor for that was “collage,” which is bringing different things
together into one area. Pound’s Cantos and similar work by a number
of the major great Modernists, are essentially collage-based. That is a
core 20th-century image—I’ve said often enough that collage is
probably the only true 20th-century technical innovation, entering in all
its force with the one new 20th-century art, film, as montage. In a way I
want to move these “nomad poetics” into the 21st century, replacing
“collage” with the notion of the “rhizome.” Something that can go any
place, any time. The collage is in a strange way often determined by
an aesthetics, and I don’t want an aesthetics to determine the nomad
poem. Modernism is an aesthetics of the collage, in a way, and that’s
also the limits of Pound and others, because what can come in, enter
that space, finally? Even if it looks like everything comes in, I don’t
think everything can come in—or, many elements from heterogenous
areas that are brought in will be homogenized quickly by the collagecanvas, in fact via an unavoidable aesthetization—& in a historicalpolitical way that goes a long way in explaining the connection
between aesthetics and politics, and especially in that age, with
fascism. The way the articulation of aesthetizised elements happens in
High Modernism leads—or certainly can lead—to relatively fixed and
static work. I mean, the great example of that would be Eliot, even
more so than Pound.
Well, thinking of Pound and Eliot and their use of allusions: let me ask
you something about your own work (some of the poems that you read
in the companion program1 that we did). You cite many philosophers,
1

Joris read “Returning to These States after a 6 Months Absence,” “This Afternoon
Dante,” “The Word, the Mâwqif,” “A Calm Vademecum Dose,” “Nimrod in Hell,”
“Reading/Writing #18,” “The Rothenberg Variations” (1, 2, 3, 11, 13, 15), 3 sections
form “The Tang Extending from the Blade,” “The Rheumy Eye of Night” & “Lines Written
From Returning to These Shores After a Long Absence.”
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literary figures, and many other things as well, in a way that is,
perhaps, reminiscent of modernist collage and allusion. How does
nomadic poetics work in a poem like “Nimrod in Hell,” specifically in
respect to the use of allusion—and especially proper name allusion,
which obviously that poem is referencing as a modality. That is to say,
“Nimrod” is not only referencing the proper names, but the use of
allusion itself; the practice or artifice of allusion is quite self-conscious.
It is. And to me “Nimrod” is already nomadic in the sense of its “intergenre nature,” because it’s not a poem with line breaks, it is not an
essay, it is not an autobiographical piece, it is not Dantean criticism,
but it is a kind of writing through, a moving through all of those
possibilities. So I will call it a poem and put it in a book, won’t call it
anything and put it inside a book of poems, and let it function as such.
Let it leaven what is left and right of it, and let the question arise: “why
is that text here?”…
Well, is it a guide to culture? Are you saying that we should read
Derrida, that we should be reading Dante, that we should know those
sources? Does it set up a hierarchy in that way? Apparently not.
No, I think maybe the only one, or the core figure in that text, finally,
may be Rimbaud… against Dante, in a strange way. Rimbaud running
away. Rimbaud being the figure of the man who travels, who leaves
things behind and does not construct the Commedia, that incredible
Christian building of a poem. Even if that’s absolutely gorgeous, too:
right now I’m working again with material from “Purgatory,” that
wonderful middle book of his. But I think Rimbaud and the moving
through things is the more important vision for me. Of course there
are a lot of personal references in there, in terms of location. We
talked earlier of the “Ardennes;” I’m also born in that area. So, all of
those figures come together. Is it a “Guide to Kulchur?” Well, I am not
an American who moved to Europe to “get culture,” as Pound did—
nor do I have any desire to create (or discover) hierarchies of value as
he did. To me the important thing would be again the Rimbaldian
“homme aux semelles de vent,” the man with the soles of wind. I am
European by origin, and in that sense cannot ever escape a certain
historical heaviness—though I try to nomadize it by relativizing rules or
origins, or whatever. It thus gave me great pleasure a few years ago to
be able to destabilize Pound’s location of an autochthonous European
lyrical tradition as originating in the Occitan areas of France with the
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troubadours, by pointing out that the etymology of “trobar” is not
Latin, but Arabic—“tarab” meaning song—& thus reaches down to alAndalus, which of course is not the final origin either. This may be my
fight with Europe, with my own origins, that I probably need to
question again & again.
Now, “Europe”… remind me of where that is? That’s like where France
and Italy are, right? Over on the other side of the Atlantic from us? It’s
coming back to me suddenly. And your part of Europe is a small pocket
in the middle…
Luxembourg… It’s the corner of Luxembourg, Belgium and France…
the “Battle of the Bulge” was Bastogne, where that “nuts” thing
happened…
I will come back to that, but I want to pursue this question of the use of
“high” culture references in your nomadic poetics, which I take it as not
so much a continuation, but I would say, a reference to, indeed a
critique of, the system of references and allusions associated with socalled High Modernism. So, what is the status of those highfalutin’
references?
[laughs] I guess…
Are they authority?
No, they’re the companions…
Are they counter-authority?
…the companions of my thought to a great extent. (I am very fond, for
example, of Robin Blazer’s “companion” series of poems—though I’d
probably never write a series with each poem dealing with one specific
companion figure. I’m more interested in “the company” as Creeley
called it, those—always plural, always n-1—with whom you break
bread & share a drink). I want those who enter the poems to be
companiable. In fact, this sometimes upsets more traditional
Europeans, for example, in the introduction my friend Michel Deguy,
the french poet-philosopher, wrote for a book of mine, he seems a bit
puzzled about the rather casual or non-respectful (non-hierarchical, in
fact) way in which I address or deal with Heidegger in one poem.
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There are other poems where J.D., or Jackie Derrida, will be in the
company of a rock song. That depends on what comes to me, or what
enters at any given moment—though rock is rare. It so happens that I
listen to more jazz and classical 20th-century music than I listen to rock
‘n’ roll, these days. So those references will come in more. But
whatever is willing to enter the writing at a given moment is always
welcome. So I certainly don’t see them as authority figures. Somebody
like Derrida to me simply is a great pleasure to read, is very playful.
I’m not interested so much even in the man as a figure of knowledge:
I’m interested in the man as a writer. As a tremendous writer out of the
Maghreb into France, by the way. And that complexity of the writing
life.
Before getting into the Maghreb, let me just ask you about one other
poem that you read in the companion program: “Tang extending from
the blade,” which is a recent and ongoing piece. Could you talk a little
bit about what the compositional approach is there?
Well that becomes another one of those ongoing works. I think it’s
called “Canto Diurno number something,” I don’t yet know which
number. A long time ago, I thought that as a form—rather than taking
a spatial form, a preset form—I’d give myself a temporal form. I’d say,
what can I do in 24 hours? And write a text that encompasses the 24
hours; that there’s something inside of that time limit. This poem, or
this sequence of poems is based on my readings inside of a day,
through the newspapers, on the web, specifically, and through the
German Perlentaucher news, where I get all sorts of information. So I
picked sixteen sources from that day’s Perlentaucher picks. Then I gave
myself the same amount of days—16—to compose the extracted bits
into that “Canto Diurno number something,” to interlink them
somehow, and compose a text out of those sources that have been
determined not as randomly as if a Jackson Mac Lowian technique
had been used, but randomly enough in terms of my scanning the net
that day.
Which again is an example both of a structural imagination, but also of
a very different sense of citationality and allusion. You referred earlier
to a remark that my mother made: I grew up on 70th Street on the
West Side and for many years lived on 82nd Street and then moved
after from 82nd to 92nd Street, at which point my mother asked me,
“How do you think you’re gonna like it in that neighbourhood?” So it’s
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kind of the infrathin Upper West Side distinctions. But you have moved
enormously, and the fact of multilinguality and nomadicism is very
powerful in your life experience, not just in your thinking. Though I think
a very crucial point you make is that one could live in one place and
that also could be a nomadic space, and shared as that – as I think we
do, by the way. But tell me a little bit about why you are not writing in
Luxemburgish, having been born in Luxembourg?
Because I don’t know how to. I was never taught how to write in
Lëtzebuergesch. Lëtzebuergesch, at least when I grew up—it has
changed a bit, now—, was “only” the spoken language. Luxembourg,
this rich, rattily small country, was colonized culturally by France and
Germany—who for centuries fought among themselves and one or the
other would invade us or go through us to get to & at the other one,
and would screw us up and down in any given war. And at the end of
their wars they would pay off the victor by handing over a bit of
Luxembourg territory to him. But Luxembourgers are stubborn and
culturally conservative, so have always hung on to their native
Frankish-Mosellan language, Lëtzebuergesch, even if they knew that
the two other cultures needed to be integrated. So that, when I went to
grade school, I learnt my ABCs in German, and in second grade, I
started to study French as a foreign language. And that’s the way it
carried on until eighth grade, when things switched over and all of a
sudden French became the carrier language of school going. I.e.
history, math & all content-subjects were done in French, while
German remained only as a foreign language and literature, though
we’d add English and/or Spanish, plus Latin if you so choose, to make
it into the classical European kind of high school curriculum. You
arrive at high school graduation and are supposedly completely
knowledgeable in at least two languages. Lëtzebuergesch you had for
one hour a week—usually on Saturday, the last class before the
weekend break—for a few years. So it was simply not there for me as
a possible language to write in. And I fell immediately in love, for
some strange reason—I still don’t know exactly why—with English,
especially with American writing, very early on. At thirteen or fourteen I
was reading Mickey Spillane like crazy. My grandmother had a movie
house, and we watched all those “Yankee movies,” as we called them,
sometimes double bills, an oater and a war movie, unhappily often
accompanied by a bad German Heimat movie. I guess America at
that point had—this is the fifties—had liberated Europe from the Nazis,
and so there was a kind of great love of things American. As kids we
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all in some way fell for that.
I’m talking with Pierre Joris about how he became, or maybe already
was, and always has been an American poet, because actually your
first language as a poet, in a sense is American…
…l’américain, as they say in French—, right? I tried to write in French
and German when I was fourteen or fifteen. But German, despite the
fact of Celan’s absolute importance for me and for me coming to
poetry, was not really available to me. Mainly, I think, because what
was happening in German writing in that time had no import for me.
The problems that Germans had to deal with, in terms of overcoming
that period, were foreign to me. In French, I didn’t see anything very
interesting happening: there was a kind of light postwar Surrealism,
and a rather unappealing “empty space” neo-Mallarméan mode. And
then I came across Howl and Kerouac, and then Pound, and thought:
“Wow, there is an incredible thing going on here and it happens very
specifically in the American language. Not even in British English—
which felt as flat as an Auden poem to me even then. So why, if I have
to write in a foreign language anyway… why not go to the fourth
language?”
Would this also relate to the poetics that would say that any language
a poet writes in is a foreign language as it becomes poetry? …
Absolutely, yes…
… So, then you become an American poet, the American poet that you
are, but among my acquaintances perhaps the most knowledgeable
about poetry outside the US, since Americans suffer from, and also
derive a certain privilege based on, their monolingualism and
monoculturalism (even as they imagine it as multicultural and
multilingual). You could never really fully participate in that aspect, nor
do you desire to, but it also is not open to you as an option. So I want
to ask you a question from the perspective outside of the US, leaving
the US out: do you see any notable constellations, or new possibilities
in poetry outside the US in this first part of the 21st century?
I don’t know if anything in that sense has as strongly developed in the
last five or six years, but what for me has been most interesting since,
certainly, I came to poetry (i.e. for the last quarter of the 20th century
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and into this century), are the poetries of the “ex-colonies.” And of
course French was close, and I lived in North Africa, so North African
writing was always very close, but other African writings, too (cf. my
sense of the need to transform language). Franco Beltrametti and I
once wanted to do an anthology called Blows Against the Mother
Tongue…
[laughter]
…that would gather all the writers who had written in a foreign
language, be it Ovid, or the great Chinese poet, Li Po, or any number
of others, you know, who all wrote in a language that was not theirs…
…from Conrad to Rosmarie Waldrop.
Yes, so I was always interested, for example, in what in the Maghreb,
in North Africa, young writers were doing with, and against, and
transforming classical French. That seemed to me much more
interesting than a lot of the writing, very competent, excellent writing—
new Mallarméan tradition or post-Surrealist tradition—that would
happen in “la capitale,” in Paris. Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine, the great
Moroccan writer, for instance, would be one such—who I happened to
meet just as I was beginning to write—and he’s absolutely more of a
Surrealist than any Surrealist ever was. Habib Tengour wrote a
beautiful manifesto that basically says at the end: “in fact, in the
Maghreb, Surrealism is the natural condition, it’s not an art form that
had to be invented.” So that has always interested me strongly. And at
the same time, Caribbean writers, too, also out of the French tradition.
I will go anywhere.
Right now, I’m also interested in learning and studying more of
those Maghrebian writers who have come up in a new generation,
where Arabic after independence became the core language and who
decided not to use French anymore… Well, a vast number of
problems pose themselves again because Arabic has a number of
different hierarchic setups, you have the spoken Arabic of Algeria,
which is very different from the Moroccan vernacular, then you have
standard media Arabic, and Classical Koranic Arabic…
And in the French Caribbean you’re no doubt thinking of Aimé Césaire
and maybe Edouard Glissant?
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Césaire, Glissant and so on, yes, absolutely, Depestre… There is a
strength of literature that has been at the margins. I think it has always
been the margins. If you look at England in the rather boring 30s and
40s and so on, the great voices that were there, were all from the
margins. David Jones, as a Welshman…
Great…
… McDiarmid as a Scotsman. Nobody in the Home Counties, nobody
from the London area was really doing very much, until my generation.
Yes, McDiarmid’s making, in a way, as with Bunting, a foreign
language of his native language in a complex move from the Standard
English to the local language, which were synthesized or invented.
Going back to the Maghreb, I’m interested in your translation of
Meddeb’s Malady of Islam, a work that has gotten altogether too little
attention here. That lack of attention speaks to the problem of the
information that we get in the US, because when we hear about Islam,
we don’t hear about the perspective that you’re making available with
this book. Perhaps you could say with suffering from a monoculturalism
of perspective. I wondered if you could talk a little bit about your
engagement with this book on the “malady of Islam,” perhaps in
contrast to the “malady of US globalism.”
Well, to me the importance of that book was that it was a very quick
and a very deep response to 9/11: Abdelwahab Meddeb started
writing it in October 2001, Le Seuil published it in February / March
2002. And as Meddeb sent me a copy, I immediately started to look
around, thinking this is the kind of book that should be published now
in America to give exactly that kind of information, or, rather, the
thinking… The thinking through of problems inside of Arab Muslim
culture & philosophy & theology, areas that otherwise remain very
opaque here. And so it was a very quick thing, we found a publisher,
the book was done, came out and—was immediately buried: it simply
disappeared. You can now buy copies at 58 cents, remainders. There
was never a paperback.
You mean despite the fact that there were the several programs on Fox
news and CNN about the book, to give an alternative to the focus on
theocratic thinking in Islam that is covered so…
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No, they never really… no, no, no, nothing, nothing came, nothing…
Nothing!?
Nothing… at least from any left-leaning or liberal intellectual journal
(NYRB or LRB type thing), nothing… It’s incredible in the sense that
Meddeb has meanwhile written another book, a follow-up, deepening
his analysis. Except for a brief moment when right-wing ideologues
tried to hijack the book and we immediately refused to have anything
to do with those attempts. It’s really sad that the only people interested
was one of the very right-wing DC setups—that was before the book
came out, so no-one had seen it but I guess the title, “The Malady of
Islam,” proved alluring for them. They called up the publisher and
said: “We would like to print a chapter, with some rewriting.” Our
publisher called Meddeb, who called me. So I checked who this was—
it turned out to be Daniel Pipes—and it was immediately obvious that
there was an attempt to misuse the work. We of course turned Pipes
down.
It’s a very deep cultural problem for us here as to severe limits we
impose on the representation of the thinking in that part of the world.
It’s beyond misrepresentation, this embargo of the poetic thinking—
and the resistance to theocratic dominance—that exists in all regions of
the world, or most of them…
Oh, true, true!
So, I guess that my final question, having so much more to ask you,
would link back to much of the conversation so far, but framed by the
Poems for the Millennium anthologies and a really marvelous set of
individual collections of selected works by crucial poets that you and
Jerry Rothenberg are putting out with the University of California Press.
I see these epic projects as part of a nomadics, because of the way you
are making connections across very distinct cultures, disregarding the
hygienics of cultural segregation and trampling the implicit and explicit
hierarchies that go with it. On the one hand, poets are rightly
concerned with their own cultures, and the poetry within their own
cultures. On the other, there is a wariness about the US-centeredness
of many transnational projects, projecting our own cultural assumptions
onto the world at large. Floating through those two poles is the idea
that if you frame poetry along international lines, you’ll lose the
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specificity of individual works. But I think that the projects that you’re
involved in suggest possibilities for connection which are fundamental
for poetry, for American poetry, by the way, as well as crucial for any
ethical and political engagement with the world. So, maybe you could
close by reflecting on how you would respond to that criticism… or that
fear?
Is it a criticism? [laughs]
Well, the fear; the fear is that you lose what’s specific about any of the
individual cultures when you put them together…
I think, in a way, the contrary is true: the only way you’re going to find
out the specifics is by digging through what is given as a sort of
coverlet, a so-called homogenous cultural veneer. As soon as you dig
down into and below, wherever you are, you’re going to come up with
incredible differences from one block to the next. So the fact of some
sort of (even surface) homogeneity of culture is simply an ideological
falsity. It’s an alibi for “the powers that be” to continue doing what
they’re doing.
I think it is not necessary that every American poet go and read
Arab poetry or Eskimo poetry and so on. That work can also be done
right in town, wherever you are, digging in underneath the official
veneer. The richness of diverse cultural accretions will simply be there.
The more you can know about other poetics, the more, however, your
own poetics can also see themselves and be put into a more relativist
position. Think, for example, of the great Syrian / Arab poet, Adonis,
who is very clear about the situation of Arabic poetry in the wider
historical context, and says: “Look, we are now reinventing our own
Modernism, but in Arabic poetry, the first great Modernist push
happened with he likes of Abu Nuwas in the 9th & 10th century in
Baghdad, where you had the first city poets, writing about drinking and
loving boys & despising the countryside, etc… so Baudelaire as first
major European poet comes in the 19th century only, i.e. 1000 years
later!” Once you know this & have read Abu Nuwas and seen his
modernity, you realize that cultural differences, cultural richnesses
happen continuously everywhere, and that there is no progress. And it
will allow you, then, to look at any other culture, though not only as
Pound says, as contemporaneous—“all ages are contemporaneous,”
and indeed they can be—, but also as not different at the level of
ethics, at the level of politics, at the level of the richness and
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complexity that they have and that is what, I think, we need the most…
You’ve been listening to Pierre Joris on PennSound’s Close Listening.
The program was recorded at the Clocktower Studios of Art
International Radio on January 20, 2005. This is Charles Bernstein,
asking you, “Have you been listening? I don’t think so.”
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Corina Ciocârlie

ADRIFT
TRAVELLING WITH PIERRE JORIS
traveling in the material text & city
Pierre Joris, h.j.r.

On Ostend’s shores, the sea slowly ebbs back. “Shame” on her to
yield to what inexorably pulls her halfway around the world. This is
exactly the way—diverted, by detour, zigzagging, sideways—that Pierre
Joris begins his “Ruislip Visitation,” the opening piece of La dernière
Traversée de la Manche, as he leaves behind Belgium to turn his gaze
to London. Later on, he will swap England for California, before
arriving in New York. But for now, he is comfortably installed “aboard
one of the princesses, the many/ Orange Nassau, Anhalt Dessau, this
one/ built in Hoboken,/ Belgium, Cockerill steel works/ a car ferry,
ass-backwards into/ the channel, la Manche” (P, 119). By the way, the
white cliffs of Dover already show themselves ahead, as a warning, a
reproach, a reminder of an old, unkept promise: “no/ I will not move
back/ to England, no matter what I said back then,/ […] Never. What
I've left behind/ I've left behind. No remainder but this. Do not go
back. Do not retrace your steps. The earth/ is round, you cannot avoid
it./ But keep on going on. Nomad visits” (P, 121).
This particular sequence turns out to be emblematic for an entire
art of travelling across countries, languages, literary continents—the
five collections of Joris’s poetry that have been translated in French,
three of which in bilingual editions,1 are ample proof of that. All things
considered, America remains—much like glamour—a country one
never attains. The Gulf Stream and its fellows, active in the Bosporus
1

Castol Astral’s Le Livre de Luap Nalex (1986) & four books with Éditions Phi: La Dernière
Traversée de la Manche (1995), h.j.r. (1999), Aljibar (2007), Aljibar II (2008).
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and the Channel, see to it that one is always a quarter mile off, even if
you’ve carefully aimed between the beacons. Travelling, says Derrida,
normally implies that one leaves behind familiar shores to approach
the unknown: “The traveller would derive/drift away from a fixed and
attributable origin in order to arrive somewhere, whilst always having
the possibility to go home again, to return to the familiar banks. He
would drift on to the finish, thus closing the circle of destination.”2
As a rule, such solidarity of drift and arrival justifies the
paradigmatic value given in the West to a certain form of travelling:
the odyssey which, designating above all else the possibility to come
home again, represents the very form of its economy, literally the “law
of the house.”3 Actually, Derrida realises he has abused the word
dérive, which designates a movement that is too continuous: “rather
undifferentiated, too homogeneous, it appears to move away without
a jolt or bump from a supposed origin, from a shore, and from a
border made of indivisible borderlines. Yet the shore splits up (in)
those very lines, and there are anchoring effects, falling apart of
borders, boarding and unboarding strategies, fastening and mooring
structures, transit zones, bottlenecks and double binds.”4
Pierre Joris has, precisely, made of these effects a cornerstone of
his poetics: “turbulences/ incalculable formations// nothing straight/
no line” (AI, 24), or “shards, multi-/ edged reterritorialize onto/ the
roundness of escaping lines,” (AII, 80), and again “the dark matter/
that keeps us from/ flying apart, that/ keep the stars swirling/ in
galaxies of high/ speed.” (AII, 98). Shards, turbulences, dark matter
and other incalculable formations blur the maps and irremediably
prevent the traveller from reaching his/her destination. Taunting us
ever since Christopher Columbus (the so-called “the simplest, the
easiest, the most/ unavoidable journey”5), America is, alas, summed
up by its shadow resting upon Manhattan and the Hudson Bay: “the
border, the untouchable,/ the always elsewhere I stalk/ I push against
yet never/ touch” (AII, 82). What the dream ends in is exactly that
2

3

4
5

In Jacques Derrida & Catherine Malabou, Voyager avec Jacques Derrida—La Contreallée (Paris: Quainzaine Litteraire, 1999).
“The oikonimia will always follow Ulysses’s path. The latter always comes back to himself
or his kind, he only goes away with a view to be repatriated, to return home from where
leave is taken & space is allotted, the lot expired, fate commanded (moira),” in Jacques
Derrida, Donner le temps (Paris: Galilée, 1991).
In Jacques Derrida, “Spéculer sur Freud,” La Carte Postale (Paris: Flammarion, 1980).
Pierre Joris, La dernière traversée de la Manche, trans. Jean Portante & Jean-Paul Junck
(Echternach, Luxembourg: Éditions PHI, 1995) 82 [All English versions quoted from
author’s uncollected original].
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orbital voyage at the borders of the continent: “looking eerily empty/ a
few sailors pressing/ against the railings/ as the boat espouses the/
land’s curvature […]/ […] while/ outside the verdigris statue/ waves &
giggles.” (AII, 102).
The finality of such a poetical non-receiving leads to a capitulation
that, paradoxically, allows to embark, incised and in silence, upon a
transatlantic journey briskly set off: “too old now to play the games of
dispersal/ come, gather yourself into the fold of yourself,/ work there
in the wakefulness of unencumbered silence.”6 It is only after this
process of folding back onto oneself, painful but necessary, that one
begins to see the real aim, which gave meaning to the expedition from
the start and without knowing it: “a dark center/ everyone sucked in/
adventurers sharing concerns/ followed friends there/ like mad/
coatless I, most I/ from footsteps” (AII, 40).
In the preface to his essay on America, Jean Baudrillard in turn
exalts that movement which, by going through spaces voluntarily,
becomes an absorption of space itself: “Thus the centrifugal or
eccentric point is attained, where your moving about produces an
emptiness that absorbs you.” To take the “freeways” is to taste the
futile and absolute freedom of the periphery—the peripheral suburbs,
that form of spectral civilization, ever so close to blacking out, invented
by the Americans.
For Pierre Joris, the famous vanishing point—the end of all
resistance, which is at the same time the end of the journey’s scene
itself—bears a name that is at once seductive and deceptive, nueva
york, rica, oh: “rich my re-/ found fond-/ led city/ strong smell to/ walk
in/ for hours better/ than any forest/ no woodpaths dead/ alley’d here
it all/ opens on/ home/ after months of/ free-/ way warps that are
anything/ but free.”7 To free oneself of “freeways,” is to abolish the
circumnavigation and to renounce once and for all to finding back the
point of departure. In h.j.r., the Songs of the large and small spider
sing in canon the motif of the spiderweb—essential to understanding
the poetic architecture of Pierre Joris—, which spiralling weave
ceaselessly diverts the central principle: “Perpetual becoming/ runs
from/ the fictive center// o spiral/ aspire/ breathe in/ a well-being/ on
the way” (hjr, 52) whispers one, “In the mâwqif of writing/ become
spider/ ray-ing form/ sun-net/ penciled threads/ secreted, lines/ of
flight:/ tissage égale/ métissage/ spit our [sic] & swallow/ your words/
weave the world/ métisse-le” (hjr, 52-53).
6
7

Joris, La dernière traversée de la Manche, 95.
Joris, La dernière traversée de la Manche, 72.
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By winding and unwinding, weaving and cross-weaving, the “frayed
edges” (of the poem, the continent, the planet) wind up being right
about a “cosmotopgraphy” that no longer suits our postmodern
wanderings. The “nomad zigzag,” broken trajectory of the wanderer,
defies on their proper terrain the gravity and centripetal force that give
the earth, since good old Copernicus, its “unearned roundness.”8
Finally running on its last legs, the horseman’s eye defies “the circle/
of cold stones on the wadi’s bed” (hjr, 46).
*
Whatever the chosen means of transport may be (ferry, makeshift raft,
drunken boat), with Pierre Joris the geographical drift is accompanied
by a linguistic drift. On the one hand, there’s “the streaked skies
tending West/ & old sense of south-north/ drift und Drang verified”
and on the other “nomad names that/ desert things &/ change
objects,/ our pray,/ our prayer, fast/ gazelle,/ lithe ghazal” (P, 143).
The first chapter of Aljibar II, “Nimrod in Hell” (AII, 10-18), evokes,
moreover, the figure of a giant and powerful hunter, associated in the
Bible with the question of translation and in Dante with the loss of
meaningful language. What comes out of Nimrod’s mouth in the
Divine Comedy is obviously “neither the lingua franca of Latin nor the
new Vulgar Tongue:” an utterance as sibylline as “Raphèl maì
amècche zabì almi” may well represent “Babel’s babble” (that is, the
language that is untranslatable into any (other) language), for Pierre
Joris it is fitting as babble, babelian bavel, linked via the word bave,
French for drool, spittle, to “active saliva” and thus to “soul in
movement.”
In dérivation, there is once more dérive, drift. From filiation to
filiation, ready to pass by a false etymology—“but are any etymologies
really false?”—we come to the obvious: “Poet, translator: même
combat! We keep hunting among stones […]. But the selva will always
be oscura, mutters Rimbaud in the Ardennes, stumbling through [Saint]
Hubert’s hunting grounds” (AII, 16). Having escaped the mother and
her tongue, he “goes to Africa, travels the desert, the open space, no
selva oscura, no guide needed, he has learned the languages, this
nomad poet who knew that ‘living in the same place [he] would always
find wretched,’ to go on trafficking in the unknown, master of ‘la
chasse spirituelle,’ a hunt that will not let up” (AII, 18).
8

Joris, La dernière traversée de la Manche, 94.
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Hubert, Nimrod, Rimbaud, Joris—all are faces of the adventurer
who takes to the road “from & to/ the hell of that season/ full of
promises.” Hunter, trafficker and translator, the poet moves on, guided
by a “calamitous vagrant rhyme” (AI, 102), under “Clear summer
skies/ the only lightning this/ morning in the book/ the spark of
translation arcs/ between the poles of languages,/ hesitant instant,
zigzag, throwing/ light on light” (hjr, 40).
By its manifest will to bypass, to pass by, translation represents a
bumpy journey in itself, calling to mind that everyone is at once “here
& there,” like the Jedermann of the medieval mystery play: “towards a
nomadic translation, then, what I was brought here to talk about.//
Was transported here, to make sense of, a north making east into west
and west into east” (hjr, 40).
To the extent that (poetic) continents and compass directions slide, the
drunken boat advances towards that in-between that finally allows
everyone to remain who he/she is, whilst keeping the barrier breached
to navigate, against the wind and tides, in the territorial waters of the
Other. Thanks to “errant spellings” that constantly “move lines” (P,
140), entre becomes antre, i.e. a hideout, for reinvented memory and
found again complicities: “we sat & smoked Cuba/ sighed Africa/
sited America/ vaude-willed Haiti/ wept the Maghreb/ set the world
neither aright nor afire nor akimbo/ recrossed Pont Neuf/ had coffee
& croissants at Le Petit Bar/ embraced at metro gate/ shot up the veins
of another new morning/ will meet again just there/ I mean here” (AI,
102).
To sit down for a moment amongst spectres of loved ones,
gathering common memories and to start off anew: that “Baudelairian
pleasure/ spouse of Benjaminian nostalgia” also holds for writing,
which constantly advances by ricocheting, by interposed citations,
copy-pasting of a poetic & nomadic repertory where one finds again,
pell mell, the names of old companions of the road: Paul Celan, Ezra
Pound, Arthur Rimbaud, Emily Dickinson, Ossip Mandelstam, Jack
Kerouac or Octavio Paz.
According to Walter Benjamin, precisely, the citation operates as a
highwayman, at the border of the known and the unknown. Armed
with its “sharp and cutting” edges, it convokes, calls out, invokes and
sets up an encounter (the primary meaning of the Spanish citar is “to
make an appointment”), but at the same time dismantles, diverts,
refracts and draws out a new meaning in found “objects,” whether
they are real or fictional: “The path across passages, is itself actually
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also a spectral march where the doors give way and the walls open
up.” Quoting, in Benjamin’s sense, is walking along, passing by, to
interrupt the false continuum of time. The poems of Pierre Joris,
sprinkled with quotes, have no lesser ambition: to rub history and
geography the wrong way, in the hope of stealing from the dividing
lines a dazzling and spectral meaning that allows them to be inserted
in a “constellation of danger” constantly renewed.
[Translated from French by Peter Cockelbergh]
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Allen Fisher

COGENT ATTENTION IN THE WORK OF
PIERRE JORIS
There is a cogent attention to boundaries in Pierre Joris’s work; a
nimble and multiple attention that takes on a range of concerns and
interests, informing his poetry and his poetics. Building from one of its
roots in “bound,” boundary relates to land and action, the concept of
readiness, destiny, obliged action or preparation to go. There is also
the link to binding and bonding. Onions adds “the limiting line”1 and
it takes very little stretch to hear “bounder” and “bounce.” To have any
of these roots or rhizomic strands in mind, when reading Joris’s work,
can provide an expansive potential. The nimbleness of his attentions
provide the basis for his ideas of nomad poetics, his attentions to
discussions of place and locality shifted against journeying and break
from restriction, away from single centre and, as he notes on the first
page of Turbulence, “WHEN THE SPOKE IS SINUOUS, WHAT IS THE
SHAPE OF THE WHEEL?” His deliberations are actions involved with
movement or attentions to movement, a preparedness through
investigative thought, questioning destiny, critiquing obligation, bag
already packed in the hallway. At the same time his lyricism binds him
to his own proprioception and existential condition, his camaraderie
and loyalty to friends. He plays these relations into and between each
other, it is an open field poetics set within and around existing forms
and modes he has just invented.
One of the loveliest aspects of Pierre Joris’s work is his lyric, his
homing lilt, a play with language that has been, it may not surprise
him to recall, an instinct of centring in his work since the work’s
wander began. The pun or shift of word from noun into verb:
1

C.T. Onions, The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1966).
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every other watering
hole, holed up
at lake’s edge2

Pierre Joris has been involved with and in nomad poetics for
generations, not simply its physical form in excursion from Luxembourg
to Annandale-on-Hudson, NY (Bard College) in America, to London
and Paris, North Africa and now back in the USA (Albany and
Brooklyn). His poetics has been involved in translations and
transpositions for more than forty years; his nomad poetics is an active
confrontation and involvement in a range of languages, both his own
and others. His attention to the work of Paul Celan in extensive
translations has been exemplary.3
Reading through h.j.r., a book of poetry published in 1999 by
OtherWind Press (most of which is in the last section of Poasis:
Selected Poems, 1986-99) the recurrence of attention to nomadism
becomes evident. He cites Maurice Blanchot at the masthead,
“Nomadism answers to a relation that possession cannot satisfy.” In
2003 Wesleyan published Joris’s A Nomad Poetics: Essays. The book
includes the essays “Nomad Century Ahead” (1998), “Notes toward a
Nomadic Poetics” (1996-2002) and “The Nomadism of Pablo
Picasso” (2001). His most recent book of essays, Justifying the Margins
(from Salt, 2009) includes: “On the Nomadic Circulation of
Contemporary Poetics” (2009) and “The Seamlessly Nomadic Future
of Collage” (undated).
Joris enriches his nomad poetics through attention to the work of
Deleuze and Guattari in their second volume of Capitalism and
Schizophrenia,4 but his own poetry precedes their work in this
discussion and does not entirely support it. Joris’s nomad poetics
recognises a nomad history in play with a sedentary history; for
Deleuze and Guattari, nomadology is the opposite of a history.5 Every
jump following a catastrophic cusp, every heartbeat and nerve impulse
changes the territory,6 just as localities are a flux of movements and
2
3

4

5
6

“Ode or Nearly Here” (hjr, 3).
In particular, Paul Celan Breathturn (1995), translated by Pierre Joris, & Paul Cela
Threadsuns (2000), translated by Pierre Joris, both books Los Angeles: Sun & Moon
Press.
Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, Capitalism & Schizophrenia, trans.
Brian Massumi (London: The Athlone Press, 1988).
Deleuze & Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 23.
René Thom, Structural Stability & Morphogenesis, trans. D.H. Fowler (Reading, MA. &
London: Benjamin-Cummings, 1972, 1975) & Christopher Zeeman, Catastrophe
Theory: Selected Papers 1972-1977 (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1977).
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alterations. The poet travels by intensity and displacements; the poet’s
movements in spacetime “depend on intensive thresholds of nomadic
deterritorialisation […] that simultaneously define complementary,
sedentary reterritorializations.”7 The move is away from central Europe
in order to redefine it, reterritorise its position through translation in a
redefined spacetime; assemblage is the process of becoming
something else. The cell membrane boundary is a process. Deleuze
and Guattari over-territorise in this sense, they are too nervous about
what is deterritorialized and reterritorialized. The poet does not, the
poet digs for an etymology simultaneous with a playful disregard for a
word’s origins. Deleuze and Guattari eat their own tails when they say,
“A territory is always en route to an at least potential
deterrritorialization, even though the new assemblage may operate a
reterrritorialization […],”8 in this respect their aesthetics are circular
and highly limited. Their analyses are however extensive and
considerably useful. They define the nomad in terms of the war
machine and propose that the “nomad has a territory; he follows
customary paths […] goes from point to point only as a consequence
and as a factual necessity” and secondly, contrary to the sedentary
road, the “nomadic trajectory […] distributes people (or animals) in an
open space, one that is indefinite and noncommunicating.” Thus the
nomos, in their sense, “stands in opposition to the law or the polis
[…].” Thus thirdly, “nomad space is smooth, marked only by ‘traits’
that are effaced and displaced by trajectory.”9 Deleuze and Guattari’s
thesis, whilst perhaps more elaborated for their own philosophical
requirements, is more categorical and restricted than the proposals for
boundary and bonds made through Joris’s poetry.
“Ode or Nearly Here,” begins a quest in h.j.r. with a stability, a
place to return to:
Stopped the Quest
a stand of oak (hjr, 3)

and elements of narrative journey follow:
every other watering
hole, holed up

7
8
9

Deleuze & Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 54.
Deleuze & Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 326.
Deleuze & Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 380-381.
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[…] How many weekend visitors added
their ashes
to a fire we let die
[…] (hjr, 3)
[…] this tribe of
spangled summer-semi-nomads
[…]
mid-morning caravan
of what passes (hjr, 3-4)

which is lifted and enhanced by the figurative nomad in:
A ta’wil of uncommunity
the unavowable thought
through & in (hjr, 5)

“ta’wil” provides Joris with a necessary potential for allegorical
interpretations in poetry, in recognition of the work of Henry Corbin
(particularly Avicenna and the Visionary Recital [1950]) and to some
extent, through Robert Kelly and George Quasha’s proposal in Vort
(#5 Vol 2, No. 2, 1974), a new “How to read.” The substance is that
poetry can provide the materials for an enhanced understanding of
human achievement and potential, and this can be realised through
close reading. Joris provides an exemplary example of this practice in
“Translation at the Mountain of Death” in Justifying the Margins (JtM,
87-100), in which he offers a translation of Celan’s poem
“TODTNAUBERG” and close reads the poem at a number of levels
from its material and political meanings through to its substantial
meaning. The nomad poetic thus is not a matter of taking a route
through, but a number of routes, not necessarily in the horizontal
direction, “at the beginning all directions are equivalent” and “the sign
reads TOUTES DIRECTIONS/points one way only” (Turb, 12), and
towards an oasisic goal, but archaeological and visionary and without
firm conclusion, “the unavowable thought/through & in” (hjr, 5). Joris
comes to the reality of the poetic practice where,
Enjambment saves
another day, caravans (hjr, 5)
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There is a constant or frequent shifting here, out on a limb to check an
unknown route as well as back into his own space of word sound
association:
[…] a horse
for witching
ours or theirs, “we go by
sound alone” […] (hjr, 6)

Horse whip becomes witching-hour. This is a recurring mode, in
Winnetou Old,10 “[…] the bone titan
crouching knot- / sayer
a preventer
a not-sayer
a stop-gap bony / head wedged
into that opening in the self that is the/ self
slash
through
which soul flows […]” (P, 72) and, at the end of the same text the play
of “exile down the narrowest cut
he believes himself
& finds / a
home therein
exile night elixir” (P, 84).
Five years after Winnetou Old, the h.j.r. “Ode or Nearly Here” is
descriptive of journeys and interrupted by self-reflection or internal
movement, the nomadic self in the landscape in the thinking poet:
Redirection
the aggregates. Ho-hum. Midmorning horse
flies. Peg
the tent to sand […] (hjr, 6)

The use of a right hand margin throughout “Ode” adds to the
discomfort contemporary with confidence. The poetic discourse
repeatedly addresses the concept of boundary; on the page, in the
vocabulary, in the themes, in the use of knowledge. An obvious
recurrence is “desert” with its direct implications of, or associations
with, nomadic peoples and encounters, the author’s experiences in
North Africa and with Arab literature, his personal internal encounters
with his own mobile self, in fact a refusal “to come to the point,” a
refusal of “male insistence”11 and “between, between,/ the only place
to be!” (hjr, 10). This is followed by “IN THE NOMAD HOUSE SHE
WAS ALL/ alone before time” (hjr, 13); “the daily move/ the daily
10
11

Pierre Joris, Winnetou Old (Buffalo, NY: Meow Press, 1994).
“ANIMALS TO THE POINT” (hjr, 8).
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oasis” and “systole/ diastole/ of nomad thought” (hjr, 14), which
almost recalls, “Another oasis reached// o! as is, as is, oh Isis/
beached again// a mother oh! As is re: ache’d […]” and “enacted the
oasis problem:// a place to come & go from/never to be in, caught
there […].”12
This is not a conventional concept of the nomadic, nor is it Deleuze
and Guattari’s, Joris’s earlier essays elaborate this. In Turbulence,
quoting Norbert Weiner (1950)13 “it is since the times of the nomads/
when it was necessary to remember/ the location of the pasturing
grounds/ that the importance of the place where one is/ has been
exaggerated […]” (Turb, 16; also P, 60). In h.j.r. he challenges
Weiner’s colleague, Charles Olson, and his focus on a small city,
[…] the smallest
unit, the particle is
everything – & it moves,
it crosses boundaries, it moves
wherever […] (hjr, 18)

The concept of movement out and inwards, on the route to water and
origins recurs. In “TO KEEP THE PAGAN PACT” he writes:
how the settled tribes
root themselves […]
so that
the Sumerians
say
(where did
they come from? They
come from
their own well […] (hjr, 19-20)

In the same poem, “the sedentary refusal of ‘the affirmation/ of
nomadic truth’ (MB)” (hjr, 22), whereas the nomad moves towards
“the distance of/ a bowshot” (hjr, 23) to the “curve of horizon” (hjr,
24) and “the unsettled tribes/ pick up & move/ on” (hjr, 24), which in
12

13

In Pierre Joris, The Irritation Ditch (San Diego: Parenthesis Writing Series, 1991) n.p.
Also, in slightly altered form, in P, 43.
Norbert Weiner, The Human Use of Human Beings. Cybernetics & Society (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950).
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a following poem via Edmond Jabès produces the land in “Wandering
creates the desert” (hjr, 28).
There is an important point that much of the discussion so far
misses and it can be opened quickly. Joris makes clear this depth in
his introduction to “The Nomadism of Pablo Picasso” (reprinted in A
Nomad Poetics), where he writes, “[…] the question of a nomadic
writing is not necessarily rooted in the writer giving up the mother
language […]. Rather the matter of a nomadic writing is anchored
elsewhere, specifically in the syntactic and grammatical manipulations
the given language is subjected to, in order to free it from a range of
traditional constraints.” (ANP, 115).
Tim Ingold provides a cogent apprehension of the nomad in 1986:
“If we ask,” he writes, “what moves, in a nomadic regime, that
remains stationary in a sedentary one, the answer cannot be the
individual—who moves as much in both—but his destination, which is
moved ‘in his mind’ in advance of the journey itself. In its material
aspect, nomadic movement is that component of actual ‘on-theground movement’ occasioned by the displacement of the point of
arrival from the point of departure, and the nomadic track is a path
connecting these points.”14
On the same page he notes, “To rest in a place is, in a minimal
sense, to ‘inhabit’ it, so that habitations may be defined as places from
which people set out and at which they arrive. If the latter are spatially
separate from the former, we may speak of shifts of habitation. Such
relocations […] constitute the essence of nomadism in its material
aspect.”15
As the reader navigates Joris’s h.j.r. there is a four-page intruding
island at “Aegean Short-wave” where the open field form shifts into a
condensed clipped set of enjambed almost prose-formed paragraphs,
redolent of the text in “Lemur Mornings” in Turbulence and, in this
process, “things/ flounder under the combined weight of their
polylingual accretions […]” (hjr, 31). “The Dream of the Desert in the
Book” pulls the reader back into the earlier process and geography
where “The book lies open/ […]/ in all the oases/ […]/ behind every
sand dune […]” (hjr, 34) an almost esoteric poem follows; it is the
mind’s eye and its celestial journey, or intellectual journey to find the
pole, involved in translations from the Maghreb and then the book’s
14

15

Tim Ingold, The appropriation of nature. Essays on human ecology & social relations
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1986) 175.
Ingold, The appropriation of nature, 175.
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title poem, a prose section, follows with a narrative journal of
experience in this North African desert region.
THE PLACE OF ROADS
is off the road—
make tracks
w/ words, grains
of sand shifting
dunes (hjr, 45)

and
be gone
get off the road
(what road
when […] (Turb, 12)
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Maghreb, Algeria—géographèmes
Peter Cockelbergh—In his brilliant review of Poasis, Robert Kelly talks
about the “poetics of information”—a notion we have picked up in
another conversation already. Nevertheless, and sticking with another
Kelly phrase (taken from In Time), this “feeding for the intelletto” often
seems to be tied in with the local, with what you come across as a
poet/traveller: it can be “Reineke Fuchs” in A Single-Minded Bestiary,
Luxembourg antlers, a Jonathan Williams interview in VORT magazine
#4 for Hearth-Work, or, more recently, “Saint Hubert” in “Nimrod in
Hell,” the forty Stations of Mansur Al-Hallaj you found online or your
current location, Bay Ridge, and its connections to Gilbert Sorrentino.
Why not discuss such an inevitable (and nomadic) entering of the local
in your work by means the 1978 collection of poems, Tanith Flies,
which you wrote when you lived in Algeria, and which uses the local
myth of Tanith?
Pierre Joris—Well, it can be the Maghreb or anywhere else, to me the
important thing indeed is the anchor into the particular and that was of
course learned again from the Americans: Williams—let’s mention
Williams!—and Pound. Though Pound is, in a strange way, a great
“generalizer,” whereas Williams is a great “particularizer.”
I suddenly have to think of Jerome Rothenberg’s Seneca Journal as
well, which I was reading yesterday, and its opening piece that
mentions both Pound’s “poem including history,” and Olson’s “history
as localism.”
Yes, although Olson doesn’t really get that from Pound, but from
Williams. One reason why I didn’t care for the European tradition, or,
if you want, for the French tradition, is that to them poetry is an
abstraction, or, in a different version of the same, poetry is about
feelings, or if you don’t want feelings, then it’s about the mind. That
gets boring very fast, because it becomes a sameness. Abstraction
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makes out of a lot of different particularities one generality; it makes
difference into sameness. That’s totally boring. I only need to write one
poem like that and I’ve said it, right? Why repeat it from a slightly
different angle? But if you look around, if you look at where you are,
wherever that is, you will see things that you won’t see elsewhere.
Take the fact that nearly all the streets of the medina are covered. How
come you’re walking in an underground? It’s of course the local
condition of the heat: it’s one way of keeping out the heat. Or why do
I find that specific blue color as the paint here? And why do I find it in
this town in Tunisia, and that other town in Sicily? Is it just an aesthetic
blue? No! It’s not Heidegger talking about the blue of the
Mediterranean and how the Germans love that blue. It’s not Gottfried
Benn’s “Das Blaue.” Historically, people know that this type of blue is
a color that repels the flies. That is what I like, because then I write
Tanith Flies.
So what was interesting to me when I got to Algeria was not: “How
is this the same as where I was before?” nor: “How do I connect this
with America or London?” But: “How is it different?” If I listen to the
music, the music is different. Now, I’m not good enough in music to
describe that difference in learned terminology, but I can use it in a
poem: the particularity of how this Arab musician is playing the violin,
holding it between the legs. So that is one image that enters Tanith
Flies. That is the particular: the weird thing that I saw, that struck me,
and so that enters the poem, trying to create its own meaning.
“a violin/ played/ the way the arabs do// between the legs./ how do
we know/ that we don’t.// the short hairs/ string the bow/ the resin/
love’s residue/ makes no sound.”… “what we do not understand/
sounds all the same to us” (Tanith Flies).
The danger of course is tourism: “Ah, yeah, look how different they
are!” But in fact tourism only looks at difference to bring it back to
sameness. Difference is simply made exotic & built into the aesthetics
of the Club Méditerranée. What interests me is how—whatever the
difference is—, how it will alter the perception of the world. Thus when
I wrote the “Three Berber Songs” in h.j.r. & Aljibar, these poems come
out of cosmological considerations solidly inscribed into three nearabstract figures used on Berber pottery over the centuries. They are the
great spider & the small spider representing a whole narrative of
cosmology in the Berber world. So, yes, it is very pretty. Yes, I have
Berber pots of that order & the aesthetics are fine to look at, but they
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were not meant to be just pretty objects! They were meant to be read
as cosmological statements. So what can I do with that? How can that
enter my life, my writing there? The particulars of any given place are
interesting, but I have no interest in abstracting them, by saying they’re
all the same & all is one.
So that happened with Tanith as well, with that different local myth
entering life and work?
Yes, you want to explore how people think and function, what their
way of explaining the world is. You don’t do that because you want to
generalize & bring it all back to some monomythology, some
monotheism. The richness simply is the particularity. I don’t care
whether it is in the myth or in the food—as I like to cook, & cook
different dishes from the different places I am at or have been.
Particulars, the taste, the smells, but also the way things are done
differently: cooking in the open fire in the Pyrenees, having to turn the
pot so that all sides eventually get heated as it stands in a corner of
the fire, as we do continuously when we’re there—what Nicole has
called “cuisiner en coin.”
For me, Charles Olson certainly very accurately pointed to the
importance of the particularity of things, & his investigative poetry was
all about this—although the term “investigative” comes from Olson’s
student, Ed Sanders. And maybe that’s a good term to go to: poetry as
the tool of investigation, rather than as a tool of reporting, or even of
mirroring. You want to investigate the world; you don’t want to
investigate your little ego’s minor irritations & neuroses—who cares!
Because the world is always different from what you are. That’s the
interesting thing, & the scary part also.
In that sense Kelly’s image, which I often use in my classes to this
day is useful. Robert, who dislikes pop music & didn’t like the students’
infatuation with sixties rock & pop, asked what the perfect cover for a
pop record would be? Well, Kelly said, it’s the mirror, because what
you want is to find yourself, to find sameness, recognition,
reassurance: “Oh, this singer feels exactly as heart-broken as I.” And
then Kelly continued to explain how art is something else, how art is
that which is other, so that if you go into that, the risk you take is that
you come out other than you went in. You’re not the same, & it’s that
breaking of sameness that is the core act art invites us into. One way
of doing exactly this is by being mindful, by investigating, by looking at
& keeping in mind the particularities of the world you’re in at a given
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moment. In that sense, the nomadic is a continuous challenge to your
normal, probably relatively healthy laziness, i.e. your desire for being
at home, and being able to rest and feeling totally at one. And as
soon as you’re at one, you’re screwed.
Deleuze/Guattari’s famous n-1!
Indeed! [laughter]
You already had vested in interest in the Maghreb before you went to
live there in 1976. I’m obviously thinking of your crucial sharing of
Shakespeare &Co’s upper floor with Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine, which
you talk of in Justifying the Margins. But how come Algeria? And what
were life and work like in Constantine?
The Maghreb had been there ever since I met Khaïr-Eddine in 1966 in
Paris. Although in those days I was also involved with Jean Fanchette,
the Antillean psychoanalyst and writer & his magazine Two Cities,
which had opened up the Caribbean for me. So I became conscious
of the Francophone fringes, because it wasn’t just Algeria, there was
Tangiers, Bowles, Burroughs, the musicians Brion Gysin had brought
to our attention, etc. The interest in those areas was wide—& not only
based on kif.
There was a chance element, too. I wanted to get out of England &
return to New York, which I considered “my” city ever since I moved
there in 1969, all the way to today, but my then companion refused to
move back to America. We didn’t know what to do, until a letter from
Clayton Eshleman arrived, which said that he had just been offered a
job teaching creative writing at the University of Constantine, but that
he was not going to take it, because he didn’t want to go there, &
asking whether maybe I was interested. It was fifteen years after the
revolutionary war of Independence, one was reading post-colonial
thinkers etc., so I applied & got the job. It wasn’t the US, but as long
as I can go places, I’ll go & explore, & so we wound up in
Constantine. There’s a lot of this in the Tanith Flies materials, too.
Constantine led to incredible discoveries for me. When, for
instance, we drove down to Batna, & on from Batna to the gorgeous
little oasis of El Oued, I realized all of a sudden that when I needed to
go to Tunisia to get my passport renewed, I would have to cross the
Chott el Djerid salt lake… i.e. the setting for the opening chapter of
Karl May’s Durch die Wüste, the first volume of his collected works! So
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the whole childhood reading becomes connected as one aspect of this
move, as I’m literally tracing the geo-topography of my childhood’s
imagination. In that sense the Maghreb was both already totally
familiar while, of course, in the reality of it all, it was totally unfamiliar.
And it’s also the first time I’m actually in a post-colonial country that is,
furthermore, following the eastern path, i.e. following the Soviet model
of development—from Luxembourg I had always gone south, & then
off to America… “go west young man…” I mean, it’s post-1968, so
one’s thinking is inevitably connected to the political (even if I had
always been radically un-French in never joining the Parti Communiste,
something most young French intellectuals & artists did in those days).
So, long enough after the “buzz” of independence had worn off, it was
also politically interesting for me to be in Algeria, to be in real thirdworld socialism, & witness its authoritarian imposition on exactly those
areas where socialism has never worked: the collectivizing of farmers,
which never worked in Russia nor anywhere else. In this sense, too, it
was fascinating to be in Algeria, even if it was also extremely
frustrating, because you had at a certain level total immobility with (at
least) two systems interlocking: bureaucratic Stalinist socialism laced
with the remnants of French colonial bureaucracy & its immutable
hierarchies, interlaced with old tribal hierarchical structures & their
feudal ways. These all interlocked, creating near-total paralysis. It was
strange & sad for me to witness the slow erosion of the great hopes of
post-colonial development. Constantine was a great & fascinating
discovery, even though not something I wrote very much about. Maybe
that’s because it felt more like a narrative, or even a novelistic event or
possibility. I actually always wanted to write a novel about those years,
or rather a “récit,” in the Blanchotian manner. But I never got to it.
Is the Maghrebian desert also where you found mica? A word or
particular that reappears in December Work, in “Revving Charon’s
Outboard Engine,” “A Dream of the Desert in the Book” and most
notably in Meditations: “hot sand & mica/ hides as lint// in the
pockets/ of your heart” (Mediation #1) or “mica” as a separator and
as having lost its glitter (Meditations #24 and #36)?
Yes, such particulars occur in one’s life & thus enter one’s writing life.
There are moments & themes that can be summed up in one word.
“Mica” is such a word for me, in that it is that particular thing in the
huge sameness of sand, this tiny object that glitters & appears, is there,
all of a sudden as itself, separated from the other grains that make the
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mass of sand. The sun strikes it from different angles, its glitter is
blinding & at the same time reassuring. It has all those strange
qualities: it’s glittering fool’s gold, & it’s also simply what it is, a kind of
crystal that has its own total exactitude. And I like the word “mica,”
four interesting letters, starting off with that long “m,” the longest letter
of the alphabet, then “i,” the shortest, then the “-ca,” “k” and “a,”
which is always a big ending sound. Just the music of the word itself
fascinates me. And so it will return. Like in the Meditations, where it is
present & central to the first poem of the sequence, with the “sand”
and the “hands in the pockets,” & then returns several times later on. It
is nearly like a rhyme, an image-rhyme as Robert Duncan would say,
but one that may come back ten poems later, hopefully inducing an
“aha” in the reader, & showing the way back to the first poem, to its
first appearance. It can be reassuring. Or it can be meant as in music:
somewhere along the continuum something returns, re-sounding,
linking. And it may actually be fool’s gold, mica glitter. Or it may
move into some other direction, so that the word may then move you
toward elsewhere.
Is there a certain “iterability” at work then? Or even an “accumulation”—with that doubleness about it, as in Hearth-Work:
“unbuilding the ac-/ cumulated?”
There’s indeed a certain obsessiveness that comes in, despite the fact
that you keep travelling. We of course fool ourselves into thinking that
we can make it new the next morning by just flying somewhere else.
No, we carry the baggage with us, and “rhyme” is not necessarily bad,
it’s only bad when today it comes in metered poems at the end of the
line, totally foreseeable, boring & reassuring. Rhyme as an insurance
policy. But “rhyme” doesn’t have to be sound rhyme, there’s image
rhyme…
…and semantic, thematic or (Poundian) historical rhyme…
Indeed. It’s that obsession with things, which I guess we all have—who
knows why? This is why psychoanalysis was invented: why do you like
feet, why do feet keep coming back in your life? High heels & so on?
They’re the particulars that we want to know about in some way. Not
that the poet somehow has to work/worm into the unconscious: you
don’t want to do automatic writing to discover the unconscious. But
obviously you are listening to whatever this deep image is that you get
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access to, & you let it out & it will come back. I think any poet you
read can have this effect. You will always find specific concepts or
words—as I said earlier, either for the pleasure of the simple word, like
“mica,” or for any number of other reasons.
The other thing in “iterability” is a bit more Derridean, & has, I
think, to do with forgetting, which in some way is totally contradictory.
Iterability is about repetition, about the same, but in fact it’s about
forgetting that you have used that word & so you use it again. And
thus every time is somehow the first time & at the same time it is not
new, it is repetition. That, to me, would be an interesting way of trying
to think through this. Forgetting is an important aspect. Writing is not
really about having a great memory & remembering—Kerouac is
known as “the great rememberer,” because he would live through
something & then he would go to his mother’s house & reproduce it as
accurately as he could, as a “great rememberer” of all these events.
But writing to me is also—at the same time!—a great forgetting, which
is very much necessary for it—& for the writer. So that tomorrow
morning when I sit down and I want to write, I don’t want to know or
remember what I’ve written before, I want to enter into language in
some way that wasn’t there before… In fact, if a word like “mica”
would come tomorrow morning after we’ve spent half an hour talking
about it today, I would try to forget that we have talked about it, to let
that word do whatever it wants to do in the morning. It’s definitely not
a Joycean way of connecting it all, because that is myth, & myth is a
structure that tends to bind your ass to the past. What interests me is to
break myth down, & move it on, reshuffle & redistribute the elements,
even possibly bend the structure, the syntax of myth, because all those
particularities, facts or occasions are already set inside fixed structures,
or we’ve already put them inside these structures—because it’s always
the same elements, be it “mica” or marrying your female cousin or
whatever.
I think poetry is about taking the particular out of set structures &
letting it find a new setting for itself. Poetry is about making new
connections, & they’re meaningful. Poetry to me is useful if it makes
new meaning, or to phrase this in a different way: if I know what a
poem is going to say, i.e. if I know where the structure of the poem will
lead (me) to, I don’t want to write it, I’m no longer interested. I want
the poem to discover something I didn’t know, & that is a new
meaning, that’s what I’m looking for & where I want to travel.
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Constantine is also where you met Habib Tengour, whose work you
have translated and with whom you’ve just finished composing and
editing the Diwan Ifrikiya, the fourth volume in the Poems for the
Millennium series.
Habib was teaching in the sociology department of the University of
Constantine, & there was this immediate obvious attraction, or
knowledge that we were of the same company, the guild of the poetas
& nomads & translators, so that nearly forty years later, we wind up
doing the Maghrebian anthology together. But that project had
actually already started back then, when I got the feeling that “there’s
so much happening here, & those in Europe & America are not aware
of any of it!” I also talk about it in the introduction to the anthology:
on the one hand, you have authoritarian regimes, all of them, which
do not foster but in fact repress cultural invention & writers, because
writers are also critical. Yet on the other hand, even the local
“traditionalists” are uninterested in going back & actually uncovering &
working with the traditions (especially the past & present oral
traditions) of the Maghreb. This could be very useful for the region
itself, because in the total haste—and necessity—of building a modern
state, this stuff gets lost in the shuffle, when it could be a core part of
the new culture emerging, would enrich it, give it more facets, avoid
bland imitations of the most supposedly “advanced” Euro-American
Kulchur-stuff; I can’t help but think of the advances Jerome
Rothenberg’s sense of ethnopoetics could bring to enlivening theses
culture debates in the Maghreb. In a way, that is what Habib & I have
been trying to do in the anthology…
You’ve made such ethnopoetic connections about the Mashrek
elsewhere, too: Abu Nuwas and the great Bagdad poets and their
connection to the 19th century French city poets, Baudelaire, Mallarmé,
Rimbaud, Verlaine… And Adonis.
Yes, but the connections really are manifold. Take those amazing,
strange, very difficult & powerful 17th to 18th century poems in the
Maghreb, which were, when they were written, avant-gardish in that
they broke with the classical Arab Qacida tradition, by bringing in the
Maghrebian vernacular (so the purist Arab linguist would say: “This is
a bad poem, because it uses words that are not in the traditional Arab
canon”), and because they broke with the formal elements of the old
Qacida, too, though it’s still a formal poem. Those 17th & 18th century
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poems are, in turn, still being sung today by the Melhun singers; they
are still the texts that those superb singers & groups are putting out on
cassette & CD in Rabat (Morocco) or Tunis. They’re singing a poem
composed in the 16th century by Sidi Boumediene in Tlemcen (Algeria)
& the listeners today will still know the poem. Amazing!
And then it’s also fascinating to see the generation of the first postcolonial writers. Someone like Kateb Yacine, who begins to write right
after 1945 as a young man, i.e. at the moment of what we call “the
road to independence,” and who is clearly reading William Faulkner.
But at the same time, he is also totally interested in & conversant with
the oral tradition of his place. And so this is the new literature of the
Maghreb, coming out of a combination of avant-garde, twentiethcentury, worldwide writing & the oldest oral literatures. In this sense, it
completely jibes with what Jerry does in Technicians, except that in
Technicians he shows how a 19th-century Sioux poem is totally valid &
readable today, & in no way a museum piece, because a late 20thcentury French or American poet uses the same or similar ways of
writing, even though that American poet may not be directly influenced
by or directly working from that Sioux poem. In the Maghrebian
situation, however, you have very complex & enriching direct
connections of simultaneity.
These totally double traditions is something I want to make very
visible in the anthology: there is, because of Arabic and Berber, a
written tradition and an oral tradition, but it’s not as if the oral tradition
ended when writing was discovered… They’re totally parallel, they
both go on today! And so you also have struggles, fights between the
one & the other, for example: one of the Moroccan Amazigh poets I
performed with a couple of years ago in Tangiers, has two separate
careers. He writes Modernist poems in the Berber language (he’s a
poet like Habib or Khaïr-Eddine, although more Eliotian), & in his
second career he is a Berber oral poet. Very early on, in his early
twenties, he beat all the old poets in their popular ritual jousting
tournaments because he had the incredible ability to perform those
call & response poems (where someone improvises lines & stanzas in a
certain measure & with specific rhyme schemes, and then you have to
answer in the same formal frame either with praise or with a critical
put-down, a jousting challenge.) So Ahmed Assid became the great
jouster champion poet, whilst also writing modern poems. But when I
asked him whether the point wasn’t eventually to combine those two
creations into a third, new form, or at least to let the one influence the
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other, he said: “no, no, not possible.” So there are all kinds of strange
cases & figures in the Maghreb—something I find totally fascinating.
The last poem in the anthology is by a young Moroccan poet,
Omar Berrada, and it is dedicated & speaks to the three names in its
opening line; it’s a poem written towards those three, combining prose
bits and poems. The first of these is a French avant-gardista, Alfred
Jarry. The second poet it’s dedicated to, is my old friend, now dead,
the Canadian avant-garde poet, bp Nichol. The third one is Ibn Arabi,
the 12th/13th century master Sufi poet & philosopher… And that’s the
last poem in the anthology! It makes all the links: with contemporary,
avant-garde English-language performance poetry, breaching the
traditional Maghreb-French connection, with the most disruptive of the
late 19th, early 20th-century French writers & then back to the greatest
& most disruptive of mystical poets from the twelfth century. That’s
what interests me in the Maghreb.
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III
Spaces

Mohammed Bennis

PIERRE JORIS
AN ARABIC ISLAMIC TURN IN THE POEM & ITS
THOUGHT
1
Pierre Joris’s poetic trajectory inscribes itself in the ancestral poetic
traditions. But in his case, it takes on a proper distinctiveness. At stake
is an experience at once of and in life, translation and poetry. Nothing
hints at a separation between these roads that teach us the exact
meaning of a commitment to a poetic vision:
a
way
to go with
the arrow

in flight

curve of horizon
cure of horizon
take flight (P, 171)

This (plural) road invites us to tirelessly follow traces. Whence the title
of this poem: “To Keep the Pagan Pact.” Keeping (prolonging, or
safeguarding) the pagan pact is that sense of following the trace in the
movement, which the body has to renew. Far from a beginning or an
end, this movement prolongs the pact, recreates breath. Thus the
trajectory takes shape. And what is essential, reveals itself in a
continuity between life, translation and poetry.
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2
Pierre Joris calls this trajectory a nomad poetics. A sign forms itself
through a process, because the nomad poetics is not given in
advance, nor is it a territory of which the limits are set once and for all.
Joris’s poetics can take the qualifier nomad only at the moment when
it is formed in the long run, when it has duration, becomes a process.
Infinite rotation. A wandering that continues in the moving on. A poet
wanderer, who only stops to get moving again. Thus the nomad lives
in perpetual movement. Here, Joris listens to what Maurice Blanchot
has to say on the subject: “Nomadism answers to a relation that
possession cannot satisfy” (hjr, 1).
It is certain that our poet borrows several definitions of nomadism
from other people. The plurality of borrowed definitions is typical of
texts by poets and writers. This proves crucial, when Joris specifies the
difference between philosophy and poetry:
philosophy is the enemy of the nomad because, as Novalis knew,
philosophy is only a sort of home sickness, a need to feel everywhere
at home. Poetry is the opposite: a desire to feel everywhere estranged,
in touch with or at least reaching for the other, out of house & home.
Poetry is to be out of house & home. In a tent, maybe, in the text,
maybe, intent on the texture underhand, underfoot. The basic desire of
poetry is therefore nomadic. (ANP, 46)

Herein lies an approach that is wary of the so widespread confusions
between philosophy and poetry, or between philosophy and poetics.
3
At the age of 15, Pierre Joris meets an English girl along the road of
life, the first woman with whom he fell in love. An encounter that
translates in his choice to write in English. Here, life and poetry shift
sense. As though the poet, without compromise, leaves one
community to join a coming community: “A summer and then that
from which writing has its origin: separation, dispersal,
distance. Distance through which to reach with writing” (ANP, 60).
One should know that separation, dispersal and distance mark but
a first step in the movement toward the coming community. That
movement is subsequently confirmed by the fact of joining the new
community. Is it for love, in folly, or with a poetic mind that the
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separation announces itself? Pointless to look for a single meaning of
cutting loose and belonging to. What matters is the solidarity between
the different parts of the movement.
4
A coming community, a nomad community. In the poetic sense,
nomads are above all poets, though they are also those people who
have made their destiny of walking along thirst’s road. Pierre Joris cut
himself loose from his proper linguistic (French, German,
Luxembourgish) and geographical (Luxembourg) community so as to
belong to a community that is perpetually forming on the road—roads
to wander along. Languages, cultures and names (of poets and of
others) succeed one another in the junctions. And through that
succession, the nomad field multiplies itself infinitely.
The names are decisive here: Jerome Rothenberg, Tristan Tzara,
Paul Celan, Edmond Jabès, Kateb Yacine, Jack Kerouac, Abdelwahab
Meddeb. Already these names, encountered on the road (of life or of
texts), incite us to think about what the infinity of Joris’s particular field
means. The nomad relates to a community that is always coming,
following the movement of the wandering and writing body. A thirsty
body, resisting all reduction of the nomad’s or of nomadism’s
meaning. Here is a clue:
Nomadism, like its statist counter-extreme, is not reducible to a
particular economic or political system. It is a mode of being in
geosocial space that may assume many forms, all of which
nevertheless share a common dynamic. (Brian Massumi qtd in ANP,
39-40)

Or again, more explicitly:
A nomad poetics will cross the languages, not just translate, but write
in all or any of them. If Pound, Joyce & others have shown the way, it is
essential now to push this matter further, again, not as “collage” but as
a material flux of language matter, moving in & out of semantic &
non-semantic spaces, moving around & through the features accreting
as poem, a lingo-cubism that is no longer an “explosante fixe” as
Breton defined the poem, but an “explosante mouvante.” (ANP, 38)
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5
One step at a time, the vision of a nomad poetics takes shape. Gazing
into the desert, the wanderer listens and scans. In a poem entitled
“Writing/ Reading #13 via Edmond Jabès,” Pierre writes:
For me,
desert,

desert

privileged place of

started at the very

limits,

So the place of desert in my books not a simple
desert. (P, 174)

The presence of the desert is the presence of a place where the
unknown feeds a questioning and where the infinite only has the
infinite as its end. On this desert road, a name crops up. That of
Abdelwahab Meddeb, a poet searching for an absolute, between two
cultures, Arabic and Western. He(, too,) has left his native country
(Tunisia) and his language (Arabic) to live in France and write in
French. His ethics of the in-between vis-à-vis a rupture between these
two cultures, ceaselessly deepens in perilous directions. But ethics
alone do not suffice in the crossing that disrupts contours and disturbs
limits. Joris offers Meddeb membership of the nomad poetics
community. He writes about him: “Abdelwahab Meddeb’s practice of
‘allography’ that inscribes an ‘Islamic’ calligraphic textuality into a
Western—French in his case—system of writing is a fundamental
version of Nomadic poesis” (ANP, 36). The encounter with Meddeb is
ridden with meaning, because it is a decisive encounter with the Orient
and its poetic and mystical culture. It is a turning point that leads to a
corner formed by the unknown and the infinite, and which will
increasingly lead to the extremes of loss and ecstasy.
6
Through this Arabic Islamic turn, Joris appears as one who rediscovers
the major names of Western culture. He walks in the footsteps of
Dante, Goethe, Poe, Rimbaud, Mallarmé, Gide, Massignon, Aragon,
Ekelöf, Borges or Delacroix, Matisse and Kandinsky, to name just
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those who made of the Arabic Muslim culture an aspect of their own
culture and who let it vibrate through their works.
To rediscover authors and artists on their way to the Arabic Muslim
culture is a part of the movement that respires breath. In this way, Joris
appears to us as one who has lived the experience of gazing into a
vision of both life and death, a vision that is rooted in the Arabic
language, and that transfigures itself, through that language, in the
pre-Islamic poetry and the poetry of mysticism. In an enigmatic text
(why not read it as enigmatic?), that bears the title of h.j.r. (emigrate/
immigrate) and is dedicated to Abdelwahab Meddeb, Joris incites us
to read at the end “[…] Furthermore the letter cited someone else
asking: ‘Will you accept the certainty that we have reached a
turning ?’ And someone else answering: ‘If it is certainty then it is not a
turning.’” (hjr, 44).
The turning is to a territory where the poet deserves nomad status.
But the steps’ movement passes through that turning only through
time, in the questioning of and in the move towards what is still to
come. On Pierre Joris’s path towards the turning point, it does not
take long for the name of Jacques Berque—translator of the
Mu’allaqat (odes) of the great poets of the pre-Islamic period1—to
appear time and again; in the poem “Getting there:”
Jacques Berque on Imru’l Qais.
Come friend, see the lightning? (hjr, 40)

and in The Millennium Will Be Nomadic or It Will Not. In the latter,
Joris reports on what Jacques Berque says about the composition of
the pre-Islamic odes, and chooses as his favourite the poet Tarafah
and his famous ode:
One of these & maybe my personnel favorite, is Ibn Tarafah’s ode, on
which I worked with an Iraqi friend in the late seventies, & which has
been much on my mind again lately. He is the most modern, rebel of
the nomad poets, an early Rimbaud. (ANP, 51)

and he continues:
The translation of the ode (incomplete, here) is itself a nomadic
process […]. My nomadic translation then comes via a nearly
Japanese, haiku-esque decision to lop off the rhetoric, leave the image
1

See Les dix grandes odes de l’Anté-islam: une nouvelle traduction des Mu’allaqât, trans.
Jacques Berque (Paris: Éditions Sindbad, 1995).
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clusters & organize them (shades of Williams’ three stepped lines) into
short stanzas. (ANP, 53)

7
The Arabic Islamic turn in Joris thus follows its own process. After
Tarafah, the pre-Islamic poet, poet of desire, of wandering and of
nothingness, come the Arabic letters: “Alif,” “Baa” and “Noon.” More
signs of further junctions appear in Justifying the Margins, where he
again deals with the works of Driss Chraïbi, Kateb Yacine, Meddeb,
Habib Tengour, Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine and Adonis (JtM, 7-23; 5357; 139-142). But the Arabic Islamic turn takes even greater hold with
the apparition of the name Niffari. Here, cutting loose and belonging
to, respond to an exceptional appeal that resonates ever more with the
impossible, the illumination. That, to me, is Niffari’s force, to which,
upon hearing it, one cannot remain indifferent. Niffari is the mystic of
ecstasy. It is in his writting that his experience of the unknown and the
extreme is concentrated. Niffari is short for Muhammad ibn Abd-alJabbar al-Hasan al-Niffari. He is an Iraqi, from the village of Al-Niffar
in the Kufa region. He lived in the 10th century and is supposed to
have died in the year 965 AD. We know next to nothing about him or
his life. He has left us two works: Al-Mawaqif (Stations) and AlMukhatabat (Addresses).
In his essay The Millennium Will Be Nomadic or It Will Not, Joris
makes of Niffari and his “Mawqif” (Station, or Halt) a new departing
point towards his nomad poetics. He again encounters Abdelwahab
Meddeb, who had published his collection of poems Les 99 Stations
de Yale,2 a collection where Niffari’s “Mawqif” guides the author in
the writing of this series of poems. Pierre Joris remains marked by that
moment:
Recently the Tunisian poet Abdelwahab Meddeb brought my attention
to a term used by the 10C Sufi poet Niffari who introduced the
concept of “mawqif” (plural: mawâqif)—into his poetics in order to
define what the poem is: The mawqif is the pause, the stop-over, the
rest, the stay of the wanderer between two moments of movement, two
runs, two sites, two places, two states. (ANP, 47)

2

Abdelwahab Meddeb, Les 99 Stations de Yale (Paris: Fata Morgana, 1995).
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But Joris goes back to the book of Al-Mawaqif directly, published for
the first time in 1938 by the English Arabic Studies scholar A.J. Arbury.
The term “Mawqif” is shared by Sufi Muslims. And its meaning,
related to Sufi writing, is tied to Niffari who not only chose it as title for
his text, but also as a form of writing, based on the position of the
poet’s body vis-à-vis the Loved one (God). The poet stands upright
(verb: Waqafa), vertically, facing without intermediary the Voice that
Speaks the word. The verticality (of the body) is but a reference to the
primary meaning, which becomes polysemous in the poet’s discourse
and which moves from the concrete to the allegorical. This meaning is
specified in the nomad poetics of Joris. In his idiom, the “Mawaqif”
(Stations) are henceforth only states of mind and behaviour. Here is
how they are defined in Joris’s words:
“The Mawqif” has to be conceived as a tension, a movement of a
peculiar kind, & not as some static resting point—it is a momentary,
moving placement on a smooth space, metonymic in relation to before
& after, and not a resting place, metaphor for the final resting place,
that transcendental parking lot, above or below. It is a (momentary)
stance in relation to & with space, the horizontal, thus active, in
motion, even if of a different motion than that before or after. (ANP,
47-48)

And to explain this sense of the horizontal movement that characterizes
the geometry of the nomad movement, Joris gives (in his nomad
manner of transcribing the text) a Station of Niffari’s (“Stopping in the
name of God”) to show the logic of the Station in the sense of our Sufi
author. A fragment of that Station:
He stopped me & said to me:
All you have shown is your veil
& all you have hidden is your veil
& all you have inscribed is your veil
& all you have effaced is your veil
& all you have covered is also your veil.
& He said to me:
Your veil is your soul
It is the veil of veils
If you leave it, you leave the veils
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If you veil yourself with it
All the veils will veil you (ANP, 48)

The translator is working at the meaning of “Mawqif” in Niffari, but at
the same time, at the beginning of the encounter with Muslim Sufism,
he works at the interpretation that the nomad poetics (and the body of
Pierre Joris) is ready to give in to.
8
With the pre-Islamic poetry and Niffari’s Sufi writing, the Arabic Islamic
turn manifests itself more and more. At stake here is not the kind of
turn to which an encyclopaedist is devoted. Pierre Joris is a poet. He
looks for extremes. And he moves along his road in that sense alone.
Drinking water only increases thirst, as the widespread saying among
Arabic and Muslim mystics goes.
Already with Niffari, Joris’s language benefits from the encounter.
We can observe it in the word order, in the air that infiltrates the word
groups. A breath that allows the poem to be born again on the page.
That kind of poem is composed in the aesthetics (and the quest) of the
Station. No limit, no end. The nomad poetics of Joris strives to wander
on. And from Niffari, our poet feels the vibe of another mystic’s word:
Al-Hallaj. Feeling the word of Al-Hallaj destabilizes the body and its
speech, leads it to loss, to the other end of wandering. Is it surprising,
then, to see Pierre Joris write his sequence Meditations on the Stations
of Mansur Al-Hallaj 1-21? No, this sequence shows us a moment of
joy.
The name of Mansur Al-Hallaj opens a door for us that can only
give on to the desert, on to the extreme of language, ecstasy. Based
on historical indications, Niffari probably died about forty years after
Husayn Ibn Mansur Al-Hallaj. All the while the nomad’s quest follows
its proper, internal itinerary. Thus Joris encounters this mystic, an
exceptional one in the history of Islam, after having met Niffari. An
emblematic encounter, because it testifies at once to a thirst for a
better knowledge of Muslim mysticism and to a more ardent relation
with the poetic word that ventures on to the verge of the impossible.
Mansur Al-Hallaj is born around 244 in the Islamic calendar (857
AD) and dies after crucifixion in 309 in the Islamic calendar (922 AD).
He is Iranian. At the age of 20, he settles in Basra (Iraq). He goes on
the ritual pilgrimage to Mecca where he stays for a year, in a state of
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fasting and silence. Then he goes back to Basra where he begins his
public preaching. He goes on to preach in Khorasan (Iran) and then
settles in Bagdad. He goes on another pilgrimage, a voyage, which
leads him to India and then to the Chinese borders. He leaves for a
third pilgrimage and upon returning to Bagdad, lives the excess of his
ecstatic state and addresses the greater public in his verses:
I am the One whom I love, and the One whom I love is myself
We are two souls incarnated in one body;
If you see me, you see Him
If you see Him, you see us.

Or even more: “God has given you back my blood: kill me […] there
isn’t on this world a more urgent duty for the Muslims than putting me
to death.” Words borne out of the word’s extreme. Out of that
extreme, Al-Hallaj has pronounced (or written) his poetic fragments,
his ecstatic orations, his theopathic locutions and his “Tawassines”
(without forgetting about his commentary on the Quran). When
reading this legacy today, we become aware of the meaning of the
extremity that Al-Hallaj knew (and happily endured) during his lifetime
and the day of his execution. He is the mystic who subjected himself to
the experience of the impossible in language. He has crossed the
borders of the (literary) genres of his time, transgressing codes and
words. He has abolished the rules that look to the boundaries between
the sacred text (the Quran) and the profane word (poetry, vision,
theopathic locutions). The experience of the extreme, with which AlHallaj was faced, allowed him to make a single one of himself and the
Other (the Beloved, God), a single one of the sacred word and his
word. And so he says what no one else dares to say in public: “I am
the Truth,” which has been understood as wanting to be God,
because The Truth is one of the eighty Names of God. Or: “There is
nothing in my cloak but God.”
9
His famous book called Tawasin most embodies this experience of the
impossible of the word. It is an exceptional book in the Arabic
language and its culture. The composition of its title is based on
versets of the Quran that open with grouped letters lacking apparent
syntactical or semantic logic, such as “TS / TSM.” There are many
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such openings in the Quran and no meaning is given to any of them.
Because of using the same Koranic procedure, Al-Hallaj exposed
himself to accusations of violating the sacredness of the Quran. But his
insistence on publically divulging his word and his refusal to take back
his declarations that touched upon the divinity and his union with God,
actually lead to his death sentence. He was sentenced to death and
executed in 922 in Bagdad. His friend, the mystic Chibli, reports of it
and says about Hallaj:
My God, your servant who lies here was faithful and enlightened! Why
have you submitted him to such harsh ordeals? Soon sleep will get
hold of me and I’ll doze off. The Lord says to me in a dream: we have
precipitated Mansur into his ordeals because he revealed our secret to
those who weren’t initiated.

Revealing the secret through public speech, but also through the
writing of the impossible in language and through violating the
boundaries between the registers of words. By the by, Muslim mystics
coming after Al-Hallaj have made of the Arab letters, and of those
opening the Koranic Suras, a whole learning that developed through
history.
The book of Tawasin contains eleven “Ta-sin” according to Paul
Nwiya and twelve according to Massignon: “twelve principal mysteries,
distinct symbolic themes, successively considered by Hallaj, in the form
of verbal allegories: sirâj, fahm, safâ, dâ’ira, nuqta, azal, mashî’a,
tawhîd, tanzîh, nafy al-‘ilal, nafy wa ithbât.”3 Alongside of these, the
“garden of knowledge” can be found, which Paul Nwiya does not
consider to be a “Ta-sin.” Each of the “Tawasin” is an extreme
exploration of their title word’s meaning, to the extent of exploding
boundaries through flashes of ecstasy. Nothing can stop the force of
the explosion, or diminish the incandescence of the flash. An
experience of the impossible and of peril. This method of writing
recalls the essential principle of the whole of Arabic mysticism, namely
the working at the materiality of the Arabic language. Whence the
particularity (and the difficulty) that meets with a hastened reading of
texts not only by Al-Hallaj, but Arabic mystic literature in its entirety.
Which is where the difference between an Arabic mysticism and a
Muslim mysticism appears, a difference that is nearly indiscernible for
the non-specialist.

3
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Joris has acquainted himself with the Arabic language. In Fez, he
deepened his learning, he spurred on his fingers to get used to the
traits of letters that begin at the right-hand side and move to the lefthand side, that thrust from the Orient to attain the Occident and come
back from the Occident to depart again from the Orient. The going
back and forth captivated him. He read one word, then another. He
sat down and listened to the voice of the words moving through his
body, his ear, his head. And then the voice slowly moved down into
the organs. It descends and expands horizontally, in the desert of the
body and in its thirst.
10
I can already see that initiation at work in the sequence entitled
Meditiations on The Stations of Mansour Al-Hallaj. Before that
sequence, Joris had written h.j.r., a collection which has its Arabic
inscription printed on the cover. The Meditiations sequence might,
however, surprise all those who are familiar with the (remaining) works
of Al-Hallaj. The latter has never written any Stations. He has, rather,
written poems, ecstatic orations, theophatic locutions and “Tawasin,”
as I have already signalled. The word Station rather belongs to his
successor Niffari, whom Joris got to know and read before the
exceptional experience of Al-Hallaj. Niffari is his successor. And he is
the confidant.
Joris does not forget that he is a nomad poet above all else. His
encounter with Al-Hallaj happens under the aegis of interpretation, of
his life and of his discourse. In that sense, we wonder about the reason
why Joris has put the word Station in the title of his collection while
according it to Al-Hallaj instead of according it to Niffari, who was the
first to make use of it. Where does that interpretation come from? It
definitely is a serious question, because we find ourselves between
doctrines, lexicons and interpretations.
Faced with such an investigation, the poet does not back down. If
the book of Tawasin is composed of eleven “Ta-sin,” Joris’s collection
contains twenty-one Stations. Furthermore, this is not the complete set
of Stations, it is only a first series of poems published by the poet in
this sequence. Another one will follow. Given that the name is at work,
ignoring Islamic mysticism’s history, we can, consequently, imagine to
what extent this name of Al-Hallaj digs an underground pathway in the
poem of his modern champion.
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Joris gives the poems (published in this sequence) titles that are,
actually, mystic terms. Thus we find in the sequence the use of (still
according to Louis Massignon) Al-Hallaj’s terms: rahab, ’atab, sidq,
tamyiz, shuhud, wujud, kada. Yet, Joris uses other terms, too: adab,
nassab, talab, ’ajab, tarab, sharah, nazeh, rifk, litq, taswih, tarwih,
’add, rada, imtidad. These terms comprise a mystic terminology that
manifests itself through history as well as through the mystics
themselves. However, in Joris’s sequence this set of terms is preceded
by a sign on the cover, and concluded by another sign on the book’s
final page, both of them Al-Hallaj’s, taken from the tenth “Ta-sin,” that
of the “Circle of the allegory” in the book of Tawasin. Seal or
signature, the signs guide the writing and invite the eye to wander
between the two points, each of which is located in the centre of the
two signs. Even so, Al-Hallaj writes in the night of the word: “The
primordial point has appeared only to raise the argument that shows
pure Reality. And the argument showing pure Reality has been raised
only to reaffirm the proof of the objects of Reality.”4
If we want to explain this choice of terms according to the criterion
of belonging to Al-Hallaj, we will not find the answer in the “twelve
principal mysteries,” nor in the terms identified by Massignon, but
rather in the third “Ta-sin,” that of peace. Here we find the terms as
follows: “propriety, continence, fatigue, quest, surprise, tiredness,
exaltation, avidity, relaxation ; - sincerity, camaraderie, emancipation,
departure for the desert, evening return ; discernment, attestation,
incovering, deducting, labor, restitution, succour, preparations,
solitude, captivity, attraction, presence, maceration, provision, regret
(over the lost object), striking of the flint which does not give fire; paying head, being surprised, reflecting, being patient, uttering an
opinion ; taking one’s own stand, criticizing, choosing a method,
taking a guide, and (finally) beginning.”5
Three remarks are to be made: the number of terms identified by
Louis Massignon (and Herbert Mason) stops at forty, whereas the
actual number (in Paul Nwiya’s edition) is forty-seven; the terms used
here are translated from French into English, and not directly from
Arabic, which has given Joris free rein to use another translation (his
own, I think) from French to English; the terms represent the Maqâmat
(singular: Maqâm), “the people of Peace of heart and purification,”
according to Al-Hallaj in the “Ta-sin of peace.” The Maqâmat are
4
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“steps” (in Massignon’s translation) and “stages” (in Herbert Mason’s
translation). Both translations avoid using Stations, a word that would
be seen as a reference to Niffari’s writing. Furthermore, in Al-Hallaj’s
sense, Maqâm also keeps at bay what mystics define as a lasting state
which is the result of putting in an interior effort.
How, then, can we read the choice for Station (“Mawqif”) to
designate Maqâm? The mystic terminology follows the lead of the
Arabic language, and obeys the specificity of the interior experience
that in the Muslim mystical tradition gravitates around the Arabic
language.
Is it a gratuitous play on the part of Joris? I don’t think so. The
number forty was very auspicious for Joris, and is explained by a
particular preference for that number, the secret of which belongs to
Joris and Joris only. Furthermore, the passage from Maqâm (steps,
stages) to Station is made through translation and in translation. But
then, is not translation an interpretation? One must not forget that
Joris is a poet in the first place, well before being a mystic, and he is a
nomad poet surveying his territory in its encounter with mysticism,
whilst keeping an eye on his reading of Al-Hallaj’s texts. Thus, his use
of “Mawqif” (Station), without in any way belonging to Al-Hallaj,
designates above all halt or meditation. A nomad poetics takes
interpretation as its approach in the encounter with an exceptional
experience of loss, illumination and ecstasy. What is important here is
the explanation Al-Hallaj gives to these terms when he writes: “Now,
each stage corresponds to an item of knowledge, a part of which can
be grasped, the other not.”
All boundaries between the writing of Pierre Joris and that of AlHallaj are abolished with a view to an alliance that is renewed and not
with a view to an approach that refuses the liberty of reading and
writing. I call it an “alliance,” because there is a divide, a rupture in
each alliance. The duration of the alliance is, precisely, conditioned by
how long the divides and ruptures last. In such a conception of an
alliance, Joris succeeds in borrowing the “Mawqif” (Station) from
Niffari, whilst using some of Al-Hallaj’s terms that codify knowledge,
both perceptible and imperceptible. The poet allows himself this use in
the in-between, between a nomad poetics and a rewriting of Al-Hallaj.
The Station, as a term, here designates a moving knowledge, to come,
in the duration of the halts and meditations. This explains the first word
of the title of the sequence (Meditations on The Stations of Mansour AlHallaj) and goes hand in hand with Joris’s point of view on the
Mawqif: “This mawqif or station or poasis, this moment of movement211

in-rest, of movement on another plane or plateau between today’s &
tomorrow’s line of flight” (ANP, 49).
This reading strategy, traced by Joris, joins the different readings
that modern Arabic poets have tried and tested in their rewritings of AlHallaj’s texts. Poets like Salah Abdessabour, Abdelwahab Bayati,
Adonis, for example, have rewritten the life and work of Al-Hallaj using
very different readings.
11
But it is more interesting to have a look at what is essential, namely to
go to Joris’s vision in his reading of Al-Hallaj and in a prompting to
permanent movement of his own nomad poetics.
The series of poems (after mystic terms) in the collection
Meditations on The Stations of Mansour Al-Hallaj is presented in
Arabic after the English word, which is simply a translation of the
Arabic word. This series begins with a symbolic word, manners (adab):
what is the manner
I mean the matter
with you standing
there in the desert?
take your hands
out of your pockets

All of these terms get their meaning from a double relation: a
paradigmatic one, that is already manifested on the title page of the
poems; a syntagmatic one, that is concretized in the poems. These two
relations make explicit the strategy of a nomad writing. It gravitates
around a mystic writing that itself gravitates around the infinite.
Whence the subtitle: The first Twenty-one Stations of Mansour AlHallaj. The first stations. They announce the infinite and the unknown.
The infinite of poems to come and the unknown which the writing will
engage:
and you’ll find
or wander if you don’t
and if you do
wander to wander
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a wonder is a jab in the head
a wander pries the heat ajar
or is a done thing too often
blinds us to what’s left
to do. [”Wonder,” 5]

The poems adopt the economy of a theopatic locution that keeps
away from the apocalyptic scream (“I am the Truth”) of Al-Hallaj. The
poem here is in an open dialogue with “the beginning century.” An
already experienced economy, through the translation of Tarafah’s
poem, “nearly Japanese, haiku-esque” (ANP, 53). An experience that
is prolonged, slowly, in the silence given by the words of the poems:
you could try standing
beside your word
but which one of the
many thousands? [”sincerity,” 10]

Through the extreme economy of words and through the elliptical
construction of the verse, Joris joins Al-Hallaj. His poem is a flash of
lightning. It is also an art that is searched for in the vision that crosses
space and time to give meaning to a nomad poetics renewing its
territory. The poem dares to live face-to-face with the impossible in
speaking and writing. Through that method, Joris turns Al-Hallaj’s
words into his own words, and even sees him as an example that
comes back in different times and a different language:
so, you don’t want to.
it is all I can do.
who am I to tell
you what I did. You heard
nothing. my eyes
were closed, you
saw nothing either I
was not there or you
were and what if so I
closed my ears. [”witnessing,” 16]
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12
Another eye, another ear. Travelling over toward another perception of
knowing and living. From the interior and the impossible, Joris enters a
state of trance. Where he is speechless. Where the voices change
density. They are lighter. They float in the space of ignorance to reach
the beautiful, the luminous, the unknown. He is there, Pierre Joris, and
calls out to us to join him in this free space of encounters, in the
infinite of the word. Here he is. He can no longer be himself, except in
negation. Look carefully at the sign on the cover (of the sequence). It
stages the NO (in Arabic) in the four points of the circle. Pierre Joris
goes far away, very far away, where there is no return anymore. The
joy of the encounter. His joy gives us the force to read the poem. NO.
Al-Hallaj writes in the “Ta-sin of the point:” “Woe to you! I said to him.
No one is like him, the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing.”
[Translated from French by Peter Cockelbergh]
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Clive Bush
FLOATING RIGHT & LIGHT
POETS, PEDAGOGY & THE SPACES OF WRITING IN THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY
There is no necessary sequence from past to
future, or inversely, which would denote either
constant progress or constant deterioration,
and an artist may well change his attitude
during his career.
Pierre Boulez, Orientations
My lists are a starting point and a challenge.
Ezra Pound, ABC of Reading

1
Theories of space, maps, geographies, borders and writing have
virtually (and the adverb is carefully chosen) become almost a cliché of
academic attention in the last decades. From McLuhan’s Verbi-VocoVisual (1967—a revised version of Explorations 8, 1957) more than
half a century ago to Derrida’s textual space and the “scene of
writing,” to hypertext promoters selling their “variety of maps”
facilitating “shifting items around” in “writing space” (they used to be
called pages), a certain discourse of space and anti-metaphysical
metaphysics have tended to replace discourses of time. In the
language of hypertext, to shift one space into another, by-passing the
analytical (for literary post-modernism works by additive
associationism, word play and asyndetic procedures), you have to
drag it into something called a “container.” Links however stay current
even if the space is moved. You can open many maps into a single
document. A line between two writing spaces can be also drawn—
even if the two spaces appear in different maps. Links can connect
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entire writing spaces or specific sections within a space. Naturally, links
stay current whenever a writing space is moved or the text to which
they are connected is modified.1 A certain abstract technical language
magically leaps from a discourse of operations to concepts of objects
and so quickly that they appear to be one and the same thing.
One of the reasons why American literature entered the modern
world and recognized its own relentless present as modernity more
imaginatively than most other countries was its geographical and
historical break with Europe: becoming in another place. In Moby
Dick, Melville wrenched religious, technical, political and mythical
writing from its time-bound contexts to create new mythic sociopsychological figures suffering the destructions of capitalism on both
the psyche and the environment in a trans-cultural global drama.
Significantly the drama is situated almost abstractly: in the Pacific but
far from habitation. The multicultural ship’s crew live in a sealed, selfcontained artificial wood and iron capsule engaged in profitable
exploitation of nature’s resources, fully resourced with capitalist
technology. They are human beings under strict authoritarian control,
isolated between air and water, rootless and far from any mainland’s
historic cultures. Melville’s ironic voice shifts among his characters, not
least in the common seaman, Ishmael: the eternal, global, wanderer
of Jewish myth: “for a whale-ship was my Yale College and my
Harvard.”2 As for philosophically analytic reflection (intellectual critical
attention) when at one point, two heads of whales hang either side of
the ship and threaten its balance, “Ishmael” remarks:
So, when on one side you hoist in Locke's head, you go over that way;
but now, on the other side, hoist in Kant's and you come back again;
but in very poor plight. Thus, some minds for ever keep trimming boat.
Oh, ye foolish! Throw all these thunder-heads overboard, and then
you will float light and right.”3

Nonetheless, in Melville’s irony, and it is an irony which most
commentators miss, their severed heads (anti-intellectualism sealing
ecological destruction) will haunt the book, as indeed does the whole
body of the whale. Melville had read Hobbes. In Leviathan, the whale
is the implied icon of the body politic where the structure of state
power looms in every person, immovable, invisible and alienated.
1
2
3
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What these preliminary remarks open up however are some serious
questions. From Melville onward the reordering of the fragmented text
has dominated the arts and theories about them. As Joris offers it,
everything is theoretically available, and there are no organizing
patterns that can be taken for granted in the flow of global
information, where the world’s and culture’s histories are available to
all. The current entrepreneurial guide is anti-academic, antimetaphysics, anti-institution, anti-the patterns of the past. Enter the
poet as pedagogue. This is my shape of my writing’s hypertextual
space in “my now.”
“Unpacking my library,” as the title of Benjamin’s famous essay
had it and which serves as contrast here, however, was articulated in a
very different tone, one which was haunted by tragedy as much as by
exuberance.4 Home is the unpacking and repacking of books on the
move in a terrifying world. It is at once resilient and desperate, the
unwilling nomad forced to move and finally committing suicide
between France and Spain in the first really global war.
In order to situate Joris’s work in his own time, just three contrastive
texts are offered as a foreground to his poetry: Pound’s ABC of
Reading (1934), Charles Olson’s The Special View of History (1970)
and Eric Mottram’s Towards Design in Poetry (1977). A more detailed
comparison with Mottram will conclude the essay.
To begin with Pound. The ABC of Reading is generous and
encouraging to educators: “I am not sowing idly sowing thorns in their
path, I should like to make even their lot and life more exhilarating
and to save even them from unnecessary boredom in class-room.”5
Pound’s main points are well known. Against our postmodernist
levelling and the heterogeneous information fallout, Pound made a
case for studying some things more than others, embracing the value
judgement with enthusiasm. His call for the role of the scientist in
artistic creativity is part of a modernism dating back at least to Poe
and Baudelaire. Like William James and Brooks Adams, he was
sceptical of institutionalised programmes of learning; against
abstraction he placed the method of science; in global terms he
contrasted the Chinese approach to knowledge with that of the
European. He also insisted on learning other languages: “[…] no
single language is CAPABLE of expressing all forms and degrees of

4
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human comprehension.”6 It was Basil Bunting, Pound recalled,
“fumbling about with a German-Italian dictionary” that led him to his
famous formulation: “Dichten=condensare.”7
Pound’s enthusiasm though it can sound dogmatic, is actually
more directed toward invitation and resistance than is commonly
perceived: “my lists are a starting point and a challenge.”8 Like any
good teacher he can switch direction: “I’m not insisting even now on
you learning a multitude of strange languages, I will even tell you in
due course, what you can do if you can read only English.”9 As Joris’s
work will also emphasise, Pound’s poetry is about movement. And it’s
also about concentrating on the ear: “the way to learn the music of
verse is to listen to it.”10
Pound also drew on the visual world: he was open to modernity in
terms of the Surrealists and indeed cinema: “Max Ernst’s designs send
a great deal of psychological novel writing into the discard. The
cinema supersedes a great deal of second-rate narrative, and a great
deal of theatre.”11 Again these choices have great bearing on a
revised consciousness of space and movement. At the same time,
however, Pound had the long view of history. The critic has to
acknowledge that the present is poverty compared with the
achievements of the past while understanding that the little that is
good must be pursued at all costs.12
But Pound’s movement concerns also the movement from one
language to another; in other words, translation: Chaucer is “Le
Grand Translateur.”13 If you cannot read Latin then you can get Ovid,
for example in William Golding’s Metamorphoses. “Translation” of
course will be at the heart of Joris’s project as it is indeed of Jerome
Rothenberg’s. And periodic movement from country to country was the
way Pound defined in linear terms, whether in the “European” period
of Chaucer’s England, the romantic period with “Byron, Keats, Shelley
in Italy” or in his own time “Henry James (Whistler, W.H. Hudson) etc.”
in London and Paris. The best poets were “injected” (Pound’s word)
with another culture: Swinburne [and he might have added Shelley]
with Greek; Browning with Italian; Fitzgerald with the Persian Rubaiyat;
6
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or Morris with the Norse sagas and “old French matter.”14 He noted
too the contribution of the Arab philosopher Avincenna.15
Ann Charters cited Creeley in her preface to Olson’s Special View
of History (1969), as saying that what fascinated Olson about Ezra
Pound was his
[…] ability to pick up materials of history so they’re coincident and
contemporary. You weren’t transforming them, but the only place they
could obviously be was where you were, if they were to be there at all.
So they became not only coincident in that fact, but they became
active in that fact.16

In the most general sense such a statement follows in a line of
American theorists of history who, because of the initial physical
severance from Europe, wanted to emphasise a new present that
recreated the past while not being determined by it.
For Olson the key philosopher here was Alfred North Whitehead
with whose Process and Reality (1927-8, 1929) he was deeply
engaged in the 1950s. When the word field is then added, via
Whitehead, to coincidence and activity, the result becomes a very
American emphasis on a radical moving personal space with an often
quasi-mystical tinge (Jung is a favoured philosopher). For Olson,
however, it was neither Dante nor Confucius that set the temporality of
the grand narrative but geological and geographic space-time and the
local history of New England. Olson uses a functionalist language in
his essays which is often abstract, even mechanical, though the poetry
itself is far from mechanical: “there is such a thing as a historical
function in any of us.”17
One important aspect of Olson’s “geography” is its invocation of
the human migration—hardly a strange topic for an American poet.
The problem comes when the fact of Gloucester is offered as at once
a “holy” city and the terminus of an actual, even final national
migration. If function, dynamism, speed, chopped into long eras (with
some more authentic than others) present difficulties in terms of
metaphysics and even representation, there is a sense that Olson
wants somehow to warm up geographical and geological time and
contingency in more human terms. In contemporary terms, Badiou’s
14
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criticism of a certain vitalism in the Deleuzian vision might be useful to
think about here.18
Olson wrote in the Cold War, and one way to avoid the fraught
capitalist versus socialist discourse, was to shift to an abstract humanist
view of “man” and to a particular anthropological/ethnological study
more geographical than temporal. This generalized ethical turn skirted
the inconvenience of discussing the details of imperialist, Stalinist, or
capitalist history. Olson’s “Gloucester,” could also be selective. The
history of the Portuguese fishermen figures only a little in Olson’s
Gloucester. But Olson’s local geography as a complex space of
human consciousness will mark him off from Joris’s delocalised global
movement.
Joris’s debt, openly acknowledged, to Mottram is of great
importance. Mottram’s Towards Design in Poetry, a crucial text, could
not have been more different from that of Olson’s or Pound’s.
Temporal narrative as it subsisted still in Pound and Olson has been
abandoned altogether. At least in this exposition there are no
geological, historical, social or political stories offered in the complex
of materials that Mottram notates for the poet to work with. This
reflects the mid-century’s overwhelming focus on radical spatial and
structuralist discourses. The starting points are the Fluxus and Fluxshoe
movements. The emphasis on visual culture is overwhelming. As a
result material media, spatial relationships, concrete poetry’s visual
concern with the sign, sign-making in various materials, photopoetries, Japanese “Spatialism” come to dominate. Even time itself is
conceived of as a grid of spatial co-ordinates as Mottram cites Boulez:
“time like pitch has three dimensions: horizontal, vertical and
diagonal: distribution proceeds similarly by points, groups and groups
of groups […].”19 Spatial structure is all, and Mottram will quote LéviStrauss, the locus classicus of mid-century structuralism, as well as
Charles Olson in turn quoting Boulez on the primacy of serial structure
which surpasses “melody, harmony and counterpoint.”20 In a selection
of essays from the early sixties onwards called Orientations (a title
indicating loci of the self in space), Boulez provides a stimulating sense
of the new world of all the arts that was opening up at the time against
the entrenched conservatism of artistic and literary establishments
18
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throughout the world. Boulez himself, however, does have a sense of
the history of innovation over a long time-frame. He is interested in the
fight for a renewed aesthetic that takes place against authority in any
particular historical period, for example, “the decretal of Pope John
XXII against ars nova (1324), condemning the polyphonic treatment of
plainsong, the hocket and cantus lascivus.”21 While ethics is transtemporal, the movement of history itself must always contain a sense
of temporality which is finite and discrete, can be lost, remembered,
misrepresented, and recovered in memory, well or badly.
What the abstractions of spatial thinking in all their varieties
enabled artists of the time to do was to make links across different
areas of knowledge. Mottram’s work was not interdisciplinary (that
much-ignored-in-practice fetish of the academy) but a new way of
working across multiple disciplines in which poetic assemblage found
its own forms suggested by the materials themselves in their already
coded appearances. In this way canonical divisions between the arts
collapsed as music, drama and poetry sought new alliances.
Theory stumbled along behind practice. Mottram traced links back
from Pavlov to Spinoza to Descartes. Pomum for a Roman had no
likeness to an apple or to a desire to eat it “save that the body of that
man was often affected by these two […]. Thus one passes from the
thought of one thing to the thought of another according as his habit
arranged the images of things in his body.”22 Further science, music,
poetry, the plastic arts, the life world and the world of the inorganic
could be looked at afresh guaranteed by a metaphysic of cosmic
symmetry and asymmetry.
Alongside the scientists, the manifestos of the modernists in
painting, poetry and music, the new universes of speculative
spatialities, incorporating chance, asymmetry, random pattern, the
onslaught on the hierarchies of canonical forms, varieties of ways of
talking about the phenomenologies of appearance with its radical
doubts and reassurances, was the cinema. Response to the image was
immediate and seemed to bypass the labours of speculative
philosophy and conventional narrative.
In early post modernism the viewing of the image is close to
Barthes’s pleasure of the text: a wayward resistance to “socialised
discourse,” always playful. Its creator is “that uninhibited person who
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shows his behind to the Political Father.”23 Mottram piled on his
references and his citations, at any one point of which one could
randomly reflect on the building of a world of morphological shiftings,
and an aesthetic and philosophy at once polymorphous and diverse.
The call is to newness of vision. Citing Delany, Mottram quotes: “Do
you want to see what’s in front of you? Or do you want to see only
what you saw before.”24 Mid-century recommendations for reading
followed. Mottram’s book lists were famous among his students. The
range was from runes to electronic maps. The field approach was by
its nature assumed to invite a more radical politics, not unlike the
attempts to radicalise semantics in the 1930s, and in the aggressive
“anti-academic redrawing” of the classic psychological and
philosophical tradition offered by Deleuze and Guattari in the 1970s.
There are good arguments, however, why changing discourse as such,
while keeping the mind on alert, does not always beat a straight path
to a revised politics, but that lies outside the scope of this essay.
Joris is indebted to these and many others. And his work bears the
excitement of these decades. Just to take a few examples, and to mark
some divergences, a consideration of tone is useful, that is the way the
reader is addressed. Pound is ironic, amused, and insistent, operating
with the mild sarcasms of a Victorian School master fully informed of
the great historical narratives of European and Chinese culture. Olson
is full of Emersonian rhetoric, at once loafing his soul and jabbing the
air, speculating on the cosmos, but tied to a local habitation and a
name. In Mottram I always sensed that there was much more
desperate effort to make sense of a world that was in utter chaos, in
which nothing could any longer be trusted, in which the old certainties,
be they in politics, art, or historical narrative, had been ripped away in
the war he had experienced as a young man. There was a certain
fierce goodbye to all that in his embracing of the second wave of
modernism, American literature and music (classical and jazz), and
European music of the generation of Boulez, but he nonetheless
retained also a profound love of the historical past, even a linear
tradition of it; of Dante, Petrarch, Byrd, Tallis, Shakespeare, Campion,
the English Renaissance and Romantic poets. There was also the Celtic
world, and the archeological sites of Tunis. He was always puzzled why
Olson refused to take the Renaissance seriously. “In hard times,” as he
often said to me, and as always paradoxical, “you fall back on the
classics.”
23
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Joris himself has written directly on Mottram on at least three
occasions. In a review of Against Tyranny in 1976, he paid tribute to
the work while giving an indication of what aspects of Mottram’s
poetic world most appealed to him as a young poet: passion and
clarity of intellect, tightness of composition along with Poundian
condensare, complexity of spatial pattern over the “tyranny of time.”
He emphasised Mottram’s own chosen “ancestors,” Baron von
Humboldt, an early nineteenth-century geographic and ecological
explorer whose synthetic thinking was a model of integrative spatial
thinking.
Mottram’s politics in this period moved from socialism and socialist
theory as such to an interest in the psychology of power and its cultural
formations, a move initiated by a reading, among others, of Norman
O. Brown’s Love’s Body in the mid-sixties. The move dominated his
thinking for the rest of his life. But the Brown influence also, in
contradictory movement, initiated an interest in myth and ritual as
radical discourses and performances which were subversive to those
myths and rituals promoted and endorsed by the powerful, and hence
implicitly political. In a church with the crucifix at its centre he looked
for the Green Man. A generalised commitment to socialism therefore
remained, but he revised it in terms of the necessity of ethics and a
more complex and radical psychological view of the person. Such a
move was in fact very much in the air at the time, beginning with
Sartre’s Les Temps modernes, radical Freudians, the Frankfurt School,
Deleuze and Guattari and the new feminist movements.
Almost thirty years later, just after the death of Mottram, Joris
opened and closed a talk on “Collage and Post-Collage” with a
reference to Mottram, mentioning particularly how his writing
depended on “a near seamless lifting & incorporating of other writers’
phrases and lines into his work” (ANP, 84). After reviewing many
origins and origin myths and definitions of the nature of collage, Joris
closed with Mottram’s lines in “Against Tyranny”:
to be wise to restore the earth
against priests of science
psychologists of money…
hope is that all created life be rescued
from tyranny decay soughed for a share
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in magnificence hoof thunder silence of
pines and birches across the taiga

Mottram’s vision of protecting that resistant wildness of the
untameable earth which serves a grand correspondent analogy for
human creativity itself, takes us back to the romantic poets, a tradition
almost uniquely acknowledged in poets of his generation by Robert
Duncan. The taiga, between the tundra and the temperate forest, is a
border land, a northern circumpolar region highly sensitive to climate
change. A connection is thus made between the mapping of
ecological politics and poetry.
Mottram’s own poetic geography embraced the local and the
global. He always holidayed in England, photographed the West
Wales coastal landscape, pursued ancient megalithic English sites,
swam in cold English seas, adored thirties and forties Pinewood studio
comedies, TV dramas like Morse, and Yes Minister, yet spent his life
studying American culture, from the Hopis to Hollywood, and was well
read in medieval, Renaissance, and modern European poetries:
German, Italian, French.
A close comparison of poetry and the cultural contexts by Mottram
and Joris will show the way the legacy has been taken up and
mediated. Mottram’s world was that of the mid-twentieth century, its
wars, its depressions, the remarkable culture of European and
American modernism, and very locally the England of a mid-century
challenge by the Labour party towards a home-grown socialism which
produced an attempt at redistributing wealth, creating and maintaining
public housing, the National Health Service, and the first possibility of
university education for the poorer sections of society. Mottram lived
through to see that moment of hope in serious decline under the
hegemony of American libertarian capitalism of whom Thatcher was
the local paid-up hireling, and whose legacy was uncritically taken up
by a progressively-sold-out Labour party.
Joris’s world by accident of birth and changed global conditions is
straight away different from Mottram’s. The dream of socialism has
gone. The poor are poorer and the rich are richer. Capitalism drives
people across national borders and nations then treat them as subhuman. Indeed it becomes imperative for those who by accident or
choice are “rootless” to forge an identity out of a geographic range of
multi-cultural and political options. Joris’s “nomadism,” however, is a
celebration of the opportunities of globalization. Influenced by Deleuze
and Guatarri’s Rhizome, the keys that pattern Joris’s geographies are
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readily presented: movement, evasion, breakout, speed, language as
heterogenous reality of many languages—an anti-monolithic power
strategy—chance, speed, flight, endless flux. This is the essence of
“nomad” poetics. Yet in this shifting timelessness certain things are
privileged: the European modernist period in art, Tzara to Kitai, for
example, and Joris’s expositions come with a plethora of quasimontaged quotations from the luminaries of this period. In the name
of the reader’s freedom to choose or reject, traditional argument is
largely abandoned, so the discourse is often one of absolute assertion
and presentational vehemence. In the diverse essays of Nomad
Poetics, a contemporary world is presented whose ensemble is very
different from that of Mottram’s. Joris’s jeremiads against the present
historical condition (like the old thirties American poets) are of different
intensities and targets (American imperialism, gender prejudice, that
relentless globalized propaganda at the private and public levels of the
military industrial complex, statism—Deleuze and Guatarri’s “Urstaat”)
are common, but there is less awareness of the historical politics of
their formation than in Mottram. There is little sense of that actual
engaged resistance going on now all over actual America (from
environmentalists to war protesters, to gender-based activist groups, to
radical Christians and Quakers, to civil rights organisations). Actual
reference to the actual political world comes only in fragments.
In A Nomad Poetics, and more than Mottram, Joris outlines the
growth of his own soul as a personal encounter with language itself:
“nursemaids who spoke German, uncles & aunts who spoke French,”
falling in love with an English girl (ANP, 68). Those of us who struggle
with grammar books and recorded sound can only envy. Clearly
delighting in the play across languages, the in-betweeness carries not
only its own truth, but its own confusions as Joris can readily
acknowledge.
In the prose, however, the quick shift between citations never loses
pace and as Joris outlines his difficulties in associativeness, puns,
phrase gestures of synecdochal inclusiveness, and forward-slashed
acronyms, the sense that this rushing prose bites off more than it can
chew can become overwhelming: “It is the smooth space in D/G that
deterritorializes all striated paces. (& memory now adrift on a pun, RK,
I believe long ago, re ‘Schneidekunst’ as the art of separation, with
‘Schneide’ also running to its meaning of vulva.)” (ANP, 74). All this to
muse on Heidegger’s Abgescheidenheit. One can be sometimes be
left with a mild sensation of deconstructionist semantic infinity, an
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exhibition of associative linguistic relation which never quite gets to a
semantic proposition.
Perhaps under pressure from criticism, and in spite of his
autobiographical references and his pleasure (and why not?) in his
role as an academy-funded frequent-flyer, Joris is more and more at
pains to emphasise that nomadism is not about life style, nor even a
way of life. His own sense of the contemporary world is most revealed
in his Samizdat interview. Having spent time in Algeria, he celebrates
the post-independence moment and its remarkable achievements, but
then again he offers no detailed comment on what went wrong, nor
any sense of Algeria now. He does, however, give detailed comments
on the writers and complexity of their situation in the Magreb. But
there is a general failure (and in fact few have succeeded) to connect
the investigation of different language worlds with a politics beyond
the fact that any dominant power squeezes out or ignores any
“language” save its own.
Joris’s world is more literary-aesthetic than Mottram’s, in spite of
his justifiable dissent from aesthetics as such. There is, of course, no
reason why he should engage with the political world beyond the
jeremiad gesture. He is engaged more exclusively than Mottram with
the academy, that is the world of the American academy in two ways:
in aesthetics and poetics theory and with the members of the
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E school, their roots in European modernism
and contemporary French theory, and with the post-Poundian poets in
the United States. Although not mainstream, nonetheless it is a
tradition much more acknowledged and publicly visible in the United
States than for dissenting poets in my own benighted country. Joris
makes the most of it.
Finally however it is the actual language of the poetry itself that the
judgements must be made, in its rhythm, in that dance of the intellect
among the words. Here first are some lines by Mottram in Against
Tyranny which Joris himself reviewed:
it is not settling scores
after revolution
that act is sacred resistance
how to conquer anguish see barricades go up
gunsmoke across barley
every year without crumbling behind a dazzling wall
for what
he does not cry out
is his sacrifice of passion
to essays as in China
politics came through poets
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poet-statesmen the rule where wetern mandarins
abjure the state or accumulate art
where film-maker films
the burning of books
tattooed on our nerves
tracts in tracts of forest
this is a book I would like to read
this is a moment I would like my father to know
those fabled moments and years of study candid
a grim pass not like iron then mountain amnesia
roofs as tiles and tesserae splits humanity
creating itself how perfect and in a moment
it won’t be there thanks in a simple sunflower
I am so lucky to have found my work a madness
apart from love a trade a commerce with paths
through forests daily to school a canvas in high wind
where to surpass yourself out of nature25

The first thing to notice here is the voice, quiet, advising, advancing an
argument spatially broken up to be directed by breath, pauses in the
thought, and a need to separate what might be continuous to throw
more weight on an individual phrase. The first part is a set of ethical
propositions, the second personal and reflective which shows Mottram
not being bound by the refusal of “I” generally embraced by poets of
this period in the Poundian tradition. The initial images are of
revolution and war but, and here the influence of Muriel Rukeyser may
be seen as well as Mottram’s knowledge of revenge tragedy, they are
images which link into the ethics of the psychology of violence and the
opportunistic contingencies that war provides, all largely ignored by
Marxists and left traditions generally. Links with Pound are obvious in
the ironic references to the poet Mandarins of China compared with
their “Western” counterparts in relation to art and culture, and the
contemporary references to film of the burning of books bring the
present up sharp in a twentieth-century detail, while “tracts in tracts of
forest” links this moment of the poem with ones that have proceeded
it. Finding a discourse for the self in nature as we go about busily
destroying it, is a strong theme in all Mottram’s work.
Then the psychological theme is continued in a rare confessional
moment, to be immediately followed by the breaking of narrative
orthodoxy in phrases one has to work hard to connect. But they are
about the knowledge the true poet-scholar acquires outside
25

Eric Mottram, Against Tyranny (London: Poet & Peasant Number 16, 1975) n.p.
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candidature and the “grim pass.” “Not like iron” may refer to
grimness, but I suspect it is also a rejection of the simile as such and its
context further suggests a dissent from romantic notions of the “growth
of a poet’s soul” in the manner of Wordsworth where in the famous
skating scene “every icy crag/ Tinkled like iron.”26 Certainly “mountain
amnesia” rejects a too-ready story of a narrative of the youthful
formation of an egotistical sublime among mountains. Mottram wants
a greater acceptance of the moment, a necessary forgetting, and
acceptance of change. The poet scholar’s task is the ruling passion,
his madness here; it is beyond love, too-connected here with trade and
commerce. There follows a recovery not only of nature and its high
romantic discourse, but also a sense of Conradian youthful adventure
in “a canvas in high wind.” The “daily to school” is just that, not set
back in a nostalgic past nor ironized in its compulsions, but a
continuous “daily” in which the self is surpassed, where nature and the
self in the teacher’s life, are recognized finally as elusively symbiotic on
a common journey.
In his poem “Windsor Forest,”27 Mottram had used the popular
romantic novelist Williams Harrison Ainsworth’s Windsor Castle of
1843 (illustrated by Cruikshank) for brief narrative moments relating to
the myth of the “Man of Herne.” In “Winnetou Old,” the text chosen
here, Joris uses German nineteenth-century popular novelist Karl
May’s “westerns” for a more fictional myth of Winnetou, a Mescalero
Apache Chief, “invented by Karl May” who in formulaic style
accompanies the white hero Shatterhand, who, also formulaically,
Christianizes and civilizes him. Taking the side of a figure of the
repressed unconsciousness of American genocide, Joris’s main
fascination is with the heterogenous languages May peppers his text
with rather than the narrative fiction in which Winnetou plays an
ideologically subordinate role. Nonetheless Joris’s text is more directed
at European decadence than the violent completion of the American
homeland in 1891, and the equally formulaic (read imperialist and
nationalist) construction of the American West by Teddy Roosevelt and
his Rough Riders in the decades that followed. In fact, as Joris reveals,
the immediate mood is a result of the Britain of Thatcher (and the
America of Reagan) in the 1980s. Joris relates how borrowing
meditation techniques from a friend to combat depression, the figure
came in a dream to him “as a haggard, wizened old Indian, the near26
27
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Blakean figure of Europa’s Other & indeed offered to lead me through
the cultural charnel house of Europe” (P, 85, 86). A figure of Blakean
nemesis, a skeletal bone monkey, is another key figure who represents
an ossification of everything that lives, “a fibromous death cult” which,
Burroughs-like, represents death and Reichian emotional plague. The
following short example will, close-read, give some indication of how
Joris deploys both language and theme:
breath
closed

learn how to breathe

with eyes

break now the slippery line

old now

carry on

called Taranta in the vision

room school-house

a clearing

an old mescalero apache in rags of white

with a ball of light yarn

itschli dead

a one-

part Swiss chalet part frontier log cabin

part greek temple
hair

Winnetou

in his right hand

he walks in rubber Good Year sandals

light yarn ball raised

his hand raised

the

all salutes

resemble each other

IBM staccato rage
I-slash

make it flow

make it over again into daily sashimi

between your ribs
make merry haha
yourappian mind

toro of belly

around & around

reclaim use of bone

can we churn the

here come aus Deutschland

bone-monkey
subarctic steppes

Deutschland aus Deutschland

break the ice
double-sealed in

ein Würfel Stroh ein Nichts

metal-blue Aries comes across

Universum für junge Menschen
limits of any city

cut from

toro of Gloucester

only through power

that battering figure of

aus Erde

blood not

a milled universe

comes across the heart-bunker

retrace the subway steppes
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in strong

Indian ink

all alone

Turbulence dead already

with Winnetou old
amazing names

Tamburlaine
more than fishwives

caretakers of the world (P, 74-75)

The first stanza chosen here relies on the implied narrative of the
dream, beginning with its therapeutic rebalancing by meditative
breathing. The childhood fictional hero redeemed from sidekick to
central figure, has become old, is renamed, and inhabiting the eclectic
iconic “cabin” of American nationalism. The Mescalero is one of a
number of tribes that make up the Apache, and perhaps no group has
been more disgracefully stereotyped in fiction and film. Here the
Mescalero is almost like a Cooper’s Chingachgook. His ironic “Good
Year” sandals, their rubber indicative both of colonial exploitation and
modernity in the motor tyre are indicative of the expensively mobile
who live far from the pedestrian poor. Finally the significance of his
greeting neutralised in homogenized significance is flattened out as an
empty postmodern gesture.
The visual lay-out of the poem suggests a modified square, an
image, whose textual centre alignment works against the expectation
of a conventional paragraph’s story. Perhaps it points up even more
the strong suggestion of narrative which works here between tale and
confession—though no “I” is present. A narrator is nonetheless
implied, and we are given to know from the end-note (also part of the
text) that it is Joris himself.
The second verse is quite different from the first though employing
the same visual frame. Here the phrases suggest Burroughsian cut-ups
in their offer of movement of meaning through static juxtapositioning
of suggestive words and phrases, some linked by sound (I-slash…daily
sashimi). There are a lot of imperative clauses and they suggest
Buroughsian power plays in fractured imagery of twentieth century
wars—the German wars signalled especially in the German phrases.
The non-English words compel attention. “IBM staccato rage”
suggests the “detached” nature of the business machine empire in
relation to the driven ego of capitalism in “I-slash” or perhaps the
excessive literary “I.” The slicing of raw fish in “sashimi” somehow
connects to a suggestion of harakiri in I-slash, as contraries of
Japanese ritual culture and indeed with the “toro” of Spanish ritual
killing. The image of the bone-monkey has already been set up in a
previous stanza where “Knochen/Gebeine” (bones/mortal remains)
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build up part of a anti-life fantasy universe of death: “a fibromous
death cult” (P, 72). Hence “Deutschland aus Deutschland” implies an
implosion of nationhood, Germany can not come from Germany tout
pur, a thought which is further reduced to (translated) “a dice straw, a
Nothing from the earth.” Phrases glossing each other, and prodding
the reader’s imagination, build up. The gambling image of malign fate
in the gun metalled colour of Aries ruled by Mars—Hitler born under
the same sign—continues the metallic theme in “milled universe,” the
abstract world of coinage. Both war and capital create the “Universum
für junge Menschen”: a Burroughsian image that reminds one of The
Wild Boys, (1971) aptly subtitled A Book of the Dead. There is black
historical recall in the “Tamburlaine Turbulence dead already,” to
Timur Lenk, who created a brutal military machine by uniting nomadic
tribes. The universal darkness extends to historical time as well as
space.
Here Joris writes no less than a global jeremiad out of fractured
cultural signifiers. How he does it, in contrast with Mottram, is
significant. Mottram’s account reflects on the death of an actual
politics of resistance, the socialist dream destroyed by the psychotic
revenges of revolution. But it still comes with a sense of historical time,
of political and military events. The ethical imperative is care of the
self, a determination to survive by making a kind of Sartrean choice. It
is also linked to a sense of personal time through family, through
recall of the father. Further it celebrates personal achievement, the
“luck” of finding the vocation of poet, scholar, and teacher that is a
point d’appui in a world where love is not permanent, where
commerce and commercial values rule. The sheer joy of learning is
celebrated in that sense of discovery and movement, which Joris would
surely recognise: “a canvas in high wind.”
Joris’s world as presented is very much grimmer. It is also less
rooted in a sense of a culture which might sustain the self in terms of
the local. In that sense it is much more American in its personal
deployment of visionary revelation, therapeutic recovery, to keep the
self balanced in the onset of imagined apocalypse. The theme, too, of
the decadent and blood-soaked Europe has been a constant one in
American culture since the eighteenth-century, and Joris is four-square
in that tradition though he deploys its languages with energy, and
seems desperate “to wring something from this long night.” The
panoramic vision of European culture offered is at once American and
post-modern in his, in a telling phrase, “inchoate text of exile” (P, 83).
Europe is dead and lingers as the exiled poet’s nightmare from which
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he cannot escape. While it reflects also a personal mood, it is actually
hard to see why America, or any historic nation, is not just as much a
“charnel house” as Europe. For all its exuberance there is a nightmare
at the heart of Joris’s nomadism for its shadow is exile, and in this text
there is a searing honesty in the way in which it is recognized.
As a way of a tribute to Mottram, I offer finally two quotations to
unsettle us and make us think. The first is Pascal’s famous “All men's
miseries derive from not being able to sit in a quiet room alone,”
which, however, if thought about seriously is not an invitation to
quietism. And the second is from William James: “A man coquetting
with too many countries is as bad as a bigamist, and loses his own
soul altogether.”28 As we have seen, not knowing where you are in a
geographical and geographic space can be both an invitation to
imaginative life and its opposite; and continual motion can be both an
exhilarating invitation to a more truthful life and a more authentic art,
and a drug. The positive side of this and with which Joris aligns himself
was best taken up in Edward Said’s Reith lecture of 1993 when he
criticized Adorno for taking too gloomy a view of “exile.”29
Nonetheless the great debate of our times lies just there.
My own view is that there has to be some kind of dialectical
argument between these two poles of the argument. The world can be
embraced in a single spot as well as in a trajectory of global
movement as with an Emily Dickson, a Thomas A. Clark, a Lorine
Niedecker, not to mention the modernists who made a specific local
place their cultural and person poetic map: William Carlos Williams or
Charles Olson.
What Joris has, however, given us is a marvellous access to other
literatures, and his poetry richly shows the influence, not only of the
French and German modern masters and the extraordinary
innovations of European modernism at the time of Dada and
Surrealism, but perhaps most crucially for our own time, of Arab poets
as well. As with Jerome Rothenberg, translation is the key. His
translation of Picasso’s poetry (I myself had no idea just how good it
was) is pure revelation, and a wonderful addition to the map of
modernism for the English-speaking world. Translation itself of course
means to move or bear across. And that Joris does indefatigably and
28
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with a restless energy that marks him out as an important writer for our
time. He takes up Pound’s ultimately very American challenge on
multi-linguistic and multi-cultural discourse, crossing languages in his
poetry, making language speak to language, to suggest a sense of
home in the awareness of the fact that all languages are “foreign” with
real skill and energy. He aligns himself with Pound’s sarcasm on the
academy and its pretentious seriousness, the need to learn other
languages. He employs Pound’s rhetoric of insistent suggestion—you
had better read Propertius, or Allen Fisher. And he takes up Pound’s
gesture towards Avincenna, that is the culture of the Arab world, with
energy and diligence.
From Olson, Joris took the directive to make historical culture
active in the present, and embraced Creeley’s emphasis on
coincidence and activity. The Whiteheadian field of space-time is
taken for granted, and Olson’s functionalist and sometimes abstract
language turns up in Joris, extended through Deleuze and Guattari.
The figure of outward is crucial to Joris’s nomad, complete with
Olson’s emphasis on dynamism, speed and activity.
Joris is at his closest, of the three examined here, to Mottram. It is
reflected in the plethora of references and citations, the deliberate
refusal of linear argument. Mottram’s emphasis on the spatial is
updated through Deleuze and Guattari. The “Nomadic Eye of
Cubism” extends the Deleuzean directive to “array oneself in open
space” rather “counting space in order to occupy it” (ANP, 40). As
with Mottram, the call is to a multiple newness of vision with an
unsparing look at the world as it appears, both in exuberant creativity,
and as in Francis Bacon’s famous directive to look unsparingly at what
is at the end of the fork.
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Jean Portante

JUSTIFICATION OF THE MARGIN
LUXEMBOURG IN THE POETIC WORK OF
PIERRE JORIS
There is, in the writing of Pierre Joris, no real quest for the origin. For
“his” origin. His poems travel from one end of time and space to
another, but remembering is of no real interest to him. Being born
somewhere, more specifically in Strasbourg, a nomadic city that, in the
course of its history, ceaselessly went back and forth politically,
sociologically, linguistically between a Germanic space and a
belonging to France, certainly is a point of departure—a rise as the
etymology of the word “origin” suggests—but from the point of view of
writing, of the poem, it is at the very most a biographical beginning
that has no other impact than having taken place. And does not the
same hold for Luxembourg, the country of his childhood and
adolescence, which he left at the age of eighteen only to enter the
territory of writing? Nowhere does one find in the poems of Joris a
nostalgia for a lost paradise, the need to return to the local origin. This
absence orphans, and even leads to the romantic idea of universality,
because bipolarity loses its raison d’être when one of its poles is
absent.
Does that mean that the local, the origin, isn’t present in Joris’s
poetry? More than one would think the fact of having grown up in
Luxembourg, of having lived there during the crucial childhood and
adolescent years, has irremediably slipped into the very core of the
writing process, like a Trojan horse which efficient work of
undermining one perceives afterwards only. So, when reading the
different essays of Justifying the Margins (which continue those of A
Nomad Poetics, yet with a more programmatic emphasis), one is
struck by the need to continually come back—before considering what
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Joris calls “the other geography,” that of the elsewhere—to that which
is, after all, the past, the local origin. The book opens with that past.
My father was a healer and a hunter. Is it any surprise that I became a
poet and a translator? We don’t escape our filiations: we only stand
more revealed, as the territories shift, as the hunt closes in. (JtM, 1)

In “filiations,” there is fils and fil, French for, respectively, “son” and
“thread.” The territory shifts, the thread is being unravelled. From the
father onward, from the first location onward. No doubt a thread of
Ariadne, begun in one place and leading no one knows where. With
in the beginning (the healer and) the hunter. Childhood memories that
have Saint Hubert, patron saint of hunters, as the emblematic figure of
hunt, and the stag as the local exemplar of pray.1 Somewhere the fox
also prowls about, but let’s forget about that one for a moment. This is
where the reel of thread begins.
The essay where the father-hunter appears deals with Nimrod. The
thread leads to him. It begins with the father-hunter and ends
(provisionally) with Nimrod, biblical builder of the Tower of Babel. This
time, the filiation happens in two stages. First, there’s the local Saint
Hubert—“in the dark woods of the Ardennes”—who, as legend has it,
was hunting during a holy Friday, only to stand face-to-face with a
stag bearing a cross of light between its antlers. He immediately
converted to Christianity. As it happens, Nimrod was a hunter as well.
And even if he is not part of the pantheon of Christian saints, he is
nevertheless an important biblical figure, being in a certain way at the
origin of the invention of languages—which in this case was rather a
divine punishment. From Joris-father to Joris-son, passing by Saint
Hubert and Nimrod, the hunter is thus remade a builder of languages,
or, rather, a passeur: “I became a poet and a translator.” What is
particular about this thread is that the local contains the universal, the
universal the local. No dialectics. Nothing but threading. Like pearls
on a string.
A word on the local. The place of beginnings. Luxembourg. Viewed
from the outside, from the US for example, it rather hides what it is. As
does the language that Pierre Joris has chosen to write his oeuvre in.
What is not seen is that there is a plural, from its very origins onward.
Indeed, in Luxembourg (at least) three languages coexist, without any
1

The stag & Saint Hubert enter Joris’s poetry early on, in Antlers, a collection from 1975,
at a time when, perhaps, the awareness of sliding the father thus into the verse wasn’t
yet at issue.
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geographical barriers (contrary to Switzerland or Belgium). The first
one could be called, for the natives, and thus for Joris, too, the mother
tongue. Lëtzebuergesch. The Moselle-based Frankish, to use more
scientific terms—a frank language, too, in the sense that it were the
Franks who introduced it in these lands (but not lingua franca, as, for
instance, American English has become all over the world). The
language of Charlemagne, perhaps. Anchored, therefore, in this area
and gradually replacing the other franca language, Latin, which, with
the arrival of the Romans, had taken the time to spread through the
country. Furthermore, Lëtzebuergesch is flanked by two other
languages, German and French. Two languages Joris had time
enough to interiorize, to stock inside, because they are the languages
of literacy and education. In the beginning there was the plural.
Linguistic dispersion. A sort of collage. One has but to read a
Luxembourg newspaper: French articles appear side by side with
German ones. The reader goes back and forth between them as
though it were a single language. Plural. Cosmopolitan, in a way. Far
from the impossible original purity of Charles Olson.
Pierre Joris hasn’t, it is well-known, used any of Luxembourg’s three
languages for his writing. At the surface, at least. He comes back
extensively to this in the essay “On the Nomadic Circulation of
Contemporary Poetics:”
These are the languages of my dispersals, my diasporic wanderings,
the German and the French that underlie the lingua franca of the new
empire: American English. The omitted first, or degree zero language,
really, of my languages: Letzebuergesch, a gentle ghosting appearing
at times in certain s-sounds, in the impossible “tee-aitch” where “so”
and “though” become homophonic, and the sh-sounds, sschlupping
about, but hush now, that’s the mamaloshen, so far removed now
though so far from removed that I sometimes fear it will come back in
the “last” words it will be given me to speak and that none will then be
able to understand. (JtM, 7-8)

In other words, if the mother tongue, the mamaloshen, only enters
orality, trying to play a bad trick on him, like a ghost ready to take its
revenge, then German and French undoubtedly lie at the basis of the
English to which Joris turned, at once to distance himself from the
languages of the beginning and, by taming them, in a way to
reconcile with them. Writing in English doesn’t, consequently, mean to
sever the umbilical cord, but rather to weave a thread, to trace a route
that leads to the new linguistic territory. (There are, evidently, other—
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bio-graphical—factors that lead Joris to English. In Ettelbruck—
etymology has it that this was the place Attila passed in his rush
towards the West—where Pierre’s father wound up settling, an
American “Remembrance Day” was celebrated since the victorious
post-war days, with tanks, jeeps and GI’s in authentic uniforms,
remembering Patton’s move in the Battle of the Bulge. Not to forget
about his grandmother who had a cinema there, with countless
American films having French or Dutch subtitles—collage again. And
later, in high school, Pierre had the habit of snooping around the
bookshelves of a foreign language bookshop in Luxembourg city, at
the Place d’Armes, where he was first confronted with books like Allen
Ginsberg’s Howl, or Naked Lunch by William Burroughs; his first
encounter with the Beats and with that fresh breath of poetry, or writing
in general, that came from the US.)
Yet, as soon as more than one language is available at the
beginning of the reel, verticality, a taking root is no longer possible.
So, to speak of origin, of the local, cannot mean to dig deeper into
the native soil. There is a coming and going through the very force of
things. “There is no vertical route/ the voyage is via curve of surface.”
These lines come from the poem “THE ANGLE & THE DIRECTIONS”
in Hearth-Work, published in 1977, two years after Antlers. Surface
and horizon, rather than taking root. That is the basis for nomadism.
Birth, languages, everything is a horizontal movement, surface
movement. In Tracing, a book from 1985 (but written in 1975), Joris
describes the itinerary of his life as follows:
18 years Luxembourg: 2 Paris: 4 New York: 3 Constantine: 8 London:
tomorrow elsewhere: distrust vertical roots, history: the spread is
horizon(t)al.

There is no biography, only geography. Moving. There is no roots,
only rhizome. In the Deleuzian sense of the word: “Unlike trees and
their roots, the rhizome connects any given point with any other given
point.”2 We know how the itinerary continues. Several years in Paris,
where I encountered Pierre in 1983. Then the US. And a bit of France
again, the South this time, where for some years now he spends his
summers. Pierre Joris’s English definitely is the encounter—the
connection—between the German and the French that were first
stored in the territory of childhood and adolescence, and were
2

Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari, Mille Plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2 (Paris:
Éditions de Minuit, 1980).
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subsequently nourished by reading. At issue isn’t, consequently, a
British English or an American English—Joris’s English is exempt from
dialects and local particularities inherent in those two languages—
and, contrary to what Eric Mottram writes, nor is it a language “poised
between American and English.”3 Pierre’s English unravels its
threads—its filiations so to speak—through the journey of the French
and the German and is, therefore, not the language of a location, nor
a language between two locations as Mottram says, but a nomad
language, a cosmopolitan language connecting one given point to
other points, to use Deleuze’s definition. The journey having started in
Luxembourg, a country that connects German and French par
excellence.
It’s a known fact that, as time threads on, the Arabic language
started to fascinate Pierre Joris, and another rhizome started its
connections. Possibly in a less obvious way, but there again the
starting point is located in Luxembourg. Pierre Joris explains it in one
of the essays in Justifying the Margins dedicated to the Moroccan poet
Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine. Again the beginning, the starting point,
slides in. The Luxembourg beginning.
For a long time the only West I knew was the Wild West. Raised in a
small country between France and Germany, in that post World War II
era one could accurately describe as an American cultural quasiprotectorate, Indians and cowboys were my West. What I later learned
to call the Maghreb was East and South. And yet there were
intimations. One of my earliest memories is a word, a name, I heard
on the news my father was listening to on the mahogany Nordmende
radio set with the large green eye. It was the name Krim Bel Kacem. I
can still hear it in the singing French inflections of the news
announcer—returning, repeated, over and over: Krim Bel Kacem, Krim
Bel Kacem. A few years later I found out the connection between the
name and a historical reality: visiting Paris with my father, staying at
the Hotel du Brésil near the Luxembourg gardens, I was woken in the
middle of the night by several loud explosions and the rattatatat of
machine gun fire. The next day I learned that this was an OAS
plastiquage and the ensuing getaway. Through the sounds of the last
reactionary spasms of the Algerian war of independence, the history of
the Maghreb had entered my life. (JtM, 53)

The rhizome that leads from the father-hunter to Nimrod, maker of
languages, is repeated here, though in a different way. This time, it is
3

Eric Mottram, “Oasis & Crossroads: an introduction for Pierre Joris” (B, 7).
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a name caught at random in a radio news broadcast the father was
listening to, probably in 1954, at the time of the 1st of November
insurrection that marked the beginning of the Algerian war. Joris is
seven years old. The plastiquages of the Organisation Armée Secrète
(OAS, or Secred Armed Organization) take place in the days
preceding the independence of Algeria, from 1961 onward, when
Joris is a fourteen-year-old adolescent. During seven years, then, the
name of Krim Bel Kacem has slept in the subconscious, that moves
from words to their silence. Then, suddenly the words become at once
history and a founding moment of the connection with the Arabic
world. And as if by accident, this happens not far away from the
Luxembourg gardens, as though the thread of the beginning didn’t
want its trace to get lost. (An anecdote happily embellishes this move.
As a child, before moving with his Parents to Ettelbruck, Joris used to
live in the city of Luxembourg, in the rue Glesener. Chance would
have it that his childhood house became, later on, a Berber restaurant.
It, too, became nomadic, whilst remaining immobile, following the
languages leading to English, or the father-hunter moving to Nimrod
and the invention of languages.)
It will nevertheless take several years still, before the link with poetry
is made. This happens in 1965. Joris is again in Paris, not as a visitor,
but for his studies. As the good son of a father doctor, he has
chosen—or isn’t it rather the father who chose for him?—to pursue
studies in medicine. He isn’t to last long in the faculty of medicine,
being attracted to literary bohemia and the call of writing. When his
father cuts off his allowance, he doesn’t know where to stay and
therefore asks George Whitman, the owner of Shakespeare &Co,
which was then located in the rue de la Bûcherie, whether he can
squat in one of the rooms above the bookshop. Joris describes that
episode in his life as follows:
No problem, George said, hemming and grumbling, and that
afternoon I moved my suitcase into the small upstairs room with the
two mattresses. Evenings I worked selling the New York Times in
Montparnasse, and when I came back late that night, I slipped into the
room and onto my cot as silently as possible, so as not to wake up the
roommate who was already sleeping on the other mattress. I woke
when my companion started moving about the room, swung my legs
sideways, sat on the cot and greeted him, introducing myself. He
looked up briefly from the book he had started to read, returned the
greeting and introduced himself: Mohammed Khaïr-Eddine. (JtM, 54)
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That’s when the distant echo of Krim Bel Kacem rings in Joris’s ear.
That’s when the journey is enriched with a connection. When the
rhizome adds a point to a former point. When the thread unravels
more and more. We know that, later on, towards the end of the
1970s, Joris spends three years in Algeria, as if to give a territoriality
to that particular thread. A provisional surface. But what really matters
to him, what has initiated the movement towards the writing of the
Maghreb, at a moment when his own writing is emergent and hesitant,
is the intensity of his decisive encounter with the Moroccan poet
Mohammad Khaïr-Eddine. Echoing the original point that bears the
name of Krim Bel Kacem, the green eye of the Nordmende radio
station in the parental house in Luxembourg and his father listening to
the news.
What has remained with me, from that moment on through all
subsequent meetings with Khaïr-Eddine can be summed up in one
word: intensity. (JtM, 54)

An intensity that is specified some lines below:
But what has remained core for me, more so than the literary and
political information gathered from him, was the example his intensity
set: he was the poet incarnate, a truly Rimbaldian figure whose total
dedication to his art awed me no end. I was still searching, unsure of
myself, unsure that it was even possible for someone to become a poet
in a language that was not the mother tongue, unsure if I could bear
the absolute exile such a decision implied. Khaïr-Eddine was the living
proof that it was possible and that total dedication to the chosen path
was the only way to achieve this aim. (JtM, 55)

The name of Khaïr-Eddine suddenly becomes synonymous with a life
exclusively consecrated to writing. At a time when Pierre Joris is still
somewhat uncertain in the matter, this meeting is revelatory. A double
revelation. One: it is possible to live, like Rimbaud, the total immersion
in writing. Two: the mother tongue can be repudiated in favour of a
chosen language. But, and there’s no doubt to it, Joris would never
have encountered Khaïr-Eddine without an original connection to
Luxembourg. Because there is, for starters, not only the echo of the
central figure of the Algerian insurrection of 1954, encountered in the
paternal living room. But as it happens, there is no university in
Luxembourg at the time when Joris is ready to start his studies, so he is
obliged to leave his homeland. The fact of being in Paris in 1965 is,
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like the encounter with German and French, tied in with the reality of
educational possibilities and shortcomings in the country of his
childhood and adolescence.
Yet before that, the first real poetic revelation happens in
Luxembourg itself, when Joris is fourteen or fifteen years old. Of the
two languages, French and German, he prefers the latter, nourished
as it is by childhood readings. Among those readings, there is one that
prevails over all others, to the extent that a sequence of poems will be
consecrated entirely to it. During his childhood, Joris really devours the
books of Karl May4 which feature characters like Winnetou or Old
Shatterhand. The importance of these readings is underlined by Joris
in a note appended to the Winnetou Old sequence of poems:
Winnetou is a Mescalero Apache chief invented by Karl May, the 19C
German writer of popular fictions, as side-kick for his main narrator &
pseudo-autobiographical hero, Old Shatterhand, the schmaltzy
German “Westmann“ (=frontiersman). […] These figures have
haunted European adolescences (at least in the German-speaking
regions) for over a hundred years. In my childhood I was Winnetou,
never Shatterhand. […] As I know now, it names the figures of the
other, or, to use an American order of space & poetics rather than a
European psychological distinction, the figure of outside. As I have
written elsewhere, it is also in May that I found language matter for my
first writing experiments as “these tales were literally sprinkled with
sentences & sentence fragments in Arabic, Mescalero Apache, Sioux,
Persian, Chinese—or at least in what May tried to pass off as such.
And it was this totally heterogeneous language-matter that fascinated
me most… I remember how, in my grand-parents’ farm-house, using
huge ancient-looking & -smelling hardcover cattle-registers, & those
old red-on-one-end, blue-on-the-other-end pencils & copying out all
those sentences, plus May’s translations, or what passed as such, I
tried to make up my own—secret—language out of all those shards.”
(P, 85)

And so, deep down the Luxembourg childhood, in the farmer’s house
of his grandparents located in Asselscheuer, Joris tries the secrets of
writing, through those early readings in which the high school German
is omnipresent, larded with invented elements that came from
4

Karl May, 1842-1972. Author of more than seventy-two books. Almost entirely unknown
in France, he was, in the 1950s, the most-read German writer, well before Goethe.
Without travelling, ever, he invented, in part inspired by Fenimore Cooper, a Far West
rocked by two emblematic figures, the Apache chief Winnetou & the white trapper Old
Shatterhand, united in a borderless friendship.
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elsewhere, and that are talking, again like a collage, of the Other
(Joris prefers to say “the outside”), who in Karl May’s oeuvre comes
from either America or Arabia.5 (It has to be said in passing that
Pierre’s poetry—this is one of its characteristics—is mined with
linguistic collages where German, French, Italian, Arabic etc. words or
fragments of sentences naturally stand side by side, contaminate and
enlighten each other, as if the language were a single one, composed
in a rhizomatic way from multiple, connecting points. The very same
happens in daily Luxembourg life. Anyone who has walked, back then
or today, in the streets of the cities and villages of the Grand Duchy
has necessarily been confronted, when looking up, with that collage of
shop signs which are either in German or French (and sometimes even
in English, in Italian, Portuguese or, though this is more recent, in…
Luxemburgish). The linguistic collage has been part of the daily
scenery of the child and adolescent Joris. Before discovering them in
books, he has lived them in the country’s reality.)
It is not insignificant here that Winnetou reappears when Joris is in
London during the gray Thatcher years, haunted by depression. A
friend therefore teaches him the basic techniques of meditation, and
through these and through the necessity of finding “a guide figure for
a work that was to get me moving again” (P, 86), the way is paved for
the Apache character, older now, having escaped death, hair
whitened by age, incarnating Europe’s Other and offering, as Virgil
does with Dante, guidance through the meanders of a decadent
Europe’s cultural space. This is how the Winnetou Old sequence came
into being. The Indian chief nevertheless appears in the title and a
couple of sections only. In the margins, so to speak. As if to say that,
despite all, it’s there, outside of the poem, in the beginning, the origin,
a beginning and origin both left unsaid, or said in the margins, that a
good deal of the prime poetic matter is found.
The German language—that basic matter—is at the origin of what
one might call the poetic revelation, the first poetic initiation of Pierre
Joris, well before his encounter with Khaïr-Eddine, which revealed not
the poem, but a life consecrated to writing. This happens in high
school. Must have been 1961 or 1962? So Joris is fourteen or fifteen
years old when one of his German teachers, Othon Scholer,

5

Apart from the Far West, Karl May situated several of his books in Arabia, where the
Old Shatterhand & Winnetou pair is echoed by Hadji Alef Omar & Kara Ben Nemsi. In
this way that the Arabic world slides simultaneously with America into Joris’s memory, to
never leave it again.
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introduces him to a poem that will prove essential to what happens
next. Paul Celan’s Todesfuge.
The poem went through me like a knife through butter, it cut me open,
laid me out, flayed. My hair stood on end. (JtM, 37)

The entire body is traversed by the poem. It’s a physical encounter.
The very first seed of poetry planted in him by knife. It would never
outgrow him. We know that, later on, Celan no longer wanted to have
Todesfuge taken up in anthologies containing his work. No doubt due
to the wrongful interpretations made by critics. Yet this doesn’t change
anything about the fact that without this German teacher in a
Luxemburgish high school, Joris wouldn’t have had the possibility of
reading, at a time when his writing was still in its infancy, this poem
which served as an initiation to writing. Celan will indeed become very
present in Joris’s oeuvre, who is, incidentally, Celan’s most brilliant
English translator. But the beginning, the trigger so to speak, the local
anecdote, hasn’t been able to enter his poetry. Like Winnetou, that,
too, remains outside. In the margin.
At this point, one must recall a crucial dimension of Joris’s writing,
one where, moreover, the Luxembourg origins thread a way through
the centre of the oeuvre. Translation. Not, of course, of the makeshift
kind, instilled in him by Karl May from childhood on. But, following the
two major revelations with Celan and Khaïr-Eddine, when Joris opts
for English and when he knows that writing will be his life’s project, he
realizes that the two principle languages he has stockpiled in
Luxembourg, namely German and French, have lead directly to the
new writing language, and now also call on him to play another role
in writing. That of translator.
So some five years later—years during which I had written my juvenile
poems and stories in French and in German—when I decided to write
poetry in English and make that my life’s work, I also knew that
translation would be an essential part of the work […] because I saw
translation as both a duty—I had the languages and therefore felt it to
be my ethical responsibility to use that faculty to move things from one
language to the other so that the language-challenged could get some
sense of what had been and was being written elsewhere—and a core
poetic learning experience. (JtM, 38)

So, the languages offered by the origin’s territories make possible that
other horizontal journey that is the passage from one language to
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another. And urge Joris, like an ethical responsibility, to assume the
role of passeur, of ferryman. An original responsibility as it happens,
borne from the coincidence of having spent the first eighteen years of
his life in a multilingual territory.
*
Something. “While writing, something makes Luxembourg enter the
poem,” Pierre Joris recently confided me. That was in November
2010, at his place, his apartment in Brooklyn. There isn’t, as Joris
fiercely insists, any active searching of the past. Even if he has, lately,
dug into possible memories of the locations of his beginning in short
prose texts for the literary supplement of the Luxemburgish daily paper
Tageblatt. The past comes. Rhizomatically, like all else. The points of
time do not form a line. They remain points on end, abolishing time
and making it eternally present. All always is contemporary there. Yet,
in the margins of the poem, where writing is produced, the origin
ceaselessly continues to weave its threads and filiations. It is one of the
conditions of nomadism. Everywhere where Joris has been, goes and
will go, the origin has been, goes and will go with him. Is portable.
Nomad art is portable. On the condition that there is something to be
brought along. A “something,” maybe, that makes Luxembourg enter
each poem, even if it is written in an elsewhere that is ceaselessly
renewed. So, while he is looking out the window of his Brooklyn
apartment, which gives onto the seaside, Pierre watches his
grandfather pass by, whom he never knew. It’s 1912. His grandfather
was a sailor. He’s about to enter, with his boat, the port of New
York… As if to justify the margin.
[Translated from French by Peter Cockelbergh]
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Luxembourg—géographèmes
Peter Cockelbergh—Lëtzebuergesch, “the mamaloshen, so far
removed now though so far from removed that I sometimes fear it will
come back in the last words it will be given me to speak and that no
one will then be able to understand” (JtM, 7-8). I wonder, is there a
connection, an affinity with Nimrod’s “Raphèl maì amècche zabì almi”
(“Nimrod in Hell”)?
Pierre Joris—[laughter] It’s not a connection I had made, but you just
did. No, I don’t have a sense of that. When I wrote those lines, I was
thinking about what the mother tongue was & in a way I had the fear,
maybe unconscious, that if I go the way my mother went—which
means forgetting—maybe I’ll forget everything, too, & all that remains
is what you were born with, i.e. Lëtzebuergesch, or the first language.
And that would be very strange, speaking Lëtzebuergesch to the
people around me, because they don’t know that language. But it was
just kind of a little dramatology. I don’t think it is Nimrod’s language.
As you know from “Nimrod in Hell,” it’s an extremely well-constructed
sentence, fitting the rhyme scheme etc. and I have never been able to
do those.
We’ve already mentioned the handful of brief autobiographical pieces
you occasionally write for the Literary Supplement of the Luxembourg
Tageblatt. But apart from that, the bio-graphical (auto or not) plays an
important and continuing role in your work, from Antlers on till, say, the
second section of Justifying the Margins.
Well, the experiential does come in. But as you just said, I don’t build
my work on the experiential or the privately experiential; it is a part of
one’s life and therefore it is a part of the work and so it will come in
tangentially in any number of ways.
I think it’s there, much so, because of the processual, too: the way,
for example, the poem is written every morning (when it used to be
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every morning), has to do with the personal proclivities of getting up &
sitting down & writing. What Nicole called the “back-porch poems:”
it’s me going out at dawn with a cup of coffee, sitting on the back
porch, lighting a cigarette & starting to write. All of that comes out of
experience, & sometimes I leave that material in, giving the eventual
reader that handle, a process-showing of the poem’s facture.
Even if the poem is a little machine made of words, I’m not a
machine writing it. (Although I’m obviously not interested in writing for
some kind of psychoanalytic trip…)
Similarly, the nomad goes places, changes where he is, & so that
comes in, too.
When we move back from bio-graphy to Luxembourg, it’s striking how
the early years come in. I have already mentioned Antlers and
“Nimrod in Hell,” but there’s A Single-Minded Bestiary or Winnetou
Old as well.
Well, that’s the only way Luxembourg can come back, because my
poetics developed elsewhere. What Luxembourg is connected to is my
childhood, and, okay, it has all the dimensions of that, and I could
leave Luxembourg out and do it all via, say, a literary angle, like the
books of Karl May—but there are other things that do come in. And
given that Luxembourg is such a highly, hmmm, exotic country for
most people, why not use that?
I’ve often talked about where Luxembourg came in with Roger
Manderscheid, an old Luxembourg buddy. I remember when I was
back in Luxembourg once and read from Winnetou Old for the first
time. At the end of the reading Roger, at his table sipping a beer,
beamed: “Oh deen hoeren Joris (this fucking Joris) returns from new
York & writes on Winnetou!” Reading May was like the memory of
childhood, a shared memory of Luxembourg—although it’s a German
writer & a fake Apache we’re talking about. Luxembourg is made up
of those things, is made up of May and Henri Vernes’s Bob Morane &
so on. I guess it’s a way of resourcing, but I have to be very careful,
because the last thing I want to do is fall into some nostalgic trip of
that order. I never think of going there in terms of a place to write
from, except when I’m asked to write—like those short
autobiographical Tageblatt pieces—on a specific subject relating to
Luxembourg. It was something that in my nomadicity I had never really
gone back to, & certain images like the Nordmende radio and “Krim
Bel Kacem” are there, but they actually form an image that leads out
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of Luxembourg, which was, in a way, what was always going on:
“ways out.”
Though the fox of course is also a Luxembourgish creature and is
essential here, too…
A Middle Kingdom creature even…
Indeed, the Middle Kingdom in one’s imagination then reaches from
Friesland to Lombardy, and its fascination is that it’s totally
multicultural, from the beginning on & is one of the core possibilities
that got lost to Europe way back when the French & German entities
ate up the middle.
On the other hand, Luxembourg and Lëtzebuergesch at the same time
also gave you a way out of the mother tongue into French, German,
English and still more languages. Multilingualism in that sense also
leads us to the third Lemur Morning, where you say that “the danger
of/ writing is making/ one-way sense” (P, 103). It leads us to Celan,
too, and what you call his “fearful polysemy.” Both could be seen as
“ways out,” as language breaks, literally opening up and expanding
(linguistic) space.
Somewhere, essentially, Lëtzebuergesch is not different from any of the
other languages I could write in as a Luxemburger—because they’re
all foreign languages, the language or languages you write in.
Another way of putting that is in Kelly’s words, writing about my work,
saying that every language is already a second language, so that all
language is already a translation. Being conscious of this, which to me
is a very radical thing, helps me at least to keep a certain distance
from the biographical or to see that too as a foreign narration—
though it is of course present in at least the sense that our first
language is our physiology even if “semantic” language is, as they
say, always already an abstraction, a making-foreign. You can’t
completely escape the biographical—& why would you, as Jerry & I
once wrote, although in a different context: “The death of the author
has been much exaggerated…”
I think that’s where polysemy comes from, really. When you’re
multilingual to begin with, you will inevitably notice as a kid that when
you say something, it very often actually means something else in
another language—monolingual people don’t really know this, can’t
know it. So for me this polysemy’s one of the great pleasures, because
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you can really hear all of the languages in words & their paragrams,
or in the way people play with words.
Take last night: we went to this jazz place called “le Bab - ilo”…
And it’s an Algerian who owns the bar, & he has a photo of Kateb
Yacine pinned over the bar, so we begin to talk about Kateb Yacine. I
step outside where Miles is smoking a cigarette & point to the thing up
there and ask: “Do you dig the pun here?” Because it’s not just
“Babylon,” it’s bab “ilo”—bab means door in Arabic, or gate—, it’s
the bab of the “ilo,” i.e. “ilôt,” little island in French. I know this
because I know the word bab in Arabic, be that from Karl May, or my
guides or from the Arabic I learnt later, and that to me gives depth &
richness to language. Yes, “Babylon” is in “Bab-ilo,” but also the door
to the little island. Although “ilo” doesn’t necessarily mean little island.
So if it came into a poem, I would obviously play “bab - ilo” into all of
these possibilities & sound them & leave that mess of meanings or twist
them out & into threads & weave them into a textum. That’s how you &
the words create tissues of meaning; a meaning that is more
interesting than the simple Subject-Verb-Object syntactical meaning,
which is the sort of core authoritarian imposition on our languages,
right?
The loveliness of such multilingual polysemy is that, no matter if
you have SVO sentences, each one of those words can kind of from its
belly or center to radiate into all directions & upset the applecart of
morphology & then syntax, & suddenly things grow & proliferate all
over the place, in all directions—knowledge of various languages
helps this along.
When I teach writing, I tell students that you learn writing by
reading and listening. You train yourself to hear all the different
possibilities, & so one of the best trainings you can give yourself is to
learn another language & to translate. But with even just one
language you can already do homeophonic work, which is no doubt
why poets are so taken with homeophonic translations. That’s why
someone with the absolute accuracy of ear & placing of Zukofsky can
write a Modernist poem that is an old formal double canzone that uses
only words taken from the first chapters of Karl Marx’s Das Kapital, &
at the same time can have an incredible amount of fun doing his
homeophonic translations of Catullus. That’s the kind of the training
the job demands!
To me this is also how or why a jazz musician goes “wood
shedding:” to have the time and space to learn everything the
instrument can give—the whole range, all the scales, in all directions.
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You do the scales of the instrument, which isn’t only dexterity, that’s
also to listen, to hear everything you have never heard in those same
notes…
Doesn’t that tie in with your translations of Kerouac’s Mexico City Blues
as well?
Yes, it does, Kerouac’s is very a jazz-based poetry, & the language
itself is very American, but then Kerouac also gets a lot of kicks out of
using crazy, long Bhuddist names so that you have this total weirdness
when you have the very fast bebopy American line, hit by long names
of Bhuddist saints that you really have to play with as you try to read
them, because of all the syllables that follow each other and that you
have never encountered. Kind of marvellous if you try to read it!
Obviously I spent a long time translating that specific book, but
translation is relatively quiet business: I don’t actually read everything
out loud all the time. But I remember when Mexico City Blues came
out, here, in Paris, I gave a reading from it in the old American Center,
with Steve Lacy playing the soprano saxophone behind me & it was
totally lovely, because I was of course picking up on Steve’s rhythms
with great pleasure & Steve blowing, following Kerouac’s & my
rhythms through the quick syntactical turns & the long Buddhist names.
A striking example of a word that’s been with you early on, one that
seemingly ties in with the North (our North?) as well, and that takes on
very different meanings, that shoots off in all directions, is claritas. It
occurs in “Poem in Noon,” a recent, not yet collected poem: “ain/
difficult to pronounce/ for northern claritas” (your emphasis) and it
enters the very first pages of Breccia! In Antlers #1, your write: “the
brightness the/ claritas/ remains/ unchanged./ It only changes/ when
we/ stand still” (Antlers #1).
That’s funny & also weird, in a sense, because I had in no way,
certainly not consciously, thought of a nomadic poetics when I wrote
those Antlers lines. Obviously for me the term “claritas” comes directly
from Pound, so you could read it as an argument with Pound
throughout my work, which takes on very different modes. I could now
read this contradiction as a criticism of Pound in a way that the
“claritas” remains unchanged, or changes thus when we stand still, i.e.
you get a different “claritas” when you’re fixed. When you don’t follow
the sun behind the mountains, the sun sinks into the ocean behind the
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mountains, i.e. the image that you know—“claritas!”: “oh, the sun is
going down”—is only true if we stand still. If you keep being nomadic,
& I hadn’t then thought of the word, but here it is, totally there, so if
you follow the sun, go with it, you realize it’s not falling into the ocean.
It’s a criticism already of that “claritas” notion of knowledge in Pound,
which comes from at least two sedentary traditions: the European
Descartes & Confucius, the Chinese sage who knows it all. That whole
Chinese sense of “sagesse,” wisdom, has always seemed extremely
dubious to me.
Which leads us directly to the very first essay of Justifying the Margins,
where claritas is related to precisely that: “Clarity was to be found only
in the North,” Pound’s Troubadours and China, but not the Maghreb.
Or again, the “Cartesian false-clarity” you mention in the Douglas
Oliver piece.
Because as soon as you get into the jungle, you’re done. Olson
expresses that wonderfully when he talks of the Maya temple that gets
wiped out by the jungle that’s moving in and taking over completely.
“Claritas” is a fake wisdom created by Northern humans. We talked
earlier of the North African “blue,” now think of Gottfried Benn’s
classicism of the blue, and even of Hölderlin…
And Novalis’s “blaue Blume.”
Yes, it a fantasy of the north to have that sort of clarity, that things can
become that clear, and that clarity is the absolute value: “immer mehr
Licht.” No, there is a different mode of perception, of existence, of & in
movement.
On the other hand, claritas is multiple enough to remain a very
interesting and appealing notion, too: you connect it in a very positive
way to Olson in the final essay of Justifying the Margins, “Where is
Olson now?”: “Where(ever) I turn in need of a different clarity.” Or to
Edmond Jabès in Writing Reading #13: “All clarity has come to us
from the desert.”
Yes, I think the quest for wanting to know also always is a quest
towards clarity. You want to find out, to investigate—that key word we
talked about earlier! But that “investigating” in Olson in a way is
interesting, because Olson does not want to simplify, whereas most of
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that typically Western quest for clarity is always a simplification, for
instance at the scientific level of organizing and classifying. Clarity as
an imposition on the different orders of things.
Abstraction (and, ironically enough, Pound) here enter the game again,
too.
Indeed. We obviously want to see clearly what is going on, which also
plays into the predominance the Northern Europeans give to sight:
“ah, I see,” means “ah, I understand.” Seeing not only always wants
clarity but needs it, because you can’t see in the dark—but you can
hear in the dark. I.e. there’s a desire for clarity, but there’s also the
knowledge that “sagesse” is not the inevitable outcome of “clear
sight.”
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IV
Trans|

Jerome Rothenberg

WORKING TOGETHER
AN ESSAY ON COLLABORATION & MY TIMES
WITH PIERRE JORIS
It is astonishing to me how Pierre Joris, whom I’ve known going back
into his jeunesse (& almost into mine) has emerged as an exemplar of
a total poetics, at the heart of which is that nomadic poetics which he’s
been delivering to us over the last two or three decades with such
singular force. During that time it has been my good luck to work with
him on a number of collaborative projects: Schwitters’ & Picasso’s
collected writings & the two massive volumes of Poems for the
Millennium (1995 & 1998), along with poems & poetics happily
conceived & shared between us. Several years ago, in an interview on
collaborations for Robert Archambeau’s Samizdat magazine, I was
asked, particularly with regard to Poems for the Millennium, “to say
something about working with Pierre & how that collaboration has
lasted so long.” A part of my answer follows, in the form in which it
recently appeared in Poetics & Polemics 1980-2005, published in
2008 in the University of Alabama’s Modern & Contemporary Poetics
series. That book is also—& rightly—dedicated to Joris as “nomad &
fellow traveler.”
Collaboration & publication work together in my mind, although I've
hardly been as persistent with these things as I had started out to be.
The context that I imagined—that "we" imagined, I would like to say—
was one in which poets took over the means of production for their
works—a network of books & journals, broadsheets & painted images,
set in type or written by hand, then printed & bound by whatever
means available. By the late 1950s, when I first got started, some of us
had learned the finer arts of book production, while for others like
myself the postwar allowed the luxury of printing cheaply overseas, or,
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absent that, a change in attitude made even the humblest processes—
mimeo or ditto, say—adequate for the task of putting work in multiples
& ready to be placed in circulation. The actual distribution of course
was trickier, but by the time I got to it, there was already a small
network in place—bookstores & other outlets dotting the country &
with growing connections overseas. And public readings had grown up
simultaneously, in places often as casual as the books themselves.
I've written about this elsewhere—most notably in the pre-face to A
Secret Location on the Lower East Side (a history of American little
presses from the fifties through the seventies)—so I don't think I have to
go into it now in any detail. The main thrust here was that from Blake
& Whitman on, poets had often been their own best presenters—not
only operating from outside the commercial publishing nexus but often
placing themselves there deliberately & with good reason. I tried to
point out further that this favoring of independent publication—not
only in the States but throughout the world—was itself a principal mark
of the avant-garde in poetry & art. And to bring it still closer to what
I’m talking about here, it should be noted that most of these
independent works of editing & publication were characterized by the
working together of numerous poets & the formation, while it lasted, of
a network of collaboratively generated publications & presses.
The later work with Pierre Joris is, as I see it, a culmination for me
of what came before & an indication of how fruitful collaboration can
be in the kind of world we share. For all of that I’m a little hard
pressed to remember the steps by which we came to work together. I
had known Pierre since the late 1960s, when he was a student at Bard
College & was living in New York City for a year or two after
graduation. After he moved back to Europe we saw each other on &
off in London & Paris, & in 1986, when I started a brief tenure at
SUNY-Binghamton, we got the bright idea of bringing him over as a
graduate student. I had already floated a proposal for a big twentiethcentury book but was very uncertain about it as a one-man
proposition. Once into conversation with Pierre, however, it became
clear that we were both close enough & different enough to consider
this as, simultaneously, a singular & dual venture. The key in fact was
in the interplay that it allowed us—the possibility, as with other
collaborations, of opening it up beyond what either of us was capable
of doing on his own. And right from the start—& over the years that
followed—the work proceeded, minus all acrimony, as a process that
energized us in the work at hand & in our other workings.
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Both of us had made anthologies before & both of us were devoted
to the idea of the anthology as a kind of manifesto. We were also,
both of us, devoted to the idea of poetry—the kind of poetry we
needed—as a radical enterprise that cut across nations & cultures, &
we both felt the absence of a gathering reflecting the history of modern
(& “post”modern) poetry as we knew it. Over the years we had been
engaged in acts of translation, & Poems for the Millennium, we knew,
would be heavily dependent on translation. And when Larry Venuti, in
affiliation with Temple University Press, raised the possibility of
commissioning a work of translation in a new series he was starting,
we sensed the chance to create a selected writings of the German
artist & poet Kurt Schwitters. The Schwitters project—later published as
PPPPPP: Poems Performance Pieces Proses Plays Poetics—became a
kind of testing ground for the collaboration, & a work also that we felt
long overdue in English. It was to be followed—as a work with a
similar range—by another large gathering of Picasso’s assembled
writings—The Burial of the Count of Orgaz, & Other Poems—but by
then the first two volumes of Poems for the Millennium had already
been published. And since I’m speaking here of collaboration, it
should be noted that in our work as translators of Picasso we were
joined by another dozen poets, each of whom contributed a number
of translations, to give our reading of Picasso the variety & range we
thought it needed.
*
Joris’s background & intentions, then, were in most ways very similar to
my own. At the very least we felt a kinship as poets that made the work
of collaboration a consistently meaningful process & reinforced a
sense that our dual input strengthened our ability to create an image
of poetic worlds more diverse (& therefore “truer”) than what either of
us might have done in isolation. We could also call on a significant
number of others to add to that diversity & to the necessary sense of
creating a big work in common. In doing this we were aware that the
immediate model for what we were doing was the otherwise debased
form of the university anthology. We willingly accepted the subtitle
“The University of California Book of Modern and Postmodern Poetry”
as a kind of riposte to Oxford- & Harvard-sponsored compendia
(among others) that perpetuated a tediously canonical poetry &
poetics of which we (a larger “we” than just the two of us) no longer
chose to be a part. We supplied commentaries—sometimes as mini257

manifestos—in much the way I had done in the earlier assemblages
(themselves a send-up on academic practices), & we enlisted a
distinguished board of “advisors”1 that spoke to our overriding sense
of kinships & alliances. We were careful in doing so that such a board
would be dominated by poets rather than academics & would be
international in scope.
The structure of the book was otherwise of our own devising &
different in kind & intention from more conventional assemblages. We
chose in the first volume to highlight a number of the movements that
characterized the early twentieth century & had been ignored or
diminished in most academic gatherings. Accordingly we gave a
separate section of the book to each of six of them—Futurism,
Expressionism, Dada, Surrealism, Negritude, & the American
“Objectivist” poets. The rest of the poets were grouped in three large
“galleries” following a rather loose chronological sequence, & we
opened the book with a section of nineteenth-century “forerunners” &
ended with a section (“A Book of Origins”) that gave a glimpse into
historical & ethnopoetic recoveries across the whole preceding century.
In the second volume we limited ourselves to two galleries &
incorporated a number of movements or quasi-movements as
“corridors” or “clusters” within the galleries—many of them still more
local or regional than those in the previous volume. And—as a kind of
musical or compositional gesture—we began with a section that was
pure prelude (“In the Dark”) & closed with a short coda-like section
(“At the Turning”) in which we joined two of our own poems with
Robert Duncan’s final, altenstil poem, “After a Long Illness.”
In all of this we were trying to present a range of realized
possibilities while hoping that the work wouldn’t be read canonically in
terms only of its inclusions & exclusions. To avoid that, I suppose, we
also put what was probably a greater than needed emphasis on the
personal nature of what we were doing—in Olson’s words again, our
“special view of history.” Going still further, I would describe the book
as a construct or even, if it comes to it, a fiction—but the kind of fiction
(“supreme” or otherwise) that all such works must surely be. It was
also, inevitably, a work of many different minds & voices, & as such, a
work, like much that came before, that put authorship, as we thought
we knew it, into question.
1

Chinua Achebe, Adonis, Nani Ballestrini, Charles Bernstein, Mary Ann Caws, Andrei
Codrescu, Michel Deguy, Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Allen Ginsberg, Lyn Hejinian, Hiromi
Ito, Ernst Jandl, Nathaniel Mackey, Eric Mottram, Marjorie Perloff, Quincy Troupe,
Cecilia Vicuña, Anne Waldman, Rosmarie Waldrop & Eliot Weinberger.
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With that said, however, Poems for the Millennium remains for me
a meaningful if not necessarily “true” accounting of an adventure in
poetry in which we ourselves were small but for the moment active
players. It is also the vindication of a view long held, that treating
authorship as collaboration puts into question that other side of
poetry—our separation from each other by the realities, if left
unchallenged, of cultural & individual identity. The further step would
be to treat all acts of poetry as collaborative at heart, a great collective
& collaborative enterprise—like language itself. But that waits for
another occasion to spell it out.
[Encinitas, California
August 2010]
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Christine Hume

“NO TRUE VOICES”
LISTENING TO PIERRE JORIS
Internationalism in art often comes with the double bind of elitism and
populism—the drives to be aesthetically impeccable jostle with the
drives to be socially justified and culturally inclusive, generating
alternating currents of bad art and bad faith. American artists seem
particularly ingenuous and cynical about the possibilities of globalism;
perhaps this is why it takes an expatriate living in the US to finesse
authenticity and passion in a nomadic voice. Pierre Joris’s writing has
never been entirely locatable on the page or in any single discipline—
rhizomatically it maps onto musical, textual, visual, and historicalpolitical fields. Though Joris traffics in mutli-media—particularly video,
dance, and instrumental and vocal accompaniment—all his work
relies on his own voice’s rich diversity of cultural accretions. The nontransparent stain of voice, which may be conterminous with that which
makes us human, even if that “human” turns out to be radically
ambiguous, ranges from flat prosaics to metaphysical transmissions to
a DJ-like sampling of styles and mannerisms to an almost guttural
chant. Performance calls out the multilayered dimensions of his work,
the freewheeling articulations that access a chora between languages,
and auditive palimpsests that bring about specialized kinds of meaning
and experience only deliverable through the body.
Joris’s recordings and performances offer a presence loaded with
history and politics, and with them, Joris demonstrates how to live in a
here-and-now infused with a wide melodic ambit and an acute
attention to elsewhere. He accomplishes this not only by way of a
temporal medium, but also via his capacity for inhabiting
heterogeneous languages and methods. His voice is never entirely
disembodied even when we are listening far away from the event itself.
Through productive repetition and polyrhythmic layering, Joris provides
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an unusually intuitive route, not just to conceptualize, but to teach
ourselves how to combine multiple zones of communication: multiple
and mutating spaces, speech acts, dialects, and accents. As we fold
ourselves into the rhythmic patterns, we involve ourselves deeply in the
knowledge of the network. And we carry Joris’s work easily in the ear.
Song and story become travel companions, each trading talents with
and stealing in on the other, in a world where to travel means to
follow with your ears, to transform.
“Aegean Shortwave”1 on his CD Routes, not Roots2 focuses on
sound itself as an agent of travel and change. Sound is where
language and poetry connect to fundamental vibrations and
modalities of the body and universe; radio waves shape and connect
cosmic and local realms. The title links “Aegean” as a primary ancient
trade route to “shortwave radio” as cross-contaminator of cultures—
both serving as a correlative of poetic praxis. This oxymoronic
coupling interlards the material past (Aegean) with the immaterial
present (shortwave). The impossibility of talking about sound without
recourse to spatializing language is integral to the piece’s
philosophical intricacies. Dual fidelity to sound and text create the
conditions for temporal and spatial collapse or exhaustion. As this
plays out, Joris moves us beyond the reaches of the shortwave. Edging
up to the limits of language, the voice becomes hollowed out by
sound. Immediately after he announces “another station comes back
to haunt us,” radio static becomes ocean, a horizon, the end of the
line. His vocal figuration slows and takes on a thanatic quality,
relaunching lines of trade as lines of escape. “Aegean Shortwave” is a
talismanic piece for Joris, harking back to his work in radio for France
Culture in the early 1980s, and making use of radio as a metaphor
par excellence for his own nomadic poetics.
The piece takes the trope of a scanning radio: it sounds like poetry
as if it were radio and vice versa. Recalling John Cage’s Imaginary
Landscape #4 for 12 radios, 24 players and one conductor, where
chance-generated tunings generate the piece, Joris’s captures the
effect of a radio, but with only one voice and a premeditated script. If
Cage mined the aleatory conditions of radio itself, Joris mines the
pluralities of his voice, sounding as if it were replacing the traditional
author with a transistor. The affective difference between Cage’s and
Joris’s use of the radio, though, is primarily contextual. Whereas Cage
1

2

Although not marked as such in Poasis or h.j.r., “Aegean Shortwave” is the second
poem in the Canto Diurno series.
Pierre Joris, Routes, not Roots (Ta’wil Productions, 2007).
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premiered his piece in 1951 when radio still reigned supreme, Joris’s
work airs in a time of globalism and radio nostalgia. As Joris careens
through historic and futuristic references, he says, “there are no true
voices there are only voices jack.” “Jack” might be Kerouac,
emphasizing the road trip meandering spirit of the piece and the writer
as a force of voice and will; or it might be Spicer, emphasizing the
poet as a radio, as Spicer believed he was, able to collect
transmissions from an invisible world. Both familiar figures in Joris’s
work, Kerouac and Spicer represent polarities in their relation to and
views about voice, yet Joris’s allegiance is clearly with “Jack,” a refusal
to decide, a Blake-like embrace of contraries. Ultimately, “Jack” here
can be heard as a composite of many meanings—including hijacked
voices, jacked-in voices, voices as flags (Navy Jack or Union Jack)—
that perform the voice of the nomad. The nomad’s voice brings traces
of place with it, where place, as Joris says in another piece on this CD,
is always “in between” (“The Dream in the Desert in the Book”) or “the
long in-between i.e. time” (“We Live In”). From the start, “the
shortwave grapevine” keeps us, like time, running:
news in french from jerusalem parse the value of
the gold napoleon in relation to the shekel radio
mediterranean emits in english a flying hospital
soon be put into service in italy carried by regular plane the voice of america tamil insurrections
in sri lanka a concert of baroque music held in
as pen colorado tent sip chai and codis (P, 177)

The instability of place here collides with the instability of the accented
voice: “emits in english” for instance sounds equally like “myths in
English.” This kind of sonic slippage, encouraged by the speed in
which Joris speaks, his use of multiple languages, and our own
rhythmic listening, haunts the piece with excess. Contaminations of
words, reverberations, and echoes, all the very material of
unconscious processes, unfold aesthetics of condensation and
displacement. Joris’s voice stops at various stations to report
interesting nationalities and cultures with sardonic bytes such as
“change Poland into an Arabic pop song” and “Congolese people
discuss the five year plan to overcome colonialist static.” The authority
and authenticity of the radio voice is problematized by its lack of
allegiance. Foreignness embodies a fundamental relation to the self
and language that enables another kind of speaking, one that bears
witness to political and cultural silencing without falling into silence
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itself and which instead functions as documentation. Joris selfreferentially comments on the medium itself (“who rules these waves”),
foregrounding the despair in the belatedness of facts and the
territorializing of air. These atomized bits of “news” display as well as
discursively relate the pleasure and problems, the absurdities and
aggressions of globalism. The luminous juxtapositions of mash-up
reports cuts across static and various “world music,” most prominently
Peyrafitte’s melancholy song. Peyrafitte’s incantatory vocalizing
freestyles a French version of Joris’s poem. Her phrasing works in
relation to Joris’s, producing a dialectical aurality that kinesthetically
discovers the everydayness of displacement. Her gradually quickening
and volumizing lyric lends a dramatic counterpoint to Joris’s flatly
urgent main delivery; Peyrafitte’s incantation also blues the mood of
the piece. Identity and agency are mysterious here, though they are
somewhat gendered, and offer lush mutual feedback of extra- and
para-linguistic effects. The two voices intertwine, travel together, and
look opposite ways. It’s difficult to imagine that Joris did not have
Robert Kelly (whose “ta-wil of the first line” is referenced in Joris and
Peyrafitte’s production company) in mind: “This chant was my first
news of the Great Trade Route along which scarce and isolate
merchant-poet-nomads carried goods from tribe to tribe, over the
mountains and under the sun, bringing only the news.”3 In this
sentence, Kelly speaks of the children’s jump rope counting chant, but
the traditional alchemical power of the chant resonates with Joris’s
spoken word works. Indeed, there is a traditionally vatic strain to the
entire CD, but one complicated by polyphony, drawing especially from
the Middle East and Europe.
When listening to Joris, his idiosyncratic phrasing and rhythms draw
us into participation. Listening, we are no longer limited by our bodies
and experiences; we keep responding, keep being moved, keep
dancing into an expanded sense of self, one inhabited at the core by
an Other, who changes who we are and can be. Joris capitalizes on
rhythm’s gestural and tactile nature, lending it a distinctive cognitive
source and expressive range. While the utopia of silent reading can
honor both the line and the sentence—it can confront the
contradiction of moving forward and stopping simultaneously—
performance forces a decision between the phrase and the sentence.
And Joris comes down on the side of the phrase every time. In what
3

Robert Kelly, “A My Name,” in Robert Kelly, The Convections (Boston: David R. Godine,
1978) 38.
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Peter Quatermain calls the “voiced noncommittal crux,”4 Joris injects
semantic multiplicity into his readings by his use of tone, phrasal
patterning, and rhythm. Though performance-to-performance, Joris’s
voice shifts between emphatic staccato where each word strikes
percussively, to a distant calm where each word slides seductively into
the world, his performance style is always dramatic. His words
materialize in explosive enunciations that carry an undeniable sense of
corporeality. Even in the ceremonial piece titled “Altars of Light” from
Sax, Soup, Poetry and Voice (2009),5 evoking the immateriality of the
body, the whole carnal articulation of body paradoxically manifests
through voice. Joris’s bardic vocalizations at first shadow Peyrafitte’s
belted lilting song, but the relationship between the “light” voice and
the “dark” voice quickly moves into an unpredictable patterning. As
metaphorical support of “dark” and “light,” the two voices arrest the
primal procedure of seeking likeness as they morph a kind of dusk
song. The dynamic creates an opportunity for dialectical listening
where “becoming” is “all we can know.” The movement between
articulated and choral lyrics never resolves, suspending the listener in
a tension between language and music, between Peyrafitte’s full,
ethereal voice and Joris’s grounded, wandering voice. One could be
translating the other or one could be libidinally displacing the other;
either way the voice intensifies sensuality. Both performers emphasize
sibilance, harnessing its duplicity and mystery as a sound capable of
simultaneous hissing and shushing. As sonic shorthand for the threat
and exhalation of the “Altar of Light,” the voices move between the
body and language, enacting a moment of leaving. As in “Aegean
Shortwave” this piece amorously entwines what each performer does
best solo.
Joris breaks down the limits of the native tongue—he was born into
European multilingualism and writes in English—making a new
language of polyglot sensibilities and vocal transmutations. In
synthesized accents, dialects, inflections, multilingualism, and an
improvised diction and syntax, Joris delivers a kind of un-English that
dismantles the perceived hegemony of American English. Joris’s voice
makes an impression; it is an indelible signature, an imprint. It reminds
us that poetry issues first from voice, not language, though it is utterly
fascinated with language. His voice seems to travel a great distance to
4

5

Peter Quatermain, “Sound Reading,” in Close Listening, ed. Charles Bernstein (New
York: Oxford University Presss, 1998).
Pierre Joris, Sax, Soup, Poetry & Voice (Free Jazz Series. The Sanctuary for Independent
Media, 2009).
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reach us. And he delivers it deeply marked, accented, tuned to the
relativity of meaning and expression. Yet for all Joris’s attention to
situational and temporal context, his voice seems utterly unlocatable.
His work’s refusal to stay located in a single language or even
bilingualism seems to follow the sound of his voice. As markers of
identity—especially national, ethnic, and economic—blur and
crossfire, they become inaudible. This immediate connection to and
conflict with the present moment creates an uncanny quality that holds
us in critically-aware rhapsody. Like an intimate prelude to language,
the sound of his voice registers meaning before the words themselves
do.
“Tête de Veau” from Sax, Soup, Poetry and Voice slides fluidly from
English to French to German, using cognates (“Love your false
friends”) and homophonic translation to make analogies between
cooking, animality, and language. Sounds settle between languages,
creating a hybridized tongue. In this context, even to native speakers,
English takes on the status of a foreign language. The title refers to a
classic French dish that requires a calf’s face to be ripped off the bone
and the tongue wrapped around it; the calf’s brain is served on the
side. Thus the poem foregrounds the tongue taking the place of the
face as a site of meaning, where “words migrate in all seasons”
because of the “instability of vocabulary.” As Joris trades on sonic
correspondences among words, acting out a metaphorical
transference, the “brain” becomes “La Chapelle-de-Brain,” a
commune in France, which becomes “de-brain,” to remove or
incapacitate the brain, which is literally what happens when making
“tête de veau.” It may also be important for poetic endeavor, which
requires us, as Stevens says, to resist the brain (that is, intelligence)
almost successfully, a definition of poetry that also recalls Emily
Dickinson’s: that which makes us feel physically as if the top of our
heads were taken off. For Joris, poetry might also induce a “mouth
pleasure” akin to taste. We are what we read; we are what we eat: we
pass over into other consciousnesses via ingestion. As he tongues the
phrase “tête de veau,” he is clearly savoring its manifold pleasures,
inducing a brain shudder. He says, “I am ashamed as I shiver”—being
caught between two cultural systems where pleasure and shame mix—
but the word “shiver” was begotten sonically out of “shimmy” and
goes on to produce “shutter,” all words that suggest that oscillation is
the true subject of the poem. Joris’s language constantly morphs,
slipping down a series of rabbit holes, each landing us in a new
temporary context. With a deep investment in mutational logic, Joris
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reconstructs each thematic concern for recursiveness. Comedic timing
and punning infuse the piece with a playful pleasure as well as aweinspiring linguistic transgressions and improvisations. This work relies
on the “mouth pleasures” of food and language to deliciously stir up
old notions of self and body, of nationality and identity. Born in
Luxembourg and living in the United States, Joris performs the
heterogeneity of his heritage and transcontinental experiences, yanking
the planks out of ontological grounding.
Joris’s performance and audio work offers a complex orality that
reveals polyphony at the heart of “voice.” In much of this work,
instrumental accompaniment allows us to listen to the voice more fully
as music, thus accessing a participatory force, a power of
communication more immediate and all-engrossing than most poetry
readings. Multiple voices, languages, and sounds percolate an
insinuating ambiance and politics in the spirit of Giorgio Agamben’s
idea of “the coming community,” one that has no stakes in static
identity or belonging, but exists as a propositional status.6 His rangy
lexicon and porous (rather than pure) voice creates a sense of
community in and of itself; the listener tunes in to a continuously
metastasizing conversation—with audience, with collaborators, and
with setting. Any given performance or recording of Joris’s work can
be found in multiple forms on PennSound, ubuweb, Nomadics blog,
youtube, and CDs and videos. These versions suggest that the work is
not a stable product but a shifting process, a responsive and relational
practice. Joris’s work suggests that the on-goingness of community
depends on its capacity to follow it through reconsiderations and
redirections. His performances don’t strive for totality; rather they make
us forget vocality as an embodiment of capitalist globalism. Joris offers
us an experience of “the coming community” through a nomadic
poetics that speaks with both the body and the world in mind, and with
the mind and the world in the body.

6

Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Community, trans. Michael Hardt (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1993).
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Tony Baker

THE BENEVOLENCE OF DUST
TRANSLATION & THE WIPING OUT OF TRACES
On the 3rd April, 2009, Barack Obama, in an address given in
Strasbourg town hall to an assembly of European VIPs, students and
local dignitaries, introduced his remarks by noting that “three
languages comprise an ancient oath that bears [this] city's name.”1 He
was referring to what’s become known as the Oaths of Strasbourg, the
text of which is of interest to linguists as the earliest written evidence of
the Gallo-Romance language, evolved from Latin, from which French
is considered to have emerged.
The oath was intended to seal a pact. In 840, Louis the Pious,
inheritor of Charlemagne’s empire, had died and his territories had
descended to his three children: Louis the German (with hegemony in
an area including modern Germany), Charles the Bald (in an area to
the South, including much of modern France) and Lothair (to the East,
in a region including modern Italy). In 842 Louis and Charles allied
themselves against Lothair, but the men in their respective armies were
native to regions with mutually incomprehensible speech. In order that
the soldiers should have confidence in the brothers’ words, each spoke
in the language of the other, Louis swearing an oath in the language
of Charles’ army (a sort of Provencal or early French), and Charles
binding himself in the language of Louis (ancestral German). Their
commitment to each other in the two languages along with a Latin
preamble, recorded by Nithard, a Frank writing in Latin and himself a
grandson of Charlemagne, comes down to us via what is probably a
tenth century manuscript which can be read on the web in an English
parallel translation. This appeared on my screen with proposals for
mistaken corrections into modern French because the automatic
1

For the full text of the address, see: www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/04/03/politics/
100days/worldaffairs.
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corrector failed to recognise the language displayed. Barack Obama
might have been considering verbal transmission when he remarked
later in his address: “we know that transformational change is
possible…”
Over a millennium after the events recorded by Nithard, at the
outbreak of the Second World War, the French government evacuated
the entire French civilian population of Strasbourg, leaving German
troops to occupy a town that for centuries had been torn between
spheres of influence that made a political frontier zone out of the
Rhine’s natural boundary. Streets were renamed in German and the
official use of French (which itself had replaced the German imposed
after the war of 1870) was declared a punishable offence. The native
sons of Alsace—a region with its own language, really several dialects,
to which Strasbourg, rather than being a frontier zone, is linguistically
central—were forcibly conscripted into the German army and then
eliminated in large numbers in the oblivion of the remote Russian
front.
But language can be a Hydra. A further three decades after this
wartime attempt to get rid of a local speech, Strasbourg was chosen to
be the official seat of the European Parliament. The Parliament, to
which the first elections were held in 1979, currently has 23 official
languages, which means that since each language can be translated
into 22 others, there are 506 possible language combinations. Nearly
700 translators are employed in work for the Parliament and two and
a half thousand interpreters.
It was on the site of this Babel, in 1946, that Pierre Joris was born,
migrating soon afterwards to Ettelbruck in Luxembourg. The first, and
possibly only time I’ve met Joris was in London many years ago, by
which time he had already enjoyed temporary residence in a number
of countries and grafted elements of other languages onto his
seemingly native trilingualism. He was introduced as—or he may have
introduced himself as, I don’t now recall—“possibly Luxembourg’s
greatest living poet.” It took me years to appreciate how nearly
impossible it can sometimes be to translate irony.
*
By his own account, Joris’s multilingualism now covers “arguably” five
languages. These are, I take it: French, German, Luxemburgish,
English and American English, though he certainly has a “working
knowledge” of others such as Arabic and Spanish. The two forms of
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English are not his mother tongue, but languages which he has
learnt—yet these are the articulation he chooses for his own writing. It
might be argued that this choice means that he writes in a sort of
language of instantaneous translation, a language grown so familiar
as to have become first nature to him.2 As we read we seem to hear
what really is a native language (as it surely seems for Joris, too): in
the vocabulary of professional translation, after many years of
residence in Anglophone countries “source” and “target” languages
have disappeared under a kind of superimposition that makes a single
entity of them. Under the practice of a learnt language, the “original”
has been replaced so completely as to have become native. He has
created his own langue maternelle, as every poet, in so far as he or
she must consider their own sources, is obliged to do. Joris’s
distinction is that his very origins are located where language is
already a transforming matter.
The traces of this sense of his writing as an unceasing translation
out of its own origins are hinted at in the way his words constantly
seem to want to overspill, to spill over their own boundaries, to go out
beyond the limits they themselves propose. Their energy seems to want
to go toward some other sense that the reader might find by mimicking
the translator’s impossible search for equivalencies. And yet the words
appear simultaneously so fully adopted that they nonetheless belong
within this expression, as if they were their own source. They read like
integers in this language and as such appear untranslatable: English,
or American English, is their nature, so they seem at once étrangers,
bourlinguers, and yet at home with themselves.
*
A couple of years ago, while thinking about how to introduce Allen
Ginsberg’s writing to an audience of French students unfamiliar with
his work (a project linked to a production of Philip Glass’s Hydrogen
Jukebox with Ginsberg’s texts for which Joris supplied translations), I
chose to look at maps in the hope of opening up the meanings of
space in Ginsberg’s work. And more specifically I wanted to see if it
would be possible to approach something of the vastness of breath in
Ginsberg’s writing from within a country—France—whose poetry long
ago helped impose the constraint of syllable count on the rhythms of
poetry in English and whose social geography might be thought of as
a negotiation of space across time in contrast to an American sense of
2

“Though French certainly isn’t home either, as no language is […]” (JtM, 7).
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the extending landmass as a territory that history “opens up.”3 How
could French students, with a very different experience of space, be
invited to think about Ginsberg’s capacity to throw himself into it—the
space of the page as much as the American continent—with
unhesitating abandon, in all directions; or reflect on how that freedom
could cohabit with a way of seeing things that, as evidenced in the
parallels inscribed on maps, might also be brutally linear and
unidirectional? How could an imagination such as Ginsberg’s, intent
on being wide-open to possibility at any instant, arise in conditions
that could also invent territories that divide along straight lines that
extend for hundreds on hundreds of unbending miles? a paradox that
Joris neatly sums up with an observation any traveller in France might
make
the sign reads TOUTES DIRECTIONS
points one way only. (P, 56)

And in the course of researching the matter I stumbled on a map, one
of two similar maps surviving from the early 18th century attempting to
detail Indian territories, entitled A Map Describing the Situation of the
several Nations of Indians between South Carolina and the Massisipi. It
was drawn up by a Chickasaw, copied (so a visual translation) and
presented to Francis Nicholson, governor of Carolina in 1723, for
uncertain reasons though perhaps intended to illustrate the
predicament of the Chickasaws, surrounded by tribes allied with the
French. What’s striking, even to someone not equipped to interpret
such a map, is the description of space. Forty years later, in resolving
a dispute over the 40th parallel to the north, Mason and Dixon
surveyed the land and demarcated a line that slices unerringly across
the continent—a line born of straight-thinking, defined by instruments
and mathematics in defiance of the topographic difficulties. The Indian
map by contrast is covered with circles “describing” (not defining) the
approximate extent of each tribe’s territory: it’s radial not rational.
Lines go out in all directions at once from a centre, like ripples from a
pebble dropped in water, an ex-centric movement which presumably
loses its force as it reaches into the periphery or confronts the ripples
reaching out from other territorial centres. The map also shows lines
3

“Opens up” in the sense of Robert Duncan’s The Opening of the Field or Charles
Olson’s Projective Verse; or that of the common historical image for western expansion;
or even Kraft cheese’s publicity for its individually-wrapped slices in 1975, “Open Up,
America.”
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which might be migratory routes (?) which link and in one case
intersect the circles, so that the map as a whole looks like an imploded
molecular model exposed on a 2-dimensional surface.

A Map Describing the Situation of the several Nations of Indians between South Carolina
and the Massisipi © The National Archives of the UK, ref. CO700/NORTH AMERICAN
COLONIES GENERAL6 (2).4

This seemed a pretty good visualisation of how translation works, too.
A mistaken idea and an idea implicit in the phrase “translate into…”—
might be that a translator starts with a source in one place and tries to
transfer it across linguistic space to an equivalent place in another
language—a sort of mail delivery of sense (that includes the rhythms
and music of language) along the bilingual dictionary’s lines of
latitude. While this is nearly what the etymology of the word implies,
it’s misleading as a way of describing the sort of engagement a
translator must have with a text. A “source” language and, rather than
a “target,” let’s say a “re-source” language, function like radial
centres which emit potential sense. It’s the imperfectly tuned fuzziness
of approximately similar sense in two different languages that the
translator hears and tries to bring to a focus in the new language,
4

Viewable in colour at http://lsm.crt.state.la.us/2-3a.htm.
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something that (for the translator, though not necessarily the reader)
hovers between source and re-source and which is generated by a
mobility of thought that jumps the gap like a spark from a Van de
Graff machine. This I think is the implication of what years ago Eric
Mottram rightly pointed out is the essential suffix, TRANS: “across” cuts
both (all) ways (B, 10). Translation is fundamentally fluid and it’s
mapped not on predetermined grids and networks of sense but on the
comings and goings of a commerce between different languages in
the flux of speech.
*
Mottram also makes this observation of Celan’s (and I think we can
say therefore of a good deal of Joris’) poetics: “they break convention,
invent, go through the existent language systems, and therefore
through the social systems.” The German authorities knew this when
they sought to remove the French language—and Alsatian—from
Strasbourg. It’s always happened: remove the language, remove the
thought. A friend, recently returned from living in Palestine, remarked
that Palestinians still carry a map of the roads of Jerusalem with Arabic
names in their heads, though the names have not actually been in
Arabic since 1948 when the Israeli state was established. Language
systems—their structures, rhythms, musics, histories, the patterns of
thought they permit or inhibit—are inseparable from social systems. To
translate enables mobility across the frontiers of social systems; hence
to translate is a deep political gesture. Witness Louis the German or
Charles the Bald. Witness the government of Bavaria that continues to
deny the right to reprint or copy Mein Kampf. Witness Joris. Why
translate? “Because the congealed mass of anglo-’merican ugliness,
greed & basic Christian fascism will continue to blow up the people &
libraries & homes & museums of a hundred Baghdads unless we can
make enough American citizens realize the beauty of the other, of the
poetry of the other, of the speech of all the others.”5
*
As poet/translator of American English, Joris has few peers. He himself
points to Clayton Eshleman and Jerome Rothenberg as colleagues and
examples; from the preceding generation there’s Paul Blackburn but
even his matchless ear didn’t drive him to translate with the same
5

See Joris’s Nomadics site for “Seven Minutes on Translation.”
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moral urgency that Joris expresses. “I have this weird ethical sense,”
Joris suggests, “that because I can do it, I have to do it […].
Translation & its social counterpart, miscegenation, are the only things
that can possibly make this world a safer & more viable place.” Now
that’s playing for high stakes. Blackburn may have insisted that the
translator “must be willing (& able) to let another man’s life enter his
life deeply enough to become some permanent part of his original
author”6 and had he lived post-9/11 he might just have transposed
this toward an image of miscegenation. Had he lived into old age and
witnessed the revolution that on the one hand has raced global
communication towards instantaneousness and on the other hand has
reduced what’s communicated to a brilliant, mostly monolingual
manipulation of touch-sensitive surfaces from which the Empire of
Visual Meaning threatens to banish maybe 90% of the languages
spoken on earth by 2100,7 he might just have begun to think of his
craft as a translator in terms of the sort of crusade that Joris suggests.
But Blackburn’s poetics were linked to the improvisational methods
and forms of jazz and to Pound’s troubadour/European precisions
applied to the energies of the Beats, not the necessary nomadics of
Joris’s writing or the urgency of his transformational instinct. Blackburn
would surely not have been able to conclude an introduction to a
book of his own translations with this sort of imperative: “[…] we have
to start to actively imagine a new cultural constellation that will, finally,
have to include the heritage of the excluded third—Islam and Arabic
culture” (4x1, 9). The “have’s” here mean every bit of the obligation
towards translation—collective—they appear to insist on.
What distinguishes Joris’s approach to translation is that everything
pertaining to it pertains equally to the whole of his writing: it isn’t
simply one distinct component in his activity (though it can be viewed
so). It’s his raison d’être; he embodies translation at every point in his
work, convinced of its ethical necessity. As he’s often insisted, poet and
translator and reader are the same métier, the same being.
I read to write. The closest reading I have yet discovered is translation.
Which is a writing. And thus a circle or, hopefully, a spiral is set in
motion […]. (4x1, 5)

6
7

Paul Blackburn, Collected Poems (New York: Persea, 1985) 616.
This according to the BBC website (www.bbc.co.uk, Today programme, “The Death of
Language,” 19 October, 2009) where it’s also suggested that of the 4000 languages in
use currently, 133 are spoken by less than ten people.
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There was a further essential dimension of Pound’s undertaking that
fascinated me and that appealed directly to my concerns: translation.
Not just translation as a useful, enriching transfer of other poetries into
a given language—though, obviously, I have practiced that craft for
onto 40 years now—but also translation as an essential part of writing
itself. Translation is writing, and all writing is always already, as they
used to say, a translation (into language).8
Poet, translator: même combat! (JtM, 3)
[…] all writing is translation, all poetry a multiple translation.9

Or this sense of using translation to invent an original writing:
I have always wanted to do a kind of translation that would put the
given text through multiple languages until the “original” text had been
wiped out completely10

which, by seeking to erase a source, would exchange movement
across—i.e. from one place to another, from source to “target”—for a
condition of mobility, for a palimpsest-like sense of the
poem/translation as a permanently fluid crisscrossing of overwritings.
This is translation that loses its origin so as to reinvent itself as its own
origin.
It’s because Joris’s writing in every phase embodies translation that
we don’t need to focus on that which would be formally covered by the
word—his work on Celan for instance—in order to reflect on it. We
could of course, but any part of his writing will serve. He doesn’t need
to inhabit the voice of another before he can translate, for there isn’t a
before. Words are the voice of another and writing is itself already an
act of self-translation, a reaching out toward that other world words
propose, hauntingly, haltingly, for what they say isn’t a possession to
be passed around so much as a resource shaped by usage, or usage
in the French sense, by their wearing in/out in our mouths. What we
recognise in Joris’s writing is a condition: his poems are translation—
not a translation, but the activity itself. As the words go down into
writing, he becomes a meeting place for verb and noun: he is being
translated.
8

9
10

Interview with Joris in Transitzone (http://ny-web.be/transitzone/interview-poet-pierrejoris.html).
Joris, Transitzone.
Joris, Transitzone.
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*
“We are initially translators then; and in coming into our native speech
learn that language as we translate ourselves into language. We did
then come from another world, for sure. And the problems of
translation are not secondary to our being native.”—Robert Duncan,
cited by Joris (P, 189).

*
We are inevitably translators.
Words are like genes that encode within themselves all past usages
and significances. Their history is remodelled in each fresh articulation,
each new circumstance in which they’re placed, each new
accentuation that pronounces them. So that, at some level, infinitely
refined and imperceptible as it may be, any fresh writing is a
translation of inherited sense—a realignment of all the pertinence (or
not) that has accrued to a word across time. Language—an
accumulation of words in a particular system—like all living creatures,
lives and dies by the transformational laws of evolution; from primal
babble-gloup to the infinitude of ramifications and significances,
etiolations and reinventions with which we articulate our present (and I
say this not as a defensible theory of language, but as an imaginative
truth in the way of Joris’s own unverified etymology that pulls “alive”
from an origin in “saliva” (JtM, 2)).
Now, if I understand what Duncan is saying in the phrases above,
there is language that we learn and there is a native speech, an
original babble that we “come into” by birth, that we incarnate and
out of which we translate ourselves towards a mother tongue (or
several in the case of a poet like Joris). The problems of translation
aren’t “secondary” but primary because the mother tongue—or in that
très parlant word-complex out of German that makes “mother” occur
as “mutter”—our learnt mutterings are an articulation already
secondary to a “speech” to which we are native—a speech which
would resemble that which Joris identifies in the words Dante gives to
Nimrod (see JtM, 1) and which are either meaningless or universally
meaningful.
But it’s the nature of an origin that you don’t get back to. In
translation, we speak of an “original” but that itself is always
generated from other origins and is itself a progenitor (not least of any
translation made from it). “The eternal return to an original site can
only locate change, abolish itself, find the new as the ruins of the old,
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as the ruined origin” (JtM, 7). So whichever way we turn it, translation
becomes simply another phase of our own changing, transforming
condition, adrift among the ghosts of origin—a counterpart in
language for that renewal that recurs ceaselessly at a cellular level and
which, as sloughed off skin or hair or fragments of nail, provides a
significant part of the dust that fills our living spaces and which we
inhale without knowing it.
*
Joris’s work has, from the start, delivered a sense of “being
translated;” his methods constantly re-enact the processes of
translation. Take puns for instance. I know of no poet who has so
systematically exploited the pun—who has rooted the very structures of
his work in them.11 In most European languages, the literal sense of
the word “pun” stresses the idea of humour or game-playing: a pun is
a jeu de mots, a Wortspiel, an ordspill, an juego de palabras, a gioco
(joke) di parole. In this sense, a pun exemplifies the brilliant,
entertaining, unnecessary foolings-around of wit; it’s a sleight of mind,
a lexical trick, a “humorous effect” (OED). It implies little mystification,
for in order to work the pun requires that we recognise the multiple
11

In Hearth Work (1977) Joris built an entire work out of explorations of the homophonic
puns suggested in a phrase of Jonathan Williams, where Williams notes “[…] the
number of warming particles in the word “hearth:” hear, heart, ear, earth, art. They are
what it is all about.” How this translates into Joris’s work is evident in the opening lines:
place of
seed & syllables:
they are
what it is
all about.
swarming / all about
the multitude of morning
embers
fire-particles
the swarm, the warm
animals dancing
circling
the flames.
The work was first published back-to-back with a work by Allen Fisher, itself punningly
entitled “Fire-Place,” in reference to Fisher’s own on-going project “Place” which
sparked his part in the writing. Fire Work, as the book was called, wasn’t a
collaboration, but the two poets provide a refracting image of one another in their
distinct approaches to the same initial phrase & to that degree they serve as translators
of each other’s writing.
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significances it plays with; there is surprise because the significances,
being unanticipated, appear revealed anew but we know in advance
the meanings such puns exploit. They illustrate an occasion (as John
Donne does so memorably when meditating on his sins in A Hymn to
God the Father: “[…] when thou hast done, thou hast not done/ For I
have more,” made all the richer for knowing that Donne was married
to Anne More).
In Joris’s writing puns are the occasion: they provide its structure.
Like the circles on the Chickasaw map with their interlinking paths,
they invite the mind to migrate from one site to another, for this is his
poetry’s primary gesture. If his puns illustrate anything, it’s their own
activity that they make us aware of. And that jump between
significances proposed by a pun—between sites of sense—is an
inverting mirror to the transformation that the translator seeks as he or
she struggles, failingly, to shift from language-site to language-site
around a centre of significance. So that in the end any translation is
actually a moving on or moving out of sense—a distancing of origin in
a new constellation.
We live in
between
dunes
beduins in
charge of
our coming &
going.

A nomad between the oases of momentary insight, Joris offers
“coming and going” as the condition of our knowing anything; we live
in the knowledge of our in between-ness, and that living is a doing, a
duin, a dune in our transit, a way to be, a way to be in the world, a
way of be-ing, a way of being human, of bedding in as beduin. The
formal expression and the pertinence of the puns here are inseparable
from the condition they evoke. They are the stopping off/taking off
points in the poem’s journey.
And coming and going, finding him- or herself neither here nor
there, is the translator’s state of mind. Translation is an ultimately
impossible task; all attempts to move sense across the limits of one
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language towards another can only approximately succeed. The
translator goes back and forth between expressions, always looking for
a fuller approach—a greater rapprochement—between distinct ways
of thinking and imagining. Dunes is nearly but not quite a homonym
of duins. Under cover of those nearly married sounds, sense slips
across the frontier. Or rather a frontier, for its direction seems radial
and exploratory rather than single-minded or under any sole
orientation.
*
“Pun” translates badly (just as puns themselves are notoriously the
translator’s nightmare), for it enfolds none of the figurative implications
of jeu de mots or Wortspiel that occur in other European languages.
Indeed we know no better its origins than the alternative word in
French, calembour, which Diderot is credited with first using in the
second half of the 18th century and which might arise in part from
bourde, an error or lie; or it might be connected to a Count of
Kahlenberg, a German ambassador in Paris, with a particularly
pronounced accent that was only understood with difficulty.12 The
OED suggests that pun may be slang from the late 17th century, a
demotic and fashionable contraction out of Italian, puntiglio, meaning
a quibble or point, perhaps deformed into English as pundigrion, but it
adds that there’s nothing to confirm the conjecture. So the word we
now have to describe commonly the sort of verbal play which
nourishes so much of the literature of the Elizabethan age or so much
of the stand-up comedy of today, actually comes to us from quite
recent times and has origins that are almost entirely obscure. An
exploration of the word’s etymology ramifies horizontally and reveals
no roots, just as puns in Joris’s work ramify along horizontal planes of
sense rather than downwards into the accumulations of history: their
meanings seem to privilege migration over archaeology.
This seems deeply consistent with a paradox of Joris’s work and of
his approach to translation: while on the one hand he is meticulously
respectful of history and circumstance as it enters a word or writing to
be translated, he simultaneously understands this as a sideways
ramification of history not as a digging down into the past. An

12

Another version of this story, unearthed by the lexicographer Emile Littré in Pathologies
verbales, 1880, transposes the principal character to the “abbé de Calemberg” & a
faltering attempt to complete an improvised poem.
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origin(al) is both something to be searched for13 and vigilantly refused;
so an etymology resembles more a horizontal seam to be mined than
a fissure going down into the earth from which an evidence might be
extracted. History is both the informant and a stricture to be escaped in
that it informs us—indeed it in-forms us—even as it tells on us, gives
us away. I want to present here a note I made to myself about this
which was intended to be reworked but I don’t now think I can find a
more satisfactory articulation and I can’t recapture exactly where I
thought I was going with the final phrases, so I prefer to give them as
they are:
(So that the travel/travail that occurs when one travailles [sic] sur a
poem, if it’s a setting down or exposing of composed elements, is
actually also a getting away from, indeed an instinct towards
eliminating, (at least in so far as they’re burdens and a load pulling
against movement) of things from the past. History is the informant. It
imposes like a parent to the poem—the first nurturer and exactly the
formative force that one has somehow to escape if one is ever to come
into one’s own nature. It has a legislative force but the poem—or
perhaps more particularly, the translation—has to reform its laws if it’s
to avoid being choked by it. Unless it does this, it builds boundaries
that serve like a Gaza wall, to block the passage forward or across.
The desert is a wonderful imaginative locus in this respect. It offers a
surface—like paper or a screen or a papyrus—on which the traces of
our passing might be imprinted, it takes the prints of ALL that passes,
and erases them almost as soon as they’re received. It indicates the
routes by which we and others have passed but denies a vision on the
past that would delimit the present; the present remains a boundless
horizon.
Fear of infinite horizons nurses the political …. Line in the sand having
writ, moves on
Wind
The benevolence of dust)

Perhaps what I was wanting to write of is that which Joris himself put
down two decades ago when establishing himself in America, that
particular and peculiar quality of his which might fairly be called an
13

As an example I’d cite Joris’s extraordinary detailing in his essay “Celan/Heidegger:
Translation at the Mountain of Death;” though this gives what I imagine he would
contend was the very ordinary & essential sort of attention any translator ought to bring.
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originality, which links his imagination both to Mason and Dixon’s
mapping and to the Chickasaw’s mapped hearsay. “Europe gave me
my history, those ghostly voices of the ancestors, real or made up, lied
to or listened to. America gave me my geography, the space of my
dance” (B, 13).
And as a kind of brief stopping point—a mawqif if you like—
between the imagination proposed by those two vast continents,
there’s the in-between land, the forgotten conduit through which was
translated nearly all we know of ancient Europe, the site of
Ozymandian ruin that proposes an origin even as it wipes it out, part
of what’s home to the excluded third that Joris says we have to allow
in… the dusty benevolence of the North African sands.
*
And there was also this at the end of that note to myself: “to push
against the limits.”
In writing about Joris I think I had it in mind all along to try to
manoeuvre across his terrain by it didn’t matter what route so long as
it would put me down, like a hitch-hiker, somewhere near an exit for
politics. For however one argues the founding role of translation in
Joris’s art, it’s his conviction that translation (and so potentially any
writing) is a political engagement that drives his ethical dynamo and
marks him out as a necessary translator. On his own terms, modern
poetry is a political creature.
For me, all avant-garde poetry, from Dada to the Language poets, has
inevitably a strong political stance. If the old dichotomy between form
and content has been sublated in modern poetry, then the whole
poem, including what we used to call form, is political.14

Exactly because it eschews the old dichotomy, such poetry evolves a
discourse that offers a fundamental questioning of what’s usually
implied by the language of politics. The divorce of content from form
in politics, in the most commonly understood sense of the word, is at
times so thorough that it scarcely raises a splutter over the morning
coffee to hear someone skilled in politico-speak successfully iterating
the manipulation of form—or formulas—as if it were all the content
anyone could ever have a use for. I don’t know what Segolène Royale
paid her speech-writers in the last French presidential elections but
14

Joris, Transitzone.
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she’s said to have forked out 51,529 euros for “make-up”15: if you
look right it doesn’t matter what the thought expressed looks like, not
least because it was necessarily made-up previously. The discourse of
politics, at least as it reaches a broadly public domain via the filter of
television and journalism, requires such resolute and predetermined
thinking in-the-box that we hardly expect it to look/sound any different:
its terms are previously bolted into place so firmly that discussion can
only follow prepared lines. Lines and boundaries indeed are enshrined
in the conduct of our politics in the very structures of the buildings that
house them. Different parties—different affiliations—line up in
delineated spaces; parliamentary debate is colour-coded (blues to the
right, reds to the left)—a tribal alignment within the previously staked
out hunting grounds of speech (et pourtant, in Britain, there has always
been an entirely other way via cross-party committees).
It’s against a view of language as a reservation within which to
fence ideas that modern poetry, in the reading Joris and Rothenberg
offer in Poems for the Millennium, has specifically set itself. Whichever
of the diverse and numerous manifestations they expose, the texts Joris
and Rothenberg gather query and quarry language’s boundaries. The
consistent thrust of their project is to document the crying of the voice
of the Other, throughout the 20th century and before, from the
wilderness beyond any terra cognita.
The twentieth century will be known by its push against the boundaries.
Where once the definitions were apparent & the frame known, we have
now come into the open, have taken up a stance outside the walls.

The “invention of the unknown demands new forms,” they say, quoting
Rimbaud; after Mallarmé, “barrier after barrier began to crumble,
toward the construction of new forms, the exploration of new
behaviors, and the opening of new possibilities.” A writing qualifies for
their anthology because it exemplifies “the push against boundaries &
restrictive definitions of poetry & language,” the boundaries here being
not just those set by preconceptions concerning verbal art but also
those that would make the different arts into discrete arts: so Picasso,
for example, allows painting to be verbal while Apollinaire permits
poetry to be visual and Schwitters produces text that might be musical
score. It’s the traversing of boundaries (that suffix again: trans- +
15

This according to various sites on Internet (which usually suggest also that Nicolas
Sarkozy limited himself to 31,445 euros for the same service) but I’ve seen no source for
these figures.
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verse) that determines not just their selection but that their selection is
implicitly political.
And if we enter here an area in which to make sense with language
is to construct sense by pulling out and across, contending against a
constrictive notion of what language is and how it works, then it’s
doubly true of translation, for translation contends with the boundaries
of two (or more) languages simultaneously. Translation is necessarily
political because it can’t function unless it crosses boundaries; it
demands not just the closest of thinkings about a source but a
consistent re-thinking of it. As Blackburn pointed out: “Take that earlier
answer: yo no sé. It’s different in pace and overtone from no sé or I
dunno, or weis nicht, or sais rien, or non so,”16 so that any translation
to an extent betrays its source by remodelling its boundaries. When we
translate we speak towards the voice of the other, as Louis the
German or Charles the Bald did, but we end up inventing a new vision
in the process.
Indeed sometimes a translator can’t avoid it, for if a translator is
only as good as his word, his word is only as good as his sources, as
St Jerome once insisted. Now St Jerome by most accounts is the
patron saint of translators and not Giordano Bruno, though the image
that Joris supplies on his Nomadics site while awarding that title to a
fresh-faced Bruno as he’s immolated at the stake of his hard-fought for
wisdoms is persuasive enough, both for the symbolism of the
transforming flames licking at the youth’s flesh and the suggestion that
a translator might pay for his or her work with nothing less than his
life. Joris himself makes the attribution out of respect for Bruno’s claim
that “all science has its origin in translation.” Yet I’d go with Jerome if
only for the vision that he’s left us via Michelangelo’s Moses in the
church of St Pietro in Vincoli, in Rome. Michelangelo completed the
sculpture in 1515, a seated colossus vaguely resembling Sebastian
16

My own favoured example of this is “clair de lune” which, while it translates easily into
English as “moonlight,” occurs in the two languages with a quite different quality given
by the rhythm, colour &—in the case of French—the abstract suggestion of “clarity”
that’s absent from English. But I can’t always present this convincingly. Only recently I
used this example to suggest how different languages actually say different things when
describing the same (?) thing but the woman I was speaking with was simply baffled: to
her these were different ways of encoding a single sense. I didn’t even begin to touch on
the idea I really wanted to get at: that for geographical & cultural reasons the two
languages probably don’t describe quite the same thing in any case. At any rate I don’t
believe that the moonlight I might enjoy on the north Pennine hills can be quite the same
thing—actually or perceptually—as the clair de lune that someone native to West Africa
might admire in the sea off Senegal. I don’t even know whether the moon is admired by
people in Senegal or what equivalent might exist in any indigenous languages.
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Chabal who carries the tablets tucked beneath his right arm, bald eyes
gazing questioningly into the distance—altogether a worthy leader of a
wandering nation were it not for the disorientating fact that he has the
horns of a young goat-devil on the loose from hell. And Michelangelo
gave Moses horns because he read in the translation Jerome made
from Hebrew of Exodus 34 that God had put horns on his head,
mistakenly understanding the Hebrew qaran in a primary sense
relating to “horns” rather than a derivative sense relating to light; so
rather than create a Moses the skin of whose face “shines” as it does
in the Authorized version, the great sculptor brought from the marble
as father to the tribes of Israel a monumental satyr who would have
been quite at home in a Salem of the imagination.
Error in translation can arise from inadvertence or casualness or
from the ambiguity of translation’s in-betweenness that leads to a
range of choices none of which can be definitively thought to be right,
just better or not as good as another. Sometimes, without a source text
to read, error slides so completely into the lap of translation’s
reinvention of the source that it’s impossible to be sure of the
translator’s intention. Here’s Joris’s translation of a poem from fellowLuxembourgeoise, Anise Koltz’ collection Fire-eater:
The earth turns
the universe contracts
between you and me
juts enough space
to slit our throats

Is “juts” a typo here for “just”? was it a typo that Joris deliberately
chose to keep when he discovered it? is it an error of proof-reading
that simply got through to live its life? or is it, as a reader ought to
assume, entirely intentional and the best literal equivalent Joris found
for whatever word(s) is/are in the source? A reader of course can’t tell
and so seeks sense in each possibility, even though to a degree they
might be thought of as paradoxically opposed. At least it’s surely
unlikely that a similar reading is available in the source as any sourceword would need to make a parallel anagrammatic association of
“juts” and “just” via the narrowness of the “space” in the poem and
the knife-edge of “slits.” So we have a translation not only seeking
loyally to render the voice of the Other but also inviting us to explore it
in ways the original author is unlikely to have imagined.
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This may not be the sort of “transformational change” that Obama
was alluding to but it exemplifies that sort of politics—careful,
questioning, frontier-raising, unaligned, exploratory—that Joris
manifests in his work and on which he hangs his hopes in the face of a
potentially bleak future. And it’s human enough to allow that “mutate”
may run into “mutilate;” and that sometimes it may even be required.
Why do I translate?….
Because in order to think new thoughts we have to renew the language
& the best way I’ve found to do that is to spindle, mutilate & mutate it
by writing with the language of the foreign poet in English.17

Is it excessive to add that not to seek to renew the language by
translating might be a violence by neglect? that we owe it to the Other
to search out that much understanding? For the alternative would be
to wall ourselves behind a monolingual discourse in a politics of
linguistic empire that we can no longer afford.

17

Joris, “Seven Minutes on Translation.”
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Geert Buelens

VOLUMES OF AMPERSANDS
ON THE POEMS FOR THE MILLENNIUM
PROJECT
A Plan for a Curriculum of the Soul
Charles Olson in Poems for the Millennium, Volume Two

The poetry anthology is a tricky genre. All too often it consists of a
middle of the road selection of middle of the road poets, ordered
chronologically by year of birth or, worse, theme. Surely, volumes like
100 Poems about Monkeys have some anthropological merit. And so
does Origami Bridges: Poems of Psychoanalysis and Fire. (Existing
titles, by the way.) Readers interested in literary evolutions or the scope
of historical and contemporary practices should look elsewhere,
though. Anthologies like the Norton’s tend to offer canonical views in
this respect: they confirm what is already known, what is beyond
dispute. Collections such as Menscheitsdämmerung (1920), Dada
Painters and Poets (1951) or The New American Poetry (1960) sketch
the scope and trajectory of a specific movement and moment in
history. One of the many unique qualities of Jerome Rothenberg &
Pierre Joris’s Poem for the Millennium series is that it does all of this,
and more. The volumes are both canonizing and revisionist in nature.
History is being rewritten while possibilities for the future are explored.
Well-known poets are reframed in surprising constellations,
movements are compared within their international contexts, giants of
minor literatures are given their proper due.
Both Joris and Rothenberg had done all of this before. The latter’s
groundbreaking 1968 Technicians of the Sacred1 might have been a
1

Technicians of the Sacred. A Range of Poetries from Africa, America, Asia & Oceania,
ed. Jerome Rothenberg (New York: Anchor Books, 1969 [1968]).
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child of its time in its explicit openness towards the spiritual, it
prefigured later interests in ecological awareness and in its bold move
away from European poetry its first edition was an early attempt at
what would become known as world literature studies. Indeed, this
anthology not only tried to broaden the reader’s knowledge of global
poetries it was also an act of interpretative scholarship, as was shown
in the meticulously researched yet also opinionated introductions and
commentaries.
That would also turn out to be one of the most rewarding qualities
of the Poems for the Millennium series: they would both show and tell,
demonstrate the richness of uncharted territory and rephrase the
familiar. And they would do so explicitly from a maker’s point of view
(“here where we live & work as poets & artists,” PftM1, 193), because
that is what poetry, etymologically, is all about: poiein—to make or
compose.
Tradition and the individual experiment
At first sight Poems for the Millennium present themselves as books
about the avant-garde or, as Octavio Paz called it, the “tradition of
discontinuity.”2 The subtitle, Book of Modern & Postmodern Poetry,
however, is somewhat misleading in this respect. During the 1990s
heyday of academic interest in these movements it might have been
the perfect way to sell the idea to the publisher, but the books
themselves turned out to be so much more than these labels suggest.
The volumes are very much engaged in debates about modernity at
large, about the way poets have reacted to industrial development and
technological progress, as well as to the ever increasing alienation
from nature those modernizations brought about. Poems for the
Millennium also goes way beyond the geographical (Western) zones
that are usually associated with modernism and postmodernism,
bringing in oral and written material from all corners of the world,
making it one of those rare truly transnational endeavors.
Rothenberg & Joris can be radical in their choices. Typically,
canonized War Poets like Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon, Robert
Graves or Isaac Rosenberg are nowhere to be found, nor are poets
such as Robert Frost, W.H. Auden or Sylvia Plath, let alone Philip
Larkin or Les Murray. When it comes to non-English-language poetry,
2

Octavio Paz, Children of the Mire: Modern Poetry from Romanticism to the Avant-Garde
(Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1991 [1974]), 1.
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their choices tend to be slightly more canonical, yet international
poetry festival favorites like Joseph Brodsky, Czeslaw Milosz or Hans
Magnus Enzensberger are notably absent. Some sort of formal
experimentation has to be there in order for a poet to be included.
These volumes are about “the new poetry” (PftM1, 431) and
consequently not about poets who use rather traditional forms without
any visible awareness of the impact the modern age had on this type
of literature.
This is not to say that Rothenberg and Joris disrespect the “old”
poetry. Comments, usually made in passing, also tend to stress the
importance of technique & métier, like in the case of e.e. cummings,
“with Gerard Manley Hopkins, say—one of the greatest writers of
English sonnets of the last 200 years,” a note added as a matter of
fact to redress the view of cummings as primarily “a major innovator”
(PftM1, 434). The editors clearly have an agenda, yet passages such
as these indicate that balance and fairness are also major concerns.
Tradition is a crucial concept in these books. Tirelessly, the editors
point out parallels between oeuvres and key concepts, trace lineages
and legacies, without ever falling into the trap of reducing influence to
sheer indebtedness. Separate movements that often became
“traditions” in their own right (Dada, Beats…) are juxtaposed with
Galleries of seemingly more singular poets, but these, too, are linked
whenever a conceptual or spiritual kinship can be pointed out (Rilke’s
and Lorca’s or, more surprisingly, between Bely, Kandinsky & Senghor,
or Emily Dickinson’s & Marina Tsvetayeva’s punctuation & phrasing or
Dizzy Gillespie’s scat & Hugo Ball’s Dada sound poetry).
The tradition of the new is by no means limited to poetry in the
traditional sense of the word. Whenever they can, Rothenberg & Joris
will emphasize particular transgressions of genre conventions and
boundaries, like in the case of Andrey Bely, who saw his work as a
meeting point of genres (“poetry, prose, philosophy, and music,”
PftMI, 118) or by presenting Kafka as the author of prose poems. Time
and time again poetry is being redefined, often explicitly so (“a visualverbal work—a kind of poetry, in short,” PftM1, 135), or implicitly, by
adding paintings, drawings, scores or photographs, thus reclaiming
poetry as both the original and final art form, the phatic form which
starts and envelops it all.
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Indexes of possibilities
The basic symbol of the project, then, is the & (the ampersand).
Throughout the books it is used to link concepts, quotes, people and
ideas. But it is also present at a deeper level of organization: poems
and notes, introductions and commentaries are connected as if to
suggest some form of coherence in a universe that is said to have lost
just that capacity (“Things fall apart; the center cannot hold,” PftM1,
345). It is, of course, a deliberate manoeuvre on the part of the editors
to present the poems, the poets and their poetics at once and as one.
Theory and praxis cannot and should not be separated. Not only do
Joris and Rothenberg consider the avant-garde manifesto to be one of
the main poetic genres of modern literature, the more recent & less
manifest but highly poetical statements in Volume 2 attest to the
unabated drive towards experimentation they register all over the
world.
Poems for the Millennium might have the word “Modern” in its
subtitle, the editors obviously do not subscribe to the “less is more”
ethos of modernism. These are not only voluminous volumes, they are
also abundantly filled with information. Mottos, introductions,
informative quotations and postscrips are distributed throughout, as if
to say “and there’s this, but also this, and this, and this.”
A poetics of translation
Poems for the Millennium is not only a tribute to the richness of the
poetical imagination; above all, it stands as a monument to the noble
yet often maligned art of translation. Both editors are renowned
translators in their own right and these volumes feature much of their
own great work. Pierre Joris contributes his own celebrated renderings
of Paul Celan (from the German), but also introduces to the Englishspeaking world the extraordinary Alphabet-project of the Danish poet
Inger Christensen, translates from various variants of the French (René
Depestre, from Haiti; Henri Michaux and Christian Dotremont from
Belgium; Tristan Tzara from Romania; Bernard Heidsieck from France)
and Unsi al-Hajj from the Arabic.
Translation is obviously a central concept in Rothenberg & Joris’s
poetics—the world is born when it is put into words, and born again,
changed, whenever new words are found or the message is carried
across, in a new, an other language. That some poems are printed
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untranslated (work by Ernst Jandl & Claude Gauvreau in Volume 2, for
example) only underscores the importance of translation.
Of course, the anthologies are also international showcases for the
work of so many of their colleagues like Keith & Rosmarie Waldrop,
Clayton Eshleman, Eliot Weinberger, Anselm Hollo, Mary Ann Caws or
Ron Padgett, who have been trying to open up the American mind
through their translations for publishers such as New Directions, City
Lights, Burning Decks and Sun & Moon. As such, Poems for the
Millennium not only brings these often hard-to-find translations into the
open, it also serves as a crucial corrective to what is generally known
and offered when it comes to international poetry in the US Poetry
shelves of even the biggest American bookstores tend to be filled with
a very, very limited selection of non-Anglo-American poetry (Khalil
Gibran, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Rilke, Neruda). In our increasingly
English-oriented world, Poems for the Millennium in this respect also
makes another timely point: there are still other languages in the
world. Many of the poets included in the anthologies were polyglots
and some of them published (like Joris himself) in languages other
than their mother tongue, often rhyming translation with migration.
Spiritual & communal
One of the clichés Poems for the Millennium does away with is the
superficial idea that our modern and avant-garde culture is a
thoroughly secular one. Not only do the editors see the book itself as a
spiritual instrument (the title, by the way, of another Rothenberg
anthology3), they also fill the pages of these Bible-like volumes with
references to ancient and living traditions like the Kabbala and never
fail to mention poets’ conversions or specific religious undertones in
their work. Their aim is not encyclopedic in this respect but, again,
poetical. “In this most Christian of worlds/ all poets are Jews,” they
quote Tsvetayeva (PftM1, 428), linking it to Edmond Jabès’ obsessive
association of writing with being Jewish (PftM2, 107). Despite the
project’s remarkable optimism when it comes to the possibilities of the
poetic word, they do realize that the modern poet is doomed to being
an outsider, willingly unable to fit into a world which believes in
transparent communication and is immersed in consumerism and the
knowingly destruction of our habitat. As masters of fragmentation, they
3

The Book, Spiritual Instrument, eds. Jerome Rothenberg & David M. Guss (New York:
Granary Books, 1996).
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know all about making it whole. As outsiders, they stand together and
remain spokespersons for their respective communities. As exiles, they
know what it means to belong.
Signs of the times
Together, these volumes full of Poundian “poems including history”
not only bridge the gap between, say, the French Revolution and
today, they are also very much a testimony to the many gaps that
history has made into the minds and souls of the people who lived
through it. The second volume tellingly starts with reflections about the
disasters caused by fascism and the Second World War. In Volume
One the editors include David Jones (although they could not get the
permission to reprint a part of the poet’s work) not only to complement
their picture of the experimental tradition in England, but to pay tribute
to the very “humane” ambitions Jones had when he tried to find a
form fitting his experiences in the trenches of the First World War
(PftM1, 600). The project’s politics should be clear: the editors
consider poetry to be a deeply human enterprise, which gives a voice
to the oppressed, repressed, victimized, persecuted, outlawed and
exterminated. Yet, these volumes are nothing like an Amnesty
International pamphlet. Authors who are primarily witnesses and not
poetic explorers or transformers of human misery and experience are
rarely featured.
On a basic level, though, this project does have unexpected
mimetic qualities. The centuries these books cover were extremely
violent and so are many of the iconoclast poems here, destroying the
stanza or the line and sometimes, blatantly, referentiality itself. Other
basic themes of this new poetry according to the editors are “exile,
loss” (PftM1, 431)—experiences which were often formally
transformed into a poetics of fragmentation. Leafing through Poems
for the Millennium, the reader consequently sees pages which do not
look the way poetry traditionally looks: words are scattered all over the
page, the typewriter seems to have been put to an unintended use,
balance and harmony do not appear to be central concerns. As the
world changes, the word changes. And so do the page, the stanza, the
line.
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Speechless & outspoken
Skepticism when it comes to the possibilities of language is one of the
main characteristics of modern literature. It can be felt in the Poems for
the Millennium entries on poets like Mallarmé, Rilke, Celan, Beckett or
Cage. Yet, it seems as if Rothenberg and Joris feel this point has been
made all too often. Theirs are not anthologies of silence, but of often
exuberant displays of rattle, noise and music. These poets are very
much aware of the limits of speech, but they are not intimidated by this
concern. Typographical experimentation is one of the means they use
to test the limits of what can be conveyed. All inches of the page can
be used, all possible typesets, pictures and drawings, too.
At the same time no other books so consistently show how poets
have explored the possibilities of spoken language or speech.
Technicians of the Sacred marked a major step towards the
reevaluation of oral poetries, but Poems for the Millennium brings this
enterprise to a whole new level. In the “Council of Counterpoetics” the
editors and like-minded colleagues stress their desire to set “song and
speech, spoken and written forms of language, performance and text,
on an equal footing.” The inclusion of lyrics by Doc Reese, Bessie
Smith, Robert Johnson and Tom Waits underscores this ambition
which, in a later volume, might be complemented with a selection of
important dub and rap poets.
A challenge to comparatists
Poems for the Millennium broadens our minds, our knowledge, our
sensitivities. Ideally it should also broaden our academic scope and
practice, but it is not quite clear whether this has already happened.
Comparatists and literary historians alike find material for a lifetime of
research here, though. Not only are they (we) introduced to so many
different poets and traditions (who knew about the Polish futurist
Anatol Stern, who about Zuni poet Andrew Peynetsa?), specific
statements from the Commentary sections beg for closer scrutiny (e.g.
“The relation of the present Australian Aborigine example to European
Dada may or may not be coincidental,” PftM1, 742). Others perhaps
incidentally suggest entire research programs. In the Vienna Group
section, for instance, Rosmarie Waldrop and Harriet Watts are quoted
as saying that an interest in visual poems “sprang up at the time in
places as remote from Vienna as Brazil and Scotland” (PftM2, 116). At
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which point the editors refer the reader to a section on Concrete Poetry
in the same volume which, indeed, includes poems from these regions
but also from Canada, Switzerland, Iceland, Japan and, it should be
added, from the US, England, France and Germany. (The substantial
Flemish Concrete Poetry movement around Labris or Paul De Vree and
his journal De Tafelronde could have been mentioned here as well—
for some of their work, see UBUWEB, the internet’s indispensable
counterpart to Poems for the Millennium.) The most prominent of these
Concrete Poetry adepts seem to have been active in either minor
language territories and/or in regions such as Scotland, Switzerland,
Austria, Canada, Flanders and Brazil which at the time were often
ignored as being peripheral within their own language group (i.e.
compared to England, Germany, the US, the Netherlands or Portugal).
This begs the question whether their marginal position was
instrumental in bringing about such strong movements in these specific
places, typically manipulating words and images in ways that were as
uncommon as was their often idiosyncratic use of the official standard
languages involved.
“The complexity of poetry over the last hundred years is in part a
corollary of convergences such as these,” the editors write in another
context, “simultaneously present for our fresh consideration” (PftM2,
486). I read Poems for the Millennium as one extended display of
revisionism. Rothenberg & Joris served all the material. It’s up to us to
rewrite the textbooks.
The limits of a global approach
Hugh Kenner’s praise blurb at the front of the first volume stresses how
welcome the “venturesome” Poems for the Millennium project was to
redress our “time-bound, tongue-bound, often celebrity-bound”
knowledge of modern poetic practice. The project’s fundamental and
systematic openness has been hailed by many commentators. Yet, as
Joris and Rothenberg are eager to admit at the outset, “for all of the
book’s internationalism, we recognize that its focus is likely too
American” (PftM1, 14). And it undoubtedly is. The twentieth century
might very well have been the American century and the experimental
impetus from Harlem Renaissance poets, Objectivists, Black Mountain,
Beat, New York School and Language poets should be clear to all. Yet
compared to the omnipresence of especially postwar American poets,
other traditions (the German from Germany or the Scandinavian one,
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for example) and even entire continents are underrepresented. The
presented griot poets tie in nicely with the editors’ interest in oral
literature, but experimental written poetry from Africa is notably absent.
A wildly experimental, nomadic and multilingual poet who would have
fit in perfectly is the South African writer Wopko Jensma, whose work
was banned during the apartheid era because it transgressed all
cultural, sexual, ethnic and linguistic boundaries. Also Mozambique
poet Rui Knopfli, translated into English by his friend Jensma and
himself inspired by the négritude spirit might have complemented the
all too limited image of African poetry in Poems for the Millennium.
At the same time I know of no anthologies which are so consistently
attentive when it comes to minor languages, especially in the cases of
poetry of minorities within a specific multilingual country. Accordingly,
there is Swedish poetry from Finland (Edith Södergran), but also
Catalan poetry from Spain (J.V. Foix) or in Viennese dialect (Artmann).
The “Forerunners” section in Volume 1 inevitably includes poets like
Blake, Hölderlin, Whitman, Baudelaire, Dickinson and Rimbaud, but
also, on the same level, Elias Lönnrot (who transcribed traditional
poems into the Finnish epic Kalevala), Bald Mountain Zaum Poems
(1836 incantations considered to be major sources for Velimir
Khlebnikov’s transrational zaum experiments) and a Navajo chant by
Bitahatini. The way this final piece is linked in the Commentary with
ideas and phrases by Tzara, Blake, Heidegger and Spicer might not
necessarily convince the more skeptical or positivist readers, but it
does stress again that basic premise of the project: everything is
connected.
Joris might not have been an editor of the third volume in the series
(Romantic & Postromantic Poetry4), he is very much involved now with
Habib Tengour in finalizing the fourth part, Diwan Ifrikiya, about North
African poetry from Antiquity up to the present day. In a post-9/11
world such an enterprise is, again, inevitably a political project,
countering prevalent discourses about what has been framed as a
clash of civilizations with the nuances of a poetic tradition that was
touched upon in the Tammuzi-section of Volume 2 but which remains
very much a secret to most Western readers.

4

Poems for the Millennium, Volume Three: The University of California Book of Romantic
& Postromantic Poetry, eds. Jerome Rothenberg & Jeffrey Robinson (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2009).
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A Celebration
Both Rothenberg & Joris are academically affiliated and the rich
resources they draw upon in this University of California Press project
testify to all that can be great about academia. It should be clear,
however, that their stance is radically with the makers, not with the
commentators, analysts or theoreticians. Expect no objectivity in the
selection or commentary section. Neutrality neutralizes the wonders of
the world. These anthologists want to celebrate these wonders, hence
the abundant use of words like “genius,” “greatness” or “master
work.” They also refuse to see poetry as the impersonal product of
language plays or poems as the ultimate playground for a-contextual
close reading. The commentary sections of Poems for the Millennium
consistently include lots of biographical information about the various
poets’ lives, struggles and suffering.
Basically, though, Poems for the Millennium is a most generous act
of love. The epitaph to the first volume (by “W.W.,” who in the context
of this so expansive and democratic a project cannot possibly be
confused with William Wordsworth) is dedicated “For poets to come,”
but it reads like a manifesto to all possible readers in general:
“Indeed, if it were not for you, what would I be?/ What is the little I
have done, except to arouse you?” These are profoundly Barthesian
books, celebrating the joy of reading, which leads to the joy of writing,
without ever forgetting the joy of loving and of living.
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Nicole Peyrafitte

PIERRE JORIS
BOHAIRE DE MOTS
The first poem I sang was Pierre’s The voices fade. It was my first
attempt to sing poetry and I haven’t stopped since. Pierre’s poem is
charged de sens dessus /dessous dé-rootant and allowed me to
append my voice to an atmospheric lingua that led me to my own
ongoing quest to experience voice as an immanent journey.
Twenty years later I reflect on how Pierre’s words are often the
pneuma of our Domopoetics. Domopoetics encompasses all aspects
of our artistic and domestic matters fueled by our rhizomatic motions &
distinctive rhythms.
Pierre’s steady—yet adaptable—tempo allows my ever-shifting
balance(s). My father often said: "Elle est instable, cette petite!" Pierre
never tries to "stabilize” me, au contraire. He always encourages and
provides movable & multiple plateaus were I can stage my passions
whether it be singing, painting, cooking, or writing.
Then there is the steady flow of multilingual words he prompts.
Here, “prompt” needs to be examined as the Latin promptus, meaning
“brought to light” while “words” should be read through what Pierre
writes about Paul Celan’s poetry:
The work of poetry is to be done on the word itself, the word that is
presented here as hollow, as a cave—an image that suggests
immediately a range of connections with similar topoi throughout the
oeuvre, from prehistoric caves to Etruscan tombs. The word is nothing
solid, diorite or opaque, but a formation with its own internal
complexities and crevasses—closer to a geode, to extend the
petrological imagery so predominant in the work from Breathturn on.
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This is what inhabits him, and “prendre Pierre au mot”—i.e. to take
him by his word(s)—often turns into a journey!

Pierre Joris using a “bohadet” © Nicole Peyrafitte

In this picture Pierre is using a “bohadet.” This is the word for
blowpipe in Gascon, or a “boffado” in Languedocian. It is a device
used to kindle the fire. When I took this picture I told Pierre in Gascon:
“Pierre! qu’ei un bohaire de mots.”
“Pierre! you are a word prompter.”

When I told him I wanted to use this picture for this piece and that I
wanted to link it to the fact that a “bohaire” in Gascon also meant
bagpipe player, he grabbed his volume of selected poems, Breccia,
from my shelves and said: “Look at this poem:”
A BUNDLE OF RODS BOUND UP WITH AN AXE IN THE MIDDLE, ITS
BLADE PROJECTING
(to & against NOB
killed an owl with a crooked arrow
pierced an owl seven separate places
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made the faceless sky a person
to do this he who tries must be king
or fail for leatherbag is not windbag
but chaos killed sevenfold for
possibilities of rebirth &
pure ritual creation in the making
of all as is condensed in the glyph
before the diluting fall into metaphor
a fall put the poet the maker into
the hands of the king a bundle of
letters the law of the assembled
like acorns assemble the sows or
not like but still the glyph distilled
in place of which is nowhere & only
in time & first letter is a matter
a pure matter & simple thing though not
simpler than simple that is complex
enough to create attraction from which
is created the city which is syntax
& as we fumbling through the actual
fall into a metaphor became the bungled
bundle the fasces bound with wet
leatherstraps torn from the poisonous
windbag's soft underbelly dried in
king's hot speech contract they shrink
breaking the arrows’ crookedness
forcing the straight narrow
the fake simple the slack syntax. (B, 37)

“Thank you, Pierre! Now how many books do I need to read in order
to understand all the references”… He laughed and brought me
Closing Time by Norman O. Brown. I read the section marked with a
post-it. I enjoyed the Chinese mythological references, but gathered
that the level of transformation in the poem is inspired not only by the
mythological aspect of the story, but even more by the theoretical
concerns addressed in the chapter’s title: The New Science of
Language, which draws on the Italian philosopher Giambattista Vico.
Totally fascinating, but maybe more than I was prepared to absorb,
though I kept ambling through the pages, looked up who Vico was,
got lost in the maze of information—but then this quote form Vico’s
New Science cited by Norman O. Brown caught my attention:
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Anthropology is history, and history is etymology: This was the order of
human institutions: first the forests, after that the huts, then the villages
and finally academies.

I am definitely still in the hut! But meandering—and getting lost—in
Pierre’s geo/mytho/philo/morpho/theoretical and poetical sea-word is
often an irresistible clinamen from which to transition into my own
heuristic practices.
In the Breathturn preface Pierre continues: “These words need to be
worked on, to be transformed, enriched, in order to become
meaningful…” Again, I take Pierre aux mots and reflect on how these
words enter the intimacy of our domopoetics. To recognize our
connectedness, reactivity & co-dependent behaviors, there always
comes a time when the relationship needs to be turned inside out in
order to dwell well in ambiguous and in-between spaces defined by
such words. I treasure our past and present journey. May our
domopoetic always be prompted with breathturn(s) until our voices
fade!
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Marjorie Perloff

The Return of Luap Nalec
Pierre Joris “Translating” Paul Celan
In a 1995 address at the Colloque Paul Celan (only recently translated
into English by Peter Cockelbergh),1 Pierre Joris recounts “a nearepiphanic event that was decisive for [him]”:
In high school in my native Luxembourg—I must have been about 14
or 15 years old—our German language and literature teacher brought
in someone to read poetry to us. I remember this peripatetic scholar
reading texts by [Gottfried] Benn, [Günter] Eich, [Karl] Krolow and
others, that I have by now forgotten. And then he read “Todesfuge.”
My reaction was instant, epidermic, total: gooseflesh, hair standing on
end and, literally, my breath taken away. Without knowing anything
more about the poem or the poet, I suddenly realized that there was
something else, an other language, a use of language that had
nothing to do with the so-called language of communication, of
everyday usage, nor with what we had been shown under the name of
“literature”—something that did not pass through the mediation of
what I later learned to call “representation.” Thus I learned, or rather
knew, in one fell swoop, that there was poetry—and what poetry was. I
owe that to Paul Celan, and I so I owe him in a way what I have
become.

This is a remarkable tribute, coming as it does from the poet I take to
be Paul Celan’s finest Anglo-American translator. But homage is
always complicated, and in the case of Celan and Joris, we have a
fascinating instance of a symbiosis of opposites or, the other way
around, an opposition of symbiotic figures.
1

Pierre Joris, “Un ‘E’ Pour Un ‘A’,” Colloque Paul Celan, Paris, November 1995. I thank
Peter Cockelbergh for making this & other unpublished manuscripts available to me &
for biographical information about Joris.
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Consider the poets’ origins. Celan, born in 1920, was a young
man when World War II broke out; Joris, born in 1946, was a child of
the postwar. Celan was a native of Czernowitz, on the Eastern border
(Bukovina) of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, ceded only after World
War I to Romania; Joris hailed from Ettelbruck, a small town in
Luxembourg with a population of ca. 7000. The Jewish Celan, whose
parents were Holocaust victims and who himself had to undergo first
Soviet, then Nazi, then again Soviet occupation during World War II,
escaped to Vienna in 1945, but, despite early literary successes and
friendships—as well as his love affair with the poet Ingeborg
Bachmann—could never feel at home in a country that had so recently
acted as a compliant arm of the Nazi regime in Germany. In 1948, he
emigrated to Paris, where he remained until his death in 1970.
Joris too was to emigrate to Paris, but under very different
circumstances. Born into the bourgeois Catholic family of a physician,
Joris attended grade school and lycée in a town that had been
occupied by the Nazis in 1940 but liberated by US forces in
September 1944, only to be retaken by the Germans during the Battle
of the Bulge, and then finally freed by General Patton, on Christmas
Day 1944: one of its main squares is named Patton Square.2 Joris
seems to have had a normal enough childhood (his was the fairly
standard trajectory from altar boy to teenage apostate), but Ettelbruck
could hardly contain someone with his ambitions: at nineteen, he
moved on to Paris, where he briefly studied medicine before deciding
on a literary career. Long attracted to American culture—from rock ’n’
roll to blue jeans to Jack Kerouac’s On the Road (see ANP, 61)—he
came to the US in 1967 and attended Bard College. Later, he moved
on to London, Algeria, and back to Paris, where in the late eighties, he
befriended Celan’s widow Gisèle Celan-Lestrange and made progress
on his Celan translations. He returned to the US in 1987 to write his
doctoral dissertation on Celan’s late poetry at SUNY-Binghamton and
held various teaching positions until 1992, when he assumed his
current position as professor of Comparative Literature at SUNYAlbany, continuing all the while to travel extensively in Europe, North
Africa, and the Middle East.
2

For information about wartime Ettelbruck & related historical facts, see Wikipedia entry,
“Luxembourg.” Joris himself mentions Patton Square in “A Glottal Choice”: “My
hometown, Ettelbruck, was also known as ‘Patton town’ for the hero of the Rundstedt
whose troops had freed this area from the Germans, shelling the town for days on end &
in the process burning my grandfather’s large library & correspondence to the ground”
(ANP, 61).
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The chosen exile of Joris—an exile that determined his cultivation
of what he was to call a “Nomad Poetics,” was thus inherently different
from the forced exile of Celan in a Paris that, especially in the postwar
fifties, proved to be quite unwelcoming to one whose poetry was
written entirely in German—his native language. It is important to
remember that, in the early twentieth century, Vienna exercised
enormous control even over its outlying provinces: like his fellow
Austrian-Jewish writers Elias Canetti and Joseph Roth, the former born
in what is now Bulgaria, the latter in Galicia, Celan was raised as a
German-speaker; indeed, he received a classical education in
German literature and culture. After the war, after the Holocaust,
however, the very inflections of the German language became
problematic. In an often-cited reply to a questionnaire from the Flinker
Bookstore in Paris (1958), he wrote:
German poetry is going in a very different direction from French
poetry. No matter how alive its traditions, with most sinister events in its
memory, most questionable developments around it, it can no longer
speak the language which many willing ears seem to expect. Its
language has become more sober, more factual. It distrusts ‘beauty.’ It
tries to be truthful […] it is a “greyer” language, a language which
wants to locate even its “musicality” in such a way that it has nothing in
common with the “euphony” which more or less blithely continued to
sound alongside the greatest horrors.3

Celan’s exegetes, from Derrida on down, have made much of this
comment. Werner Hamacher, for example, talks of Celan’s German
as “uprooted, orphaned—the language of the murdered,”4 and Joris
himself, in his various introductions to Celan volumes in translation,
has written perceptively of Celan’s need to reinvent his native
language, to make it entirely new, creating neologisms, coinages, and
unorthodox syntax. But, as Joris also reminds us, Celan never
contemplated writing poetry in any other language, even though he
was a superb translator from the French, English, and Russian.5 “Only
in the mother tongue,” Celan declared, “can one speak one’s own
3

4

5

Paul Celan, “Reply to a Questionnaire from the Flinker Bookstore, Paris, 1958,” in Paul
Celan, Collected Prose, trans. Rosmarie Waldrop (New York: Sheep Meadow Press,
1986) 15-16.
Werner Hamacher, “The Second of Inversion: Movements of a Figure through Celan’s
Poetry,” Word Traces: Readings of Paul Celan, ed. Aris Fioretos (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins, 1994) 242-43.
See Pierre Joris, “Introduction,” in Paul Celan, Selections, ed. Pierre Joris (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2005) 15.
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truth; in a foreign language the poet lies.”6 Indeed, in a second Flinker
Bookshop questionnaire (1961), he insisted:
I do not believe there is such a thing as bilingual poetry. Double-talk,
yes, this you may find among our various contemporary arts and
acrobatics of the word, especially those which manage to establish
themselves in blissful harmony with each fashion of consumer culture,
being as polyglot as they are polychrome.
Poetry is by necessity a unique instance of language. Hence never—
forgive the truism, but poetry, like truth, goes all too often to the
dogs—hence never what is double.7

Insisting on the German identity of his poetry, Celan found himself, as
Joris notes, “loudly proclaimed as one of the greatest if not the
greatest ‘German poet’ of the century […] when in fact he was a
naturalized French citizen of Jewish-Bukovinan descent who never lived
on German soil.”8 For Joris, the situation is baffling, given that Celan
spoke French with his wife and his son Eric and conducted most of his
correspondence in French. A master of French idiom, Celan might
have competed, Joris posits, with Samuel Beckett or Tristan Tzara or E.
M. Cioran.9
But the choice of German makes perfect sense if we accept
Celan’s conception of poetry as a “unique instance of language.” His
was, in one sense, a curiously “pure” German: despite his elaborating
punning and word play, he avoided the use of foreign words and
phraseology. And further: it is important to remember that Celan’s
language was not the German of Berlin or Frankfurt, but Austrian
German—the Austrian of Georg Trakl and Hugo von Hoffmannsthal,
Karl Kraus and Ludwig Wittgenstein. To my own Viennese ear, Celan’s
syntax generally sounds quite colloquial—even natural—and a
neologism like Weggebeizt (“away” + past participle of beizen, to
apply color stain, to treat a wood or metal object, to corrode, with its
echo of beißen, to bite) sounds like a compound a child might
devise.10 The exile of Celan is thus curiously double: not only is it an
exile from a Germany whose Nazi past is still all too immediate, but
within the community of postwar German poetry/philosophy and its
6
7
8
9
10

Joris in Celan, Selections, 16.
See Celan, Collected Prose, 23.
Joris in Celan, Selections, 16.
See Pierre Joris, “Celan & France,” Contretemps 2 (May 2001): 4.
In Paul Celan, Breathturn, trans. Pierre Joris (Los Angeles: Green Integer, 2005) 10607. Joris translates the word “Weggebeitz” as “Eroded,” which, to my ear, lacks the
harshness & force of the original.
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French afterlife in the writing of Maurice Blanchot or Georges Bataille,
there could hardly have been room for such childish Viennese
inflections—inflections whose lightness of being must have puzzled
Celan’s German and French contemporaries.
Celan’s poetic response to this double displacement is, in any
case, quite different from Joris’s cheerfully open nomad poetics. As the
latter tells us in “A Glottal Choice”:
I was born between languages, I first spoke Letzebuergsch, a dialect of
the western Rhineland and the Moselle river valley, from Middle-HighGerman with Frankish roots. Not a dialect, a language, a langue, a
tongue, a mother tongues I was never taught how to write—and whose
passage from spoken dialect into codified, standard written form
happened, unknown to me, during my passage through the scholastic
institutions […] I learned how to read and write in German and
French, and in that order. (ANP, 59).

This account is amplified by the historian Serge Moes:
The linguistic situation in Luxembourg is characterized by the fact that
several languages are spoken and written at the same time in the same
place. Names of streets, shops, travel tickets, hotel registries and
menus are mostly in French (some street and place names are also
added in Lëtzebuergesch). Newspapers printed in the Grand Duchy are
mostly in German, but some cultural articles, many advertisements and
social announcements are in French. In other countries too, several
languages are spoken, but they almost always are limited to specific
regions, to the exclusion of other tongues. In Luxembourg, the various
languages are superimposed in an almost hierarchical manner. There
is, however, a certain logic to the puzzle.
On all levels of society, only one language is used in oral
communication: “Lëtzebuergesch.” This is the everyday spoken
language of the people, and the symbol of the Luxembourgers’
national identity.11

Lëtzebuergesch, Moes notes, is no longer understood even by German
speakers, and hence German and French are a necessity in written
communication. German is favored by the masses as being closer to
the Luxemburgish vernacular; French is the language of the educated
classes:

11

See Serge Moes, “Languages in Luxembourg,” Luxembourg Tourist Office in London
(http://www.luxembourg.co.uk/lingua.html).
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From the second year of primary school onwards, French is added as a
discipline to the general program of education, which, at this stage is
still taught in German. Over the years, however, and particularly in
secondary education, French gets an even bigger share until it
completely replaces German as the language of instruction, German
being limited to the specialized courses in German language and
literature. English too, it should be added, is required as a compulsory
language throughout most of secondary education.

The resultant bilingualism—and frequently trilingualism, English being
introduced into the curriculum in the upper elementary grades—is
surely a great advantage, especially for the translator and critic: it has
given Joris a real edge over Celan’s other translators. Having shifted
his allegiance to English—specifically, American English—by the time
he was twenty-one, Joris has an unparalleled understanding of how
American idiom might render the German word formations produced
by an exile living in France.
“One always writes in a foreign language,” Joris declares in “A
Glottal Choice.” “Be it mother tongue or foreign language, language
is always foreign, other, second—& only therefore can one find a
home therein”12 (ANP, 60). I find this remark somewhat glib: it’s all
very well to say that language is always “other,” but the fact remains
that for most writers (Beckett is a notable exception), the primary
language is primary: think of Derrida, one of the proponents of the
“otherness” of language, who himself never learned so much as to
give a lecture in English despite his extended stays in the US. As for the
situation of Luxembourg, Moes notes:
The Luxembourg writer […] can very seldom manage to really make
his own a tongue that he learned at school and has only occasionally
spoken. Critical consciousness of a foreign language is thus more
common than partaking in its peculiar imagination and sentiment […].
And in fact, within the evident limitations imposed by the relative
poverty of the local dialect, Luxembourg writers are creative, especially
in lyrical poetry and local theatre which more often are spoken rather
than written media.

12

In his 2005 interview with Charles Bernstein for Close Listening on the Penn Sound
website, Joris makes the same point, rejecting all attempts to make language “pure” &
praising the interaction of different linguistic registers within a given poem.
(http://media.sas.upenn.edu/pennsound/groups/Close-Listening/Joris-Pierre_intrvw_WPS1_
NY_6-2/).
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For Joris, in any case, multilingualism has meant expansiveness, a
desire to absorb more cultures (especially that of the Mahgreb) and
languages (Arabic) rather than to dig too deeply into the history or
etymologies of the English in which he writes. If Celan’s poetic is
centripetal, Joris’s is centrifugal; as a young poet, he was drawn
toward multiplicity, toward collage where different languages can, as
in Luxembourg, co-exist, and toward the spoken vernacular rather than
the ambiguities of the written language. For his own speech-based
poetics, then, Joris turned to American poets of the postwar from Jack
Spicer to Charles Olson: the latter’s projective verse providing Joris
with a newly congenial model. Indeed, in Joris’s poetry and criticism,
Celan’s obsession with what the Russians called “the word as such”
(slovo kak takovoe) gave way to the performative, to the creolization of
language and eclectic speech patterning.
Consider Joris’s essay “The Seamlessly Nomadic Future of
Collage.” Following Derrida, Joris takes collage to be primarily the
“citational graft” inevitable in writing—the graft whereby as small a
particle as the letter a takes on different meaning when it appears in a
new context.13 Defined thus broadly, what longer poem isn’t somehow
collage? Joris cites Lyn Hejinian’s My Life, with its recycling of
leitmotifs and particular sentences as “paradigmatic for a certain kind
of post-modern collage-writing,” and refers us as well to Jackson Mac
Low, John Cage, and the Rosmarie Waldrop of The Reproduction of
Profiles, which incorporates Wittgenstein citations in ingenious, usually
parodic, ways (JtM, 30). After citing his own work-in-progress “THE
TANG EXTENDING FROM THE BLADE” (which collages sentences
from selected newspaper or journal articles), Joris concludes with a
discussion of Allen Fisher’s sequence “Pirate’s Walk” from
Entanglement, explaining that Fisher’s “postcollage text” draws on
such varied sources as “T. W. Adorno, the Biotechnics journal for
January-March 1995; [and] Jeanne Calment on the radio at one
hundred twenty years old” (JtM, 34).
One could argue that such “citational graft” is not, strictly
speaking, collage at all, for collage by definition (it means pasting
together) spatializes, omits connectives, and produces stark
juxtapositions, whereas a text like “Pirate’s Walk” is loosely sequential,
the line “a casualty of commodity values” being followed by “every
moment melts away,” and then “events inseparable from lives realities/
actualized” (see JtM, 35). But whatever we call this or Joris’s “TANG,”
both of them characterized by what Joris calls “process-showing” (JtM,
13

“The Seamlessly Nomadic Future of Collage” (JtM, 25).
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33), there is no doubt that Joris’s expansive “nomadic” procedure
would have been alien to Paul Celan, whose “exile” composition in a
single language called for extreme compression and intensification of
a small set of related items.
Joris himself acknowledges this central difference in his essay “An
‘E’ for an ‘A’.” After recounting the epiphany he experienced upon
hearing the school visitor read Todesfuge (the early still-Romantic
poem Joris later came to consider less remarkable than Celan’s later
more dissonant and oblique lyrics), Joris reconsiders the decisive
détournement of his own poetry away from his former Celanian
aesthetic—a détournement that occurred early in his exile. The shift
can be seen, Joris suggests, in a curious spelling mistake found in his
1982 poetic sequence The Book of Luap Nalec.14 In this free-verse
Bildungsroman—Joris’s own particular Making of an American—the
word “Sprachgitter,” which is the name of the title poem of Celan’s
important 1959 volume, was inadvertently rendered as
“SPRECHGITTER.”
What does this Freudian slip signify? “Sprachgitter,” as I have
noted elsewhere,15 is a very difficult word to translate. Sprache refers to
both individual speech and language, that is, both langue and parole.
Sprach is also the preterite of sprech, speak. The noun Gitter
designates grate, gate, fence, mesh, or grille. In Joris’s California
volume, the title of Celan’s poem becomes “Speech Grille.”16 In
substituting the verb Sprech for the noun or preterite, Joris is, by his
own account, emphasizing the act of speaking, the voice:
[This] allies my SPRECHGITTER with an American poetics of action, of
the verb, of spoken language as a base for writing. Without however,
returning to a tritely romantic, phonocentric lyricism, that would revolve
around the lyrical subject in action. The critique of that particular
subject was already contained in Charles Olson’s text “Projective
14

15

16

Joris dates this poem from 1975/1976; it was first published in 1982 by Ta’wil Press
(London 1982); here I refer to the bilingual English-French edition: Pierre Joris, Le Livre
de Luap Nalec, trans. Michel Maire (Paris: Le Castor Astral et l’Atelier de l’Agneau,
1986).
Marjorie Perloff, “Sound Scraps, Vision Scraps: Paul Celan’s Poetic Practice,” Reading
For Form, eds. Susan J. Wolfson & Marshall Brown (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 2006) 177-202, see esp. 178. This essay has been reprinted, in slightly different
form in Radical Poetics & Secular Jewish Culture, eds. Daniel Morris & Stephen Paul
Miller (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2009) 287-309. For a discussion of
Joris’s Celan translations, see also Marjorie Perloff, “The Poet’s Hope: The Works of
Paul Celan,” Boston Review 30.6 (November/December 2005) 47-49.
Joachim Neugroschel’s translation in Celan, Selections, 63.
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Verse,” dating back to 1950—and which can be seen as a founding
text of what was later to be called the new American poetry.

Here is the détournement of Luap Nalec. From a meditation on
language as trace structure to the act of speaking, from Celanian
indeterminacy to Olson’s oracular assertiveness—indeed this was a
major move in the direction of the New American Poetry. “No doubt,”
Joris notes quite rightly, “this American poetics would have appeared
as somewhat strange to Celan—at least in and through its optimism.”
But there is a further irony. The German word Sprechgitter—and
Celan himself relates Sprachgitter to Sprechgitter in emphasizing the
difficulty of communication—is not an invented word: in current usage
it designates the grill or transom coupled with a doorbell, used in
apartment or office buildings to announce one’s arrival and to be
buzzed in. A Sprechgitter is quite literally the conduit from an unseen
speaker’s voice to a unseen listener. And further: this use of
Sprechgitter derives from the medieval confessional box with its
“speech grille” embedded in the door.17
So Joris’s substitution of an e for an a turns out to be not so
fortuitous after all. Sprach/ Sprech: Celan/Olson:
The Celan, or the Nalec, or the Celan/Nalec I have lived with for over
a quarter of a century is therefore double: on the one hand, the
SPRACH-Celan of my Europe, a Europe where German pussyfoots
behind my mother tongue, Luxemburgish; and on the other hand, the
SPRECH-Celan of my America, of my adoptive language […] the one I
write in, and into which I have been translating Paul Celan ever since I
arrived in the US, i.e. 1967. I may have let go of Europe, but Celan
would never let go of me.

But how does one connect Olson’s America with Celan’s Europe? In
his Celan translations, Joris is primarily concerned with rendering the
original as accurately as possible—a heroic task given that there are
no English equivalents for many of Celan’s compounds, much less his
syntax. The solution, for most translators, has been naturalization.
Indeed, in his long and scholarly introduction to Breathturn, Joris
suggests that one of the major problems for the Celan translator is
“the present episteme of American poetry, i.e. the set of
presuppositions, linguistic and historical, which determine to a great

17

For pictures of sound-grilles, see Perloff, Reading for Form, 185-87.
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extent how we hear and what we recognize as ‘good’ poetry, and by
extension, good translations:”18
This episteme, so revivifying for American poetry over the last half
century, is in part inherited from such great modernists as William
Carlos Williams, Ezra Pound and others, but goes back at least as far
as Walt Whitman. It demands that the language of poetry he as close
as possible to the spoken, colloquial language of today. As a reaction
to the genteel tradition of the British poetry of the Victorian and
Edwardian ages (and its American equivalents), this has meant
avoiding rhetorical flourishes and most traditional “poetic” effects. In
relation to translating Celan, this can all too often induce the
temptation for the English versions to oversimplify the original poem,
by making short shrift of the oddities of the word constructions and by
ironing out the twists and quirks of Celan’s syntax, in a doomed
attempt to make the language sound “natural.”19

This is an important point. How, for example, to translate the opening
lines of the 1965 poem (in Breathturn), “Von Anblick der Amseln”?
VON ANBLICK DER AMSELN, abends,
durchs Unvergitterte, das
mich umringt.
versprach ich mir Waffen.
vom Anblick der Waffen-Hände,
vom Anblick der Hände—die längst
vom flachen, scharfen
Kiesel geschriebene Zeile

And in Joris’s translation:
FROM BEHOLDING THE BLACKBIRDS, evenings
through the unbarred that
surrounds me,
I promised myself weapons.
From beholding the weapons—hands,
from beholding the hands—the long ago

18
19

Pierre Joris, “Introduction,” in Celan, Breathturn, 59.
Joris in Celan, Breathturn, 59.
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by the sharp, flat
pebble written line20

The Notes in the Suhrkamp edition tell us the poem was prompted by
watching a blackbird hop across the lawn at Le Vesinet, the clinic
where Celan was being treated for mental illness. It was the day—
sunny and beautiful—he was to be dismissed and sent home (25
May). In a letter to a friend, Celan muses on the word Amsel, so close
to Amschel, Kafka’s Jewish surname and almost identical to Celan’s
own given surname, Antschel, which became the anagram Celan.
“You see,” Celan observed, “this bird is also black, but it’s no raven!”
and he recalls a poem by the Renaissance Meistersinger Hans Sachs
describing a blackbird’s reveling in its own “organ” notes.21 Ravens, of
course, make no such lovely music.
Nicholai Popov and Heather McHugh render Celan’s lines as
follows:
The sight of the songbirds at dusk,
through a ring of
ungraphed space,
made me promise myself weapons.
The sight of weapons, hands
the sight of hands, the line
long since described by a flat, sharp
rock.22

This translation gives us a fluent, melodic lyric but at the price of
ironing out the “oddities of word construction” and the “twists and
quirks of Celan’s syntax.” The blackbirds become generic songbirds,
thus losing their particularity, their stubborn blackness. The phrase
“Durchs Unvergitterte, das/ mich umringt,” becomes here a “ring of/
ungraphed space”—ungraphed, no doubt, because it accords with the
“written line” of the next stanza. But Celan’s is not “ungraphed”
space—that is, a blank sheet of paper—it is, in a purposely awkward
construction, the Unvergitterte, the unfenced. An echo of the earlier
Sprachgitter, the reference to the “unbarred that/ surrounds me” has a
20
21
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Celan, Breathturn, 244-45.
See Paul Celan, Die Gedichte, ed. & commentary by Barbara Wiedermann (Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 2005) 746. For the text of the poem, see 209.
Paul Celan, Glottal Stop: 101 Poems, trans. Nikolai Popov & Heather McHugh
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sinister edge: the very absence of prison bars is perceived as an
oppressive condition: the poet is filled with an awareness of a dubious
freedom.
“You too have weapons,” Kafka once wrote in his diary—an entry
Celan knew well.23 The contemplation of the blackbirds suggests to the
poet that he too has weapons—his hands, those hands that long ago
have inscribed a secret line on a sharp, flat pebble and sent it out to
sea. German syntax allows for the deferral of the key phrase
“geschriebene Zeile” (“written line”) to the final position in the line,
indeed in the stanza. Joris retains this syntax, even though in English it
produces a certain contortion (“the long ago/ by the sharp, flat/
pebble written line”). Popov and McHugh, in contrast, rationalize the
stanza, turning Celan’s Latinate syntax into an anaphoric noun
phrase—“the sight of weapons, hands/ the sight of hands, the line”—
and refer to a line “long since described by a flat, sharp/ rock.” But
“geschriebene” (written) is not the same as “described,” and in the
original, it is ambiguous whether the sharp, flat pebble itself enacts a
line in the water or whether the line is inscribed on the pebble, thrown
out to sea.
In the Popov-McHugh Glottal Stop (where the German is not
provided), “The sight of the songbirds at dusk” thus acts as
conventional Romantic topos, triggering the poet’s own rumination on
artistic creation. In Joris’s version, on the other hand, Celan’s
ambivalence remains: his “unbarred” habitat where one’s words are
perceived as “weapons,” is not the ecstatic scene of, say, Whitman’s
“Out of the Cradle,” where the poet and warbling thrush become one.
Rather, Celan’s poem recalls Wallace Stevens’s “Thirteen Ways of
Looking at a Blackbird,” where the irreducible presence of the
blackbird is all: “The blackbird sat/ in the cedar-limbs.” Not
description but inscription. And Joris conveys this as fully as possible.
His own early poetry is quite different: the little-known Book of Luap
Nalec is an interesting case in point. In this ambitious poetic sequence,
with its eloquent exploration of the poet’s coming of age, both
linguistically and sexually, there are intricate references to Celan,
Artaud, and Mallarmé, but the mode is much more straightforward
than Celan’s, even a shade didactic, as is the case in Charles Olson’s
“The Kingfishers” or “In Cold Hell, in Thicket.” The opening chapter,
“The Birth of Luap Nalec” recounts his youthful shift of allegiance from
Gottfried Benn, the great but flawed German interwar poet who briefly
flirted with Nazism, to Celan:
23
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Celan dares
go further, Faden
sun through
threadbare
web,
his breath
turned
to water.
How dare you
dare?
Face
myself
past the bright
wound mirror ?
Stare
where you
single counterswimmer
count
&
break
the floated
spines,
the
lines.
Time
broke us
in,
saddled us
with a sadness
(post-modern, no,
post-mortem) its
vigor the rigor
of water now
frozen,
the white
silenced sheet,
Pleistocene
place I search
to find
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the shifted
stance. (LN, 8-10)

The reference in the opening lines of this extract is to “Fadensonnen”
(“Threadsuns”), the poem in Breathturn that gave Celan the title for his
next volume (1968):
FADENSONNEN

THREADSUNS

über der grauschwarzen Ödnis.
Ein baumhoher Gedanke
greift sich den Lichtton: es sind
noch Lieder zu singen jenseits
der Menschen.

above the grayblack wastes.
A treehigh thought
grasps the light-tone: there are
still songs to sing beyond
Mankind.24

In the Introduction to Threadsuns, Joris writes movingly of our loss of
a, much less the sun:
That most reassuring of shapes, the circle, the sphere, the form of
perfection, the unalterable, unreachable, unanswerable form of the
truth which we had derived from the single sun as source of our world,
that form, too, has under the pressure of the multiple and the many,
been changed, has ex- or imploded: these suns are threads now, thin,
elongated—lines of flight. […]
Yet all is not loss. These “Fadensonnen,” these threadsuns fold into the
word that gives their elongation—the “Faden,” the thread—something
more. […] the thread a way of measuring space or of “sounding”
depth (the poem also speaks of a “Lichttton” a “light-tone” or sound)
and, maybe of a […] new measure for the world and for poetry.25

This prose account is, ironically, more subtle than the extract from
Luap Nalec; in the latter, Joris states rather baldly that Celan “dares/
go further” than Benn, even though the precious “Faden/ sun” was
fated to melt into the cold river that was the scene of Celan’s
drowning: “his breath/ turned/ to water.” In an Olsonian gesture
(“How dare you/ dare?), Luap Nalec wonders whether he can ever get
past his mirror image, past the “floated spines,/ the/ lines” where
“you, single counter-/ swimmer/ count.”

24
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The punctuating rhymes “spines”/ “lines” and “dare”/ “spare” in
the preceding passage are very effective as is the use of abrupt line
breaks. But in reaching for an American idiom (note the ampersand in
line 20 above), Joris sometimes sacrifices intricacy for the rhetorical
gesture of “saddled us/ with a sadness” or the conjunction of “postmodern” and “post-mortem,” or “its/ vigor, the rigor/ of water now/
frozen.” Again, the image of “the white/ silenced sheet,/ Pleistocene/
place” adopts Olson’s penchant for geological reference, here used
somewhat gratuitously, in that the word “Pleistocene” seems to do no
more than point to the glacial temperature of the Seine water, the
scene of Celan’s drowning.
Such allusions and compounds, in any case, do not—and how
could they?—display the complexity of Celan’s own “Fadensonnen” or
“Licht-Ton.”
It was, ironically, not until Joris enlarged his translation circle,
culminating in his dazzling recreations of the “archipelago poetics” of
three Francophone Maghrebian poets—Abdelwahab Meddeb
(Tunisia), Habib Tengour (Algeria), and Driss Chraïbi (Morocco) (see
JtM, 9)—that his own lyric was able to shed the sometimes excessively
clever rhetoric of Luap Nalec, with its “echoes of/ hilaritas/ (common
salt/ added to/ the rarer gold/ of cars rimas,” and write a sparer,
understated, and more intense lyric, now closer to Robert Creeley than
to Olson—a lyric that uncannily comes back full circle to Celan. Here,
for example, is one of eight poems published as a feature in the 2005
issue of Jacket:
9/ 11/ 01
to be written
when the
time comes:
this moment,
this second
cuts in between in two.
It will be the—
where to breathe
the or a open pore
riots of air
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that second
always second
rift in time
marks time
for breath, gash
curled high in air.26

In the space of six tercets, made up primarily of monosyllabic words,
Joris reimagines the moment, the “second” (line 5) right before the
second of the twin towers fell in lower Manhattan on 9/11/01.
Impossible to speak the unspeakable, there is only “the or a o-/pen
pore”—the place where Alpha and Omega meet and writing (“pen
pore”) must inscribe the “rift in time” that “marks time.”
Here, as in “Sprachgitter” or “Fadensonnen,” every word functions
in a dense and resonating echo structure, in which this moment, this
“cut,” “rift,” “gash” into time and space is memorialized. But note a
further curiosity: “9/11/01” is written entirely in simple English: there
are no foreign phrases, no allusions, indeed no collaging of “nomad”
elements. In the 21st century, it seems, Luap Nalec may be
experiencing his own “breathturn.”

26
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UK, France(, Germany)—géographèmes
Peter Cockelbergh—Germany, or, rather, German has already
haunted many of these géographèmes as a spectral, Celanian
presence, so let’s turn to the UK and to France directly, to “the charnel
house called Europe” (Winnetou Old). In your nomadic wandering,
these two European capitals, London and Paris, seem very much
connected, mixed and intermingled even?
Pierre Joris—Eventually, they indeed kind of mix and intermingle
continuously, or contingently. When I was first in Paris, back in 1965, I
was studying medicine—a very French undertaking. But because I was
interested in writing, I got involved with Shakespeare &Co and a bunch
of American kids and friends. And the jazz scene. So that already
Anglo-Saxonized my Paris stay. In 1967, I went to America, to Bard
College and NYC, and when I wanted to come back again, I actually
wanted to go back to Paris. But Paris post-’68 was freaky: cops with
Uzi machine guns on every street corner, a general feeling of a heavily
policed state. So my reaction as a good paranoid kid used to New
York was: “Don’t need this kind of shit, I’m out of here.” So I went to
visit friends in London, trying to find a way back to New York, but then
London turned out to be a very rich place right then, relaxed, very
pleasant, I immediately connected with some friends that had moved
there, Claude Pélieu & Mary Beach, plus some Bard College friends,
i.e. a whole community…
… Burroughs was there, too, right?
Yeah, Burroughs was there then. It’s still sort of the post-psychedelic
era during those first couple of years I lived in Central London.
Burroughs would come over for dinner at Claude & Mary’s apartment,
two floors above mine. I had severed all my connections to France,
really, because I didn’t care in the least for what Paris was like at the
time. I completely turned towards England, as there was a very
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energetic scene going on: that’s when I met Allen Fisher, when Opal L.
Nations comes by, knocks on the door & asks me for a book &
publishes my first book, that’s when I met Eric Mottram, when I do
graduate work at King’s College & then an MA at Essex with Ted
Berrigan, when Ted and Alice Notley come to spend a year & a half in
England. Ed & Jenny Dorn also spent much time in England, & Tom
Raworth is around when he is not touring the US for readings. So
there’s a core moment, a complex occasion, a knot of energy that is
very high & productive right then & there—& that lasts until about
1975.
This is often called the British Poetry Revival—correctly so. The
importance of US poetry—the Donald Allen anthology, to use that
shorthand—was central, but because the distance from the big
daddies (Olson, Duncan, Creeley or Ginsie or Spicer…) was bigger,
this made it easier to escape the sons’ problems of imitation a bigdaddy situation always presents. Thus somebody like Allen Fisher
could at the same time be influenced by Olson and by the conceptual
arts movements such as Fluxus and performance art. You had the
freedom to do this in London at that moment. And you had Eric
Mottram who was kind of theorizing it, writing about it, editing the
Poetry Review, encouraging everybody, spreading the news & bringing
US poets over for readings. Eric was also an incredible mentor. Allen
& I would go over to his place on Thursday evenings for a long time—
during more than a year. Eric would cook us meals, & we would spend
the evenings talking & listening to 20th century music, also at times to
opera, which our generation, brought up on jazz & then rock, wasn’t
so familiar with. Other times we’d all gather at some impro event, or
catch, say, Pierre Boulez (whom we were also reading & discussing in
relation to Olson’s speaking of him during Black Mountain days)
conducting Wagner at the London opera, and the next day would
meet again and from that went on to hear David Toop or Bob
Cobbing.
But then things began to get depressed as the English
establishment tried to counter the experimental work of the 60s & early
70s (vide their take-over of the Poetry Society which for a few years
had been in the hands of the younger experimental poets, with grand
old Basil Bunting as honorary president) & I got itchy & wanted to get
back on the road. So we wind up in Algeria, as mentioned earlier.
Then, after the Algerian years, I return to England even though I don’t
really want to be in England. Moving to America was not possible, for
several reasons. As I couldn’t make a living in England, I looked to
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Paris again, which in the mean time had become an interesting place
again in different ways, & began doing radio work for France Culture,
around 1981. So for the next five or six years, I move between London
& Paris, usually passing through Ostend &/or Luxembourg—a
circuitous nomad route based on family food oases & familiar
watering holes, until in 1987 I moved back to America.
Are these the years of Turbulence and Winnetou Old, written at a time
when London had again become, in Poundian terms, “the great
passive vulva?”
Yes, those Thatcher years were terrible. The place had been
completely wrecked: nothing was left of the so vibrant early 70s
London poetry scenes. To survive, the people had gone elsewhere, out
of London, because economically you couldn’t function there.
Thatcherite wisdom reigned: make jobs pay so little & make life so
expensive, that everybody has to work all the time just to survive. Then
people will be too exhausted to get funny ideas like writing poems or
questioning the system.
Bearing in mind your nomadisms—always plural—, the different
topographies and geographies are often focussed on in discussions of
your work. What has, however, always fascinated me as well, is the
role of time, both as processes or the processual, and as a sort of
“chronography.” It can be the moments of the year (December Work)
and of the day (Lemur Mornings, “Poem in Noon”), or it can be the
morning time, appearing with coffee, and showing, as said, a process,
or even reading, in a twisted way, as an aubade.
Well, this is again related to physiology. I have, of course, explored
that whole night thing in my late teens and early twenties—& later on a
few near-ritual occasions, such as the long nights of talk & food &
drink I used to have with Douglas Oliver whenever I’d come through
Paris—but physiologically, I have always had an early morning
metabolism. So, in a very nearly boring, if you want Thomas Hardy
countryside kind of way—wow, I don’t know how that came in, I hardly
ever think of Thomas Hardy—, I like getting up at five in the morning.
That was easy for me from childhood on. I simply open my eyes & I’m
wide-awake. I only took to coffee later on.
But there also came a moment when I realized that if I continued
with pure process, then I’d get up at five & write a poem, & I’d get up
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the next day & write another poem, or the same one, maybe?—which
became what Nicole later called the “back-porch poems.” One way of
avoiding the point where pure process becomes mere repetition (which
can then lead to some notion that has to do with the “muse,” with
“inspiration” or something of that order), was to wonder what kind of
procedural or semi-procedural ways I could create to move away from
a simple just sitting down & writing. I had of course always been
opposed to the notion of procedure, because it originally meant a set
of rhythmic or measured presets, inside of which you then had to stay.
I never found that interesting, to me process and the Olsonian notion
of process were core. At the same time the man whose work I felt
closest to, Allen Fisher, has of course always worked out of a complex
combination of the procedural & the processual. So I made time itself
the basis for a certain procedure, in a perverse way, because inside of
it I could be processual. These became the Canto Diurno poems,
where the container-form is all that I write inside a 24-hour frame, i.e.
the song of a day. Of course I made alterations to the materials
afterwards (subtracting, but never adding) because I never thought that
you need to follow rules exactly. I’m more interested in the poem than
the rule.
Does that also tie in with the seriality or the sequentiality of some of the
poems? I’m thinking of Lemur Mornings, but also of forms that you
come back to over the years, like Canto Diurno or Reading/Writing…
If there is one figure that inspired me in that area, it’s Robert Duncan
& his various broken or, better, incomplete or abandoned sequences
(Structure of Rime, for instance). Although it did take some time (&
distance) to get to Duncan, after falling out of that window at Bard. It
was Eric Mottram, who was a great Duncan enthusiast, who got me to
him, really. And the books themselves also brought me to him: this is
very early in the 70s, & in late 60s Stuart & Deidre Montgomery, the
great publishers of Fulcrum Books, were bringing out all his works,
which I all bought from Nick Kimberley’s poetry section at
compendium Books in Camden Town. I really met Duncan when he
came to that wonderful London conference in 1974, where I wound
up being his driver.
It was Duncan’s combination of process & procedure in openended sequences & forms, & the many discussions Allen Fisher, Paige
Mitchell & I had about these matters that made them look like an
interesting way of proceeding—even for the inveterate “processual”
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poet that I was. They’re not time-conditioned, and it’s not a series like
the alphabet poems, which have a fixed number of letters to work with.
It’s just something that is there, open-ended, & you can write into it
whenever it comes, ending when you stop writing. Besides, Duncan
never published any of those sequences as individual books: they’re
always mixed in with other processes & poems in a given book. This
has always fascinated me.
It’s the kind of sequentiality and open-endedness that ties in with a very
complex set like Lemur Mornings?
Indeed, Lemur Mornings is complex in the sense that it is really a
processual thing. I wrote the first one at Jerry Rothenberg’s house in
Encinitas, California. One morning, it just kind of offered itself like any
“back-porch poem” does. I didn’t really know what it was or where it
was going, if anywhere, though I realized it had a different energy
from the poems of the preceding days & weeks, & so I thought about it
during the day & then, the next morning, this specific process
somehow started up again or demanded to be carried further. Or my
obsessive thinking about it the previous day wanted to drive it further—
who really knows?—with the same kind of energy than the previous
one… As a continuation, but not as the same poem. And then you can
play with this & see what happens the next day, until the energy runs
out & you realize that the sequence is over.
Again the time of day, the “morning” is inscribed.
Yes, they were very much morning poems. But what separates them
from other morning poems, from “back-porch” or “aubade” poems
and so on, was a very strange kind of compact rhythmic pulse &
energy that may have had something to do with moving to California,
or with the whole drive through the continent, like discharging an
accumulation of energy—but not in the old “on the road” narrativedriven prose. At some level these poems are also sort of mental cutups, with a various range of things from all over the place coming in,
landing—the French word for landing, “attérir,” which means literally
“coming [down] to earth,” comes to mind. Some also have
biographical material in them, for example, the teeth & the black
threads that fasten gums after a tooth surgery I underwent.
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“your hands pulling/ at the black threads/ that fasten your gums/ to
the rising coin/ throbs randomly pulled/ in by rapports/ like valleys
around the/ I limits”… “clauses/ Laredo bums/ toothaches the un-/
healing gums the radio/ voice surrounds Panama” (Lemur Morning
#2)
In a way they do what some of my other poems do: working with
information that is a combination of particulars from my surroundings
that then get integrated in the process of going into the day & writing
what I’m writing about, writing the words that happen as they happen.
They are also quite dense, in that they involve a form of pure
parataxis; there is no desire to narrativize, except by the pure
juxtaposition of elements in a fast-moving way. Which is also why I
enjoyed them so much then & even now get true pleasure when I
perform them at readings.
And of course by the second or third poem or morning, you
become conscious of the process, & more assured, so then you may
want to check things out with a dictionary, & have that enter, too. But
the pleasure of this specific sequence is that there’s nothing that
demands them to go any place. They are maybe a small & limited
universe, but they are an open-ended one.
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V
PoPoPo

Clayton Eshleman

ORGANIZED NOMADISTORMS OF
BROKEN OASES
In late 2008, I was invited to participate in Week Three of the 2009
Summer Writing Program at Naropa University. The theme for my
week was identified as “Polyvalent/Rhizomic Identities” and described
in the following way: “The rhizome is a tuber system that moves
horizontally and shares a paradigm with Indra’s Net and the world
wide web. We are all polyvalent hybrids, capable of moving in
multiple directions simultaneously. On a genetic level we are
composed of dominant and recessive genes. How does this translate
in our writing and in our work as writers? Walt Whitman contained
multitudes. From some point of view, we are all hairy bags of water.
How does one identity serve another? We’ll honor the brilliant
scholarship and vital translations that Clayton Eshleman has done of
Peruvian poet César Vallejo.”
Unsure exactly what to make of all of this, I wrote to my old
comrade Pierre Joris and began to explore with him what I thought
“rhizomic identity” might be. Branching off from the writing of Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari in their book Rhizome, Joris has mounted a
new poetics on the concept which he lays out in his book, A Nomad
Poetics. Here, after quoting Joris’s proposal, I would like to set forth
our exchange, illustrate how such theory might relate to Joris’s own
recent poetry, and then briefly reflect on the rhizomatic, Pound’s Pisan
Cantos and Olson’s Maximus Poems.
Joris: What is needed now is a nomadic poetics. Its method will be
rhizomic: which is different from collage i.e., a rhizomatics is not an
aesthetics of the fragment, which has dominated poetics since the
romantics even as transmogrified by modernism, high and low, and
more recently retooled in the neoclassical form of the citation—ironic
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and/or decorative—throughout which is called “postmodernism.”
Strawberry Fields Forever. A nomadic poetics will cross languages, not
just translate, but write in all or any of them. If Pound, Joyce, Stein,
Olson, & others have shown the way, it is essential now to push the
matter further, again, not so much as “collage” (though we will keep
those gains) but as a material flux of language matter. To try & think,
then, of this matter as even pre-language, proto-semantic, as starting
from what Julia Kristeva calls the chora, which she defines as “a
temporary articulation, essentially mobile, constituted of movements
and their ephemeral stases.” And then to follow this flux of ruptures
and articulations, of rhythm, moving in & out of semantic & nonsemantic spaces, moving around & through the features accreting as
poem, a lingo-cubism, no, a lingo-barocco that is no longer an
“explosante fixe” (Breton) but an “explosante mouvante.” (ANP, 5-6)
Concerning “crossing languages” Joris elsewhere writes: “We will
write in foreign languages (real or made-up ones) in order to come to
the realization that all languages are foreign. And those that are not
are uninteresting in their self-reflecting egoism. All languages are
creolized by what Edouard Glissant has called the chaos-world. The
first need thus is to have done with the prison-house of the mother
tongue i.e., why should one have to write in the mummy/daddy
language, why should that oedipal choice be the only possible or
legitimate one […]” (ANP, 7). I will return to these points later. Here it
is also important to bring in a bit more of the Deleuze and Guattari
theory, especially their rejection of the “tree”: “The rhizome is an antihierarchical means of organizing knowledge and of recognizing
intersections and engagements between seemingly disparate ideas and
things. Botanically, the rhizome is a branching that has no ‘center.’ All
segments are fertile. Any segment broken off from the rest may serve
as a new starting point, a new origin of life. As a heterogeneous
composition, it brings all manners of materials into productive contact
with one another. In contrast to the tree: knowledge organized around
and branching out of a central ‘truck.’ In the arboreal system, ‘trunk’ is
understood as origin, source of authenticity or authority. Its branches
are mere iterations or representations of their own content.”
Eshleman: To think of the rhizome as in the sense that Deleuze and
Guattari are describing takes me back to the origin of the metaphor at
around 30,000 B.P.: juxtaposition of a vulva and a horse head
engraved in a limestone slab (the two equal in size, slightly
overlapping, and “punctuated” with three cupules, one before the
horse head, one as the horse’s eye, and one in the center of the
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vulva). The metaphor and the meander (the basis for Aurignacian “art”
which was rediscovered by Jackson Pollock in the 1940s) seem to me
to be the rootstock of imagination, or the fold between no image of
the world and an image.
Joris: That is indeed very accurate both to the thought of the
rhizomatic and in relation to your work on caves & beyond.
“Metaphor,” however, may be a difficult one as metaphor is easily
(always if you believe Derrida who writes marvelously about it in his
essay “White Metaphor”), a hierarchical, vertical situation, an attempt
at transcendence. I wonder in the case of the cave material and
Pollock if “image” isn’t the better word. What Pollock produces is an
image in process that is finished when the energy, physical and
psychic, that he pours in, runs out (“a painting is never finished, it is
abandoned”). In the cave work what is absolutely fascinating for me is
the mass of drawings, one next to, over, or across another, with
something of an implied equivalence between them. Not one of the
cave drawings, not one of Pollock’s squiggles or canvases is “it” i.e.,
THE metaphor for art, life, the godhead, the masterpiece-that-says-itall. Your “juxtaposition of a vulva and a horse head” doesn’t
necessarily seem to create a metaphor, but is a complex image, with
no need to elevate them into what could only be some sort of abstract
transcendental unity.
Eshleman: I feel that metaphor is neither vertical nor horizontal.
How is “love is a red, red rose” hierarchical? It is an intensification, a
sensualization of an otherwise abstract term—love—that is often
involved in an idealistic, hierarchical system. The literal is hierarchical.
The Bible read literally results in the saving of believers and the
burning of non-believers, total lowering, total raising. I think of
metaphor as fusion (“my eyes are fix’d/ in happy copulation”), as a
new creation, a third. God is an absolute, a one, not a metaphor. The
shaman is a metaphor (as is “I,” as Rimbaud astutely stated) because
he is a fusion that participates in both the human and the animal
realms.
Deleuze and Guattari we must keep in mind (I am thinking, having
not read them, knowing them only via scattered quotations) are
secondary thinkers whose work places them in the middle of
something else. Aurignacian meander “systems” have many
beginnings and many ends. It strikes me that primary thinkers involved
in what we can call the autonomous imagination make use of arboreal
metaphors as well as rhizomic ones; that is, a creative project
determines its own vectors, designs, limitations, signatures as it moves
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out, or in. You also wrote that a truly open field has no up/down,
front/back. But rhizomes themselves send out tendrils, or rootlets up,
and below, as they themselves project horizontal movement. So they
are somewhat tree-like in this regard.
Joris: I think the difference here is, to use Deleuze and Guattari
again, that trees cannot transform their individual (hierarchical) parts
(roots/trunk/branches) into each other (they are fixed, in that sense),
while rhizomatic plants can & do all the time. But you are right in
saying that major artists use both—though their tree or hierarchical
structures are often what is or remains the least interesting (Dante is a
great poet despite the Christian hierarchy that is structurally and in
every other way the core to his poem; same goes for most of, though
not all of, the religious art of the Renaissance—which we appreciate in
spite of the doctrinal underpinnings).
Eshleman: Gerrit Lansing’s early book is entitled The Heavenly Tree
Grows Downward. How do you understand this? One approach would
be to say that Lansing is interested more in the rootwork of the tree
than in its foliage. Years ago, I thought he was plunging the tree into
the earth and reversing its flow. But now I think that the direction he is
interested in is underworld, root realm, and the nourishment of earth
to root, versus branch to air. However, all this may be moot, as the
tree in its full environment draws upon air and earth. The first World
Tree is in Le Combel, a section of the Pech Merle cave; it is a
stalagmitic formation with a vulvar fissure in its base and breast-like
pod shapes above (daubed with black manganese by Cro-Magnon
people between 18,000 and 16,000 BP). This Tree can also be
thought of as the first Black Goddess. There is a photo of this amazing
figure on p. 211 of Juniper Fuse.
Joris: Gerrit comes out of a very hierarchical (the magical,
hermetic, etc) tradition. One could see his tree as an attempt to exactly
reverse this, to upset the applecart (which is still keeping an inverted
hierarchical order of the universe going). I think the poems are often
better than what the title’s indications/limitations propose.
Eshleman: Northrop Frye calls Blake’s “The Marriage of Heaven &
Hell” an anatomy because it is made up of varying literary genres. This
thought crossed my mind while I was working on “Notes on a Visit to
Le Tuc d’Audoubert” and helped me understand the overall form of
Juniper Fuse as a giant anatomy. It occurs to me that William Carlos
Williams’ Paterson (with his father/son hierarchical title) is a marvelous
example of an anatomy in a way that must be related to rhizomic
theory. From Paterson:
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a mass of detail
to interrelate on a new ground, difficultly;
an assonance, a homologue
triple piled
pulling the disparate together to clarify
and compress […].

You wrote that one aspect of rhizomic theory as you understand it is a
poetics that will cross languages. Lucky you with four. As a
monolingual Hoosier I have tendril forays into Spanish and French but
cannot write in either. By the way, I think there are many Englishes.
The English I write in is not “the mummy/daddy language.” However,
according to my father, who kept a meticulous Baby Book record of
my first two years, at two I wrote in “mummy/daddy language” my first
poem: “Bok old Mamma, Tak-a new Mamma.”
Did Deleuze and Guattari consider Artaud to be a rhizomic writer?
I wonder, since Artaud was so body-centered (the screaming body,
ceaselessly attacked, and in constant self-defense). I envision Artaud
as a kind of St.-Sebastian nailed to the World Tree. While his writings,
and drawings, are punctured by disconnects, detours, dead ends, and
mythic grabs, he has always seemed to me as one who fought to
maintain a central core (for had he lost it, he would have been
dispersed into incurable insanity).
Joris: This abstract transcendental unity may also be behind
Artaud’s desire to be done with the judgment of god—who is nothing
if not a hierarchical “metaphor” (for whatever you want to have him
say)—and whose “body without organs” seems to be primarily an
attempt to get rid of the hierarchy of organs (hierarchy is necessary for
the demonic—no demonology without strict hierarchies of “fallen
angels”—and it is demonic possession that Artaud fought all his life).
*
From the mid-1990s on, the words “nomadic poetics” and “oasis”
have provided focal energies for Pierre Joris’s poetry. While he seems
to have settled on American English, his 4th language, for poetry, he is
also fluent in Luxembourgish, German, and French. The latter two
languages often flicker through his American. One meaning of his
nomadic drifting is an openness to crossing languages. His nomadic
poetics involve turbulent opacity, the poems composing, recomposing,
decomposing before the reader’s eyes. The poem as a sand storm?
Here I also think of the water-filled tunnel leading to the Upper
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Paleolithic Chauvet cave opaque with kicked-up silt by the divernomad-poet swimming through.
In line with nomadic drift, the poem becomes a poem-oasis, or
“poasis (punning as well on poesis, from the Greek word for
“making,” generally understood today to mean “the making of
poetry”). “Nomadic poetics” and “poasis” suggest that for Joris the
world has become a symbolic desert, evoking Jerome Rothenberg’s
term, “The New Wilderness,” an update twist on T.S. Eliot’s vision of
“The Wasteland.” Joris’s “desert,” however, is hardly empty; there is
an electric friction in his writing, a ragged palimpsest of words seeing
through or being blocked by other words. In our correspondence, I
proposed that Pound’s Pisan Cantos struck me as the primary
predecessor example of rhizomic procedures for our age, and that
Pierre’s poem “Winnetou Old” was somewhat beholden to the Cantos.
Pierre disagreed with my latter point and wrote me back the following:
I don’t think Winnetou Old goes directly to or from the Cantos, though
obviously the Cs were essential to my sense of poetry from early on.
WO in fact arose from a strange mass of shapeless near automatic
writing, some 20 pages or so, that came out of the blue in an Indian
restaurant in Tooting at the tail-end of a solitary boozy lunch. It then
took me a few months to puzzle out those non-lineated prose
ramblings & find a way of setting them up on the page. And yes, there
is some Dante and some Italian connectivity (though the latter is
radical politics of the opposite sort of Pound’s—as the Brigate Rosse
were still active at the time I wrote it). The core figure, who weirdly
disappeared in the main, was a narrating voice, half-hallucinatory, that
was “Winnetou,” the Karl May fictive Mescalero chief who came to
me, returning as a run-down contemporary old Indian, the kind you
could meet in most towns along RTE 66 in New Mexico or Arizona. I
figured there was also some Castaneda & some Artaud in there or in
the voice I was hearing.

With Pierre’s words in mind, I returned to Poasis and re-read “Lemur
Mornings,” at 24 pages the longest poem in the collection. While this
poem moves faster with less contextualization than other poems in the
book, its “flux of ruptures,” “warp speed,” and “constant
destabilization of view point” is typical of the writing in Poasis. Here is
the beginning of the first of eight (relentlessly vertical on the page)
“Lemur Mornings:”
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caught may in coattails
aztec drudge goddess
pianola payback hogs
these last testamentary folds
quadrants drive & divide
blindfold trees new
greenage acres the ford
uptime brought to you
carries over the noise
the disc monthly
microsoft conjunctions
smudge the stellar
meals the spillover
a major backup snuggles
close & wet & warm
child’s play a haystack
shoves a needle home
carry-over from winter
tour yacking on the frozen
tundra radioactivated
mink coats coatliqueued (P, 95)

The methodology implicit here is glossed in another poem, “Animals
to the Point:”
do not come to a point
flow, keep moving
the sound from just
below to just above
modulate the
unending lines,
start again in
the middle, nel
mezzo sing it anew,
sparrow,
finch,
do not come
to a point. (P, 155)

The writing in “Lemur Mornings” is apparently automatic writing
moving so fast that in comparison a draft of some lines from Canto
74, described by Richard Sieburth as “rapid […] swift, heavily
enjambed verse units; in the onrush of inspiration […]” reads almost
stately. It yields its meaning in a way that, in contrast, makes the Lemur
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passage appear to be, as Joris puts it in another poem, “shoveling/
sand & mica into our eyes […].” Here is the Pound:
infantile synthesis
in Barabas
minus Hemingway—
minus Antheil—
ebullient
by name Thomas Wilson
Mr. K said nothing
foolish
in one whole month
nothing foolish
if we weren’t dumb
we wdn’t be in here

When typing up his notebook material later, Pound lengthened some
of these 12 lines, turning them into 5, which also made them more
available. The reading problem here is one of referentiality; one needs
Sieburth’s notes to learn that Wilson and Mr. K are Pound’s fellow
prisoners at the Disciplinary Training Center outside of Pisa.
In archeology, a “core meander” is the initial line of an engraving;
lines that follow, attached to or in relation to the core meander, are
called “branch meanders.” As a language nomad (on a jet-powered
camel), we can think of Joris’s writing in “Lemur Mornings” as
meanders bereft of their core, or as unmoored branch meanders that
occasionally intersect with the poet’s main fire source, the poetry of the
Rumanian Paul Celan who chose to write in German and to
consciously syntactically disintegrate it. As Celan’s sterling and primary
American translator, Joris has been drenched in the Rumanian’s often
nearly opaque densities, and it is a mark of his strength that his work
shows not a copycat indebtedness but an assimilated transformation of
his tormented predecessor.
Pound is a predecessor for Joris in a different way. The elegiac and
autobiographical Pisan Cantos, identified by Sieburth in his excellent
Introduction to the 2003 New Directions edition as Pound’s “nomadic
poem of exile,” fulfills all the requirements of Deleuze’s and Guattari’s
(and by extension, of Joris’s) literary rhizome: “recognizing
intersections and engagements between seemingly disparate ideas and
things […] a branching that has no ‘center’ […]. Any segment broken
off from the rest may serve as a new starting point […] it brings all
manners of materials into productive contact with one another.” The
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fact that Pound wrote most of the Pisans while he was in a tent
(“gripped by hoar frost” he writes) is a fascinating if minor aspect of
that journey. As for Joris’s call for the poet to write in foreign
languages, Pound writes in Greek, Latin, Provençal, Italian, French,
Spanish, and Portuguese in the Pisans. Sieburth again: “Unlike the
motif of descent in the earlier Cantos, however, the anamnesia
enacted by the Pisans is far more internalized or subjective, turning as
it does on the poet’s free-associational excavation of the various
buried strata of his own personal past.” And: “it is a particular feature
of Pound’s schizopoetics (as Deleuzians might call them) that the
positions of self and other, subject and object, remain ever unstable,
ever convertible.”
There are of course some significant differences between what is to
be found in the Pisans and Poasis. Joris is a sharp liberal thinker (in
the American sense) with no manic hatreds to expunge. Joris’s Poasis
is also, if not exactly dominated by theories of others, constantly aware
of what he has made of them and, to my reading at least, never
transgresses against what one might call a rhizomic viewpoint. He
writes not as an expatriate prisoner (who in 1945 feared for his life)
but as a free intellectual who has been based in America with
academic affiliations for decades.
Any reader aware of Charles Olson’s “Projective Verse” essay may
by now have realized that one of its primary commands—“ONE
PERCEPTION MUST IMMEDIATELY AND DIRECTLY LEAD TO A
FURTHER PERCEPTION”—attributed by Olson to Edward Dahlberg,
could be formed based on a careful reading of the Pisan Cantos which
Olson read in manuscript in 1946. I read such a command as an
attempt to keep poetic movement in an appositional swiftness and
away from description and narrative tied to memory. There is a fine
example of the fruits of such a practice in a late Maximus poem, “As of
the Parsonses or Fishermans Field or Cressys Beach or Washington,
the Capital, of my Front Yard?” I have in mind the following sequence:
Gassire’s
fate to
I FA—to
s-i-n-g the
root of
the Well of the
Liquid of the
Eagle’s mouth:
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Teonanacatl is also
God’s body […].

Gassire is the hero of a folktale from Niger who is told that his lute will
only sound when it absorbs his pain, blood, breath, and the lifeblood
of his son. In Dahomey, a man seeking to see into the future visits a
sorcerer who “draws the FA”—fruit stones are thrown like our dice and
the way they fall enables the sorcerer to make a prediction. The Well
of Mimir is located beneath the Nordic World Tree, Yggrasil. Odin,
turned into an Eagle, let fall from his mouth drops of magic mead and
in this way humankind received the gift of poetry. “Teonanacatl” is the
Nahuatl sacred mushroom and means “God’s flesh.” So here we have
a kind of metonymic syncretism utilizing four mythic systems, a brief
rhapsody of “stitched song.” The risk here is Poundian: if the nodes do
not light up, the dramatic presence will be weak, and the reader’s only
thoughtful response will be to turn to the reference texts.
After reading the Olson Selected Letters in 2002, I wrote to the
editor, Ralph Maud: “One of the things that struck me, with some of
the intellectual letters, is the way Olson’s mind acts when it gets
excited. It reminds me of watching a stone being skipped across a
pond—hit hit hit pong! The associations come in so fast that each is
touched upon, struck, followed by a ricochet, and so on. This is one
version of ‘one perception must lead directly to the next,’ but in a
version that often seems to me to work against thinking.
In contrast, some of the best poems seem slower than the above
procedure, with quick decisive moments, but with enough of the image
or material offered for the reader to grasp before being taken forward.
‘The Librarian,’ for example, or ‘In Cold Hell…’ I am wondering what
if anything accounts for such speed. Is this vertical thought (as Olson
once proposed)? An attempt to discharge a constellational moment so
that all nodes are present at once?”
[2003-2010]
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Habib Tengour

THE TRACE AND THE ECHO
Parting, gaining distance, leaving the mother tongue, the lover’s
tongue, the primary language of all schools and regaining the original
otherness of the poem, that we can be.
unless it is the
perishing
into the just
breath1

For that, there’s no lack of reasons. The biography traces some lines
(of flight).
Farther on

Ithaca is not the place. Run-down docks with gutted containers where
a political financial mafia runs a tight ship. The paternal house is
empty. The sirens’ song echoes on in memory.
shut up & set out
sail upon the say—
shush, heave to.

The call of the wide open and the alchemy of counters spur on to the
faraway and to ruptures without which no hail, no point in parting.
Starting point of writing!
Yes – oui
1

[The fragments quoted below are from Meditations on the Stations of Mansour Al-Hallaj
1-21 (Albany, NY: Anchorite Press, 2007), more specifically from sections 6, 13, 1, 4,
11, 19 etc. Throughout the text, reference is also being made to A Nomad Poetics
(especially to “St/range” & “Samizdat interview”). It is of further interest to note that
Habib Tengour translated these texts into French. Translator’s note.]
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Estrangement… Amazement… Evading the nostalgic halts—illusory
home—and the decisive reference points that leave the soul bloodless.
Pedal to the metal! Recognizing oneself in an immoderate taste for a
wandering in uncertainty and a fondness for Tarafa. From the Muallaqat, you have kept this questioning without answer
what is the manner…
with you standing
there in the desert?

Ec-static

Regaining the word in the in-between of words, snatched from
dictionary gaols. A scrim of letters. Regaining the pupil’s pleasure in
the dilation when the puzzle shapes up. Regaining the resonances of
all languages once travelled across, before stopping momentarily in a
provisional glottal choice. Unsteady reunions of paradise and hell
fused in a methodically provoked illumination.
Halo
Repetition, again and again—“ressassement”—of the word to
smoothen it while retaining its asperities, summoned to other uses
which secret you retain in a glyph. A brain-teaser that literally teases
out the corpus of its matter. A physical exercise in which the figures are
executed in a chaotic disorder. What is aimed at, is a lightning
contained in the letter.
search your words for the con
of fusion. make letters
stand out even if
they shiver

Pebbles, conceal

Engendering friendship, from stages to states. Comradeship there’s
right away,
[…]
tho we don’t
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know the first or
the last letter
of it. Tho we are
—or have to be—
in the middle of
what Creeley called
the company—those
we break
bread with,
even if it turns
out to be
poisoned
[…]
the comradeship goes on

It strengthens itself in the impatience contained by the

voyage

Journey. Days as never before. Whatever their fortune, turbulences
abound.
to each day
its labor

That is not what it is about. Those days are counted in a different way
than by trade register. They furnish the manner and the matter of what
is said. “The tales of the tribe” only make sense when tried by exile,
and not excursion of going camping on a different patch but
wandering in wild lands incessantly moved back. There, where the
topography of baseball fields incline the poet towards a cybernetic
vision.

Our filiations we don’t escape. Thus, no surprise when turning out
poet and translator, nomad. Transcriber in an alphabet pieced
together well away from metropolises. To discover in all innocence
what digs into language. There’s a hard-claimed virtue in the
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interference of traces. All reference dissolves in the ambiguity of
reverberations. The familiarity of origins revealed to be the mirage of
an oasis with confused bearings. Detached from the selva oscura, the
light tree withers at the confines of the two worlds.

Rejoicing of long ago feasts. Celan, Hölderlin, Olson and Rimbaud
clink glasses with a pack of passing fennecs. The whisky is a pure malt
and the vodka is aromatised. Great New Zealand and Dahra vintages.
And you, you see to a good understanding.
[…]
a blue silence, night’s oldest
[…]

All desert when the guest of stone arrives and resembles a stucco
Stalin in the dream of the booted cat. If all the world continues to
revolve badly, it will shave its whiskers!

Inevitably, the junctions of the road! The myth doesn’t say anything of
signposts. Nor of choices given to the traveller, in this case it’s not a
traveller but the affiliation goes back so far that no one cares. He
knows the route’s tribulations and the number of genuflections before
standing upright again.

Savvy? Knowing in the long run. No escape. Ashes cinder when dawn
punctuates and awakens the healing wound. It’s time for you to gain
the desert.
[Barbâtre, August 2010]
[Translated from French by Peter Cockelbergh]
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Peter Cockelbergh

JUSTIFYING THE MARGINS
ON PIERRE JORIS’S NOMAD POETICS*
Pavlov was fascinated with “ideas of the
opposite.” Call it a cluster of cells,
somewhere on the cortex of the brain.
Helping to distinguish pleasure from pain,
light from dark, dominance from submission.
… But when, somehow—starve them,
traumatize, shock, castrate them, send them
over into one of the transmarginal phases,
past borders of their waking selves, past
“equivalent” and “paradoxical” phases—you
weaken this idea of the opposite, and here all
at once is the paranoid patient who would be
master, yet now feels himself a slave… who
would be loved, but suffers his world’s
indifference, and, “I think,” Pavlov writing to
Janet, “it is precisely the ultraparadoxical
phase which is the base of the weakening
idea of the opposite in our patients.” Our
madmen, our paranoid, maniac, schizoid,
morally imbecile—[…] … this transmarginal
leap, this surrender. Where ideas of the
opposite have come together, and lost their
oppositeness.
[…] But in the domain of zero to one, notsomething to something, Pointsman can only
possess the zero and the one. He cannot, like
Mexico, survive anyplace in the between. […]
But to Mexico belongs the domain between
zero and one—the middle Pointsman has
excluded from his persuasions—the
probabilities.
Thomas Pynchon, Gravity’s Rainbow
*

An earlier version of this essay appeared in Jacket 40 (Winter 2010), under the title
“Marginalalia. On Pierre Joris Justifying.”
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Occasional writing?!
There is more than meets the eye to the online blurb Jed Rasula wrote
for Pierre Joris’s latest book of essays, Justifying the Margins (Summer
2009, SALT publishing). When Rasula says of “so-called occasional
writing”—the kind of writing Justifying supposedly collects—that its
perennial challenge is “living up to the occasion,” one might, indeed,
first think of how Joris’s “brew-pot book” appears to be simply culled
from the many miscellaneous essays, lectures, articles and obits the
author must have had lying about. True enough, yet at the same time
one is sorely mistaken: much more is at stake here. To continue the
“brew-pot” image: Joris’s chowder is not merely a hodgepodge of
materials he happened to find in his kitchen or at a local Price
Chopper. Rather, this book is the outcome of having cooked with
products and components he came across en route earlier, and
carefully put in his satchel precisely with the intention of finding out
what could be made with such an appealing and appetizing mix. Alter
the dosage, leave out or replace an ingredient—any one ingredient—,
and you obtain not only a different dish, but also a different
genealogy, i.e. a different journey that lead to the dish in the first
place. In short, Rasula’s insistence on the “brew-pot” quality of
Justifying has, I think, less to do with the book being made up of
seemingly aleatory essays, articles and so on, than with the
understanding that if all writing is not already, per force occasional,
Joris’s seems occasional par excellence.
DEBORDER
Or, approaching these prandial matters from a slightly different angle,
one could say there is a poetics operative throughout Justifying the
Margins; a poetics of which the “occasional writings” collected in
Joris’s latest book are an instance or an “expression.” These texts are
therefore not so much occasional in being a lecture, or an obit, as an
occasion for Joris to encounter the moment, indeed, “to live up to”
and explore both the occasion and his poetics. It is, furthermore,
important to note that, whenever speaking of Joris’s poetics, one
spontaneously thinks of “a nomad poetics,” outlined in a collection of
essays by the same name: A Nomad Poetics (2003, Wesleyan
University Press). Yet “nomadics” is only one dimension of Joris’s
vaster oeuvre or poetics, and, moreover, one that exceeds the
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homonymous book by far. This double excess in turn provides for an
excellent starting point from which to discuss Justifying the Margins
(and the “occasional”), because the links between both essay books,
as part of a larger “nomad” poetics, are manifold and all-pervasive.
But before looking into some of these more encompassing “nomad”
dérives, I want to present Justifying’s first section as a location where
an “active” overlapping and interlacing—where, if you will, excess—is
most clearly at work (and signalled in several respects).1
Joris’s new book literally opens in medias res, as it continues to
explore a number of major Nomad Poetics and, by extension, “nomad
poetics” concerns. This “in the middle of things” is, to begin with,
marked on a basic textual level by the opening paragraph of the very
first essay, which actually smoothly quotes a key passage from
“St/range: An uncertain range” (JtM, 7; ANP, 20). In a way, Justifying
is thus presented as a seamless Nomad Poetics offshoot—as though
the earlier essay and book bifurcate into the first section of Justifying
the Margins. Because a single junction or graft would still be far too
linear for Joris, the second essay is more outspoken and directly
quotes no less than three fragments from A Nomad Poetics: his intro to
the Picasso translations (JtM, 27-28; ANP, 115-116), “Collage and
post-collage” (JtM, 28; ANP, 89-90) and the Rough Trades review
(JtM, 29-30; ANP, 96). This fourfold connection is, furthermore,
clearly flagged by the mention of “nomadics” in the titles of the first
two essays of Justifying (and only those), and by the topics they
announce: “On the Nomadic Circulation of Contemporary Poetics,”
more specifically contemporary literature from the Maghreb (roughly
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia), and “The Seamlessly Nomadic Future
of Collage,” which revisits seems/seams topographies (cf. the already
mentioned review of Charles Bernstein’s Rough Trades and the
Mottram essay in Poetics). The third and final text of the first section is,
in addition, the sole interview of the book (mirroring, as per chance,
the single, Samizdat interview that Poetics features). Sure enough, by
means of Deleuze, the Maghreb, travels/travails, 4 x 1 and other
topics discussed, the conversation with ReadySteadyBlog’s Mark
Thwaite clearly cuts across both A Nomad Poetics and Justifying the
Margins as well.
More importantly, and beyond mere titular matters, there is what
one could call “thematic” (or material) excess as well. Let’s have, for
instance, a look at the opening essay, which combines contemporary
writing from the Maghreb with “nomadics.” Justifying thereby
1

We will come across other such “excesses” or overlaps along the way.
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remarkably picks up where A Nomad Poetics left off, for such a
contemporary dimension was, after all, somewhat lacking from the
latter: North African literature played a crucial role on a conceptual
plane, where it got mixed in with Deleuze and Guattari (cf. “noet,”
D/G’s nomadism, “poasis,” “minor literatures,” “line of flight”…), yet
at the same time appeared mostly in its elder guises—think of 10th
century Iraqi Sufi mystic Al Niffari’s Mawâqif, and the pre-Islamic
Mu’Allaqat, like Tarafah/Al Khirniq’s ode translated nomadically in the
Manifesto. Apart from a mere nominal presence (the “nomad
manifesto” mentions Kateb Yacine and Abdelwahab Meddeb in
passing), it is literally towards the end of Poetics, in the penultimate text
only that the impact of current North African culture on Joris’s poetics
is brought up: the crucial 1966 encounter with Mohammed KhaïrEddine in Paris, Habib Tengour’s “genre-breaking narrative” The Old
Man of the Mountain, and Meddeb’s2 “allographic” Talismano, all
three tying in with the (m)other tongue. Considering Joris’s poetry and
poetics, and his expertise in these matters as a translator, editor and
anthologist3 in particular, the absence of actual readings of
contemporary North African writing tel quel would seem even more
flagrant. From such a contemporary point of view it is, in short, as
though the Nomad Poetics caravan was brought to an abrupt halt,
mid-travel, and mid-reflection: contemporary Maghrebian literature
has come to serve as one horizon against which one constantly treks
(in section V especially), but nowhere quite attains.
This, too, is part of a “nomad poetics:” present-day writing from
the Maghreb is not a final destination (or horizon) to be reached
anywhere, but a stopping place one calls in at. Surprisingly, perhaps,
the Poetics caravan didn’t halt there; it took Justifying to reach that
“poasis.” For in “On the Nomadic Circulation of Contemporary
Poetics,” Joris finally meanders through the diasporic practices of four
major contemporary Maghrebian writers: Driss Chraïbi, Abdelwahab
Meddeb, Habib Tengour and Abdelkebir Khatibi.4 Four authors whose
2

3

4

In a way, Abdelwahab Meddeb also haunts the “mawqif” via Niffari & Abd el-Qadir, for
it was in a late hour discussion with Meddeb that Joris’s attention was drawn to the
concept.
Think of Tanith Flies, H.J.R., the Mansur al Hallaj series, think of Joris’s translations of
Tengour, Meddeb, Nabile Farès & many more, & of the fourth, Maghrebian Poems for
the Millennium volume.
The excursions to Kateb Yacine, the Mu’allaqat, Tarafah & the Qacida reinforce the
bonds between Justifying & Poetics, whereas the digression into Pound & Troubadour
poetry (“trobar,” vida…) expanded in 2008 into an as yet unpublished French essaytalk.
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works “contribute to a radical subversion of traditional cultural
patterns in both writing and translating” (JtM, 9). Or, in Nomad terms,
Joris claims to posit “a few markers to witness this contemporary
complexity,” of “the growing nomadicity of our languages, the
dissemination of minor-literature modes” and so on (JtM, 8-9).
Indeed, in this essay the reader is finally presented with nomadic
writing—think, for instance, of Poetics’ Picasso—that loops back (in)to
the Maghreb. And again in the essay which opens section II and fully
explores Joris’s already mentioned Paris encounter with Khaïr-Eddine,
or the Adonis piece in the final, fourth section.
In fact, thematic excess is not quite the accurate adjective, because
the opening section of Justifying doesn’t merely supplement A Nomad
Poetics in terms of a topic or focus or theme—it is, rather, as though
the margins of the latter did not suffice, could not contain the writing,
which simply continues, overflows (has to overflow), into the next book.
As such, the entire first section, consisting of said two essays and an
interview, is not so much an epilogue (or prologue)—too traditional,
and static structural parts—, but functions in many ways as a sort of
transit zone where both books can exchange and store their goods, to
travel along in either direction, as part of a patchwork, an intricate
intersection or crossroads. For indeed, this “débordement”—with the
full semantic sweep of the word—works/unworks either direction:
Justifying firmly starts off in the margins of A Nomad Poetics, which is,
for instance, haunted by 20th and 21st century North African writing,
and which itself, consequently, takes off in Justifying’s first essay(s),
dealing more explicitly with the contemporary Maghreb.
The concept of “un/working” is crucial here, and needs further
elaboration. The word itself is Joris’s translation of “désoeuvrer” /
“désoeuvrement,” and goes back to his 1988 translation of Maurice
Blanchot’s La communauté inavouable. “Désoeuvrer, -é, -ement” has
been translated variously as “inoperable,” “worklessness” and
“uneventfulness;” Joris, however, opted for “unworking” so as to
maintain the “semantic range”5 as much as possible. The literal
meaning of “être désoeuvré(e)” is to be idle, to be at a loose end,
unemployed, unoccupied, yet Blanchot expands the term
tremendously, turning it into an active philosophical and literary
concept. Crucial to that concept is the notion of “oeuvre:” a literary or
artistic work, both in the sense of a single book or work, and of the
collective works or oeuvre of an author. In the preface to his
5

Pierre Joris, “Introduction,” in Maurice Blanchot, The Unavowable Community, trans.
Pierre Joris (Barrytown, NY: Station Hill Press, 1988) xxii-xxiii.
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translation, Joris quotes a passage from Blanchot’s L’entretien infini
that gives a good sense of what is at stake in the former’s essay books
as well:
To write is to produce absence of the work (worklessness)
[désoeuvrement]. Or: writing is the absence of the work as it produces
itself through the work and throughout the work. Writing as
worklessness [désoeuvrement] (in the active sense of the work) is the
insane game, the indeterminacy that lies between reason and
unreason.
What happens to the book during this “game,” in which
worklessness [désoeuvrement] is set loose during the operation of
writing? The book: the passage of an infinite moment, a movement
that goes from writing as an operation to writing as worklessness
[désoeuvrement]; a passage that immediately impedes. Writing passes
through the book, but the book is not that to which it is destined (its
destiny). Writing passes through the book, completing itself there even
as it disappears in the book; and yet, we do not write for the book. The
book: a ruse by which writing goes towards the absence of the book.6

The “débordement” that characterizes a certain interplay between A
Nomad Poetics and Justifying the Margins is, precisely, an instance of
a vaster un/working of a book or oeuvre, i.e. of writing, in Blanchot’s
sense (and Joris’s translation). “Déborder,” to overflow, to spill, to go
beyond, to outwit, to be overwhelmed or swamped, contains the word
“bord,” “edge” or “border,” and plays upon and with related barriers,
boundaries, limits, frontiers, fringes and margins that are un/done,
confused. Book boundaries are literally not drawn, permeated,
obfuscated even, which allows the final and first sections of Poetics
and Justifying, respectively, to function, as said, as a sort of “transit
zone,” expanding and un/working the material “territories” of both
books. Going towards the absence of both books, too. The more one
reads Joris’s essays, poems and translations, the more one notices
how margins are merged: formally, but also on the level of content, as
so-called “thematic” margins of individual works display and displace
greater concerns of the book in question. The Maghreb is such a
concern, a first margin displayed and justified in Margins, and at the
same time displaced, and displacing Margins as it passes through the
book only, and goes beyond the margins of Margins, and A Nomad
Poetics alike. I will turn to the concept of “justifying margins” shortly,
6

Maurice Blanchot, translated by Lydia Davis, qtd in Blanchot, The Unavowable
Community, xxiii-xxiv.
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but want to append two more notes to Joris’s poetics of
“débordement,” of “expansiveness” and “overlapping.”
First, the “excess” that un/works both collections of essays is also
reflected in their shared genealogy. Joris has been toying around with
the Justifying the Margins book and concept at least since 19921993, when in an unpublished note he introduces a short selection of
essays as taken from “a book in progress tentatively titled Justifying the
Margins.” An early draft of a full-blown table of contents dates back to
a 1998 Justifying, this time bearing a subtitle7 (“proses, manifestos,
essays, interviews”) and containing no less than six lengthy and titled
sections.8 These early plans are interesting in several respects. Suffice
it, however, to say that in terms of Joris’s conception of “books,” they
once more show us how A Nomad Poetics and Justifying the Margins
inherently overlap and merge: a fair amount of essays that wound up
in Poetics, was originally planned for inclusion in the ur-Justifying
(“Statement for Tyuonyi,” “Towards a Nomad Poetics,” “The Case of
the Missing M,” the reviews of Rough Trades and The Politics of Poetic
Form, the essays on Robin Blaser and Eric Mottram…).
Secondly, it is important to understand how just such a
“débordement” and “désoeuvrement” relates to the already mentioned
“occasional” in Joris’s writing. Take, for instance, the book covers of A
Nomad Poetics and Justifying the Margins, both adorned with an Irving
Petlin painting: the former with “The Desert, Paris” (1994), and the
latter with “All is less, than it is, all is more (The White Door)” (2001).
This is an important detail, because Joris tends to his book covers
himself: “The Desert, Paris,” for instance, does not start on the Poetics
front cover, advancing over the spine to the back cover, but
unconventionally starts on the left border of the front cover, bridges the
edge and finishes partway through the back cover. Opening the book,
you literally also open the painting, or Paris, or the desert… And,
although Petlin and his painting are left unmentioned in A Nomad
Poetics, one can readily see why “The Desert, Paris”9 appealed to
Joris—shared locales (notably Paris), a complex understanding of the
7

8

9

Part of that subtitle survived in an early 2008 plan for Justifying the Margins, too, as that
version still had “proses, essays, interviews” tagged on to it.
The second section, “Poetics,” moreover includes “An E for an A,” & the preface (“Made
in England”) to Matières d’Angleterre. Both were translated by Peter Cockelbergh for
Jacket 40 (Winter 2010).
For excellent discussions of Petlin’s 1994 series, see Michael Palmer, Active Boundaries:
Selected Essays & Talks (New York: New Directions, 2008), & Rosmarie Waldrop, Lavish
Absence. Recalling & Rereading Edmond Jabès (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University
Press, 2003).
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“desert” that perfectly fits a nomad poetics (one can even think of
details like a wandering Tarafah/Rimbaud), and foremost Edmond
Jabès as medium.10
“(The White Door),” on the other hand, plainly relates to a text in
the third section of Justifying the Margins, and was originally published
in 2002 as a catalogue essay entitled “Irving Petlin’s World of Paul
Celan”—the appeal again is clear enough, although the medium now
is Celan’s work. So, it is once more in Justifying only that Petlin and his
work are brought to the fore, and that there is, in retrospect, possibly
more to Joris’s persistent choice for that painter’s work. Is his choice
part of a grand, organic master plan? No. Is it just happenstance,
then? merely the “occasional” playing up? Yes, but not in the sense of
simple coincidence; as indicated above, the occasional is an operative
element in Joris’s poetics, in the sense that the travelling poet hit upon
these paintings, put them in that proverbial satchel of his, and did
something with them. As such, the covers link both books, and beyond
that literal, surface link, they also connect the poetics and texts these
volumes contain. The choice was not predestined, but is not effectless
either! It functions as a signpost for the attentive reader, who may or
may not pick up on them. Similarly, the opening paragraph of
Justifying’s first essay, which seamlessly quotes A Nomad Poetics, is not
part of some greater design either: possibly the text simply began that
way to situate and introduce the talk. Nevertheless, the quote cannot
be dismissed as coincidence or carelessness either: most of Joris’s
writing is marked by one or more “occasions,” and he clearly chooses
not to undo his texts of them. On the contrary, Joris emphasizes these
marks, trails and traces, positions them, charges them, thereby
rendering such details strangely meaningful. Here, we finally hit upon
that cluster of more encompassing nomadic “dérives”—the noet’s
travel/travails, Celan, “poases,” the occasional…—, which I would
now like to connect to a “nomad poetics” properly speaking.
Parle-t-on jamais d’une date ? Mais parle-t-on jamais
sans parler d’une date ? D’elle et depuis elle ?
(Jacques Derrida, Schibboleth. Pour Paul Celan)
Paul Celan… another key figure in Joris’s poetry and poetics. We read
in the “ReadySteadyBlog Interview” how, in high school, a peripatetic
10

For instance, “Writing / Reading #13,” “The Dream of the Desert in the Book,” or
Joris’s Jabès translation, From the Desert to the Book (1990).
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scholar/actor first read Todesfuge to the fourteen or fifteen-year-old
Pierre Joris. Struck by its “clear disembowelling power,” (JtM, 38) Joris
has been working on Celan ever since. Disregarding a brief, translated
anthology of a number of German poets in the 1960s, Joris’s first indepth reading of Celan resulted in a Senior Project at Bard College in
1968, consisting of a translation of Atemwende. More translations
followed: Zeitgehöft for Eshleman’s Sulfur number 11 (1983/1984); a
selection from Schneepart in the late 1980s; a Ph.D. thesis on the later
poetry of Paul Celan, namely, Atemwende, Fadensonnen and
Lichtzwang, which were, in turn, published separately by Sun and
Moon Press, and Green Integer Press, as Breathturn (1995),
Threadsuns (2000) and Lightduress (2005) (the latter having become,
unfortunately, an absolute rarity today); a generous selection in an
instalment of the Poets for the Millennium series; and, most recently, a
translation of the monstrous Meridian dossier (The Meridian. Final
Version—Drafts—Materials), complete with all drafts, typescripts,
variants, notes and materials, published by Stanford University Press
early in 2011. Inevitably, Celan also found his way in Joris’s poetry,
think of The Book of Luap Nalec (1982) or “the voices fade” (P, 6465), and in his prose writings, readings and essays which could easily
fill a standalone book-length study (cf. the essay on Celan and
Bachmann, or Celan and France, the many prefaces and introductions
to translations, and so on).
Against this background of extensive Celan studies, one notices an
intriguing difference between A Nomad Poetics and Justifying the
Margins. Much like Joris’s dealings with contemporary North African
writing, Celan is not quite absent from, but rather looming in the
background of Poetics. In Justifying, however, the entire third section
consists of Celan essays: a first one on the “zeugen” or
witnessing/testifying complex in Celan’s poetry, the second essay an
intense reading of “Todtnauberg,” i.e. the Celan/Heidegger
encounter, and a final one on Irving Petlin and Celan. In that sense,
the latter’s appearance in Justifying is the vindication of at least
another internal fringe or border as well. For, again like the Maghreb,
Celan in many ways forms yet another horizon for Justifying’s
travels/travails, way beyond the “thematic” third section. Apart from his
spectral presence in the cover painting, Celan appears, for instance,
on those palimpsest-like first pages of the opening essay—die
Sekunde, diese Kunde (JtM, 7; ANP, 20)—, then again in the
interview, and on and off like that throughout the book. By the by,
Jacques Derrida joins Celan on the second page of that same opening
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essay (JtM, 8); an amuse-bouche, perhaps, to “A Short Good-Bye for
Jacques Derrida” in which Joris in turn joins the company of Celan
and Derrida?11 Passons, to get a better understanding of some of the
larger nomadic dérives I mentioned above, I would like to travel down
this “line of flight” which traverses or spreads across Justifying the
Margins: Joris—Celan—Derrida.
Always a locus worth revisiting in this context is Schibboleth. Pour
Paul Celan (1986), published by Derrida as an extended, translated
version of an English talk he pronounced at the International Paul
Celan Symposium (1984) in Washington, Seattle.12 While Schibboleth
brings up limits, borders, singularity and repetition, translation,
resistance, readability, the other, witnessing, encounters, the to come
et cetera, I am particularly interested in Derrida’s thinking through
dates in Celan’s poetry and poetics. Obviously, the importance of
dates in Celan’s work can hardly be underestimated: so many of his
poems speak of, about, from, through, to, in dates…13 They show us,
as Derrida says, “the enigma of the date,” and do so poetically, “by a
mise-en-oeuvre of the date.”14 Der Meridian is a case in point, also in
its most apparent form: given at the Deutsche Akademie für Sprache
und Dichtung in Darmstadt, it is dated as a “Rede anlässlich der
Verleihung des Georg-Büchner-Preises, am 22. Oktober 1960.” Even
if that October 22nd is multiplied—for instance by 1909, May 23rd and
24th 1792, and, of course, January 20th—,15 Der Meridian is decidedly
dated, occasional, inscribed in or by a certain place and time. (Dating,
according to Derrida, always marks a “here” and a “now.”16)
This opens a perspective on Justifying the Margins as well, for here,
too, each text is dated or occasional in a similar sense. In a draft
11

12

13

14
15
16

In a way they had met before. We again read in the “ReadySteadyBlog Interview:”
coming to the US to study at Bard college, Joris brought along Atemwende (1967) &
two other books—Foucault’s Les mots et les choses (1966) & Derrida’s De la
grammatologie (1967)—with the intention of translating all three.
A fascinating booklet inaugurating a series of several more in which Celan & Derrida
cross paths (think of Poétique et politique du témoignane (2000, 2005), Béliers. Le
dialogue ininterrompu : entre deux infinis, le poème (2003) & a handful of interviews in
which Derrida hears out Celan). In 2003, the French, extended edition of The Work of
Mourning was published with a preface by Derrida, in which he proposed Béliers as a
prologue. Although it falls beyond the scope of this essay, there’s a curious coming back
full circle to these references: from Joris’s short good-bye to Derrida, via Celan, the
work of mourning…
Jacques Derrida, Sovereignities in Question: The Poetics of Paul Celan, eds. & trans.
Thomas Dutoit & Outi Pasanen (New York: Fordham University Press, 2005) 7-8.
Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 5.
Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 5.
Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 13.
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version of Justifying, for instance, most of the essays, obits and talks
were still marked at the bottom by their specific dates and locales
(while they are now tucked away in a glass “acknowledgements”
cabinet at the beginning of the book, with only some remaining
explicit (JtM, 57, 71, 129, 142)). In fact, moments of the day, months,
hours, years, dates, as well as countries, spaces, places and locations
abound in Joris’s writing at large, appearing in the texts themselves:17
think of “Lemur Mornings,” “December Work,” the Poetics essay
“From the Summer 1995 Notebooks,” or the dated journal entries of
“The Tea-Brown Light of Kindness” in Justifying. Beyond such still
rather straightforward or direct markings, however, Joris’s poems often
bear much more intricate or seamless imprints and marks of time and
space as well. Take the on-going Canto Diurno series, for example, in
which Joris uses the constraint of a 24-hour space of time to write a
poem in, and thereby literally “measures his days” by “the act of
writing itself” (ANP, 17-18). “Canto Diurno #1,” which opens Poasis,
thus has a detailed timeline inscribed and de-scribed in the text (and,
via a “second attempt at translating ‘Todtnauberg’” (P, 17-18)
interestingly overlaps with the “Translation at the Mountain of Death”
essay from Justifying). These, what I would like to call complex
“chronographies” and “geographies” can again be approached in
Derridean terms as well: they are “a non-conventional, noncalendrical form of dating, one that would merge entirely, without
remainder, with the general organization of the poetic text.”18 The
plethora of genres deployed in Justifying is, moreover, another
example of this more complex way of dating: lectures, obits, journal
entries, talks, liner notes, interviews, memoirs, good-byes, are generic
traces and trails of the occasional and local at work in Joris’s poetics.
And, incidentally, do not similar dating practices hold for much of
Derrida’s writing also? The bulk of his texts were first pronounced as
speeches, readings, talks or seminars, to be expanded and reworked
into essays at a later date (but still bearing multiple traces of other
languages, times and spaces). His Celan texts are, moreover, a fine
example of this.
But let us traverse the “occasional” in these authors along different
lines as well, and push for a different hearing of “dates” and their
effects in poetry.

17
18

See Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 16.
Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 16.
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How can one date what does not repeat if dating also calls for some
form of return, if it recalls in the readability of a repetition? But how
19
can one date anything other than that which never repeats itself?

This is one set of questions Derrida addresses in Schibboleth, and one
he keeps approaching and exploring from continuously shifting angles.
Why not stick (for now) close to the quote above, and look at the date
as double? Or, the date as always already radically twofold, as
moving between singularity and iterability, as “what comes down to
marking [or returns to mark] itself as the once-and-only time [as the
unique].”20 Take, for instance, Celan’s January 20th in the Meridian
speech. That specific date marks, is marked by (and as) a singular and
unique event: an unrecoverable, unrepeatable moment in time, that
20th of January, lost. And yet, at the same time the inscription of this
date, its incision in Celan’s language and texts, commemorates, marks
a return, a repetition of the unrepeatable, the singular 20th of January.
I.e. through the date’s inscription, at once (“à la fois,” as Derrida
says), “this absolute property [the event’s once-and-only time] can also
be transcribed, exported, deported, expropriated, reappropriated,
repeated in its absolute singularity.”21 The date must become
repeatable—that is, “readable, audible, intelligible”—, in order to
commemorate and inscribe, beyond the utter silence and singularity of
the event it marks: in order for Celan to be able to talk about and
speak to the date. Un/writable and un/readable, caught between a
singular event, and an impossible but inescapable repetition or return,
that is the mentioned “enigma of the date.”
Zigzagging along this Derrida—Celan—Joris “line of flight,” we
can discern a similar doubleness or enigma in a key concept of the
latter’s nomad poetics: the mawqif. Mawqif (plural, mawâqif) in Arabic
literally means a stopping place or stopover, a provisional halt, such
as nomad caravans have when trekking across the desert. Or, in
Joris’s words (via Meddeb22):
19
20
21
22

Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 2.
Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 2.
Derrida, Sovereignities in Question, 2.
Cf. “Writes Meddeb: ‘It enjoys a rest, raises itself upright; between two durations it
scrutinizes briefly the instant when from its height it confronts the vision or the word
exteriorizing itself’” (ANP, 47), with both quotes referring to the postface, “entre deux
demeures,” of Abdelwahab Meddeb’s Les 99 stations de Yale: “Le cheminant marque
une pause entre deux séjours, deux sites, deux demeures, deux états; il jouit d’un arrêt,
se dresse debout; entre deux temps, il scrute l’instant bref où il confronte de toute sa
taille la vision ou la parole qui s’extériorise.” Abdelwahab Meddeb, Les 99 stations de
Yale (Paris: Fata Morgana, 1995) 43.
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The mawqif is the pause, the stop-over, the rest, the stay of the
wanderer between two moments of movement, two runs, two sites, two
places, two states. (ANP, 47)

On a more biographical note one can again see why the nomadic
notion of the mawqif appeals to Joris, who has lived across three
continents. As a concept and as a literary form, the mawqif was,
however, invented by a 10th century Sufi poet and mystic, Muhammad
Ibn Abd al-Jabbar Niffari, to be subsequently theorized by the major,
13th century Sufi master, Ibn Arabi.23 Three elements of Niffari/Arabi’s
mawqif seem to me important in the present context. First, Niffari’s
concept is invested with a spiritual and religious meaning: his Kitab alMawâqif, or Book of Halts/Standings, is a collection of visionary prose
poems, the long of which the author enters in a dialogue with the
Absolute, i.e. with God—each poem being a “halt” on the poet’s
lifelong path towards the One. Secondly, in Niffari and Arabi’s sense,
a mawqif is not simply any station, or stopping place, but a medial, inbetween point between two, more stable spiritual stations or dwellings
on the (life-)path of the traveller.24 And, thirdly, through the Book of
Standings the mawqif becomes a unique “genre” or “form” as well. A
genre, moreover, endowed with a particular textual and poetic quality.
In Sami-Ali’s words:
Words coming up in the midst of spoken language, but which arrest
the latter, immobilize it around a term, around a phrase, to become, in
that experience where all is centred on the Absolute, the supreme
word. The halt is a stop in language itself, a cut in rational discourse, a
suspension of all of the being of reason merging with the being of
language.”25

So, the halt or stopover literally or, rather, absolutely cuts—as a
caesura (or breathturn!)—in familiar, everyday language, speech and
life, for in it, in and through the halt’s language, Niffari encounters
and dialogues with the Absolute.

23

24

25

To be picked up again, for example, in the 19th century by the Sufi poet & revolutionary
Abd el-Qadir, in the 20th century by Adonis (who co-edited a little magazine called
Mawâqif), or more recently by the Tunisian poet Abdelwahab Meddeb. Cf. Meddeb, Les
99 stations de Yale, 44.
Think of the between in Joris’s circumscription above: “between two moments of
movement, two runs, two sites, two places, two states” (ANP, 47—my emphasis).
Niffari, Les Haltes, trans. Sami Ali (Paris: Actes Sud, 2007) 13—my translation.
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des arrêts / disarray
This brings me to Joris’s use of mawâqif, which, interestingly, strips the
concept of all religiosity: of God, the One, the “Absolute,” Christian
Stations of the Cross, in short, of the “transcendental parking lot,
above or below” (ANP, 47). Put differently, he undoes Niffari’s concept
and genre of all transcendental dimensions, whilst retaining the routes
into, or techniques of the sacred.26 What remains is a complex concept
that literally permeates all layers and aspects of Joris’s oeuvre: his
poetry and poetics, his words, writing and nomadizing. It furthermore
permeates the Joris—Celan—Derrida “line of flight,” too. In what
follows, I would like to highlight these various dimensions of Joris’s
mawâqif by formulating different, though always related answers to a
basic question Joris raises himself. A question, moreover, that already
calls to mind Derrida as well:
But if it is all flux, all nomad wandering, when & how to write. How not
to stop & yet do the poem? (ANP, 46)

Throughout A Nomad Poetics, Joris plays “off” “rest/stop” and
“movement/flux” against each other as two extreme ends of a
dichotomy. Yet neither one is ever proposed, let alone reached as
“ultimate term:” Joris always moves between them, here inclining
toward one, only to deviate toward the other in a later passage, by
shifting perspectives and recontextualising, by hinting at different
aspects of one or the other, or by bringing out new and unexpected
nuances that mutually affect both terms.
In this constant attempt to eschew “binary oppositions” (ANP,
65)—“movement” versus “rest”—Joris implicitly picks up on Niffari’s
conception of the mawqif as a medial point. Not simply a stop, or a
stay—still too fixed and static—, but merely a caesura, an in-between
moment or locus of pause, between stops or stays:
In-between. I was indeed born between languages, and it is more &
more this sense of between-ness that interests me, & that I want to
inhabit. Which of course let's the other back in, though this time maybe
no longer as the abstract term of a dual on/off opposition, but as
something richer, smellier, crazier. (ANP, 69)
26

For a more elaborate discussion of these elements, see my “Visionary Breath Stations—A
Sacred Line of Flight through Pierre Joris’s Poetry & Poetics.” In Tools of the Sacred,
Techniques of the Secular: Awakening, Epiphany, Apocalypse & Doubt in Contemporary
English-Language Verse, ed. Franca Bellarsi (London: P.I.E.-Peter Lang, 2012).
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The concept of the mawqif thus derived by Joris is inherently “double,”
“multiple” even: never stasis, rest or stop, but nevertheless a
momentary cut (of/)en route, or relay/delay of movement, for nowhere
entirely flux either.
The mawqif has to be conceived of as a tension, a movement of a
peculiar kind, & not as some static resting point—it is a momentary,
moving placement on a smooth space […]. It is a (momentary) stance
in relation to & with space, the horizontal, thus active, in motion, even
if of a different motion than that before or after. (ANP, 47-48,
emphasis in original)

Disregarding easy oppositions, Joris brilliantly presents his mawqif as a
hybrid “moment of movement-in-rest, of movement on another plane
or plateau, between today’s & tomorrow’s lines of flight” (ANP, 49).
He does not conceive of the mawqif, therefore, as a stopping point on
a linear trajectory, but as a dérive, a rupture of one movement, as it
deploys (from the Latin deplicare, “to unfold”) into another movement,
of an other kind. Thus the mawqif as the place, the moment, the short
or longer halt where and when the poem is written, but not as stasis,
for writing simply is an other trek, a different movement, literally an
offshoot, in and through the mawqif, on a different plane, or into
different spaces. The mawqif is not a moment to catch one’s breath,
but a breathturn—not “motion” nor “pause,” but both, in-between and
beyond.
Which is where we come across the doubleness of Derridean
dates: their moving between singularity and its impossible, but
ineluctable repetitions, is what also marks Joris’s mawâqif. Indeed,
“between-ness as essential nomadic condition” (ANP, 29, emphasis in
original) is being “on the move from one other to another other”
(ANP, 29). Sure enough, Celan in turn joins them as well: betweenness is being unterwegs, “underway” and “under the way” (ANP, 29).
To be “on the way” as well, “an ever more displaced drifting,” “in & of
the drift (dérive)” (ANP, 26). The mawqif is being underway, it is a
singular stopover, a necessary, but impossible halt where the poem is
written and read, again and again and again…
As indicated, the mawqif thus permeates, or makes halts all over
Joris’s oeuvre: as a medial, in-between, and always provisional stopover, it seamlessly joins other poetics concepts like “isthmus,” the
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middle voice, “betweenness” or “Barzakh”27—a fascinating Sufi
concept, drawn from Ibn Arabi (cf. JtM, 110). But the mawqif also
marks the still unfinished cycle of poems Meditations on the Stations
[mawâqif] of Mansour Al-Hallaj (another 10th century Sufi mystic, poet
and martyr). And one should not be surprised when Joris adds yet
another dimension to this hybrid notion or topos: “The word, the
mawqif.” Incidentally, this poem literally shows how Joris’s nomadically
writing mawâqif again counters the notion of an “oeuvre” through
débordement and overlapping: with minor changes only, this brief text
appears as a poem in Aljibar (and Permanent Diaspora (2003)) and as
a prose bit in the “Nomad manifesto:”
The word as/is the mawqif, the station, the oasis, the momentary
resting place.
The caravan of syntax discovers it, the new word, as it, the
sentence pushes into the not-yet-written, the word comes, or is given—
becomes itself, as may be, however it happens.
And I stop, and if the word is new or renewed, I will be surprised &
delighted & will rest in it, for a moment, for the briefest of pauses, then
push on, then the push of ta’wil will get the sentence or line or caravan
on trek again, into the great desert ahead, in time, in search of
another oasis-word, resting place, station. (ANP, 49-50)28

Cutting across planes, the mawqif appears as poetics, as concept,
genre, locus/moment of writing and reading, and now as language or
word, too.
27

28

“a word / concept that names the connecting link, the ‘between’ of something, such as
different spheres of existence. As a temporal concept it can be, & historically was,
considered an interval of time—say, the time between death & Resurrection in the
Qu’ran, similar to the Bardo Thödol of the Tibetans, or the travel between life & death
as the Egyptians imagined it. The Arabic word has the literal meaning of ‘barrier,’ ‘veil,’
‘curtain.’ Thus traditionally seen as a separator, it is however also & more interestingly
thinkable as a ‘between’ that links, & in that sense can be translated as ‘isthmus.’” And:
“The idea of the Barzakh is thus not to map a territory but to travel along boundaries,
crisscrossing always-to-be-redefined regions, in the process creating rhizomatic
assemblages, de- & re-territorializing language-intensities as shifting fields of forces”
(http://barzakh.net/site/about ).
Or, in Aljibar: “The word as/is the mâwqif, the station, the oasis, the momentary resting
place./ The caravan of syntax discovers it, the new word, as it, the sentence pushes into
the not-yet-written, the word comes, or is given—however this happens, found, given,
stolen or made up? & I stop, & if the word is new or re-newed, I will be surprised &
delighted & will rest in it—for a moment, then the push of ta’wil will get the sentence or
line or caravan on track, no, on trek again, into the desert ahead, in search of another
oasis-word, resting place, station” (AI, 82).
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The full impact of this further twist appears most clearly when one
takes a detour first, passing by a fragment of Derrida’s Écriture et
différence (1967). Early on in the first essay, “Force et signification,”
the notion of angustia enters the text:
If the anguish of writing is not and must not be a determined pathos, it
is because this anguish is not an empirical modification or state of the
writer, but is the responsibility of angustia: the necessarily restricted
passageway of speech against which all possible meanings push each
other, preventing each other’s emergence. Preventing, but calling upon
each other, provoking each other too, unforeseeably and as if despite
oneself, in a kind of autonomous overassemblage of meanings, a
power of pure equivocality that makes the creativity of the classical
God appear all too poor. Speaking frightens me because, by never
saying enough, I also say too much. And if the necessity of becoming
breath or speech restricts meaning—and our responsibility for it—
writing restricts and constrains speech further still.29

The plural of angustus, angustia in Latin means both “anguish,
distress” and “straits” or “narrowness.” On the one hand, it can be
understood as the wringing or wrenching each mawqif involves, and
which Joris described in Poetics:
Yet even that station, that mawqif [the oasis or amen corner into which
the space traveler tries to write himself] is never a given, but always a
wrestling so as to expulse the slag, to burn the dead wood and
rearrange the stones in the ruins of the old camp. For all poetry
rewrites language against itself. (ANP, 60)

But on the other hand, it also is the narrowness of meaning: the stretto
of the word that meaning has to pass through in order to open up
again and become meaningful for both writer and reader. In that latter
sense, it shares with the mawqif a moving between the word as
moment of pause and rest, and the word onward! Needless to say that
against the background of Écriture et différence, the mawqif’s “rest”
inevitably and through false etymological “misfirings” (JtM, 2)—the
Latin restare, instead of the Old English ræstan—, brings to mind such
other Derridean notions as “rest,” “restance,” “trace” and “ash,” too.
Whether or not Celan actually looms large behind Derrida’s notion
of angustia, his company in the present essay is unavoidable. Not
29

Jacques Derrida, Writing & Difference, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1978) 9.
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simply because his poem “Engführung” is fascinating in this context
(for both Derrida and Joris (JtM, 83)). Not because the “date” as
shibboleth or no pasarán comes into play here, nor because the
tension between speech and (written) language is particularly
important to all three (cf. sprechen and Sprache in Joris’s “An E for an
A”), nor even through the breath and “pneumonology, the science of
pneuma, spiritus or logos” Derrida mentions a couple of lines below in
“Force et signification,” but through the “autonomous overassemblage
of meanings” and the “power of pure equivocality.”
What is more, Joris comments on this phenomenon several times in
Justifying the Margins, and always in relation to Celan. In “The Celan
Ledge”—where the notions of ledge, gate and threshold, indeed of
“straightening,” acquire new meanings against the background of
angustia, and lead past Celan’s works, back to Celan’s words—Joris
calls this phenomenon Celan’s “fearful polysemy:”
an insistence on and a quarrying of the word itself, of the single word
and the numerous new semantic formations Celan’s characteristic
telescoping of words creates. The poems become richly—at times
dizzyingly—polysemic and in the process shed all facile
representational and symbolizing functions. There is a directness, a
literalness, perceptible in even the most abstract sounding of his
constructs that forces us to take Celan at his word. (JtM, 104)

Or again when he digs deep in the “semantic geological
stratifications” Celan’s choice for Wasen instead of Wiesen in
“Todtnauberg” entails—“stratifications” in which
the poem opens up from the restricted economy of a containable and
constrainable structure (the simple, tight network of traditional poetic
surface devices as exemplified here by the rhymes of the “a’s”) to the
movement of a more general economy, a mise-en-abîme, where
“meaning,” “reference” etc. begin to leak, to “bleed” into an
unconstrainable chain. (JtM, 98)

Should it surprise us that this losing an “a” for a long “ie” ties in with
Joris’s Celan lecture “An E for an A”? Or that Derrida makes his
appearance in the very next line as well: “This movement, by the way,
is not identical, though related to what Derrida’s play on the “a” of
différance entails” (JtM, 98)?
I am digging into this matter because Celan’s “fearful polysemy”—
and, why not, Derrida’s disseminating “différance”—is of crucial
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importance to Joris’s own writing, where the phenomenon appears as
an instance (a mawqif) of what he calls “a material flux of language
matter” (ANP, 5, 38). On a conceptual level, Joris approaches this
matter against Kristeva’s chora, namely as “a temporary articulation,
essentially mobile, constituted of movements and their ephemeral
stases” (Kristeva quoted in ANP, 5). He continues:
And then to follow this flux of ruptures and articulations, of rhythm,
moving in & out of semantic & non-semantic spaces, moving around &
through the features accreting as poem […], that is no longer an
“explosante fixe” (Breton) but an “explosante mouvante.” (ANP, 5-6)

In the poem as mawqif, and even more so in the word as mawqif,
angustia appears as “the hinge that articulates the move from the one
to the other, the in-between-ness which we find ourselves in” (JtM,
110), and again brings out the fundamental doubleness of a
restriction, a compression or narrowness of the word as a resting
place, and of the accompanying “overassemblage” or surcharge of
the “explosante mouvante” of that same word (ANP, 6). A magnificent
example of such “fearful polysemy” is Winnetou Old, which is also
commented upon by Joris in A Nomad Poetics. Indeed, it was the
“totally heterogenous language-matter” (ANP, 70 and P, 84) of Karl
May’s Reise-Erzählungen, read by Joris when he was a young boy, that
ignited Winnetou Old—a cycle where Joris comes back “to this matter,
this language matter, matrix, the dura mater brain skin of my wordworld”30 (ANP, 70). In this long poem sequence, angustia appears as
both “anguish”31 (P, 85), and as a language “magma” that, once past
30

31

It is furthermore interesting to note a striking similarity in wording: “the dura mater brain
skin of [Joris’s] word-world” is echoed in Petlin’s initial terror to enter “Celan’s universe,”
i.e. his “fearful polysemy” (literally his “word-world”)—a terror “related to Celan’s
‘willingness to descend into the deepest recesses of the brain cavity’” (Petlin quotes in
JtM, 101). The connection mater/matrix/matter/manner & brain/body is one that
appears frequently in Joris, notably in Hearth-Work (1977).
Joris’s description of the genesis of the Winnetou Old cycle is particularly relevant here:
“The drag of the early eighties had cornered me back in South London after years of
traveling & living in North Africa & America. Cornered, or run to earth, in fox hunting
parlance, because this was no longer the restful oasis-space I could leave & return to at
will & leisure, but a coercion, a diminution where the stasis of the cultural & political
orders of Europe & the Reagan States were reflected in personal stagnation in both love
& work. My fox, my fire, run to earth: I could see the animal itself getting used to
Thatcherite city life, eating garbage on Tooting Common, dodging the wheels of the
commuters, dying from tetanus given that rage was not available in Narrowland. Nel
mezzo, & no Virgil. Only a dark vigil of depression &—or so it seemed—ever fewer ways
(because less energy available both in- & outside) to try & make it yield in the writing life
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the mawqif’s narrowness, explodes again into new spaces and onto
multiple, moving planes.
Discussing Winnetou Old’s intricate “magma” would require a full
essay in itself, and more. Suffice it therefore to mention here in passing
only some of its upsurges: 1) an Olsonian, or Projective take on breath
and line to which Joris also adds a Celanian “breathturn.” The result is
a unique and striking use of line breaks that creates vast surcharges of
meaning (think of the much-quoted line from “Ode, or nearly there:”
“Enjambment saves/ another day, caravans// atoms into lines of
flight” (HJR, 5)). Whereas Joris frequently works his line breaks with
great finesse into long, vertical poems, Winnetou Old’s sections have
a strange, “mass-like” stanzaic form (printed in bold, moreover), as
though poured onto the page in dense clusters of words that both
constitute the lines of the sections and undo them through ambiguous
sentence patterns, ellipsis and apokoinous. Needless to say the syntax
is affected by these jolting line breaks, too: while the syntactic patterns
at first often appear straightforward, upon closer inspection they drift
off between their constitutive “clusters” and “lines.” 2) multilingual
punning and wordplay, as well as a rhizomatic semantics, marked by
“fearful polysemy” and radical indeterminacy that shoot off meaning in
all directions and cut across languages, poems and book covers. 3) a
seems/seams use of reference and allusion: these are, consequently,
no longer marked by seams—presenting the reference as
“reference”—, but seamlessly disseminate and spread, 4) a musicality
that is reminiscent of jazz improvisations and both dissolves and
constructs meaning, 5) a complicated undoing of the “book:” the
poems spread across several volumes of poetry (Turbulence, for
instance, can in many ways be read as a first instalment of Winnetou
Old), 6) an intricate play with genre (I come back to this in section VII
of the present essay): in 1995, Winnetou Old was turned into a dance
and reading performance, Frozen Shadows, by Ellen Sinopoli and her
dance company, and was premiered in “The Egg” (Albany, NY) in
April 1995. Neither “dance performance” nor poetry reading, Frozen
Shadows mixes and merges voice, performance, dance, song and
poetry into a hybrid and heterogeneous “poem-as-a-happening.”

& in the life writing. In anger & near-desperation I borrowed information on basic
meditation techniques from a friend, & spent several months reconcentrating the diluted
energies” (P, 86).
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dates—data—dattes
But it does not end here. One could listen in or eavesdrop on this
three-way conversation between Celan, Derrida and Joris with a
slightly different ear still. A conversation in which dates assume a
different sense. A conversation in which Joris does most of the talking,
too. One can best listen in on them when Joris mentions Robert Kelly,
as was the case, for instance, in a 2008 interview I conducted for the
Belgian magazine Yang (now nY). At one point, Joris refers to Robert
Kelly’s brilliant booklet In Time, and makes “the arrogant claim that
the poet is possibly the last, in Robert Kelly’s words, ‘scientist of the
whole… to whom all data whatsoever are of use.’” Even if Joris is
talking about “Theory” and Deleuze, this passage curiously recalls
Kelly’s own perspicacious review of Poasis, which starts off:
I used to carry on a lot about the Poetics of Information, seeing it as
the one possibility for the poet, that practitioner of the science of the
whole as I insisted on calling the craft, to sum, summon, sum up the
world around the place of his practice. Make a summa poetica of the
space and time that spawned that practice.32

Along with, say, Pound, Olson, Creeley, Lansing, and Celan—each in
their own ways—, Kelly also positions Joris squarely within that
“Poetics of Information,” and rightly so: reading these poets indeed
means “knowing more, bearing more information […] than you did
before.” As to Joris in the Yang interview, he in turn continues as
follows:
As I started out to say, I am a poet, not a theoretician, and as such I
scan nomadically as wide a range of thinking and writing I am able to
cover, looking for some ‘feeding for the intelletto’ I can appropriate
and incorporate in both my poems and my thinking about poems. The
prerogative of the poet is to steal directly whatever is of use, without
needing to theoretically kowtow via analysis, explicatio, critical cloning
or proof of pc allegiance.33

“The nomad carries his world with him, and travels through ours,” says
Kelly in his review. Indeed, a great possibility identified by Joris, and
one that involves rethinking not only the poem, oeuvre and book,
word and genre, but the very role and position of the poet himself: an
32
33

http://www.samizdateditions.com/issue7/review-poasis.html
http://www.ny-web.be/transitzone/interview-poet-pierre-joris.html
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“I” who has gone and is going places, who is “multiple” and
“scattered,” but who stands smack in the middle (nel mezzo) of the
poems, whose unmistakable voice resounds in and through them. And
so the conversation comes back to dates.
Because, approached against this double train of thought, the
notion of the date as proposed by Derrida starts to glide interestingly:34
“date,” via the Latin data and datum, two past participles of dare, “to
give.” Data, as in data epistola, a letter given (or received)—recording
a particular place or time. But also data: information, facts,
knowledge—“something given.” As both Kelly and Joris himself
indicate, data play a powerful role in the latter’s (and the former’s)
writing. Elsewhere in the same interview, Joris says of Pound’s Cantos:
“The range of his work was liberating. Everything from everywhere
could enter the field of writing, to be energized into that multifaceted,
multilayered construct called a poem.” This holds for the poem, the
poem sequence and the book of poems—think of titles like Breccia
(layered, fragmented deposit, via the Italian) or Aljibar (store or
storage, via the Arabic): they all accumulate, store and give
information, data.
Here, the mawqif once more enters the discussion. Data, in Joris’s
poetry and poetics, go hand in hand with dates: his data are nearly
always dated, they seemly and seamlessly connect in complex ways to
a particular place or time, to an occasion and a locus. To the mawqif!
Take, for instance, a collection like Tanith Flies: written in Algeria, Eric
Mottram aptly remarks that “This time the local myth to be regarded is
Tanit, great goddess of North Africa and Phoenicia and her signs” (B,
9). Haunted by the occasional and the local, the mawqif is often
dubbed poasis as well. “The poem as poasis, an poem-oasis [sic]”
(ANP, 46-47), a replenishing moment or place of pause when and
where the poem is written, whence, perhaps, the pun on the Greek
ποίησις (poiesis), too. These poases “last a night or a day, the time of
a poem, & then move on.” (ANP, 26) (Note again how a space of
time, a day or night as “measure,” are mentioned explicitly.)35 The
mawqif as a “refueling halt” or “stop in the moving along the nomad
line-of-flight” (ANP, 47), as an “oasis corner” (ANP, 60) inescapably
34

35

A more detailed exploration of this glide from date to data, involving Derrida’s sense of
dates as “spectre/ghost,” as “constellation,” as “door,” as “trace,” as “effacement,”
“incision,” as “encounter” et cetera, is unfortunately beyond the scope & aim of this
essay.
This relative “measure” of a day or night again points, perhaps, to a Beat legacy of
some of Joris’s writings, more particularly to his preference of writing the poem more or
less in “one go.”
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dates the poiesis, the writing process and field. What is at hand in the
mawqif—data, or as Kelly says “real stuff, names, places, dates,
theories, events, attitudes, works and days”—enters the field of writing
as a valuable gift, to be shared and passed on. The “date” of the data
epistola becomes “data;” or, in a further glide, “dates.” Dates the
nomad poet plucks from a gorgeous date palm discovered in his
current poasis. Dates he fills his satchel with. In French, this glide does
not go unmarked: from date to data to datte—the deliciously sweet,
dark brown oblong fruit the poet struggles to get his fingers around:
datte or date, not data (Latin, “given”), but from δάκτυλος (Greek,
daktylos), if not after the poet’s struggling fingers, than after the
fingerlike shape of the leaves that shake hands with the poet in a
singular encounter—to be repeated.
“Paris, we saw, drowned in/ the Seine. Whatever will
happen there will come/ —as always—from elsewhere. But
elsewhere goes elsewhere now.”
(Pierre Joris, “Ruislip Visitation”)
Justifying the Margins… When a title travels with you for over
seventeen or eighteen years, there is more to it than simply a “name”
for a “book.” And so a quick survey of its building blocks seems in
place. If anything, Joris’s “margins” should certainly not be taken in
the common sense of the word. An outright rejection of such
conventional “margins” can be understood from, for instance, an
aside in the “Nomad Manifesto:”
[in NOET, or nomad-poet] stands for et cetera, the always ongoing
process, the no closure: it stands for ExtraTerritorial, for the continuous
state of being outside (not a margin that would be always definable as
the margin of something called the real (territory)). (ANP, 31)
ET

Joris clearly is not interested in the more traditional, straightforward
meaning of the word, where “margins” surreptitiously remain posited
vis-à-vis a centre or capital or main body of text(s), from which the
margin(al) depends, as the former still rules the page, or governs the
territory. Put differently, Joris sets out to understand “margins” beyond
the binary sense: as opposed to and existing because of a controlling,
static centre that, by labelling something “margin” or “outskirt,”
includes and fixes the latter as a remote “out there,” while with the
same gesture obliterating all that is extra muros: “outside.” Instead of
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conceiving of the “margin” as a security or buffer zone installed to
preserve the centre—any centre: traditional Western philosophy, a
dialect with guns, “official verse culture,” the imperial capital etc.—,
Joris recognizes “margins” for what they are, and starts off from that
understanding: a provisional border or boundary, erected to keep
extant what already is (think of the verb “to margin,” i.e. to provide
with an edge or border), but at the same time inevitably permeated by
the “outside.”
By way of a “false etymology,” I have always read the other
component of Joris’s title, “justifying,” as implicitly connecting with the
Poundian (/Flaubertian) mot juste, where “juste” can be understood as
relating to justesse, “accuracy, precision,” or to justice, “justice,” what
is “just and fair” (and which is present in justesse, too: “correctness”).
A doubleness that Joris furthermore contrasts with the notion of
“judgement,” and the stasis, lack of justice, and social/institutional
terror the latter implies (JtM, 121). Tying these different meanings
together, “justifying” is a matter of getting at the precise spot of
gestation—never the centre, but the margins’ wild growth spreading,
expanding, débordant—, as well as of doing justice to the margins—
instead of paying them lip service, or putting them “at the service of.”
Accordingly, “justifying” is not solely making it (a)new, but making it
right (or left, or another direction, to stick with the margin imagery),
and therefore entails a political, indeed even ethical stance (cf. Joris’s
writings on witnessing and responsibility). In this sense, “justifying the
margins” is, and always has been, a core element in Joris’s poetics—
right from the start.
Of course, Joris’s “margins” link up with other marges as well:
Edouard Glissant’s or René Depestre’s postcolonial theories, and that
charged book of Jacques Derrida’s, Marges de la philosophie
(1967)—a philosopher (or “writer”? (JtM, 43)) we encounter several
times in Justifying, and one who therefore dates the book as well. Yet,
having seen how Justifying the Margins and A Nomad Poetics
interweave in “material” and “thematic” terms, one is probably most
tempted to connect “justifying the margins” with Deleuze/Guattari’s
concept of “minor literatures.” Take, for instance, D/G’s first
characteristic: the language of a minor literature is “affected by a
strong coefficient of deterritorialisation,”36 after which they give the
example of Kafka and German-speaking Jews in Prague in the 1900s
36

Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari, Kafka. Pour une littérature mineure (Paris: Éditions de
Minuit, 1975) 29.
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and 1910s.37 Such “deterritorialisation” can be traced literally in Joris,
too, whose poetry, essays, proses and translations cut across
American, French, English, Luxemburgish, German and Maghrebian
margins, spaces and traditions. Furthermore, some of the
contemporary texts Joris reads in Justifying can be easily approached
against this first D/G characteristic, too: the langue fourchue or
“forked tongue” of Driss Chraïbi (JtM, 9-11), Abdelwahab Meddeb’s
“allography” (JtM, 13-16) and so on.
But there are crucial differences as well. In the already quoted
2008 interview I conducted for Yang, Joris said the following about the
concrete impact of Deleuze/Guattari on his work:
Deleuzian and other critical concepts give me a way to think through
what happens in my poetry and in that of a range of other poets. My
work was ‘nomadic’ in terms of its concerns and language techniques
from the beginning, even before I ever read Deleuze & Guattari’s A
Thousand Plateaus. Their theoretical work came much more as a kind
of vindication for my (and others’) practice in poetry.38

Joris indeed reads “the books of theorists for a poetics, i.e. for the use
they can be for the practice of writing rather than as ‘theory’” (JtM, 43,
my emphasis). Similarly, I think, the D/G concept of “minor literatures”
is a theoretical overlay of a practice of “justifying the margins” that
was already happening in different ways in Joris’s work, and well
before he set out to read Kafka. Pour une literature mineure (1975).
Interestingly, both remarks call to mind a crucial passage from A
Nomad Poetics, where Joris writes in “Community of Translation &
Translation of Community in Robin Blaser:”
In Blaser's poetry and translations, a work which deliberately
deconstructs the very distinction between those terms, a “quodlibet”
ground for what is common to poem & translation emerges—& this is
where a thinking of community again becomes possible. His “practice
of outside” is what can enable us to get beyond the problematic of
trying to think community theoretically as raised by someone like Jean37

38

Kafka &, by extension, German-speaking Jews in Prague had been barred an access to
writing. As a result, their literature was an impossible one, as it was “impossible not to
write [with a national conscience at stake], impossible to write in German [Jews in
Prague were not part of the German upper social echelons], impossible to write
differently [as the ‘primitive’ Czech language was not an option],” turning the German
language in Prague into a “deterritorialized language, proper to strange minor usages”
(Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 29-30).
http://www.ny-web.be/transitzone/interview-poet-pierre-joris.html
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Luc Nancy in The Inoperative Community, […] & back of him, Blanchot
& Bataille. […] And that “praxis of discourse”[39] is indeed the practice
of writing & of / or as translation—of specifically the kind of poetry
Blaser proposes. (ANP, 106-107)

This passage at once ties in with D/G’s third characteristic of “minor
literatures” (community, collectiveness, a becoming revolutionary),40
and it shows how and wherein “justifying the margins” exceeds D/G’s
theoretical notion.
Much like A Nomad Poetics is an instance, a particular happening
of Joris’s more incisive, overall poetics (nomad and beyond), Justifying
the Margins is an instance or locus of a more extensive, homonymous
“concept” as well. One can, furthermore, approach this concept’s
palimpsest-like qualities in terms of the mawqif, too: margins, and
their justification, as so many stopovers (or date palms) Joris visits and
revisits, or encounters time and again en route, in Justifying and
elsewhere. Indeed, the very concept of “justifying the margins” can, in
fact, only be conceived of by connecting and reconnecting, again and
again, multiple, specific mawâqif into an always shifting line of flight
through Joris’s poetry, poetics and translations. Foregrounded by the
name of Joris’s latest book, this title-concept spreads—has, in
retrospect, always been spreading—all over his oeuvre in different
ways, degrees and guises.
So, certainly, “justifying the margins” can be approached as a
conceptual line of flight, as a concept’s itinerary through Joris’s work
that leads us to a series of mawâqif. And in doing so, a theoretical
overlay with “minor literatures” (or with, say, “postcolonial” notions, or
Marges) is possible and valuable. But such overlays fail to show us
how Joris’s “justifying the margins” (like his “nomad poetics”) is not
simply a “concept,” but a concept adrift, a “concept-dérive” in and
from and through a practice, a happening, an “eventfulness.” In that
sense, Joris does not theorize or reflect on “community” either; he
thinks and writes through the notion as an active communard, in his
translations, in his essays, in his anthologies and foremost in his
poems (e.g.: “from Notes toward a nomadic community”). Borne out
by the use of a transitive verb in the present participle, “justifying” is an
action, something one does or performs—words and/as acts, or
39

40

Cf. Nancy’s remark that “Perhaps we should not seek a word or concept for it, but
rather recognize in the thought of community a theoretical excess (or more precisely, an
excess in relation to the theoretical) that would oblige us to adopt another praxis of
discourse & community” (Nancy quoted in ANP, 107—my footnote).
Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 31-33, 105-109, 149-154.
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deeds, collected in Justifying the Margins, for instance, where the -ing
form consequently becomes gerund as well. But not a noun, not a
static “justification.”
In that sense, Joris’s complex concept-on-the-move is not at all a
theoretical given, but takes on a concrete form, for example in his
highly ambivalent relation to France/Paris, the UK/London, and the
US—and his ensuing inclination towards their peripheries. Having
lived for years in each of these countries, Joris literally knows what he
is talking about when in an unpublished lecture called
“Translation/Transmission Lines of Flight beyond Mallarmé and
Pound” he observes:
Sick, dying or dead empires, lose their centripetal pull & the energies
remain, are allowed to, or do so under their steam, to remain in or on,
or return to, the margins. Come to think of it isn’t that exactly where
the most vital energies have always been located anyway—empire in
fact nothing more than the sucking vortex that pulls the best inward, to
Rome, Beijing, Paris, London, New York.

After which he goes on to quote Li Po and Ovid, but also Pound and
Eliot in their early London years, Bunting, David Jones and
MacDiarmid after them, and Breton stumbling upon Aimé Césaire’s
work, all as examples of energies located in the margins, spreading,
and disrupting the centre(s).
Although today London no longer features as prominently in Joris’s
work as it once did, a book like Matières d’Angleterre (1984) offers
several crucial insights into the practice of “justifying the margins.” This
bilingual anthology was compiled by Joris and Paul Buck in London,
and (could have) unleashed the booming, but still marginal 1960s
and 1970s “British poetry revival” onto the sorry and unimaginative
writings of a conservative in-crowd that ruled London and its letters. Its
French preface, “Made in England,” was written by Joris alone, and
basically reads as an early manifesto for “justifying the margins.”
Furthermore, the remarkable composition of this anthology can, in
retrospect, also be read in D/G-like terms as a map of the “British
Poetry Revival”—and thus as another example of how Joris’s work was
“‘nomadic’ in terms of its concerns and language techniques from the
beginning.” Matières’ four sections, interspersed with a swarm of
international poetics quotes, form an assemblage (“agencement”)
constructed around four “lines of force” (“lignes de force”) emanating
from the vast range of the new English poetry itself. These four axes—
“process” / “language” and “body” / “location,” with the “poem” at
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their junction, and “orality” and “materiality” as possible offshoots or
supplements—, intersect, share the road, and are interchangeable:
“What is important, then, is to imagine these axes as whirling and
touching one after the other the four poles, which themselves,
persistent as they may be, do not stop changing roles” (M, 12). Such
multiple and continuously shifting “lines of force” (or lines of flight)
create a vortex (or map) that is a first statement of this new poetry’s
“multidimensional and multidirectional dynamics,” indeed, in both its
concerns and language techniques.
Yet the London in-crowd was to get the upper hand: Matières
d’Angleterre was not to be published in the UK, but in France. And
even there it was not printed as a book in Christian Bourgeois’s
change sauvage series, but as an instalment of Jacques Darras’s in’hui
magazine. In short, Matières d’Angleterre quickly turned into a ghost
anthology, and its (non-)publication is an indication of how “justifying
the margins” never comes easy: one could add Global Interference
(1981) to the list as a lost manuscript, or, more recently, Abdelwahab
Meddeb’s The Malady of Islam (2003), translated into English by Joris
and Charlotte Mandell. As well as Joris’s first selected poems, Breccia
(1987)—which was never distributed in the US, and thus turns Poasis
into the second instalment of a book that now spans two or more
continents. In this respect, the passages from “Made in England”
castigating the “official verse culture’s” absolute printing and large
press monopoly sadly prove as topical and contemporary as can be.
Such non-publications are, of course, to a certain extent also a
corollary of Joris’s nomadism: having been constantly on the move, his
work often slipped through the mazes of German, American, British,
French, Maghrebian, or Luxemburgish centralized, and usually only
nationally oriented institutions and instances, such as large publishers
or “secondary literature.” These and other books are thus (turned into)
margins in Joris’s oeuvre that need justifying too.
But Matières is interesting in another respect as well: it is a
concrete example of how this anthology (and its poems) is part of a
complex war machine against centralizing mother tongues and
fatherlands, without getting stuck in an easy opposition or reversal
“margin/centre.” A juxtaposition with Pound,41 whose presence opens
“Made in England,” is again illuminating. Both Pound and Joris were
41

Indeed, when one subtracts from English avant-garde & Modernist poetry, both “high” &
“low,” those poets who came from the margins of the British empire—Yeats, Madox
Hueffer, Pound, Joyce, Eliot, Lewis or later on Bunting & Beckett—, what remains is
Bloomsbury, or Auden.
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drawn to the great London vortex, precisely as it is deterritorialized by
(and deterritorializes!) the vital energies of the margins—e.g.: the
English poetry renaissance(s)—, while London is at the same time a
frustrating imperial centre that pushes these energies away, diluting or
reterritorializing them—e.g.: the non-publication of Matières, and the
non-acceptance of the revival poets. Read against the background of
“justifying the margins,” different instances of this push/pull can be
traced in Joris’s poetry as well, most notably in a sequence of poems
that runs across Turbulence and Winnetou Old. Both volumes were
written in the late 1980s in the UK, but published in the US in 1991
and 1994 respectively, thus marking another Kehre or détournement
in Joris’s work. Turbulence and Winnetou Old contain intense series of
images and language manipulations that cruelly (JtM, 121) bear
witness to the struggle against a stultifying European stasis and London
ossification, frozenness and tetanised rigidity—doubled by a
drift/desire for turbulence, inclination, breath, space.42 As Joris says in
“An E for an A:” the US beckons.
But let’s come closer again to Justifying the Margins, and have a
look at two of its essays that strike me as especially important in this
context: opening the fourth and final section, “Letters and Dolls: The
Cruel Syntax of Zürn & Bellmer” followed directly by “Toward A
Performance of Cruelty.” In the first essay, Joris reads Zürn’s
anagrams43 and proses (as well as Artaud) on the one hand against
the “neo-rimbaldian & aesthetico-surrealist desire for a sexy
‘dérèglement de tous les sens,’” (JtM, 116) of Breton (and even
Bellmer!), and on the other hand against “the oh so manly phallocentric & -cratic visions of both Surrealists and their nominal
opponents, Bataille, Blanchot and their followers” (JtM, 117). In short,
both Zürn and Artaud are presented as going “way beyond
Surrealism.” Here, the “justifying of margins” clearly happens counter
to traditional, canonical approaches inherent in literary studies: Joris’s
essays push the question of what is referred to when labelling
something “Surrealism?” Is that strictly and solely Breton’s Parisian
cenacle—as is, unfortunately, still too often assumed in French letters?
I.e. the Surrealist canon hardly ever includes “dissident” oeuvres like
Georges Bataille’s or Artaud’s—two important, albeit double figures in
42
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These series can also be approached against the “language matter” mentioned before,
& again overlap or exceed the books that were supposed to “contain” them: Turbulence,
Winnetou Old, & a handful of individual poems.
Joris’s translations of the anagrams have been posted by Jerome Rothenberg on his
Poems & Poetics blog (31 July, 2009) (http://poemsandpoetics.blogspot.com/
2009/07/unica-zurn-nine-anagrammatic-poems.html).
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Joris’s work. Even if, for example, the former’s Histoire de l’Oeil is
much more radical as a Surrealist machine of writing, in its staging
“eros” and “thanatos,” and in the psychoanalytical context from which
it (biographically) sprang, than Breton’s naughty Nadja could ever
be—simply consider its opening pages, written in a classical French of
the highest order. And what about geography? Does “Surrealism”
include Belgian/Brussels writers and artists like Scutenaire, Mesens,
Nougé, Goemans and many more? The already mentioned “first
stapled magazine & chapbook by Aimé Césaire,” stumbled upon by
Breton in Martinique? Or Habib Tengour’s manifesto, Maghrebi
Surrealism? And how to deal with further chronological delays and
influences: a movement like CoBrA, which is in many ways a belated
version of Surrealism? Or the Surrealist impact on Deep Image?
Certainly nationality cannot be a valid criterion, considering the
following artists: Picasso, Dalí, and Miró were Spanish, Matta was
born in Chile, Bellmer in Katowice, Magritte was Belgian and Max
Ernst and Unica Zürn German. This does not leave much room for
“French” Surrealist painters, except for, for example, Tanguy or
Masson (who left Surrealism relatively early on, and was branded
“dissident” for doing so). And what about women Surrealists, like
Unica Zürn, Meret Oppenheim, Gisèle Prassinos or Leonora
Carrington? Joris’s essay bears witness to how Surrealism’s energies
remain undeniably located in and drawn from the margins—even the
more centralized and domesticated versions of the movement still
cultivated in literary studies today cannot ignore this.
The second essay, “Toward a Performance of Cruelty,” picks up on
Artaud again, but not to continue along those same lines against
“literary studies” and its papal notions of Surrealism. Joris first
positions Artaud (and Celan)44 against the static, judging and
“exhausted Europe” he left in the 1980s—notice again the images of
stasis, of disease and rigidity, of being found guilty. Indeed, Joris
turned to America(n poetry) for its energies, its open (smooth) spaces
and live breath, its optimism and strength to resist. One can,
incidentally, also bring in “An E for an A” here (as well “Where is
Olson Now?,” (JtM, 144-145)), in which Joris does not focus on
Artaud/Celan, but on Celan/Olson and the move from language
(Sprache) to voice (sprechen), onward to the present/future, not the
putrid quagmire of the past. However, “thirty years later this is no
44

The letter to Clayton Eshleman mentioned by Joris at the opening this text is picked up
by the former in a 1977 essay “A Luxembourg Creature,” published in Oasis number
18, 1977.
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longer so—& the US had caught up with Europe […]—and that means
there is no more justice for the world.” (JtM, 120-121). Indeed, the
once beckoning US poetry scene now also suffers an imperial
stranglehold, which Joris commented on as early as “Made in
England:” “American poetry, so vibrant during the past thirty years,
seems to suffocate” (M, 12).
This inextricable mix of poetry and politics, of advancing and
looking ahead allows for an interesting parallel with
Deleuze/Guattari’s second and third characteristic of “minor
literatures:” everything in minor literatures is political, and everything
takes a collective (and even revolutionary) value.45 Collective and
revolutionary, because what the “sole and individual writer says,
already constitutes a communal action”46 and is necessarily political.
As such, (a minor) literature produces an active solidarity, or is able to
“express a potentially other community.”47 Which means that “the
literary machine thus takes over from a revolutionary machine to
come.”48 “Minor” in this context, D/G specify, no longer necessarily
“qualifies certain literatures, but the revolutionary conditions of each
literature within the one we call major (or established).”49
It should not, then, surprise that Joris actually examined how the
US caught up with Europe in an extraordinary 1981 political
pamphlet, entitled Global Interference. The Consistent Pattern of
American Foreign Policy. In this booklet, Joris targets the US’s
ambitions and strategies for a rabid imperialist expansionism, and
does so through a minute50 exploration of the global political
economic effects of a foreign policy—in casu Carter’s and Reagan’s
foreign policies—, backed by a “military-industrial complex” that
literally anchors itself all over the world, and in Third World countries
especially. In a very rare side remark of that same booklet, Joris notes
that “Any effective counter-strategy has therefore also to be global”
(GI, 9), which, in retrospect, brings yet another dimension to the
magnificent two-volume anthology Joris edited with Jerome
Rothenberg, Poems for the Millennium—cf. its “Preamble & Statement

45
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Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 30-31.
Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 31.
Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 31-32.
Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 32.
Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 33.
Joris discusses in detail the implications of the US foreign policy on nearly all of the
Third World countries that are relevant in this context: from El Salvador, Japan &
Pakistan, to Saudi Arabia & Angola.
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for a Council on Counterpoetics” that closes the “manifesto” section
(PftM2, 451ff.), and resurfaces in A Nomad Poetics (ANP, 10).
Interestingly, the Mediterranean and the Middle East are presented
in the fifth chapter of Global Interference as “the eye of the storm.”
Taking our cue from this remark, we immediately enter another
foxhole (or Deleuzian terrier) in Joris’s oeuvre: the North African
margins that run across three continents, with Europe to the north, and
America to its west. The Northern connection Paris/Maghreb is actively
unworked in a complex, rhizomatic move all over Justifying the
Margins. Appropriately quoted in the blurb, the following passage is
clear enough:
In fact the most interesting and explorative literary writing in French of
the last fifty years has not come from Paris, but from the periphery of
the old colonial empire—the Maghreb and the Antilles. (JtM, 43)

I have already discussed how the Maghreb appears as a “margin,” as
an other tradition or alternate strain in (and beyond) French letters in
several essays of Justifying the Margins (notably the opening essay,
and the texts devoted to Khaïr-Eddine and Adonis). But I would like to
note in passing that Joris does not stop there:
The Maghreb is the frying pan, and what gets fried in there goes up to
Europe and filled the European nostrils, but the real matter was what
happened in North Africa, and it’s only smoke and mirrors that were
going down in Europe.51

In Charles Bernstein’s brief Video Portrait from which this quote is
taken, Joris is not talking about his essays or poetry, but about yet
another trek through Maghrebian margins: his work with Habib
Tengour on a full-blown fourth volume of Poems for the Millennium
anthologizing North African writings (including work from Latin,
Berber, Arabic and French language sources). And this is forgetting
about a new 4 x 1 (2002) offshoot: Exile is my Trade: The Habib
Tengour Reader, to be published by Black Widow Press in 2011.
But the North African “eye of the storm” also leads us back “with a
renewed intensity in the post-9/11 American empire days” (JtM, 122,
124). Still apart from poems like Aljibar’s “9/11/01,” the preface to
that same 4 x 1 ends with a note relevant here as well:
51

Pierre Joris in conversation with Charles Bernstein, as part of the latter’s Portraits: Series
2, 22 October, 2006 (http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Bernstein-portraits2.html).
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And there is a further thread that begins to reveal itself in the tapestry
all of sudden. Though compiled in early 2001, now, as I write this
preface in these post-911 days, the book feels like a psychotopography that leads from matters involving late 19th century
colonialism all the way through the long and torturous 20th century to
leave us exactly there where we have to start to think a new cultural
constellation that will, finally, have to include the heritage of the
excluded third—Islam & Arab culture. (4x1, 8-9; ANP, 114)

4 x 1, as a mini-anthology, as a book of translations, and as a “poetic
map of the 20th century” (4x1, 7; ANP, 113) most clearly picks up the
operative link between a politics and poetics of “justifying the
margins.” In his review of 4 x 1, Tony Baker also observed this link:
Reading 4 x 1 I became aware that translation, in the nomadizing
sense that Joris gives it, is a political gesture; whilst English may be the
near universal language of international relations, Joris uses it precisely
to decentralise its place in the world, to resist, if you will, colonisation
by the word. […] His deep resistance is to an English whose centre of
gravity pulls towards its immobile centre the visions and
understandings that other languages will always propose. He translates
to set moving all those human particularities, of time and place and
language, that are distinctive in a piece of writing—to avoid corruption
by a static centre. Paradoxically he translates into English so the reader
can move away from it.52

Joris’s “eye of the storm” finally brings us back full circle to the
Maghreb itself, and the necessity felt by him and other translators,
Charlotte Mandell in this case, to translate books like Abdelwahab
Meddeb’s The Malady of Islam (2003).
But even if such practices of writing can never be more than a
guerrilla attack or happening, always already s/mothered
(“reterritorialized”) in one way or the other, they are, again, most
certainly not without effect either! On the contrary, they are crucial and
a crucial aspect of the “Zeugen-complex” Joris discerns in Celan’s
work (JtM, 79-86), and disseminates in and through his own poetry
and poetics (cf. “An E for an A” and JtM, 132-133, 144-145). It is the
responsibility of the poet, the contribution of the translator to witness,
to “justify” again and again: poetry as a question of truth, that “when
it bears witness, when it tells the truth, helps to live.” This is how Joris
52

Tony Baker. Review of 4 x 1: Tzara, Rilke, Duprey, Tengour. Translated by Pierre Joris. &
Poasis. Selected Poems 1986-1999, published in The Paper, number 8, September
2004.
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responds to “Wozu Dichter in Dürftiger Zeit?”—Hölderlin’s repeatedly
quoted question in A Nomad Poetics. In his poems, essays, translations
and anthologies, Joris tries to measure up and testify to the complexity
of present-day life,53 and, beyond, “to create a worthwhile vision of a
vita nuova” (JtM, 120). Always to come. Always avanti…
Marginalalia: merging margins
It is precisely through such a conception of plural, spreading margins,
of manifold and unfolding margins which in their plications move (in
on) the centre, that Joris goes beyond a plain, binary opposition
margin/centre. Contrary to a simple reversal, “justifying the margins”
means blurring that opposition entirely, by locating margins in the
centre, or centres in margins. London is always both the empire’s
“Kapital” and a capital city, which turns “justifying” into a complex act
that undoes “margins” and “centre,” and diplays/displaces them as
becoming, as merged, as betweenness—between and beyond
“margin/centre.” “Justifying the margins,” therefore, consists in moving
outside of the margins, for the page does not end with a margin: one
crosses the border—just pick one or more of the four directions—onto
and into a new page, a new book, new writing. In short, “justifying”
does not mean formatting all text in nicely conformational blocks, but
rather undoing the conformity, merging and multiplying margins,
blurring borders and activating boundaries, infringing, unfringing,
unworking the margins.
Approached from this point of view, Justifying the Margins is, I
think, in many ways a strange book—and justly so. So far, I have
systematically presented “On the Nomadic Circulation of
Contemporary Poetics” as the opening essay of the book, which is, of
course, incorrect: the opening piece is “Nimrod in Hell.” This short text
was first published in Permanent Diaspora (2003), a book that is itself
“undone” and incorporated in the bilingual volumes Aljibar (2007)
and Aljibar II (2008), where “Nimrod in Hell” in turn opens the second
book. Here is what Joris says about his text in the Close Listening
conversation with Charles Bernstein:
[…] to me “Nimrod” is already nomadic in the sense of its “inter-genre
thing,” because it’s not a line poem, it is not an essay, it is not an
autobiographical piece, it is not Dantean criticism, but it is a kind of
53

Cf. “Made in England.”
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writing through, a moving through all of those possibilities. So I will
call it a poem and put it in a book, won’t call it anything and put it
inside a book of poems, and let it function as such. Let it leaven what
is left and right of it, and let the question arise: “why is that text
here?”54

So, why is “Nimrod in Hell” in here? And why does it spread
nomadically across four books—that might in turn also be only two
books (Justifying the Margins and one, all-devouring Aljibar55)? Here
are few possibilities:
“Nimrod in Hell” is important for its use of allusion (bringing
together Nimrod, Hubertus, Dante, Bataille, Rimbaud, Agamben and
others), for the figure of the healer/hunter (which goes back to A
Single-minded Bestiary (1974) and Antlers (1975)), for its poetics of
translation and so on. There is, however, another aspect of its
presence here that I would like to focus on in particular. I have already
noted how all of the texts in Justifying are dated, i.e. how the lectures,
obits, journal entries, talks, liner notes, interviews, memoirs, good-byes
et cetera bear generic traces of the occasional and local at work in
Joris’s poetics. But this wide range of genres is more than an
indication of dates and traces, especially because the impressive
enumeration does not in the least qualify all texts: what Joris says
about “Nimrod in Hell”—multiple genres being applicable to one
text—also holds for Justifying. “Where is Olson Now?” which closes
Margins, is an excellent example: about two pages into what appears
to be an essay, the text is suddenly cut up by a poem called “The
Sanctuary of Hands” (JtM, 145). This poem then reappears on and off
throughout the “essay,” without being framed or “con-textualized”
directly. And further down the text, the traditional layout can no longer
hold either, as the poem itself gets cut up by a fragment of an article
(JtM, 148): even if a single sentence interrupts the poem to date this
quote—and is consequently in a slightly larger, “essay” typeset—, it is
not at all clear whether the quote itself belongs to the poem, or to the
essay. Especially since the quotation is in “poem/quote” typeset, and,
moreover, simply runs on in the poem, typographically unmarked
(except for a quotation mark indicating that Joris again takes over his
text).
54
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Close Listening: Readings & Conversations, New York, 21 June, 2005
(http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Joris.php).
Which is plausible, given that Aljibar I & II were distributed by Éditions Phi in Europe
only, & will now be published as a still further expanded Aljibar America in the US in
2012 by Black Widow Press.
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Such merging of quotation, essay and poem margins in “Where is
Olson Now?” catapults us back to Justifying’s first section and “The
Seamlessly Nomadic Future of Collage” in particular—itself A Nomad
Poetics offshoot, as it happens. By erasing and transgressing such
boundaries, texts like “Where is Olson Now?” can be read as
seamless generic “collages,” rhizomatically expanding beyond the
single genre and its fixations, into the multiple. What happens, then, in
the very writing and language of poems like Joris’s Canto Diurno #4
(discussed in JtM, 30-32), or in the syntax and “atactic” use of
conjunctive particles in Picasso (ANP, 115-118), happens in “Where is
Olson Now?” through the rhizomatic spreading across and justifying
of genres. Like Meddeb’s, Joris’s own writing also is “nomadically
located between genres, or is, to coin a phrase, genre-diasporic” (JtM,
16). One aspect of “Nimrod in Hell’s” presence would therefore be to
draw the reader into the radical “inter-genre” praxis of Justifying the
Margins. “Inter” being a key word in more than way:
The essential quality of the rhizome […] is that the rhizome has no
beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between things,
interbeing, intermezzo. (JtM, 32)

Betweenness, the middle voice, barzakh (cf. JtM, 110, 143), these are
by now known elements of Joris’s poetics, travelled/travailed by
“Nimrod’s” literally being between genres.
Secondly, “Nimrod in Hell” mentions the lemma bave (French for
“spittle” or “drool”) from George Bataille’s Encyclopaedia Acephalica,
but the active or live saliva that accompanies language and breath
also leads to another lemma: informe or “formlessness,” which Bataille
renders as follows:
A dictionary would begin as of the moment when it no longer provided
the meanings of words but their tasks. In this was formless is not only
an adjective having such and such a meaning, but a term serving to
declassify, requiring in general that every thing should have a form.
What it designates does not, in any sense whatever, possess rights, and
everywhere gets crushed like a spider or an earthworm. For academics
to be satisfied, it would be necessary, in effect, for the universe to take
on a form. The whole of philosophy has no other aim; it is a question
of fitting what exists into a frock-coat [sic], a mathematical frock-coat.
To affirm on the contrary that the universe resembles nothing at all and
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is only formless, amounts to saying that the universe is something akin
to a spider or a gob of spittle.56

The “spit” at the end is clear enough, as are the links between
“formlessness,” rhizomaticity and betweenness. What interests me
here, then, is the “frock coat” of fixed and transparent form, needed to
make academia (and philosophy57) happy; a persistent academic
longing for formal stasis that is, precisely, countered by Justifying’s
play with genre boundaries and expectations. Joris’s texts often testify
to his brilliant scholarship, and offer the reader “outstanding and
characteristically intense readings” as the blurb says. Nevertheless, his
essays—the texts collected in Justifying the Margins, for instance—
hardly ever qualify as “academic papers,” or “scholarly essays.” The
third/“Celan” section of Justifying is particularly revealing in this
context, because it begs the question of how come Joris—a notable
Celan expert, and professor of poetry and poetics at the University of
Albany—has never published a book that collects all his writings on
and around Celan? While such a book must have been
“institutionally” worthwhile, Joris never pursued the traditional, typically
academic paths, and instead chose to disperse his Celan materials—a
dispersal or nomadism that in turn affects the “formal” construction of
his books and “oeuvre.”
Few texts in Justifying the Margins are as explicit on this matter as
the already mentioned “Letters and Dolls: the Cruel Syntax of Zürn and
Bellmer.” Asked to give a paper about Zürn for the Associated Writing
Progams, Joris recounts how he first set out to write a closely argued
theoretical paper. However, reading and rereading Zürn and Bellmer,
Joris said “Goodbye theory, goodbye talking-about. I rather tell of
confusions, delights, jolts of my reading, pure and simple” (JtM, 114).
In short, out with the academic frock coat of strict and formal papers,
and in comes a writing of the pleasure of reading (and translating).
The result is a strange, but fascinating nomadic text, that travels
between dazzling scholarship, manifesto, personal reading notes,
56
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Georges Bataille, Encyclopedia Acephalica, eds. Robert Lebel & Isabelle Waldberg
(London: Atlas Press, 1995) 51-52.
Joris has already commented on philosophy’s goals in a much-quoted fragment of his
“Nomad Manifesto:” “philosophy is the enemy of the nomad because, as Novalis knew,
philosophy is only a sort of home sickness, a need to feel everywhere at home. Poetry is
the opposite: a desire to feel everywhere estranged, in touch with or at least reaching for
the other, out of house & home. Poetry is to be out of house & home. In a tent, maybe,
in the text, maybe, intent on the texture underhand, underfoot. The basic desire of poetry
is therefore nomadic” (ANP, 46).
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lecture/talk, historiography and poetics. A bit further on, in “An Epic
Without History,” Joris again announces that he will read Ronald
Johnson’s Ark, not as a scholar, but as a reader—i.e. for pleasure and
insight. Again the result is a marvellously heterogeneous and hybrid
text, which in many ways mirrors the idiosyncratic overflowing
(débordement) of Poetics and Justifying discussed in section II of the
present essay. Actually, Joris comments on the overflowing of books—
specifically from the viewpoint of genre—in relation to Kateb Yacine’s
novel Nedjma, a novel that should
be seen as but one moment (what I have elsewhere called a “mawqif,”
a station, a momentary stopping point) of a vast katebian “écriture”
that constantly and radically subverts the Western “law of genre” and
moves nomadically between poem, novel and play, the latter genres
being but ways of extracting specific moments of the writing.
(JtM, 11-12)

Such nomadically moving and subverting is precisely what happens at
the very level of writing in the texts of Justifying, too, and ties in,
moreover, with the conception of the mawqif as betweenness, as word,
as date, and as poem.
It should, however, be noted in passing that generic margin
merging not only happens on the level of writing and technique (as in
“Nimrod in Hell,” and the texts on Olson, Zürn or Johnson). Certain
“genres” also appear as a specific margin to be justified, i.e. as a
concern or “topic/topos” in Justifying—“genre” is thus added to the
already discussed poetic, literary theoretical, canonical, political,
imperial, geographical and other margins in Justifying’s compound
landscape. Take, for instance, Joris’s persistent defence of the long
poem in “An Epic Without History” (JtM, 130-138), or his sweeping
aside of the traditional “hackademic” approach to so-called French
“Theory.” Wholly against the “official” grain, Joris reads Blanchot,
Derrida, Barthes, Foucault or Lyotard not as examples of “Theory,” but
as poetics, and because they are
“[…] among the best writers in French in the second part of the last
century, while most poets and prosists (with some notable exceptions
such as Deguy or Roubaud, Guyotat or Sollers) are pisspoor writers”
(JtM, 43).

(Derrida, Barthes, Foucault, Lyotard, Cixous having, furthermore,
intense ties to the Maghreb, as they lived or taught there—like Joris
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himself—, or were born there.) In that sense, “Nimrod” functions as an
“abandon all hope, you who enter here:” through me, no single, fixed
form, no generic “coat hangers,” no academic stasis.
Finally, “Nimrod’s” spittle or bave, his babil, his child “speak” or
“babble” brings us to the Greek verb λαλειν (lalein) and the feminine
noun derived from it, λαλιά (lalia): 1) speech, a story, but also 2) a
dialect, and 3) babble, incoherent, disordered forms of speech. For
Deleuze/Guattari, a so-called “minor literature” is not produced by a
“minor language,” but is, rather, written from minor or marginalized
positions in a major language.58 Although this holds for Joris’s
“justifying” as well, he inevitably pushes D/G over the “l/edge” (cf.
JtM, 105) in his own writing by radically multiplying languages and
margins: through his four-plus multilingualism, and through the
ensuing translations—that prime “justifying” act. In short, through his
babble or lalein, through his lallen, too. Indeed, Dante’s Inferno and
its stammering figures reappear in Justifying:
In a poem from the volume Die Niemandsrose, Celan suggests that if
a prophet or visionary (he has the figure of Hölderlin in mind) were
born today, such a figure, trying to speak about our times, could only
“lallen und lallen,” could only stammer repeatedly, “always, always, /
agagain.” We no longer can afford the certainly of the singular, the
unique, any once-and-for all truth—to speak true now is to stammer,
to fragment. (JtM, 106)

And a bit further on we read how stammering “also is the life force
itself speaking,” is the life-giving circulation or movement of breath
and blood, and is therefore connected to the breathturn, “that moment
in between” (JtM, 108-109). Lalein, to speak true—to testify or
witness—is what happens “always, always agagain” in Joris’s
multilingual poetry, in his translations, anthologies and essays, of
which the “marginalalia” collected in Justifying the Margins are lifegiving examples…

58

Deleuze & Guattari, Kafka, 29.
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Alice Notley

BEFORE BABEL
“(And yet—the lingo of Babel was the single language that all
humanity understood, that a jealous commander-in-chief then got rid
of as punishment for the early humans’ communality; ‘divide et regna’
already the essence of YHWH’s political science. So that Nimrod either
remembers the first, unified language of the human race which we no
longer know, or he speaks in one of the post-Babelian lingos, which
are what makes translation possible.)” (AII, 12).
This aside from Joris’s impressive “Nimrod in Hell” (Aljibar II),
referring to the inexplicable language the hunter speaks in a verse of
Dante’s Inferno, contains also hints of one of Joris’s central tenets: that
all writing is a translation, a trying to get at what can’t be got at
because we speak so many languages, having strayed from the primal
one Nimrod’s utterance would be. That one believes must still be
somewhere within one. That maybe flows like a crystal river, rather
than being rough or strange—as I am now veering away from Pierreland into Alice-land, but I believe they are both of the ur-land, of the
ur-language. Pierre and I both believe in that place and tongue. Some
years ago we attended together a panel hosted by Michel Deguy—I
forget on what subject—during the course of which Pierre commented,
in one or another of his languages, that all writing is a translation. Or
perhaps Michel said so and Pierre took up the theme. Later, at dinner,
I told Pierre that this was not my experience of language or poetry, that
I never felt I was translating anything. You should have said that, he
said. I was too busy thinking it, I said. I mean I was very struck by this
exchange, and I still am—it affected me deeply. I believe Pierre
translates—he grew up with so many languages—and besides he
wouldn’t lie; I believe that I don’t translate anything, I am wedded to
English, speaking bad French, a little Spanish, and less Latin. I still
believe we are doing the same thing, as poets. How can that be?
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The answer would lie in what poetry itself is, a riding of ur (I will not
do an Ur riff here, you can do it, the city, the sense of early, of first, the
lowest level etc.), a harnessing of the magic horse of sound, rhythm,
magic: it’s magic, it’s grace, even inspiration, it’s all those words we’re
not allowed to use at the moment, it’s a magic animal-self chakra
rakish kral feature that might be everything. So what? It’s the real
intellect, unplodding, unbelievable. Poetry’s written in the language of
music and “get-it,” without music’s tendency towards the big wordless
or lyrical-blur swoon, who needs that? Well, sometimes. But we
animals like to think with our vocal chords, we vibrate not just like
tympana, receptors, but like the émetteurs of the world’s details,
sprung from our own brain/tongues: for we have defined our and the
world’s natures, and will continue to do so with whatever words come
to us in whatever langue or accent from wherever:
yourappian Kulchur hang

the big O

l'outre l'autre now becomes au-tonomia
begins

towards mania

l'altera ô becomes au

towards dawn drawn with your fingers
of old

another alphabeta

in shellacked snows

we have learned nothing from millenia

defense the great meltdown
planets Uranus

your

domination domination of the

hello Mario Tronti Tony Negri Sergio

Bologna Franco Piperno

Oreste Scalzone

you too the night of Europe
will lift the whole

begins

hello & good-bye

the workers no longer the edge
construaimo una vita no longer

the definite article1

The clue for me lies precisely where Pierre mixes the languages he
knows most intimately, adding from a few others, why not? As in
“Canto Diurno #3 à/to Jack Kerouac Ode Bilingue.” Does it seriously
bother anyone that this poem is in two languages, is there really
anyone who doesn’t understand it? Particularly if it’s read aloud—as
all poetry should be, and all of Kerouac’s work should be. But what I
like about this poem, aside from its considerable tenderness—Pierre is
1

Winnetou Old (P, 78).
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a master of tendresse, that quality that Europeans writing in English
seem to get better than, say, Americans—is its ability to enable the
reader-aloud’s tongue to accommodate itself to both languages, even
though they change back and forth so quickly:
tu écrivais (235 Chorus)
“Je sais que je suis mort.
Je ne camperai pas. Je suis mort maintenant.
Qu’est-ce que j’attends pour disparaître ?…”
30 years ago—& aujourd’hui
ici aux chiottes
c’est écrit:
“Colfax Driver Sucks”
(dans la bouche, oui,
dans le cul, non,
la sexpol de Jack)
graffiti & café
une carte déroule la route
drive to Lowell
dark shades in bright
a.m. rising
sun, in the house,
of,
mon teenage dream
of America
mon truckstop blues
un blues for Jack
gone these thirty years now
& Allen gone
& William gone
mais reste Gregorio
in Nueva Yorkio […] (AII, 122)

Pierre chooses to quote from Mexico City Blues in French, again why
not? He translated it (“mon teenage dream”)—but this passage
alludes secretly to another of Pierre’s influences, that of Ted Berrigan,
poetry frère mixed with père. Pierre spent a lot of weekends in Ted’s
and my house in Wivenhoe, Essex, in 1973-4, and he imbibed Ted’s
lore, Ted being the Interviewer in the irreplaceable Paris Review
interview of Jack Kerouac conducted in 1968 in the aforesaid Lowell.
There was the interview as published, but first there was the famouslylost, entire and untampered-with interview, in which—or maybe it was
an aside—Ted asked Jack if he had ever made it with any guys, and
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Jack replied: “blow jobs yes, ass jobs no.” Here translated into French,
“dans la bouche, oui/dans le cul, non”: in the mouth, yes, in the ass,
no. This whole passage is, well, fun, culminating in “in Nueva Yorkio”
(calling to mind, in my mind, Ted’s “I may have been in a state, but it
was my state,/ I even gave it a name: New York. Most people are in
other/ York, they aren’t even in Old York yet, let alone York” (“Thin
Breast Doom”). It’s a kind of playfulness that comes from Beat
goofing, but it’s a Jack’s/Gregorio’s/Ted’s street corner goofing. The
pretend tough, maybe, of extremely sensitive working-class Americans
or one hypereducated European.
But as I was saying. If you read Pierre’s poem aloud, you come to
passages like
vertes forêts & collines
du Massachusetts
plis sur plis tout autour
de la voiture,
open as I ride
sweet tender light
green,
gobbles us up,
in intimations of
la même vielle
mortality. (AII, 128-130)

Pierre’s quickness, deftness—so light with these short lines—
intertwines, plays the French and the American, making the American
voice come up not flat like a midwestern or western accent, but flat
like a jazz trumpet can be. When you say “open as I ride” you sound
like a damn singer (or I do.) This is a very very good ear. And I’m
thinking now it is the Ear that is Ur, that’s before Babel. It doesn’t
really matter what the words are, though of course everything matters
desperately to us poets, but the metrics allow any word, if it’s the exact
right word, if you get what I mean. Before Babel is the same as after
Babel, all the languages mixed together, and understood properly. Or
maybe that’s good Babel, bad Babel being the politico/radio collage
we have ever within range, in our heads, as exemplified in Pierre’s
“Aegean Shortwave:”
news in french from Jerusalem parse the value of
the gold napoleon in relation to the shekel radio
mediterranean emits in english a flying hospital
soon to be put into service in Italy carried by regu379

lar plane the voice of america tamil insurrections
in sir lanka a concert of baroque music held in aspen colorado tent sip çay & codis (P, 177)

In another poem (“Short Wave Radio #2”) Pierre addresses another
Jack (Spicer): “Jack you were wrong (or not/ the radio is not from
Mars/ it is sitting here it has/ the world/ by its short/ wavy hairs, home”
(AI, 38). We are exactly within Babel, in fact it is almost likeable.
Once in 1973 Pierre came down to Wivenhoe from London with
some good speed—we were young—on a Friday night. On Saturday
morning I woke up and took some. I had been in a state of nerves for
months and had a great tension and need. I suddenly saw a poem in
my mind, that is I saw word for word the six-page, dense, long-lined or
-sentenced, complex poem that would be called “Your Dailiness.”2 I
saw every word of it more or less at once. I proceeded to write it down
at various intervals during the day, I copied it from my mind, from its
great slab in my mind. At the end of the day Ted, Pierre, and I met at
the dining-room table to make a little tape-recorded reading of
poems, and I didn’t read it, I didn’t even say, I have a new six-page
poem that appeared to me in a vision this morning and that I have
spent the day transcribing. I read some little dinky things, and I have
very rarely told this story since. I now have the faintest of ideas that I
might have, ever so slightly, “translated” it, for when I wrote it down in
my notebook longhand, and especially when I typed it up on my
typewriter, it looked a tiny bit different from the slab in my mind, the
lines ever so much shorter. I translated it into two different kinds of
writing, script and type, thus I changed it just, just a little. Or was the
“original” “different”? However I didn’t change any of the words (I
don’t think), and the writing down was effortless. Was the work
dictated? Did it arrive via radio? No! I wrote it, and I have never
questioned this fact. I know I wrote it.
But, Pierre’s question might be, was it already a translation when it
appeared in your mind? (Pierre would certainly believe my telling of
the experience, he has no problem with the existence of the
inexplicable or magical.) And I say, I don’t know exactly, but it was
graven in stone already; it just was. At this moment we would need our
friend (first encountered in that year, 1973), my later (second)
husband, Doug Oliver, present to talk to us about the nature of an
instant of time, and perhaps further question me as to whether the
2

See Alice Notley, Grave of Light. New & Selected Poems 1970-2005 (Middletown, CT:
Wesleyan University Press, 2006) 19-23.
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poem could by definition exist before it existed on paper, before I had
taken the time to write it all down. Yes. In the sense that a poem, like a
poetic stress, has a pre-existence and a just-post-existence (as well as
an eternity ever after of existence), and you can never pin down where
the stress is or when the poem exists. Do you dig? Whatever you might
be translating from (in the mind) does continue well into the fact of the
translation, and is there. But I, I didn’t translate anything! Here is
Pierre’s lovely take on Doug’s theories, a translation if you will:
a stress

born in time
stands outside
a minor, eternal present, a
trembling instant
partly resisting
the flow,
the line
creates it
its very great fascination.3

How about saying “it” like this? That the ur language is/isn’t your
language. It’s self-translated; you are that self—or it, ur—translating it,
unknowingly and decisively. You can also translate it into several
languages at once, finding your true vehicle for it, say, in bilingual
editions, with drawings and collages to punctuate the ur-slabs. For
these books I refer to, Aljibar and Aljibar II, are incontrovertibly new,
unique forms, with English (Pierre-English mixed with French and other)
and a French translation, by Eric Sarner, running side by side as if the
book were originally written that way. I mean the books look like they
were first written in both languages.
Is it possible to uncover the primal language itself? But is there
one? Yes. But is there one? Of course. It was spoken by all the
animals, when animals and people weren’t sure of their differences. All
the indigenous peoples of America know this, as I do and am one,
though I too am in exile. Everyone knows this, and one could go on
and on in this way. But we’ve stumbled into the time place in this
conversation. What time was before Babel, isn’t it always now? The
Zen Heads would say so… Ah, Franco Beltrametti! “j’emporte avec
moi/ a book to be called/ Blows Against The Mother Tongue/ a cura
de (toi & moi)/ (cosi cosi)/ vos images/ merci, mon ami […].”4 It’s still,
always, that time, but one doesn’t remember it very well, except for
where one wrote it, that page. But you wrote it before you wrote it,
didn’t you? You are before Babel, at the same time as you are in time:
3
4

“A Calm Vademecum Dose,” Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation (AI, 100).
“telegrammatica per franco,” Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation (AI, 94).
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“time, time what we are/ inside of, banging// our heads against yet/
don’t want to leave.”5
“Raphèl maì amècche zabì almi.” “Rough hell may enmesh ease, a
be-all me.” is Pierre’s homophonic translation of Dante’s Nimrodian
verse. Mine (not homophonic or anything) would be “The Angel, my
friend, zaps our souls.”

5

“Tuesday, May 23rd, 2000” (AII, 56).
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Carrie Noland

MOVING ON OR HOMING-IN
PIERRE JORIS BETWEEN SCHWITTERS AND
HEIDEGGER AND CELAN
In The Doors of Perception, Aldous Huxley writes: “Every individual is
at once the beneficiary and the victim of the linguistic tradition into
which he has been born—the beneficiary inasmuch as language gives
access to the accumulated records of other people’s experience, the
victim in so far as it confirms him in the belief that reduced awareness
is the only awareness […].” “Most people,” he continues, “know only
what comes through the reducing valve and is consecrated as
genuinely real by the local language. Certain persons, however, seem
to be born with a kind of by-pass that circumvents the reducing
valve.”1
Pierre Joris is one of this elect group of “certain persons,” for he
was born with a “by-pass that circumvents the reducing valve.” Joris
possesses an enlarged awareness that draws on an extensive sensual,
connotative, and etymological understanding of many languages. His
experience (his “access”) is thus limited neither by the monolingualism
typical of the American academic (“the local language”) nor by the
disciplinary scruples of the professional linguist. He listens to words as
a poet and, as a poet, is able to hear within them more than most
speakers are able to hear. Anti-local and multi-lingual in the most
flowing—over-flowing—way, Joris is less interested in issues of identity
than with issues of proximity and overlap. Each word is a conduit to a
distinct place, taking him back to a fixed context; yet each word is also
an opening onto others—both within one language and beyond it—
and therefore an opening onto many contexts. What Joris says about
Celan could indeed be said about him as well: “he work[s] both the
1

Aldous Huxley, The Doors of Perception (New York: Harper, 2004 [1954]) 23-24.
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surface and the deep layers of German [or English, or French…], he
studie[s] words, deeply kn[ows] and studie[s] dictionaries as few poets
d[o].”2 But there’s this difference: Joris pursues his quest into “the
surface and deep layers” of a language until that language reveals its
deep connections to another. For instance, in “On the Nomadic
Circulation of Contemporary Poetics Between Europe, North America,
and the Maghreb,” Joris muses on links between “second” and
“sequence,” observing (via Werner Hamacher) how the German
“Sekunde” is echoed in English words derived from the Latin “secare,
to cut, or split.”3 Other examples abound. Clearly, many dictionaries
sit on Joris’s work desk: Celan’s Grimm, to be sure, but also the
French Robert, the American Heritage (unabridged), and last but not
least, the complete etymological Indo-European Wörterbuch of Julius
Pokorny. Etymologies—false and real (we’ll get back to the
distinction)—are a poetic past-time, if not a first love. And
etymologies—the subterranian rhizomatic paths leading from one
language to another—are often followed explicitly and in full view on
the surface of the poem itself.
Joris’s first spoken language was Luxembourg’s Lëtzebuergesch,
which he learned pretty much simultaneously with the German he
exchanged with hired care-givers and the French he gathered from
close relations. In school, he was soon mastering the written forms of
German and French; he then went on to acquire Spanish, English, and
started learning Arabic as an adult. His facility with languages
produced a sense of responsibility, a commitment to cross-cultural
communication. Becoming a translator was part of an ethics of
community as well as an apprenticeship in writing. Without imposing a
hierarchy, Joris nonetheless found that some languages were more
conducive to poetic inspiration than others. He tells us in “The Case of
the Missing ‘M,’” for instance, that, almost counter-intuitively, he
decided not to write in the language of his most advanced studies,
French, for a very specific reason: to avoid the binaries embedded in
the way French “thinks”:
[…] as I write this [a meditation on the gap between word and world],
as I try to find words to talk about ‘it,’ I realize that the ones I found
force me into a specific, overdetermined way of thinking through this
problem, and—in the case of these last sentences—what rears its head
2
3

Pierre Joris, “Translation at the Mountain of Death” (JtM, 99).
Diasporic Avant-Gardes: Experimental Poetics & Cultural Discplacement, eds. Carrie
Noland & Barrett Watten (New York & London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009) 173.
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under the English I am using is French, if not the French language as
such, then the way that language has of thinking what it is given to
think in binary oppositions, in a gallic logic of either/or, of absence or
presence. It was way back, over twenty years ago now, that the
decision was taken by me, or that the decision took and made me, (to
keep playing on the passive/active opposition in the absence of an
actual ‘middle voice’ in American prose), not to write or think in french
[sic] in order to try to escape from that binarism. (ANP, 65)4

Interesting in this passage is Joris’s insight that as he writes, one
language (French) “rears its head” under another (English). It is as
though, despite his efforts, he could not keep their structures—or even
vocabularies—apart. It is unclear, however, whether the ghosting of
French in English is a case unique to Joris or an inevitable
consequence of the shared origin of these two languages. His choice
to write in English therefore appears provisional and inconclusive,
given that not only French but also other Indo-European languages
will continue to haunt and inform his poetic sequences. As any reader
of Joris knows, words and even entire phrases from German, Italian,
French, and so on, can suddenly erupt, breaking the surface of the
English page. Joris himself notes that the binarism he sees inhabiting
French may in fact be present in his alternative languages as well. He
begins an oft-quoted passage in “The Case of the Missing ‘M’” with
the claim that “Poetry is a foreign language no matter what language
one writes it in,” but then adds, “I could & do at times claim that I am
not writing in a foreign language at all. I am still stuck in one basic
current version of IndoEuropean, i.e., I function inside a euro-centric
universe in which—if looked at from the outside—the similarities &
samenesses are much more glaring than the differences we or I am
making so much of now.”5
Ultimately, then, perhaps all Indo-European languages se
rapprochent—are kin. This would suggest that the “reducing valve” of
which Huxley speaks is connected not to one language but to
language groups; that is, no matter how many Indo-European
languages the poet speaks, writes, thinks in, or understands, he is
limited by “one basic current version” of a linguistically-filtered world.
If this is the case, then any attempt to reach out to another language is
not really reaching out at all. Even Arabic, supposedly the language of
Europe’s “other,” is not neatly cut off from either English or French.
Joris’s growing interest in Arabic may be attributable to his earnest
4
5

For an explanation of why Joris chose English, see ANP, 68.
“The Case of the Missing ‘M’” (ANP, 71).
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desire to function outside “a euro-centric universe”; however, it is often
the case that his poems expose a deep-seated connection, at the level
of etymological root or shared phonetic substance, between Arabic
and Indo-European semes. Indeed, a poem is sometimes built upon
“false” (and sometimes “real”) etymologies between Arabic and
English words.
Schwitters versus Celan
I will argue in this essay that Joris experiments with two potential
solutions to the problem of what one might call multi-lingual unilingualism, or the profound continuity between languages and the
limitations on what they allow us to see/say.6 On the one hand, Joris
seems to find solace in the notion that languages of many kinds
reconnect at some profound level. The true etymology of a word
reveals its history of usage within one national tradition while also
indicating its permeability, its impurity, the fact that one language is
not really one language but rather a hybrid of others, reflecting the
history of peoples displaced and cultures exchanged. A significant part
of poetry’s function is to testify to this history of usage and exchange,
to remain faithful to the place(s) from which it comes. Indeed, the
category of testimony (of witnessing) is significant to Joris; to testify is
also, in a sense, to translate, and, as a general rule, this must be done
as “literally” as possible.7
On the other hand, Joris enjoys what he calls “false etymologies,”
those fanciful connections established by the poet that are often based
on sonic resemblance (rather than historical development). These
“false etymologies,” or playful connections, arguably testify to some
other form of truth (the nature of which it is often the job of the
interpreter to imagine). By privileging sound as the connective tissue,
such poetry solves the dilemma of multilingual uni-lingualism (or the
entrapment within language’s “reducing valve”) by going back to
language’s least reductive aspect: the creative and expressive liberty it
offers through its sensual fabric.
6

7

In “On the Nomadic Circulation,” Joris quotes Jacques Derrida’s conundrum, “We only
ever speak one language […]. We never speak only one language,” which summarizes
the situation efficiently (if gnomically); see Diasporic Avant-Gardes, eds. Carrie Noland
& Barrett Watten, 174, & Jacques Derrida, Le Monolinguisme de l’autre, ou, la prothèse
d’origine (Paris: Galilée, 1996).
See “ReadySteadyBlogInterview,” Justifying the Margins.
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The first solution demands of the poet a particular kind of scholarly
practice, a precipitous climb down the ladder of generations and a
careful study of how the word can encode more contexts than one.
The second involves a more ludic aesthetic practice, requiring from the
poet a dance, a meander, a peregrination beyond time and place.
The benefit of the latter, the ludic practice, is that it suggests the
possibility that something outside of any known language might enter
into the poem and become meaningful—at least sonically. That is, the
promise here is that word-music might encourage a different kind of
vision, an alternative route out of the reducing valve. The danger, of
course, is that all connection to context, to language’s history (and
history tout court) might be lost in the sound shuffle. The words, once
freed of etymological roots, pre-defined meanings, and contexts of
usage, could fail to testify for any lived experience, any truth, beyond
that of the joyful tongue.
Let us call the first solution “the Celan tack” and the second “the
Schwitters tack,” each standing for one of two directions the poet can
choose to follow. Joris has translated both poets at great length. In
scholarly volumes, he has rendered into poetic English these two
extremes of the spectrum of German literature—indeed of modern
literature in general—with devotion and verve.8 Celan can be seen to
stand at one end of the spectrum, flanked at the outermost limit by his
curious interlocutor, Martin Heidegger, whose commitment to
subterranean roots is nearly evangelical (although, as opposed to
Celan, his relation to testimony is regrettably slight). Schwitters stands
at the other end of the spectrum (the dada end), demonstrating
through joyous sound play and glossolalia a commitment to “freedom
from all fetters, for the sake of artistic creation.”9 In Schwitter’s work,
we frequently find sequences motivated by purely sonic concerns; they
do not appear to be governed by any context of usage and exchange
whatsoever. As opposed to a Celan, whom Joris presents as using
8

9

Schwitters & Celan represent what we might call, after Gilles Deleuze, two “minor
languages” within the same language. Together, they illustrate the two directions in
which a minor literature can lead a “langue majeure”: in Deleuze’s words, toward
“exuberance & over-determination” or, alternatively, “aridity” & “willed poverty”; see
Gilles Deleuze, Kafka: Pour une littérature mineure (Paris: Minuit, 1975) 35—my
translation.
Kurt Schwitters quoted by Joris & Jerome Rothenberg in the Introduction to Kurt
Schwitters, Poems, Performances, Pieces, Proses, Plays, Poetics, eds. & trans. Pierre Joris
& Jerome Rothenberg (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993) xxvi. The editors
point out that Schwitters intergrated scraps of newspaper articles & other allusions to
history into the poems but the major impetus is to displace them from their original
contexts.
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language poetically to unearth history,10 Schwitters seems to be trying
to escape language, to exit its reducing valve. Schwitters’s approach to
language can be seen to legitimate the other, less Heideggerian side
of Joris’s poetics—the part that celebrates “false etymologies,” as in
“A Poem in Noon.” In this poem Joris writes revealingly: “we live on
such false/ etymologies/ on the real/ joy of sound/ -ing.” Thus, to
summarize: the “Celan tack,” or way of proceeding, stipulates that a
word should be polysemic yet true to its history. The “Schwitters tack,”
in contrast, takes us on the winding roads of the “false etymology,”
replacing historical resonance with the pleasures of pronunciation, the
eroticism of the tongue.
It is worth taking a moment to look more closely at “A Poem in
Noon,” a poem that has not yet been published in a volume but
appears (is audible) on his CD, Routes, not Roots, of 2007. Here we
find a perfect example of a poem that unfolds through a meditation on
sonic resemblances and potential connections. After proposing a link
between the “noon” of the title and the Arabic letter “nun” (the poem
belongs to a sequence based on letters of the Arabic alphabet), Joris
begins the third stanza thus:
we live on such false
etymologies, on the real
joy of sounding, it brings
on what unravels
in a word
lip formed, throat instructed,
scraping or not the roof
of its tent,
& way back of it,
too high up to get
that close
or simply get it the brain amazed
that shaped air
makes sense
in difference.
Shut your brain port
(as if, as if)
for a moment
open your mouth
be wet sweet breath
10

See “Translation at the Mountain of Death” & “The Celan Ledge” in Justifying the
Margins.
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be dew
be dew
be the beduin
letter
be noon
be noon dew
between lips be silk between
be between
the letter and the brain
the letter and the letter

In these lines, the act of making “false etymologies” is directly linked to
what Joris describes as the “real/ joy of sound-/ ing,” as if something
“false” could give birth, in joy, to something “real.” The poet obviously
takes “real” joy in hearing language, in making us hear language
(especially the “d” in “sound-/ ing,” another letter accentuated
graphemically and sonically in the poem). But this variety of
connection (what I will call the “Schwitters” variety) is quite different
from the one he establishes a few lines earlier:
the dew drop—
rosée
dew
nda

The three different words for “dewdrop” (that “redolent” and
“redundant” subject of the traditional lyric poem, Joris opines) are
connected in his mind not because they sound alike but because they
are translations of one another. “Dew” (English), “rosée” (French), and
“nda” (Arabic) belong together because they are semantically, not
phonically, linked. In the passage from the third stanza quoted above,
Joris seems to be enjoining his readers to let go of semantic
concerns—“Shut your brain port”—to focus instead on the uninhibited
pleasures of pronunciation—“for a moment/ open your mouth/ be wet
sweet breath […]”—as if reading poetry were a physical act as much
as (if not more than) an act of intellection and interpretation. That
“shaped air/ makes sense/ in difference” is indeed a reason to be
amazed, as Joris suggests. We can easily be awed and entertained by
the “shaped air” itself, losing consciousness “for a moment” as we
experience the “real/ joy of sound-/ ing”—even as “sound-/ ing”
depends on the graphemic support.
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As “A Poem in Noon” demonstrates, Joris possesses Schwitters’s
Dadaist sprezzatura, his love for punning, a weakness for glossolalia,
and a preference for the collage-like rhizomatic branching of syllables
and lines. A brief glance at Joris’s translations of Schwitters is
persuasive evidence that the two poets share a passion for experiment,
for breaking boundaries (generic, linguistic, semantic), and that they
both equate playfulness with life itself: “Do we play?/ Do we live?”
asks Schwitters rhetorically in a poem translated by Joris.11 Clearly,
Joris gets a kick out of translating Schwitters: “Seeyou Sibeelee
splashes the moon/ O see you, o sing along; Libeelee goldens
Glotea!” he cries ecstatically in Kurt Schwitters: Poems, Performances,
Pieces, Proses, Plays, Poetics.12 Here, in these verses from “Unstupid”
translated from the 1917 German original, Joris allows us to take
pleasure in the unbridled, pattering pattern of Schwitters’s words as
they gravitate toward their English form. Perhaps, in the repeated
glottal “g”s of “goldens” and “Glotea,” Joris finds inspiration for the
throatiness of his own poetic word combinations. In any case,
Schwitters is a precious resource, for he suggests to Joris at least one
way for the poet to achieve his goal of making foreign the sounds we
know, a way of reaching beyond the languages we speak (beyond the
“reducing valve”) toward the pure joy of “sound-/ing.”
However, as I said earlier, this type of dadaist sprezzatura is only
one pole of attraction for Joris. The other, exemplified by Celan, pulls
Joris back to verbal parsimony, imposing on him an extreme care in
word choice as well as a determination to make words testify for layers
of lived history. If Schwitters is known for celebrating phonemes in and
of themselves (that is, as musical sounds producing “tone color”13), as
in the infamous Ur Sonata (1922-1932), Celan is known for valuing
phonemic differences as pregnant with meaning. Joris himself shows in
a brilliant analysis of Celan’s “Todtnauberg” that Celan associates
sound play with meaning-making, indeed, with the enrichment of
meaning-making. The fact that “shaped air/ makes sense/ in
difference” takes on enormous implications when Celan juxtaposes the
“a” sound of “Waldwasen” with the “ie” sound of “Waldwiesen.”14
(More on this later.) Celan exercises a sober control that allows him to
exploit small phonemic differences, thereby creating what Joris calls
11

12
13
14

Kurt Schwitters, “Madd Madd World,” Kurt Schwitters: Poems, Performances, Pieces,
Proses, Plays, Poetics, 12.
See “Unstupid” (1917), Kurt Schwitters, 3.
See “My Sonata in Primal Sounds,” Kurt Schwitters, 234.
See “Translation At The Mountain of Death” (JtM, 96).
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“semantic multilayering.”15 As a device, “semantic multilayering” adds
to the semantic capacity of a word instead of emptying that word of
meaning by reducing it to “joyful” sound. It is a practice that entails
scrupulous attention to the multiple orders of context that a single
word is capable of evoking under carefully controlled poetic
conditions. In a poem like “Todtnauberg,” Celan appears to weigh
each word, to consider its history of use and exchange before
employing it in the poem. At times, albeit without suspending his ludic
side, Joris can demonstrate a similarly philological, philosophical, and
even ethical approach to language. Consider these lines from “Canto
Diurno #1”:
o.45 a.m.
after the storm
the flat
lineaments of
word
I
meant
world a letter
on the lam
a greek
lambda/fort
missing the
eleventh leg
—not a wooden
—not a toy
of this journey
though it is
the meat we eat
in this house
after the storm
the skies
dangling
limbs
lambdas
fort
where we
fiction our
15

“Paul Celan’s Counterword: Who Witnesses for the Witness?” (JtM, 85).
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selves to be
at one16

What stands out immediately in this passage is less the spare (Celanesque) syntax than the associative word play that begins with a
supposèd slip of the pen: “word” is meant to be “world,” the “I” tells
us. This slip of the pen appears to reveal the author’s inability to
control his own gestures. If the “I” cannot control his (its?) writing, we
think to ourselves, then who (what?) is in control? Is the “missing”
letter an “l” (so typographically close to “I”)—the “l” between “word”
and “world”—and thus perhaps an acronym for “Language”? Is
“Language” (with a capital L) ultimately the behind-the-scenes author
who isn’t really missing at all?
A poem often begins with such a slip of the pen, Joris tells us in his
essay of 1990, “The Case of the Missing ‘M.’” Here, serving as
exegete of his own works, he recounts calmly and after-the-fact how
“Canto Diurno #1” was made. Curiously, he switches the “missing”
letter from “l” to “m,” perhaps in yet another slip, indicating that the
“l” may really be “elle” (as in Breton’s Manifeste du surréalisme), an
“elle” which, for Joris, turns out to be the “m” of “mother,” which is
really the “mother” of “mother tongue.” He explains: “the letter I was
thinking of was that first letter of the word missing, which is also the
first letter of the word mother. This is what happened to the language:
it went from mother tongue to other tongue” (ANP, 65).
In “Canto Diurno #1,” the slip from “mother tongue to other
tongue” cannot be said to occur literally, since English is not Joris’s
mother tongue; but we do clearly witness one language (English)
revealing another (Greek) underneath, as if an alphabetic origin were
peeking out from behind the pun on “lamb” and “lamb/da.” The
question that arises, then, is whether such punning is merely gratuitous
sound play (à la Schwitters) or a revelation of some deeper historical
connection. Are we witnessing in “Canto Diurno #1” a flowing phonic
stream-of-association typical of the early-twentieth-century-avantgarde? (Tzara: “La pensée se fait dans la bouche.”) Or is the poem’s
language telling us something we need to know, is it engaged in an
act, so to speak, of witnessing?

16

I am quoting the version of “Canto Diurno #1” published in Poasis: Selected Poems
1986-1999 (P, 1-24). These same lines are reprinted in A Nomad Poetics, but there is a
word added between “skies” & “dangling”: “the skies/washed/dangling” (ANP, 64).
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Heidegger & “listening to language”
Joris’s comments in “The Case of the Missing ‘M’” intimate that in
fact, the language of the poem is directed not by some kind of
abstract force, the inhuman engine at the base of the Saussurian
anagram, for instance. Rather, the language is directed by a very
particular part of the “I,” that part capable of listening to, viewing,
palpating, and studying language(s).17 This is a rather different
“listening to language” than Martin Heidegger described, for instance,
but it is a “listening to language” nonetheless.18 It is a “listening to
language” in the service of meaning-making, a performative meaningmaking in the here and now of the reading itself. To be sure, Joris like
Schwitters is invested in the “freedom” of sound play, yet he almost
always shows in his poems how “condemned” to meaning we really
are.19 His poems could even be characterized as narrations of the
meaning-making process; reading a poem by Joris is often like
witnessing the poet’s own struggle to make sense of associations that
sense itself did not propose. The chance slip—the lapsus or “lamba,”
the “missing” eleventh letter, the “l”—is scooped up by the attentive
poet and made to work for sense. And Joris, despite all claims to the
contrary, cares deeply about making sense. His acts of listening to the
accidents of language (the “misfirings” of its engine) are ultimately in
the service of whittling down and homing-in. The poet feels
responsible to a reader who searches for sense: “he who drives us, the
man,/ he listens in,” writes Celan in a poem dear to Joris.20 But let us

17

18

19

20

Theodor W. Adorno says (beautifully) that “the sensibility of the artist is essentially the
capacity to hear what is transpiring within the material, to see with the work’s own eyes,”
Aesthetic Theory, trans., ed., & intro. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997) 267.
See Martin Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” Poetry Language, Thought, trans. &
intro. Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper Perennial, 2001) 214: “The more poetic a
poet is—the freer (that is, the more open & ready for the unforeseen) his saying—the
greater is the purity with which he submits what he says to an ever more painstaking
listening […].“
“Because we are in the world, we are condemned to meaning, & we cannot do or say
anything without its acquiring a name in history.” Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith (London: Routledge Classics, 2002)
xxii—original emphasis.
I quote Joris’s translation of Paul Celan’s “Todtnauberg,” quoted on page 18 of Poasis.
For an alternative translation that brings out more clearly the intersubjective exchange
referenced in Celan’s verses, see “Todtnauberg” as translated by Scott Horton in
Harper’s Magazine (24 August, 2007): 255-56—“he who is driving us, the human
being/he who hears it along with us.” See http://www.harpers.org/
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return to “Canto Diurno #1” and see how the responsible Celan—
against the free-wheeling Schwitters—returns.
“Canto Diurno #1,” like so many of Joris’s poems, is an account
of writing, a reflection on the genesis and blossoming of the poem’s
words. Here, the ostensible context of the writing is the aftermath of a
storm, the calm that sets in at dawn once the drama of the night is
past. In the post-traumatic moment, the writing persona meditates on
the “flat lineaments of” his word/world and notes that something has
been felled, something brought down to earth. I cite again:
0.45 a.m.
after the storm
the flat
lineaments of
word

The speaker is concerned not with the storm itself but with what
remains after its passage. The “flat lineaments of word” could refer to
the reduction of three dimensions (the “world”) to two (the “word”).
The “flat lineaments” could also refer to an outline, an encasement
taking on the form of the world, like “flat” words on the page after the
thought has been thought or the sentence pronounced. But placing
sense momentarily aside, the reader quickly realizes that the
description of “flat lineaments” is performative as well as constative
insofar as the words used—“flat” and “lineament”—provide the
phonemic material for the rest of the sequence. The “f” in “flat” gives
us the “f” in “fort” which in turn generates both the “fort/da” and the
habitation known as a “fort,” as well as the “f” of “fiction,” another
kind of “fort,” “where we/ fiction our/selves to be at one.” (“Fiction” is
used here as a verb.) The world has been pressed flat by the storm, but
so too has the word “word,” which no longer has its vertical “l’.” If the
“f” of “flat” generates the sequence “fort… fort/da… fiction,” the
missing “l” seems to exert an even greater force. The “l,” lost in
“world,” doth insist too much in “flat” and “lineaments.” In an act of
overcompensation, the “l” then becomes the phoneme motivating the
rest of the passage: the “l” is retrieved from “flat” and “lineaments” to
give us “lam,” “lambdas,” “limb,” “leg,” “dangling,” “selves,” and so
on.

archive/2007/08/hbc-90001008; the original can be found in Lichtzwang (1970), in
Paul Celan, Gesammelte Werke, vol. 2 (Berlin: Suhrkamp Verlag, 2000) 255-56.
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That is, the ludic, phonic motivation leads us from the “l” of “letter”
to a set of words all echoing—without ever spelling out—another
absent presence, the “lamb,” or “the meat we eat,” or, more
gruesomely, “the skies/ dangling/ limbs,” perhaps the evocation of a
lynching. At this point, we enter the space of a curious bifurcation in
Joris’s work where a potent symbol drawn from a highly charged
philosophical or religious context (e.g., the sacrificial lamb) offers one
sequence of associations, one path through the thicket, while the
phonic texture of the word (“lamb”) offers another. The phonically
motivated track could be said to belong to Joris’s Schwitters-side, his
dadaist elation in unraveling the spool of signifiers, following the trail
of differentiation’s wake. Alternatively, the evocation of sacrifice and
the allusion to written Greek (the “lambda”) both belong to Joris’s
Celan-side, his ethical concern for the law, the memory of the
holocaust, history, and context.
These parallel tracks not only point to the presence of two
influences, they also offer two possibilities for interpretation to follow. If
we stick to the phonically-motivated sequence and pursue Joris’s
word-plays throughout the entirety of the poem, we might never stop
going. Assonance, alliteration, and internal rhyme lead us on and on.
And that is the point, or at least half of the point, of Joris’s “nomad
poetics.” The other half of the point, however, is that we cannot go on.
The impulse toward endless, ludic wordcraft is arrested by an equally
strong impulse to be “in this house/ after the storm,” or in the “fort,”
even if it is a “fiction.” Joris may claim repeatedly and with insistence
that his is a poetry of language, not land, that he seeks rhizomes, not
roots, and that we “are in the walking not the taking root or anything
else.”21 But his work would not be as interesting as it is if we did not
simultaneously feel within it the opposite strain toward the oikoumene,
the domestic space. Joris possesses an instinct towards homing-in on
the ground, the root, the stable shelter, “fort” or Hütte (Heidegger’s
Hütte), where even he must stop for a while. This poet needs the
“fiction” of a “one,” a communion where we might share a single
reading, a single home. Yet while imagined, this communion is also
withheld: in the lines cited above, the word, “ourselves,” is cut in two
by an enjambment; a leg, a stride, separates the “our” from the
“selves,” suggesting that a “we” is not even equivalent to itself.

21

“The Irritation Ditch” (P, 45).
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the central axis
Does this mean that ultimately all stable symbologies are rejected, all
touchstones tossed out? Are we in a world of perpetual motion with, at
best, temporary stops? I think not. Despite all the emphasis in his work
on nomadicity, diaspora, the rhizome, becoming, and the in-between,
there is in Joris a respect for figures of great gravity, figures who
provide coordinates and tie us down to earth. Joris is catholic, we
might say (tongue in cheek) in his scholarly commitments; his
preferences are multiple and multifarious. He does not translate
Schwitters and Celan alone; he also translates Rainer Maria Rilke and
Habib Tengour, Maurice Blanchot and Sam Shepherd, Gregory Corso
and Herman Melville. In other words, it is clear that Joris is not
invested in translating a corpus, a body of work that constitutes a
tendency, a movement, a national tradition. Instead he is exploring
analytically—through acts of translation—his many virtual poetic
selves, the “our/selves” as a set of positions, or poetics. He is
composing an archive, even a repertory, that is itself generative of
more voicings, more offshoots in a textual space that nonetheless
remains his own. “I read to write,” he states in the Introduction to 4X1:
The closest reading I have yet discovered is translation. Which is a
writing. And thus a circle or, hopefully, a spiral is set in motion. […] A
sort of energy-recycling Wankel-engine with its eccentric shaft and its
peritrochoid curve from which also at (the best of) times shoot the
tangents that are the writing of new poems. (4x1, 5)22

Joris’s figure of the Wankel engine is reminiscent of the “misfiring
engine” that sends off associative streams (poems) in all sorts of
unpredictable directions. This figure, though, introduces something at
odds with the discourse of nomadicity Joris has established in his
recent writing. Insofar as a Wankel-engine represents a force of
perpetual motion, it is in tune with Joris’s understanding of poetry as
endless circulation and nomadic displacement. However, insofar as a
Wankel engine possesses a core, a central axis, the figure suggests
22

Wikipedia tell us that: “The Wankel engine is a type of internal combustion engine which
uses a rotary design to convert pressure into a rotating motion instead of using
reciprocating pistons. Its four-stroke cycle takes place in a space between the inside of
an oval-like epitrochoid-shaped housing & a rotor that is similar in shape to a Reuleaux
triangle. This design delivers smooth high-rpm power, from a compact size. Since its
introduction the engine has been commonly referred to as the rotary engine, though this
name is also applied to several completely different designs.”
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that the poetic “offshoots” are not deracinated after all. In Permanent
Diaspora and A Nomad Poetics, a summation of his antiHeideggerian/Deleuzian thought, Joris advances a poetics that
decidedly rejects the notion of a central axis; he takes writing to be an
activity providing only momentary resting places in a world of centerless wandering. In order to underscore the rootlessness of the poet’s
craft, he introduces the notion of the Arabic “mâwqif” (pronounced
“mow-kif”), meaning “oasis,” “station,” or “provisional shelter.” The
“nomadic poetics” of the “mâwqif” explicitly counters a poetics of the
stable center—especially that famous, philosophical poetics of the
stable center known as the poetics of “dwelling.” “Poetry,” Joris has
written, is “the opposite” of pursuits such as philosophy—and a
philosophy of “dwelling” in particular. Indeed, philosophy is “the
enemy of the nomad” because it “is only a sort of home sickness, a
need to feel everywhere at home. Poetry is the opposite: a desire to
feel everywhere estranged, in touch with or at least reaching for the
other, out of house & home. Poetry is to be out of house & home. […]
The basic desire of poetry is therefore nomadic.”23
The ideology of the stable center is most pronounced in
Heidegger’s philosophy, the “fallacy” of which consists in depicting
“language as at-home-ness while ‘all else’ drifts” (ANP, 74).
Therefore, Joris insists that at-home-ness is specifically what drifts. Athome-ness is the “fort/ where we/ fiction our/ selves to be/ at one.”
Following this logic as it is outlined in “From the Summer 1995
Notebooks,” Joris tries to re-imagine Heidegger’s Abgeschiedenheit,
or apartness, “as the free domain or land where such nomadic drifting
may take place.” As opposed to Heidegger, who understands the driftdomain as divorced from the stable at-home-ness, Joris emphasizes
that drifting “is never apart, never geschieden (divorced), never
something separate from existence, in another place, absent, over
there.” Drifting is our existential reality; “it is always ‘a-part-of’ the here
& now, always here & not somewhere else.” Joris presents his axioms:
A poetics today has to be nomadic.
A nomadic poetics: mindfulness in & of the drift (la dérive)
There is no at homeness here but only an ever more displaced drifting. (ANP, 74)

Joris’s resistance to “homesickness,” his preference for an “ever more
displaced drifting,” takes a rather different form in his translation work
23

From “The Millennium Will Be Nomadic or It Will Not” (ANP, 46).
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and it is to this work that I would now like to turn. If the “Schwitters
tack” provides Joris with some necessary (and provocative) freedom in
his poetry writing, it presents a danger when the task at hand is
translation, especially the translation of Celan. In the latter case,
celebration of the dérive gives way to a rather severe critique of sonic
motivation,
a
disapproval
of
purely
language-generated
“détournements,” or improper twists. At least when translating, words
may indeed “drift,” pulled by sonic resemblance, but they should also
remain attached to a point of reference—a contextual, historical, even
geographical one. That is, languages may have porous borders and
words may have multiple semantic fields, but one word is not
interchangeable with any other; there are contexts and histories that
determine which paths a given word (in a given language) should
follow. This hesitation in Joris, a slight but significant resistance to a
“permanent diaspora” of meanings, can be shown to operate in the
poetry as well; however, it can be sensed most clearly in his writings on
translation. His recent essay on Celan and Heidegger, “Translation at
the Mountain of Death,” is a case in point. Here, we find Joris
struggling to establish precisely what Celan’s words mean against a
backdrop of their distortion by a previous translator, Robert R. Sullivan.
Apparently, Sullivan has mis-placed (or de-racinated) “Todtnauberg”;
he has allowed the poem to wander into a zone where it does not
belong:
the context in which the poem appears there [in Sullivan’s translation
of Hans-Georg Gadamer’s Philosophical Apprentice-ships] has
twisted—détourné, the French would say—the translator’s grasp of the
poem itself and forced him to make choices in his translation that are,
to say the least, objectionable. (JtM, 88)

The “objectionable” choice, it turns out, is phonically driven. Sullivan
translates “Sternwürfel” in the lines, “Arnica, Augentrost, der/ Trunk
aus dem Brunnen mit dem/ Sternwürfel drauf,” as “cube of asters”
instead of “star-die,” a term that, as we shall see, is far more pregnant
with pertinent associations. “Cube of asters,” Joris states bluntly, is
wrong because it ignores the fact that a wooden slab with a “painted
or carved star-motto on it”—or a “star-dice”—had a precise meaning
when Celan wrote down these words. A “star-dice” was a piece of
“local folk-art” that Heidegger’s hut—visited and described by
Celan—displayed on its front-facing wall (as photos of the hut clearly
show). Joris intuits that Sullivan chose the phrase “cube of asters”
because the “a” in “aster” resonates with the “a” in “arnica” (or
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“Arnika”) and the “a” of “Augentrost” (or eyebright), a task fulfilled in
the original German by the “Wasen” of “Waldwasen” (an uncommon
term that Joris renders as a stretch of “turf” used as a “killing field”)—
precisely the word that Sullivan’s transformation of “Waldwasen” into
“Waldwiesen”—or “forest glades”—covers up (JtM, 96-97).
Note: No drifting allowed here. Joris’s efforts are corrective and
philological; he strives to remain faithful to biographical, historical,
and literary contexts. That is, his reflex as a translator is to resituate the
utterance in its linguistic and existential field. A Sternwürfel must be
kept a Sternwürfel, Joris insists repeatedly; it is not a “cube of asters,”
even if “aster” is phonically motivated, in assonance with the other “a“ sounds that Joris notes in the stanza. Perhaps it would be more
correct to say that instead of refusing drifting in general, he establishes
a distinction between two different varieties of drifting. On the one
hand, there is the “twist,” the “détournement” performed by Sullivan
that constitutes a violent obfuscation or turning away from the very
subterranean context Celan wants us to see. This twist distorts Celan’s
poem; it makes “Todtnauberg” seem like a pastoral hymn to
Heidegger, a celebration of a visit that was in fact a great
disappointment, a confirmation of the philosopher’s refusal to see the
damage he had done. On the other, there is the drift produced by
Celan’s own suppression, his rejection of the more common word
“Wiesen” in favor of the more evocative “Wasen,” which works to
unearth (rather than bury) everything Heidegger could not say:
A “Wase,” according to Grimm’s Dictionary of the German language,
is, first of all, a piece of sod together with the plants that grow in it.
[…] Celan is not talking of some grassy surface, a pleasant meadow,
but has in mind something that goes deeper and incorporates the
network of underground roots. His thought is, as usual, directed below
the surface. […] From being a nicely romatic glade, the Waldwase has
already become something slightly “unheimlich.” […] [Further, the]
“Wasenmeister” […] guts and buries the dead livestock. […] The walk
[Celan and Heidegger take together] is over a cemetery […] in that
one little word, “wasen” used instead of the more usual “Wiesen,” i.e.
in the substitution of an “a” for a long “ie” […] the poem opens up
from the restricted economy of a containable and constrainable
structure (the simple, tight network of traditional poetic surface devices
as exemplified here by the rhymes of the “a’s”) to the movement of a
more general economy, a mise-en-abîme, where “meaning,”
“reference,” etc., begin to leak, to “bleed” into an unconstrainable
chain. (JtM, 96-98)
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Joris conjectures that Celan’s choice of the word “Wasen” might have
been influenced by the fact that its dominant vowel sound, “a,” echoes
with the other “a” sounds in the poem. But unlike the choice of “cube
of asters,” which simply ignores Celan’s intentional play on “Würfel”
(a die—as in Mallarmé’s “Coup de dés”) and “Stern,” as in the Jewish
star, the choice of “Wasen” over “Wiesen” as well as Joris’s
translation of it as “sward” both insist on “the Heideggerian context,”
the only context where “a poem titled Todtnauberg has to be located”
(JtM, 91). The notion that the poem and the translation of the poem
must be located in a certain context, and that drifting away from that
context constitutes a failure to testify, is one we should carefully retain.
The insistence on context, not simply as an important variable in
translation but also as an important variable in poetic composition,
challenges the Deleuzian, nomadic poetics Joris champions elsewhere.
As Joris writes in “Translation At the Mountain of Death,” a distinction
should be maintained between a Derridean poetics of différance and
the “bleeding” of “Wasen” or “Wase” as turf into “Wase” as “dead
wood, “the etymology of which Grimm leads back through French
“faisceau” to Latin “fasces,” which provided the root for “fascism”
(JtM, 97).
This movement [Celan’s], by the way, is not identical with, though
related to what Derrida’s play on the “a” of différance entails. In the
case of the “a” of Wasen, the change from Wiesen is audible—no
point is being made here in favor of a general economy of writing as
against phonocentric structures. (JtM, 98)

But there is another reason why Celan’s “dérive” is not truly Derridean
(or Deleuzian) in nature. Not only does it depend upon an “audible”
difference (which “différance” does not provide); it also depends upon
a contextual reading, a grounded reading, we might say, which
Derrida’s most famous work—“Signature, Context, Event” but also Of
Grammatology—rigorously disputes. Joris’s translation can be said to
testify to the situation Celan is evoking in all its richness and
complexity. In contrast, Sullivan fails to attend to this situation, and
therefore introduces associations—phonic ones, such as that been
“arnica” and “asters”—that testify to nothing, pointing us only toward
the sounds themselves.
The freedom to privilege sound as a way of getting beyond—and
thus escaping from—the reducing valve of language is thus a twoedged sword (“sward”?). As a translator who wishes to be as “literal”
as possible, Joris cannot succumb to the pull of this freedom without
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abandoning context, and thereby betraying the ethics of a contextual
reading he feels the poet deserves. Yet it is not as though this context
were right there on the surface, available at first glance or announced
by the poet in the clearest of terms. Paradoxically, it is through sound
play itself that the reader comes to discover the accurate context
(Heidegger, the Holocaust). That is, Celan’s subtle play with “a”s and
“ie”s leads the attentive reader back to the central spine, or axis, of the
poem, the singular event that Heidegger cannot acknowledge. In
“Todtnauberg,” the poet’s freedom to privilege sound has been
qualified by his equally compelling need to testify; ironically, this need
to testify finds its means of realization, its engine, in the very freedom
(to play with words) that threatens to undermine the act of testifying
itself. But it should always be remembered that sound play can also
obfuscate context when placed in the wrong hands.
language is the only guide
Although in deep sympathy with Joris’s project, I cannot help
wondering whether Deleuze and the nomadic poetics he has inspired
(in many contemporary writers) constitutes more of a reactionformation than a significant poetics. That is, it occurs to me that
“permanent diaspora” may be the mirror opposite of, and not the
effective alternative to, Heidegger’s “poetics of dwelling” and its
ideological apotheosis of race, blood, and root. Joris clearly has his
Heideggerian side; in fact, at times he sounds almost Heideggerian
himself, as in these verses from “The Work of Al-Ishk”:
(((what I do find most objectionable is the language used, debased coin of
image & symbol, as hollow as Mad Ave, & in anger I want to hold on to
this:
that language should not be used cheap,
(that) (as) language is all we have
to make sense of us in
the world
that language is the only guide,
boat, raft,
life-raft,
the only way for us
to come into the awe & possibilities
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of even those events the mystifiers
claim to be beyond words.24

“Language” as “guide.” “Language” as “life-raft.” This is not
Heidegger speaking; it is Joris. The implication here is that, despite all
claims to the contrary, Joris’s devotion to language—more, to the
sounds of language—is tempered by a resistance to certain ways of
using language and making (cheap) noise. Heidegger is in fact never
very far away from Joris’s poetics—at least, not as far as one thinks.
To turn Joris’s words around, it isn’t “drifting,” Abgeschiedenheit
(“apartness”) that is “never far away.” Rather, at-home-ness, the urge
toward dwelling, toward language as “clearing,” and even toward
“stillness,”25 is “never geschieden (divorced), never something separate
from existence, in another place, absent, over there” (P, 74). Finding a
home, a language, a reducing-valve, “is our existential reality”; “it is
always ‘a-part-of’ the here & now, always here & not somewhere
else.”
Perhaps, ultimately, the difference between Heidegger and Joris
has to do with what Heidegger means by the word “dwelling” (a point
Joris implicitly makes), not with the notion of staying-still, respecting
the root, or “dwelling” itself. Let us take a closer look, then, at
Heidegger’s sense of “dwelling” as proposed, for instance, in
“Building Dwelling Thinking.” Here, Heidegger reveals that his
intended meaning of “dwelling” is linked to the root meaning of the
word for “space,” Raum. This word bears a relation that Heidegger
does not repudiate to the verb for conquering, that is, to the verb that
designates the forcible settling of another’s land. Heidegger explains:
“What the word for space, Raum, Rum, designates is said by its
ancient meaning. Raum means a place cleared or freed for settlement
and lodging.”26 Heidegger’s translator appends a note, explaining the
philosopher’s lexical choice: Raum, in “its ancient meaning,” means
not simply to “settle” but more precisely “to conquer,” to colonize, to
take land from indigenous inhabitants and claim it for a community of
usurpers. In other words, the derivation of Heidegger’s word points us
toward an understanding of poetry as a variety of colonization, the
founding of one culture, one truth, of suppressing the culture and truth
of the Other. Such a tenuous connection of poetic language with
colonization (via etymology) would have less weight if Heidegger had
24
25
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“The Work of Al-Ishk” (P, 32).
See Martin Heidegger, “Language” Poetry, Language, Thought, 204.
Martin Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” Poetry, Language, Thought, 152.
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not also supported a National Socialist platform, if he had not also
made poetry into the speech of conquerors, and if “listening to
language” hadn’t also turned out to mean listening to only one kind of
language (a reducing valve if there ever was one)—which Heidegger
calls “language’s own nature”:
But where do we humans get our information about the nature of
dwelling and poetry? Where does man generally get the claim to arrive
at the nature of something? Man can make such a claim only where
he receives it. He receives it from the telling of language. Of course,
only when and only as long as he respects language’s own nature.
Meanwhile, there rages round the earth an unbridled yet clever talking,
writing, and broadcasting of spoken words. Man acts as though he
were the shaper and master of language, while in fact language
remains the master of man.27

It is useful to contrast this passage with Joris’s radio poem, “Aegean
Shortwave,” a sound landscape that embraces all the “unbridled”
elements of language that Heidegger would seek to repress. Joris,
Heidegger, Celan, and even (or especially) Schwitters can agree that
“language remains the master of man”; but the poets part ways with
the philosopher when the latter takes that master to be a master, that
is, when he understands that act of clearing a space, of finding a
dwelling, to mean dictating, narrowly, a superior truth, a superior
ideology, a superior race. What distinguishes Heidegger from Joris
and his poets is ultimately not their refusal of the ground. Joris finds
this ground in language just as Heidegger does, but he follows
language on a longer journey, through thicker thickets, and is not
afraid to see that ground shifting and changing over time as a result of
future readings (future listenings). Joris is more open to the pure “joy in
sound-/ ing” than Celan, and he certainly has more in common with
Schwitters than him, perhaps because he wants to ensure that the
word’s contexts of usage are not the only truths that need to be
preserved. He has to balance the call of a post-semic poetry against
the call of contextualization and thus meaning, a belief in sound play
as revelation against a commitment to poetry as testimony. Joris truly
“ride[s] the separation between” (“A Poem in Noon”).
It is not easy negotiating poetics in the post-Holocaust landscape.
In contrast to Adorno, I would submit that the single most difficult
hurdle for contemporary poets to clear is not Auschwitz, but rather the
27
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Heideggerian corpus. This corpus is “—not a wooden/ —not a toy”
(“Canto Diurno #1”); it is a very serious obstacle indeed. Like the top
in the game of “fort/da,” Heidegger’s writings on poetry always come
back (only to be pushed away again). They intrude, inevitably, on the
poet’s reflections on the mission of his or her craft. Even Celan—who
had the most reason to dismiss Heidegger outright—takes the
pilgrimage to visit him. “Clearly,” writes Joris about that visit, “Celan
had hoped for something (the opening botany, arnica, eyebright, is of
healing plants) which Heidegger did not (could not?) (would not?)
provide […].”28 All European poets make that same pilgrimage to
Heidegger’s dwelling, whether in imagination or reality, just as all
American poets visit Ezra Pound at Saint Elizabeth’s, in an imaginary
or real attempt to come to terms with what he offers and what he does
not.29 Joris—American and European both—must make both visits and
clear both hurdles at once. His poetry is all the richer for taking that
formidable leap.
ah…
At the end of “A Poem in Noon,” the poet refers, surprisingly and
seemingly out of the blue, to “arnica, all healer,” the same plant
mentioned in Celan’s poetic testament to Heidegger, “Todtnauberg.”
The context is the following:
be there & listen:
rosée, dew—a due rose
triangulation with
soft sweet nda
hop over the bent back
of the initial, both hands
gently on that back
to gain air becomes the slight
explosion of d
into that most initial and red of vowels
arnica, all-healer
end of nda

28
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“Canto Diurno #1” (P, 17).
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Remaking of American Poetic Tradition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992).
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“Arnica, that “bright-yellow flower, whose mountain variety, A.
montana, is used to prepare a tincture helpful for healing sprains and
bruises,” has now become a mere excuse for sounding the “a”: the
“a” of “nda,” or “dew” in Arabic. That is, “arnica” is no longer a
“bright-yellow flower,” a botanical “all-healer,” but instead a sound
that heals, the “a” of “nda” into which we fall, after the exertion of
pronouncing the “n” and the “d”: “hop over the bent back/ of the
initial”—that is, the initial letter, the “n.” Put “both hands/ gently on
that back,” counsels the poet, meaning presumably the hands of our
tongue that “gain[s] air” then presses forward to explode in the “d” of
“nda.” We are instructed to “be there/ & listen”: to “ride the breath”
following the consonant. Only then we can revel in the life-giving, allhealing breath of “that most initial and red/ of vowels”: “a.”
Ah. If only it were so easy. But of course Joris does not really wish
us to “Shut” our “brain port” to revel in the pure “joy of sound-/ ing.”
He does not wish us to remain amazed—aaaamazed—by the rushing
air of “that most initial and red/ of vowels.” No: he wants us—our
mind, our memory—to make sense of that vowel, of all the vowel
sounds, of all the sounds period, that appear in his poems. “A Poem
in Noon” is not, after all, just a poem about the sound of “nun” or
“noon” or “dew” or “a.” And the word “arnica” is not just the healing
breath between consonants, a pure matter that we can feel on our
tongue, hold in our hands, or hear. Rather, “arnica” has meaning; it is
in fact semantically loaded (as well as emotionally packed, or “red”)
because it recalls a very specific context: the literary context of
“Todtnauberg” and its account of Celan’s visit to Heidegger’s Hütte.
At the same time, though, “arnica” is not stuck in one context, reduced
to one truth. By incorporating the word “arnica,” the poem has shifted
its meaning, provided a new context (both for our understanding of the
word and for our reading of Celan’s poem). Sound play and deep
context are interwoven in this poem as they are, so often, in Joris’s
work. The poet “ride[s] the separation between” Schwitters and Celan,
Celan and Heidegger, and in doing so creates works that test our
ability to recall, to testify, even as we take joy in their sound.
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Abdelwahab Meddeb

THE WANDERER
a wanderer you really are
between the continents between the languages
between the genres between the voices
it’s what you see you go from Europe
to Africa to America
and I hear you transporting the words
from Arabic to German from French
to English from Berber perhaps
and you could have expanded your terrain
toward Chinese toward Iroquois
I have sometimes caught you by surprise
deciphering the traces in the forests
like a Sioux scenting the orange
of the Osages or placing your feet again
in the steps of the poet of Arabia
whose camp’s ruins your scrutinize
like letters transcribed on parchment
or the tattoo emerging from the inside of a hand
or the grooves left by the ropes
on the edge of the well
you pass on to interpretation the folds
that winds weave on the flanks of the dunes
from east to west you run without loosing your breath
from the ode to the fugue passing through the fresco
and the engraving on the cave walls
so many lines swarming in the head
the heart they pierce when you walk
on the slabs that sink into the dryness
of Timgad amongst the remnants of the columns
or again when you remain breathtaken
before the black American soil covered
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with snow there you discover again the smell
that emanates from the fern undergrowth
marked by dew since youth
and you do not unravel the ivy that envelopes
the hazel tree in the Ardennes’ outskirts
you precociously sensed the passion
that binds in life or in death
love potion that eager lips drink
from Mejnoun to Tristan in every language
you hear the laments of Isolde and of Layla
a thousand diatribes bounce off the walls
of your mobile house where you dream of a saying
that bears the memory of all languages
it is to this hive that you lend an ear
when you ferry over the sounds from one shore to another
projecting yourself in the filet knife’s effort before
you give in entirely to the image of one who mounts
to cross the pass that takes your breath away
between contraction and expansion
you don’t miss out on marking the nuances
in a single color saturation
to shortage as if to keep alive
the amazement that has remained intact
ever since it entranced your gaze
from your first encounter with the desert on
you have said: is it the south? is it the orient?
you are one of those loners who takes a bet
no matter whether they lose or win
you know that all orient is the occident
of another orient that each south
is the north of another south the wheel turns
and you enter its rotations
dazed you drive out the unexpected
that hides in the folds of the familiar
greetings to you wanderer between nations
having chosen to be nowhere
you are at ease wherever you go
you invent your country where your steps take you
[Cairo, Sunday, January 3rd, 2010]
[Translated from French by Peter Cockelbergh]
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